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PREFACE. 

-' -'0-

THIS book attempts to 'put the English reader in a 
position to understand the conditions of life and' the 
problems of government that exist in the Russia of to
day. Some knowledge of the aspects of the country, 
the ethnological descent of its inhabitants, and the story 
of the rise and maintenance of their autocratic form of 
government, seems necessary as a preliminary to such 
understanding, and the first three chapters, of the 
volume are devoted to an exposition of these matters ; 
but since modem political life is the subject of the 
book, they have not been allowed to expand into greater 
detail than will be helpful to the object in view. 

The reforms of the early years of Alexander iI. 
have been treated much more fully, for almost all the 
political questions of the day in Russia are intimately 
connected with them and with their subsequent partial 
abrogation Witnessed d~ring the reactionary period of 
the last quarter of a century. 

Finally the chief forces now in operation on the 
Russian political stage are described, and their relatiom 
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to each other discussed; the phenomena of government 
at present observable are portrayed, and the question is 
debated as to whether in Russia good government is 
compatible with autocracy (aggravated by officialdom), 
and if not, what chance thereia in the near future of 
the overthrow of the bureaucracy and the' introduction 
of constitutionalism. 

Chapters supplementary to the main theme of the 
book have been added to discuss the subjects of the 
extradition of prisoners to Russia. by other states, and 
the attitude towards questions of Russian internal 
politic., which should. be observed by inhabitants of 
freer countries. 

A rather full index at the end of the volume will it 
• is hoped serve in some measure as a small dictionary of 
the 8ubj~ of Russian politica. Most of the headings 
likely to occur to the mind in connection with it will 
be found there, and if the pages indicated in the text 
are referred to, the stndent of the subject will frequently 
find further references to various authorities on par
ticuiar points. 

A list of many of the books used by me will be 
found in the index of authors, but I have very gener
a.lly treated as my principal authorities M. Anatole 
Leroy-Beaulieu's encyclopredic work on Russia, and the 
oral evidence of my friend Mr Felix Volkhovsky, who 
has heen kind enough to read the book in manuscript 
and in every chapter to suggest out of the wealth of 
his knowledge (gathered both from persooa.! experience, 
and a wide acquaintance with Russian historical and 
sociological books) notable additions and improvement&. 
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I consider . myself fortunate ·therefore in having had as 
my two principal guides, men of divergent views, who 
are yet, hoth of them, so instructed and so conscientious, 
that in their accounts of matters of fact hardly any 
divergence occurs. 

The reader may differ widely from me in the con
clusions I have drawn from the factS portrayed, but 
will understsnd that my object has been to place them 
fairly before him so that he shall he in no less 
good position than myself to draw the deduction,s 
from them which appear to him appropriate. 

A word must be said on the difficult snbject of the 
spelling of Russian names. Like Mr Kennan and 
others I have attempted to follow phonetic rules though 
my interpretstion of them has not completely coincideil 
with his; (for example where he uses the final /, f 
have used '1/). In the numerous quotstions I have 
made from other writers, I have considered it right 
to preserve the spelling they have adopted though it 
has sometimes resulted in the inconvenience of the 
same name's being spelt in two or three ways, possibly 
within as many pages. Like Mr Kennan I have not 
attempted to alter the spelling of names familiar to 
English readers through long usage (such as Moscow, 
Cossack, etc.), nor the signatures that have been 
deliberately chosen by Russian writers in Roman letters 
(such as that of Madame Novikoft) •. 

In my quotations from M. Leroy-Beaulieu's book, 
I have not used Madame Ragozin's English version, 
but have translated directly from the French edition. 
The frequent curtailmentS in the English edition make 

b. 
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this desirable, and in the case of the third volume it has 
been necessary, as that part of the book has not yet 
been published in its English form. 

My thanks are due to my brother Dr A. Hugh 
Thompson for having helped me to revise the proofs 
of the book. 

HERBERT M. THOMPSON. 

September 9th, 1895. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF RUSSIA, AND THE 

RACIAL DESCENT OF HER PEOPLES. 
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'PHYSICAL CIlAIIACTBRISTICS AND ETHNOLOGY. 

IT would be difficult to give a better account of the 
physical characteristics of the Russian Empire than 
that contained in the opening chapters of M. Anatole 
Leroy-Beaulieu's "The Empire of the Tsars and the 
Russians." 1 They are the chief source of information 
for the contents of this chapter. 

Humboldt has remarked that the part of our globe 
governed by the Russian sceptre is larger than the area 
which the moon exhibits to us at its full. In propor
tion with the huge extent of the country are its natural 
features. Its plains (steppes) are the vastest of our 
planet; whilst the characteristic of the great bulk of 
the European and much of the Asiatic parts of the 
empire is extreme flatness, at the south' the gigantic 
barrier of the Caucasus springs from below the level 
.of the sea, its summits overtopping Mount Blanc by 
800 metres; the lakes of north-east Russia, Ladoga 
and Onega, are the largest· in Europe, and the Siberian 
lakes of BaiklU and Balkash are the largest in Asia; 
whilst the Caspian and Aral Seas form the largest lakes 
of the world. The rivers are in proportion to the 
plains. The most remarkable of these in the place it 

I This book i. referred to in future pages .. «Leroy-Beaulieu." 
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takes in the national life (though, if we inciude the 
Siberian rivets, not the longest), is the Volga. It seelll!l 
almost an accident that from the point where it 80 

nearly approaches the Don it does not, like its brother 
river, flow into the sea of Azov. But as M. Leroy
Beaulieu remarks, this accident has .. considerable 
influence on the destinies of the Russian people:' for 
this great artery of trade and intercourse .. turtlll 
its back on Europe," and empties itself into the Cas
pian, avast salt lake with surroundings that are 
Asiatic. 

A very large proportion of Russian territory is still 
uninhabited, and already the population numbets 
120,000,000, of whom only about 20 per cent. dwell 
in Siberia and the rest of Asiatic Russia. 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu regards the conventional geogra
phical distinction between the continents of Asia and 
Europe as a somewhat arbitrary one. He would rather 
distinguish in this huge expanse of the world's surface 
three main divisions, viz. Europe proper, Asia proper, and 
the Empire of the Tsars. The last must be distinguished 
from Europe proper, for it is not, like what is ordin
arily called Western Europe, invaded on all sides by 
arms of the sea, so as to form. congeries of peninsulas, 
and consequently it does not enjoy the same temperate 
climate. The seas which wash its shores are too far 
off or not large enough to serve, as OUts do, in turn as 
reservoits of warmth and sources of refreshing coolness. 
Another distinguishing feature is the absence through
out the great bulk of Russia of mountain ranges and 
deep valleys. The geological strata lie eveuly super
impoaed the one on the other, and over them stretch 
the interminable steppes. If one described these as 
being saved from perfect flatness by gradual undulation, 
one would be using a figure more strongly suggestive of 
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variety in landscape than the facts allow. Rather one 
might say that there is a swell on the steppes as there 
may be on the surface of a smooth sea. Nothing then 
stands in the way of the ice-laden polar winds which 
sweep right across the country from north to south 
freezing the ports of the Azov, and even the river 
mouths of the Black Sea itself during the winter season 
as they do the harbour of Archsngel, though for a con-
siderably shorter time. . 

Tlie Ural Mountains are marked on the maps with 
more emphasis than their actual importance quite 
justifies. One expects to find them comparable in 
dignity and altitude to the .Alps; in reality they may 
be more fittingly compared with the mountains of Scot
land. The highest summit on the rounded ridges of this 
range is only 4875 feet-not much higher than Ben 
Nevis. The Urals serve rather to mark the boundary 
between Europe and .Asia than to make any very for
midable barrier between them. Indeed they are not 
permitted to fulfil even this humbler office consistently, 
for the European province 'of Permia juts out to the 
eastward far beyond their slopes. They however have 
their importance, for volcanic action has here disturbed 
the even lie of the strata enough to make great mineral 
wealth accessible to mining enterprise. But regarded 
as a screen to shield the country from the freezing air 
currents, they are unimportant; what little protection 
they might give in this 'way is lost from the fact of 
their running north and, south: the screen is placed 
edgeways to the draught. 

Another point to observe is that over the huge 
expanse of Russia and Siberia, the fertilising rainfall is 
very small compared to what it is in Europe, and 
especially is this true of the central portions of the 
former. 
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But if RU8S~ is climatically 80 unfortunately dis
tinguished from Europe, it is also distinguished from 
Asia. }'or the Russian sun does not waste away the 
cultivator of the soil, nor does it threaten with degen
eracy the race that works under it. Man encounters 
but two obstacles to his progress there, coldness, and 
immensity of space. Now coldness is leas difficult to 
overcome than extreme heat, and it is an enemy that 
our races and our civilisation need dread less. As for 
the difficulties of immense extent of territory they have 
8Iready been partly overcome; whilst the very fact of 
immensity has advantages which pr9mise much for 
Russis in the future. 

We have now enumerated the main reasons for the 
singular uniformity of climate which obtains throughout 
almost the whole of European, and a great part of 
Asiatic Russia. Of Russia in Europe it is almost true 
to say that if we cut off the northern limbs of Finland 
and Lapland, and the southern mountain-protected ex
crescences of Transcaucasia and Southern Crimea, the 
winter coldness of the south is com parable to, though 
18:!8 intense than that of the north, whilst the scorching 
summer heat is felt hardly less in the north than it ia 
in the south. In each case there ia of course some 
degree of moderating in1luence exercised both by the 
difference of latitude, and in some parts, by the neigh
bourhood of the sea, but not nearly 88 much 88 one 
would expect from rellection on the fact that Archangel 
is about as much north of Odeasa 88 Christiana ia of 
Naples. There is of course a difference in the respective 
lengths of the cold and of the hot seasons; the ports of 
the Azov are not frozen for so long a period as those 
of the Baltic. 

The effect of these mitigations and inteDBiJicationa 
becomes apparent in the next feature of the physical 
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conditions of Russis which has to be described. Nature 
has divided the country into great belts or zones, run
ning east and west, or in the more southern parts of the 
country, north-east and south-west. The most northerly 
of these zones in consequence of the intense rigour of 
the climate has no forest trees, and hardly any vegeta
tion of any sort except lichen. But at about the 65th 
degree of latitude there begins to spread southwards 
the enormous fOl'f'.stregion or zone of Russia. The map 
tells' one that in mere extent of territory it embraces 
more than half of the European part of the empire ; nor 
is it confined by the rather feeble barrier of the Ural 
mountaius, but it stretches away eastwards into Siberia. 
Its southern boundary runs from as far down a., the 
province of Kiev in the west, to the far more northern 
province of Kazan as it gets eastwards, crossing the 
Volga 'near where the great water highway joins the 
Kama and begins to run south. 

The proportion of this forest zone that is actu8lly 
covered with wood varies considerably. In the com
paratively populous south-west it is about a third only, 
so tbat one must not picture what is called the forest 
zone as anything like a continuous stretch of wood; 
but in the north-east it much more nearly becomes 
so, for there the wood covers as much as three
quarters of the land. In the Dorthern parts the trees 
are almost ,exclusively the fir, the larch, the pine, and 
the birch; but the further south one travels the more 
variety of species one encounters. Throughout there is 
but little brushwood and undergrowth, so that in this 
respect these great forests present a contrast to those of 
South America. To give a more vivid idea of what 
these forests are like, it may be interesting to quote a 
Russian's account of a ride through the forest region 
between Viatka and Nlzhui ~6vgorod in winter. The 
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passage is taken from Alexander Rerzen's "My 
Exile":-

"The following day I arrived at Soransk. 
"From this point, the road runs through eudless 

pine woods. The nights were moonlight; the 
ground was frozen; the small sledge glided quickly 
over the narrow road. Such woods I have never 
seen again. They extend, without interruption to 
Archaugelsk, wheuce reindeer sometimes pass 
through them, to the district of W iatka. Most of 
the trees are suitable for building. The pines, 
wonderfnlly straight, Hew past my sledge like 
soldiers, tall and snow-covered, and their pointed 
pinnacles looked out of the snow like upraised 
daggers. You fall asleep, you awake, the regiments 
of pine-trees pass uninterruptedly with a hurried 
step past the sledge, shaking off the snow from time 
to time; and then comes the post-station in a 
small space cut out of the wood. There stands a 
little house behind the trees, seeming to have lost 
its way hither. The horses, tied to a pile, rillg 
their little bells; some Tcheremiss boys rush out 
of the house, in their embroidered shirts, still 
half asleep. The Wiatka postillion begins in a 
hoarse voice to quarrel with his companion; 
then he exclaims, 'Aida! aida!' (' Quicker I 
quicker! ') commences a song of two notes, and 
again the eye meets with snow and pines, pines 
and snow." 

South of the forest zone is the black earth zone, in 
many respects the moat remarkable region in Russia 
It owes its name to a layer of soil which covers its 
aurface to a thickness differing from half a yard to a 
yard and a halL This soil is formed of decayed vege
table matter aud is of marvellnus fertmty 80 that this 
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part of the :Empire is one of ·the natural granaries. of 
the world and is the most thickly populated part of the 
country though the population is as yet very largely 
cOndensed in the south-western portions. With a 
thickness about equal to the length of the province of 
Podolia it forms a broad band to the south of the forest 
region crossing the Volga near the Samara horse-shoe. 

Below the black earth zone the country is occupied 
for another broau belt by the zone of the steppes, the 
Russian prairie, In the black earth zone the inhabit
ants are settled on the land, and follow the three-years 
rotation system of cultivation. Most of the prairie 
zone is now becoming settled in the same way, but in 
the north-easterly regions the inhabitanta are still 
nomad; they cultivate the land till it is exhausted 
and then move on to another position. The soil here is 
not unpromising. It is in fact a modification of the 
black earth, though without its extraordinary richness. 
The principal disadvantage of the steppes compared 
with the black earth zone itself, is that they are less 
well watered by rivers, The features which formerly 
characterised the latter l'egion alone are gradually being 
found over a larger area than was the case a few 
decades ago; to the north the felling of the neighbour
ing forests, and to the south the occupancy of the 
prairie land, less fertile though it be, with settled cul
tivation, are both bringing about this result. 

To the south of the steppes, entering Europe as a 
great wedge which has ita thickest end in Asia, is a still 
less fertile region. Part of it is the UnU-Caspian 
depression, which forms the desert region of South 
Russia. It in fact includes the bed of the vast pre
historic inland ocean, of which the Caspian and the 
Aral are the shrunken remnants. The line which 
bounds the i:egion in questi~n enters from the north-
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east, near Orenburg, crosses the Volga where it neigh
bours the Don at Tsaritsin, and by following the lower 
part of the valley of the Duieper, arrives at the mack Sea 

, at Khers6n. 'Vhilst its southern boundary returns, to 
Alria along the range of mountains which first becomes 
visible along the south coa.qt of the Crimea from west 
to east, and beyond the Strait of Kertch develops into 
the mighty Caucasus. This part of Russia includes 
some of the saline steppes which have still vaster 
extent in the Asiatic than in the European part of the 
domain. These quasi-desert parts, like the most 
nartherly (the polar) zone, can support but a few 
wandering tribes. In some respects the two regions 
are comparable, the reindeer being replaced by the 
camel. But speaking generally of the south-easterly 
regions, there are large portions which are not only 
habitable but fairly fertile. Such are most of the 
Kuban, and the parts directly watered by the Ural, the 
Volga, and the Don rivers. Speaking generally of the 
whole region, we may say that the greater part of it is 
settled. 

As.our final and southernmost division of the country 
we have Transcaucasia, and the southern coast of the 
Crimean peninsula. Here, in consequence of the pro
tection of the mountain barrier, the climatic conditioD8 
of the rest of Russia are at last ahaken olI There is a 
fertile land, with a sub-tropical climate, where the 
olive, the vine, the mulberry, cotton, and the sugar-cane 
grow, and where we once more find forests-forests 
that are far more luxuriant in their growth than those 
of northern Russia. 

Let us now for a moment consider the water system 
of Russia. In the province of Novgorod, five de~ 
south of 8t Petersburg, rise the Valdai Hilla They 
may seem at first sight hardly worth mentioning, for 
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they are only about 1000 feet high. But all things are 
comparative, and in the great flat expanse of European 
Uussia, whether we take the sweep from the Carpathians 
to the U nils, or that from the Caucasus to the Baltic, 
this is the highest ground to be encountered between. 
In this part then are to be found the head-waters 
of the Volga and of many others of the largest rivers 
of Russia, which leisurely flow hence north, south, east, 
and west to one of the far distant seas. In consequence 
of the extreme flatness of the country there is often 
but little to determine which way the rivers shall flow, 
and in the course of their dilatory meanderings they 
form countless lakes (the two largest specimens of 
which are Onega and Ladoga), or still more often vast 
expanses of swamp and marsh which, especially in the 
forest region, occupy a large part of the surface of the 
country. The actual lakes are for the most part found 
near the beginnings of the river-courses, and the lake 
region is mostly in the near neighbourhood of the 
Valdai Hilla, or in the part. of the country stretching 
from thence northwards to the White Sea. 

Speaking broadly, we see Russia divided into two 
great regions, the upper half covered with forest and 
marsh, with large clearances made habitable here and 
there by the hand of man, in which sometimes towns 
or villages are built; the lower half devoid of wood 
and suffering from a continual dearth of moisture, but 
comPensated in great measure for these drawbacks by 
the marvellous fertility of its soil in its more northerly 
parts. The broad physical distinctions thus marked 
out between upper and lower Russia are not followed 
by fundamental distinctions between the national 
characteristics of their respective populations. Therl! 
is on the other hand an a~ount of homogeneousness 
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which is rather remarkable compared for instance with 
what we should find in a survey from north to south of 
the populations of India. The natural features of the 
country to some extent account for this. The great 
water-highways provided by the rivers form continual 
lines of communication; by them the ,north is con
stantly sending its timber to the' south; and they are 
for ever carrying the grain of the south to feed the people 
of the north. Again the absence of important monntain 
ranges has saved the country from the interposition 
of natural boundaries which would check nnifying inter
communication between the northern and the southern 
parts. An even more important factor in the case 
is that the southern half of Rnssia is to all intents 
and purposes a colony; a colony from the westerly 
and partly too from the northerly portions, and one 
that has been bnt comparatively recently settled. In 
a country where industrial and manufacturing develop
ment is in its infancy, where the great-town movement 
is only beginning to be felt, and where eight or nine 
out of every ten 'of its inhabitants are peasants who 
spend their lives in agriculture, it would be natural 
to find the lands presenting the most fertile soils 
those which were supporting the thickest popnlations. 
If we examine a map showing the modern distribntion 
of popnlation we find this to be largely the case. 
Ent natural conditions are settling where the centre 
of gravity shall be, now for the first time. History 
settled the early RlI&~ians amidst their forests where 
they were more secure from their fast-speeding enemies 
who scoured the open plains, the fertile soil of which 
is now opening up to the rest of Rnssia a new land 
of promise comparable to the fields for colonisation 
offered to England, Germany, and Scandinavia by the 
Western States of America and North-West Canada. 
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A surprisingly rapid increase of population bas been 
the analogous consequence. The present population 
of the Empire is about 120 millions and to these it 
adds yearly about a million. Yet in 1723 it was 
computed at ouly about 14 or 15 millions, in 1782 
at 28 to 30, in 1815 at 45, and. so recently as 1851 
at 68 millions. Even when we remember that these 

. statistics take into account the populations added to 
the subjects of the Tsar in consequence' of territoli8J. 
annexation, the natural increase is on a scale that 
we are used to associate with newly opened up colonies 
rather thau with old settled countries. With a newly
peopled region so enormous then, and with a popula
tion increasing at this rate, it is clear that there must 
be matelial changes in political conditions. It is one 
pf the grounds of hope that the Liberals of the second 
Nicholas's reign can possess with more confidence 
than those of the time of Nicholas I., that developments 
so prodigious should help to break through the sombre 
political cloud that spreads its· monotonous shadow 
over at any rate three out of the four reigns which 
have partitioned the present century. 

As we might expect, the present popUlation of 
Russia is by no means evenly distributed over i.ts 
surface. Only about one-sixth. of it dwells in the 
Asiatic part, beyond the U flUS and' the Caspian. Of 
the remainder, two-thirds are to be found in a part 
of the European territory not more than three times 
as large as France. The most. thickly peopled regions 
are the south-western part of the black earth zone 
and the adjoining parts of the forest and prairie zones; 
Poland and some of the neighbouring provinces which 
enjoy the advantages of a good geographical position, 
an older 'civilisation, and a more advanced manu
facturing and industrial development; the industrial 
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region of MoscOw, with its central position between 
the two great waterways of the Volga and the Oka, 
and its neighbourhood both to the most splendidly 
wooded countries of the north, and the black earth 
lands of the south; and finally the near neighbourhood 
of St Petersburg. The immediate future develop
menta of population may be looked for princi
pally in the black earth and fertile prairie zones. 
The north-easterly portions of these are as yet most 
scantily peopled. 

We have observed that the physical characteristics 
of the country tend to promote ita homogeneousness 
and solidarity to a rather remarkable extent. The 
further question now remains to be asked. Do we 
actually find homogeneousness and solidarity in the 
peoples who inhabit it? For we must remember that 
tendencies seemingly as potent have for ages been 
in operation calculated to bring about a contrary 
result. Across the broad plain of Russia has swept 
each invading nomad wave as it has swarmed acr088 

from Eastern Asia to Western Europe. Not only so, but 
in many cases the tide has turned again upon ita level 
woods and plains, and the races along ita western 
borders and seas, after having nndergone the process 
of differentiation in the various countries that they 
have found marked ont for them by nature, have 
sent back invading hosts into Russia, there perhaps 
once more to nndergo a process of assimilation. 

Within the bounds of "the empire, the races of 
sufficient importance to be taken into account number 
more than a score. If we include the numerically 
less important ones, and those that differ less markedly 
from other represented specimens, they amount to 
fifty or sixty. All round the borders of Rll88ia the 
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utmost diversity of race, language, and religion are 
to be. found. As Stepniak says, in his .. Russian 
Peasantry" (Vol. L p. 124-5):-

.. A Russian .Mtnifik presents of course as many 
varieties as there are tribes and regions in the vast 
empire. There is a wide difference between the 
peculiaTly sociable open-hearted Great Russian 
peasant brisk in mind and speech, quick to love 
and quick to forget, and the dreamy and reserved 
Rutheuian; or between the practical extremely 
versatile and independent Siberian, who never 
.knew slavery, and the timid Beloruss (White 
Russian); who has borne three yokes. But 
through all the varieties of types, tribes, and past 
history, the millions of our rural population, 
present a remarkable uniformity in those higher 
general, ethical, and social conceptions, which the 
educated draw from diverse social and political 
sciences, and the uneducated from their traditions, 
which are the depositories of the collective wisdom 
of past generations . 

.. This seemingly strange uniformity in our 
peasants' moral physiognomy is to be accounted 
for by two causes; the perfect identity of our . 
people's daily occupation, which ia almost 
exclusively pure. husbandry, and the great 
similitude of those peculiar self-governing 
asSociations, village communes, in which the 
whole of our rural population, without dis
tinction of tribe or place, have lived from 
time immemorial." 

In the centre of Russia in fact nature's ordinance 
of unification has been obeyed not only in assimilation 
of the peasants' character, but in producing racial 
uniformity, and speaking bro.adly, there ia to be found 
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one enormous assimilated mass, the great Muscovite 
Russian nation. 

About two-thirds of the whole population of the 
Empire may be included in this category; sixty or 
seventy millions of Russians proper occupy the whole 
of the centml portions of the country. This great 
mass, the same in language and religion, is varied only 
by occasional isolated communities of Finnish and 
Tatar mea. These tend ever to become less; to merge 
themselves in the surrounding populations who talk 
the Slavonic tongue and worship in the orthodox 
church. Accordingly on the ethnological maps all 
this part ia coloured as Slavonic. Whatever the stock 
may have " been, the Slav graft has undoubtedly taken 
thereon; but language and religion tell us but very 
imperfectly about the aetnal mcial descent. To find 
out about this we must call in to our aid anthropology. 
We shall then learn that the process which we see 
going on before our eyes of the gradual absorption of 
the Tumnian villages, has been taking place with 
many mces for numbers of centuries under the unifying 
bond first of Christianity, and afterwards of that religion 
united with the Muscovite domination. We have now 
then to try and unmvel the riddle of the racial descent 
of the great mass of the Russians. Is the stock mainly 
Slav, or ia it mainly Turanian? Are we considering 
the fortunes of a people who are in origin the same 
as the inhabitants of Western Europe? Or are they 
more akin to the non-progressive mces of Asia? On 
our answer to this question must depend a Iarge measure 
of the reasonableness of our hope of seeing European 
civilisation aud European culture quickly and firmly' 
established amongst the Russian people. 

When considering the ethnology of Europe, one 
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seems to have but little concern except with one large 
group of peoples amongst which a family relationship 
has been satisfactorily established. The Indo-European 
or Aryan family includes the Greco-Italian races; the 
Keltic races, (many of the Scotch and of the Irish, the 
Manx, the Welsh, the Cornish, and the Bretons); the 
Teutonic races, (including to a large extent the F..nglish, 
and more unmixedIy the Flemish, the Dutch, the in
habitanta of the German Empire together with tllose 
of some of the Austrian provinces, the Norwegians, the 
Swedes, the Danes, etc.); and the Slavs (including the 
Poles, the Chekhs of Bohemia, to a large extent the 
Russian., and the inhabitanta of Servia and of others of 
the kingdoms which now divide the north of the I;3alkan 
peninsula, etc.). The inhabitants of France, Spain, and 
Portugal, are of mbed blood. The Teutonic strain pro
bably prevails, but the Kelts who forestalled them in 
occupancy of these countries, and the Romans from 
Italy, the conquerers of the Kelts, make important con
tributions to their racial origin. The last of course have 
left a dominating mark in their languages. 

Side by side with the Aryan, one hears of another 
well-made-out group, viz. the Semitic. Rut the races 
which form this family live for the most part in the 
south-west portions of Asia, and in Egypt, the only im
portant representatives in Europe being the Jews scat
tered through every land.. 

Philologists and anthropologists alike when going 
outside these two well-fo>rmulated and well-studied 
family groups, are prone to throw everything else into 
a great miscellaneous class which they label Turanian 
(i.e., having to do with darkne~). One great group of 
these Turanians may however be distinguished as 
having a common origin from one particular stretch of 
the Asiatic continent; some traces of kinship too may 

B 
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possibly be distinguished between them, and they 
appear to be destined to playa more important part in 
the history, or at any rate in the progress, of the world 
than for example the fossilised Chinese. 

The group referred to is the U ro-Altaic, and it had ita 
cradle on the plains of Asia, which stretch between the 
Ural and the Altai mountains. In this group we dis
tinguish three great families; the Finnish, the Tatar, 
and the Mongolian. The Finns were destined for the 
most part to become Christians, the Tatars, Moham
medans, and the Mongols, Buddhista.1 

First as regards the Finns. This race is divided into 
innumerable peoples, showing great divergence of type, 
of advancement, and of capacity for civilisation. Per
haps ita most distinguislled example is the Magyar 
people of Hnngary, with their brilliant historical record 
and high type of physical comeliness. But the Finns of 
Finland, .. the Finnish FillDS," are another branch 
which show great intelligence and capacity. There are 
many Swedes scattered amongst them, and these Scan
dinavians seem to take the lead in matters of organisa
tion and government; it is they who OCCDpy most of 
the important positions in the large towns. Neverthe
less the inhabitanta of purely Finnish blood show a 
capacity and an inclination to follow an excellent lead, 
and the rank and file of the Finnish peasantry certainly 
contrast favourably with the bulk of the people in 
Russia proper, and take a place beaide other nations of 
Northern Europe (which like themselves have embraced 
Protestantism) of which they have no reason to be 
ashamed. Of the Finns still distinguished as such 

lIt is inlere8tiDg to DOle that IOIDe authoriti .. DOW WDOidu the 
JaJl8lleOO aloo to have opnmg from tbia Uro-A1taie group or 
peopl ... ! 
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which remain in Russia proper thA most numerous are 
to be found in the basins of the Kama and the Viatka. 
by the upper waters of the Dvina and Petchora, and on 
the banks of the Volga to the south of Kazan. They 
are of a' very much lower .type than either the 
Hungarians or the Finns of Finland;' they more 
resemble those of Lapland. It has already been 
remarked that they are gradually being ahsorbed in the 
surrounding Russian population, and there is reason to 
think that this process has gone on so extensively in 
the past that the real admixture of Finnish blood in 
the assimilated Russian race is one of its principal 
constituents. But seeing what a good account peoples 
of purely Finnish race can give of themselves under 
favourable conditions we need not necessarily see in 
this fact any serious grounds for discouragt'ment as to 
the prospects of Russian civilisation and progress. 

Moreover the Finns, whenever they have been placed 
in near relations with races more advanced than them
selves, have always shown a singular aptitude for 
assimilating themselves to them. 

Now let us consider to what extent the Tatars 
partake in the composition of the Russian race. 
Hiatorically they have played so conspicnona a part that 
we may be inclined to expect to find that they are a 
more important ingredient in the ethnological formation 
of the Russians, than is actnally the case. The Tatars 
occnpied the southernmost regions of the Uro-Altaic 
plains, whilst. the Finns came from the more northerly 
parts. In fact the point of departure from which the 
Tatars were to overrun Turkey in Asia and a large 
part of eastern Europe was 80 far south as Turkestan. 

From thence the Ottoman Turks came and subju.,oated 
the Balkan peninsula i from thence too the Tatars, who 
might aptly be. called the Russian Turks, 80 closely 
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akin are they to those who more generaIly bear the 
llame,' overran Russia and subjugated its inhabitants. 
The middle of the 13th century saw their invading hosts 
devastating with fire and sword as far north IIJl Novgorod, 
and far further west than the present western boundary 
of Russia. When in the latter part of the century the 
SUbjection of the Russian principalities seemed complete, 
they entered llpon occupancy of the great steppe regions. 
Their principal settlements were at first on the east 
bank of the Volga, south of Samara, but in the course 
of the following two centuries the territory occupied by 
them increased till it covered most of the sonth of 
Russia.> Warlike expeditions against the Russian towns 
(built in la1'l(e clearances amongst the forests to the 
l10rth and west) became infrequent except when the 
Tatar suzerainty was called in question, or the tribute 
exacted by them was withheld. 

But a little consideration will show us that from this 
historical record we need not expect somuch admixtute of 
blood from the Tatars in the south IIJl undoubtedly took 
place from the Finns in the north. In the first place, 
the Tatars were not governing the Russians of the 
steppes; the two peoples were in fact liviug in separate 
regions. At this time it might almost be said that 
there were no RU88iaus of the steppes; the prairie 
regions were abandoned to the Tatar hordes. In this 
way there was less opportunity for admixture of blood 
thau there was for instance between the Ottoman Turks 
and the Slavs of the Balkan peninsuIa. Religion too 
was another barrier. The Ottomans were lIussulmaus 
before they invaded Europe, and the Tatars became so 
soon after they invaded the RnPian steppes. lIusaul-

1 Indeed the Tatar. or Kazan and .A.traehan do actually call 
~hemoelveo TUrk&. 
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mans hardly ever apostatize, and but few of the Christian 
Russians were converted to Mohammedanism. Finally 
in the sixteenth century the domination of the. Tatars 
over the Russians was reversed, and ever since that 
time, even up to the years which have passed since the 
Crimean war, there has been a constant stream of 
emigration of the Mussulman Tatars out of, and away 
from Russia to neighbouring countries where their race 
and religion are still. dominant. On the whole then we 
may conclude that the ethnological influence of the 
Tatars on the Russian people in the south has not been 
nearly so important as that of the Finns in the 
north. . 

Still less are the Mongols to be taken into account 
except so far as the Russian Tatars themselves are 
considered to be partly of Mongol origin. At a remote 
period there was probably a certain amount of rapproche
ment hetween the Tatars and the Mongols; how much 
the Tatar blood suffered admixture is a point of con
troversy amongst the authorities, some saying that it 
was of b,it little importance, others on the contrary' 
maintaining that the Tatars should properly be regarded 
as being more .Mongol than anything else; that there 
was important admixture seems to be shown by the 
Tatar physiognomy; the ascending eye-corner for 
example and the ogee curyes of the eyelids are quite 
unlike the almond-shaped eye of the Ottoman Turk. 
The Tatars however became distinct from the Mongols 
proper, and at a later period showed more inclination in 
some instances to enter into close relations with the 
Finns. Of the latter tendency we find examples. in 
some of the tribes of mixed l!'inn and Tatar race that 
inhabit the banks of the Volga, which though perhaps 
mainly of Finnish blood have como so much under the 
influence of the Tatars that they have adopted their 
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religion and language, and are even commonly taken 
for, and talke! about, as Tatar tribes. 

In sonth Russia, on the other hand, there is an 
example of a tribe of mixed Tatar and Mongol blood. 
With this exception the Mongols hardly appear in 
European Russia except in the case of the people known 
a~ the Kalmuks. A great host of these migrated in the 
17th century from th(l north-western frontiers of China 
to establish themselves in the desert region of the Uro
Caspian depression where they led a nomad life till 
the year 1770. In the winter of that year the large 
majority of them, 200,000 to 300,000 in number, being 
diseontented with the way they were treated, retnrned 
to whence they had come, making a gigantic march 
across Asia with fearful 10M. This is the incident of 
which De Quincey has written such a piL-turesqne 
account.' Some remained behind in consequence of 
their being prevented from crossing the rivers by the 
break-up of the frost. Their descendants are the 
Kalmnk tribes who are fonnd on the lower Volga 
to-day. 

Of the three mces which have commingled their 
blood to form the Russian nation, the Finn, the Tatar, 
and the Slav, the last is certainly much the most 
important. Of the exact amount or ancestry that each 
can claim to have contributed it is difficult to make 
even an approximate estimate, but one knows that 
amongst the Little Russians, and the White Bossians, 
the Slav element is largely predominant; and that 
amongst the Great Rnssians also its importance is 
probably greater than that of the other elements. How-

1 D. Qllineey, who probably bardly dioti~iahed between 
Yoogole and Tatdn, .. lied hi> oeooont of thi> matter "The 
Bevolt of the Tatiro. • 
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ever this may be it has everywhere been the dominating 
influence; that which has imposed on the other con
stituent parts its language, its religion; and its national 
feeling and sentiment, so that the Russians delight to 
talk about themselves, and to think about themselves 
as a Slav nation. 

Who then were the Slavs? and how have they come 
to dominate the Russian nation as they have done? 
The Slavs have as ancient and all indisputable a'title to 
be recognised as a branch of the great Aryan family as 
have for example the Tentons or the Kelts. Their 
settlement in Europe too was at about the same period 
as that of those racea. In very early times they· 
occupied the' valleys of the Dnieper and the Vistula. 
From this fatherland they spread through the forest 
zone of northern Russia which they found sparsely 
occupied by Finns. They made their way up the great 
rivers, gradually driving the Finnish aborigines before 
them, or cutting them into isolated communities. These 
Finns with the faculty of adoption of customs and 
language and religion not their own, characteristic of 
their races, gradually allowed themselves to be assimi
lated to the circumambient invaders of their conntry. 
From the same cradle there emerged other Slavonic 
tribes which peopled Poland, Bohemia, south-west 
Russia, and Gallicia. The Slavonic races soon divided 
into two main familie. •.. The western group, including 
the Poles and the Bohemians, joined the Roman com
munion. The eastern group, including !;pose which are 
now embraced in the Russisn Empire, the north Balkan 
principalities, and the north-eastern states of the 
Austrian Empire, acknowledged the Eastern Patriarch 
as the head of their church. 

Amongst the Russian Slavs we distinguish the Great 
Russians occupying the centre of the empire with 
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lIIoscow as their venerated city. Their blood is un
doubtedly largely mixed with that of the }"inns who 
occupied the country before them. The Great Rus.ianl 
constitute more than half of the population of the 
whole empire. The admixture of blood seems to have 
given them a toughness of fibre which renders the race 
able to encounter immense physical difficulties. 

What Moscow is to the Great Russians the holy city 
of Kiev is to the Little Russians. The Little Russians 
call themselves Ukrainians. Ukmin means "border
land," and whilst it is used as being synollymous with 
Little Russia by the inhabitants of that country, by 
those who are not Little Russians, it is sometimes given 
a mure general signification, for example to designate 
the states of the Russian western frontier. Kiev is 
about the middle of the Little Russian population 
which occupies the south-west provinces of Russia. 
The Little Russians are more purely Slav than are the 
Great Russians. What admixture of blood they have 
suffered has been rather with the Tatars than with the 
Finns. They preserve better than their Mnscovite 
brothers DllIJlY of the qualities that we consider 
characteristic of the Slavs, such as their slighter 
frames, their dreamy poetical temperaments, and their 
instinctive desire for individnality and for freedom. 
They are a more refined race, bnt on the other hand it 
may be doubted whether they have as much enterprise 
or power of endurance. They really form one race 
with the subjecta of Austria who inhabit Gallicia (the 
ancient Red Russia), Bukovine, and parts of Northern 
Huo,,"IlTY. They speak a dialect 80 distinet from that of 
the Great Russians that it may be considered a different 
language, and in it they have recorded quite a rich 
literature which was first printed as a distinct literary 
language during the present century. From the time of. 
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Nicholas I., censorship questions have made it doubtful 
how far its development would be allowed, and by a 
tyrsnnous stroke, aimed presumably at the greater 
unification of the empire, the whole of this literature 
except its novels was finally suppressed by the Govern
ment in 1876; and this people, or by far the greater 
portion of them, were forbidden books and periodicals 
printed in the language which was p.specially their own, 
and understood more perfectly by them thnn Great 
Russ.ian which they may have been taught to read in the 
schools. Thus an enormous hindrance was placed in 
their path; and the publications that could be smuggled 
in from Lemberg across the Austrian border, though 
eagerly welcomed, have been able to do but little to 
alleviate the situation. During the last reign the 
regulations were but slightly modified. The Little 
Russians who are ~b.bjects of the Tsar number about 
eighteen millions. . 

Of the' Cossacks, the military colonists who are 
scattered over the Russian steppes, and supply the 
Russian army with its irrel,'11lar cavalry, those in the 
Kuban (between the Sea of Azov and the Caucasus) are 
Little Russians; but the large majority, including those 
of the U r8.l and the northern par,!; of the Don, are 
Great .Russians. It is therefore of course a complete 
mistake to think of the Cossacks as being in any way a 
distinct racial constituen~. They form however a separate 
element in the Russian populations, . and it will be 
interesting to quote Mr Eugene Schuyler's account of 
their origin. He says:-

.. It is in the 16th century that we must fix 
the rise of the Cossacks as a class. In the middle 
of that century they made their appearance on 
the outskirts of Russia in most opposits localities: 
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on the confines of Poland, on the Don and the 
southern border, and in the extreme east. They 
were at first nothing but the vagabonds and men 
not bound to the soil by the fixed ties of serf 
labour, such as were to be found in every village. 
. . . They made their way to the confines of 
the empire to get rid of compulsory work for 
the lords of the soil, and to be free in the 
widest sense of the term. The word Cossack, or 
Kazak, is of Tartar origin, meaning, first, a free, 
homeless vagabond, and then one of the parti
sans and guerilla warriors formed out of such 
vagabonds. This signification of the _ name was 
never quite lost, and even when the Cossacks 
were pre-eminently the military colonies and 
brotherhoods on the frontiers, their name was 
in popular parlance given to robber bands. The 
Cossacks were a characteristic manifestation of 
the time,_ national protest against the govern
mental forms which did not satisfy the RU88uin 
ideal. The ideal of the Cossacks was Cull per
sonal freedom, unconditional possession of the 
soil, an elective government, popular justice 
administered by themselves, complete equality 
between the members of the society. contempt 
of all privileges of rank or birth, and mutual 
defence against external enemies. The neighbour
hood of the Tartars and of the other hostile tribes 
compelled the Cossacks to preserve a military 
organisation. The fact that their enemies were 
non-Christian only increased their own love of 
religion and orthodoxy. That they themselv811 
were discontented with the form of government 
in Ruasia made them always more or less hostile 
and snspicious of the central administration, even 



where they admitted its authority" (" Peter the 
Great," chap. xiv. pp. 117-118). 

The provinces of Vitebsk, Mohilev, Grodno, and 
Minsk, constitute what is called White Russia. The 
people here are of very pure Slav blQod, but rather' 
cnriously their language assimilates more closely to 
that of the Great than to that of the Little Russians. 
Their political sympathies however, are more with the 
Little than with the Great Russians. But the political 
experiences which they have undergone, first under the 
yoke of the Lithuanians, and afterwards as being the 
continued stake for which the Poles and the Muscovites 
on either side struggled, seems to have crushed all 
spirit out of them. Of the three Russian Slav races 
they are the most backward and the poorest. They 
number about four millions. 

To the north of the White Russisns lie the Lithu
anians and the Letts. These are not properly to be 
considered Slavs at all They rather constitute an 
independent branch of the great Aryan family, though 
one doubtless more akin to the Slavonic than to the 
more western branches of Aryans. The Lithuanian 
language approaches more nearly to Sanskrit than do 
any other of the Aryan languages. The provinces of 
Vilna and Kovno constitute the Russian part of the 
country of the Lithuanians. To the north of them, in 
Courland and in South Livonia, are the Letts, in whose 
descent Lithuanian is perhaps crossed with Finnish 
,blood. ' 

Homogeneous as has now become the middle portion 
of the Russian population, it is engirdled, or at all 
events partially engirdl~d, by races that have not been 
in any way assimilated. In Siberia on the east races 
of Turanian origin are encountered. On Russia's 
western frontiers, besides the Finns of Finland, the 
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same race inhabit Esthonia, and the northern part. 
of Livonia. To the south of them we find first the 
Letts and then the Lithuanians. And east of Lithuania 
are the annexed provinces of Poland. None of these 
provinces can be said as yet to have undergone the 
process of Russification. Whilat considering the 
western frontiers there are two other racial elements 
that must be taken into account. 

The Jews are found in great numbers throughout 
what ia known as the "Pale of Settlement." This 
includes Poland, Lithuania, White Russia, and the 
most important and populolls part of Little Russia. 
Then there is the Teutonic element. This is so import
ant in the three Baltic provinces of Esthonia. Livonia, 
and Courland, that they have sometimes been called 
the German provinces. This is a misuomer, for the 
Germans e«;>nstitute but a tenth of the population. 
They have however been accustomed to dominate 
everything. The 160,000 Germans form in fact the 
landed aristocracy and the bourgeois classes; they 
have been the governing part of the community, and 
have imposed their ideas of civilisation, culture, 
government, and even of religion on the Finll8 and 
Letts amongst whom they live. German has even 
been the official language. In Poland the Germans 
are also strong, but Roman Catholicism is there tile 
prevalent religion. In Sonth Russia the Germans 
though not numerically stron~ have their importance. 
Some of their colonies have had a very marked 
inOuence on the inception and the spread, of reformed 
religious sects, especially those known as the Stundists.' 
In White Russia and the adjacent parta of Little 
RU8Sia there has alao been a considerable infusion 

'See ebaptu 'Oi. 
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both of Germans and Poles, in fact in White Russia 
the Poles take pretty much the same position that the 
Germans do in the Baltic Provinces. 

There are considerable obstacles in the way of the 
Russification of the ·western chain of non-Russian 
peoples. Firstly there intervenes between Great 
Russia and them Little Russia and White Russia, which 
are themselves from the point of view of the Great 
Russian, not completely and unmixedly Russian. They 
are therefore less calculated to bring about the Russi
fication of the bo.rder states than Great Russia itself 
would be if it were in direct geographical contact. 
This aspect of the matter is further emphasised by the 
fact that the southern part of White .Russia is very 
sparsely populated The marshes formed by the river 
Pripet till the work of reclamation (at which some
thing has been done) is complete, will not support 
anything but the scantiest population. The Poles and 
the Lithuanians are thus still further cut oft' from 
Russifying influences. Finally the great wave of 
emigration in Russia is not from esst to west, but 
from west to east. The Great Russians are always 
pouring eastwards to Siberia, or southwards to the 
Caucasus where they can obtain land; they do not 
press so much on the already occupied territory to the 
west so that these do not experience the Russianising 
influence that the immigrants bring with them. The 
Russian Government bas recently shown itself most 
anxious to overcome these natural difficulties by 
artificial means, by attacks on the Lutheran religion 
in the Baltic Provinces, and on the Romau Catholic 
religion in Poland; by suppressing German as the 
official language in the former, and Polish in the latter, 
and by attacking what political rights of local self
.government the Germans bad created in. the provinces 
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under their influence. But Rusaia will hardly gain 
the hearts of h~r nOD-Russian subjects by persecuting 
their religions, outlawing their languages, and depriv
ing them of the scanty political privileges enjoyed by 
some localities. 

The following may be read in amplification of the contento of 
this chapter ;-

Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu ;-"The Empire of the T .. ra and the 
R1188iaus • -VoL L Boob I and II. (This book is referred 
to in future pages .. Leroy-Beaulieu.) 
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CHAPTER II. 

HISTORICAL SKETCH UP TO THE DEATH 01/ 

PETER TIlE GREAT. 

HAVING examined the foundations as it were of the 
Russian people, I now: propose to summarise in the 
briefest possible wily their history. 

The earliest legendary incidents relate to a period 
rather more than a thousand years ago. A.D. 862, 
a f~w years before the time of our King Alfred, is 
the date given of the year in which Rurik with his 
brother Scandinavian adventurers" invaded Russia and 
settled at N ovgorod. (The N oirgorod here referred to, 
is of courSe N ovgorod the Great, the ancient city 
situated a little off the route from St Petersburg to 
Moscow, not Nizhni [i.e. Lower] Novgorod.) 

The Scandinavian family which made this incursion 
into Russia soon found itself at the head of a number 
of states, the subjects of which were Slavonic, with 
a substratum of Finnish blood j this last element 
however being almost absent towards Kiev and in 
the south-west, but getting more and more marked 
the further one went to the north-east. The blood 
of the ruling family quickly became mingled with 
that of the subject peoples, and the language adopted 
by rulers and ruled alike was Slavonic. 

When Rurik and his companions came to Russia 
c 
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they found established there many important Slavonic 
city-states, notable amongst them Novgorod, Smolensk, 
and Kiev. Not a great deal is known of the rise 
of these cities, but Kiev is said to have been founded 
as early as 430. The growing territory which the 
Prince and his descendants acquired, stretched far 
enough south to inclnde it within its bounds, and the 
southern city figures even more prominently than 
Novgorod in the subsequent annais. 

Of Rurik's immediate descendants Vladimir is 
remarkable for having introduced Christisnity. He 
went to Constantinople to be baptized in 988, and 
on his return caused his people to undergo the same 
rite. He and his son Yaroslsv too are to be re
membered as the first legislstors, Yaroslsv promulgat
ing the first code of Isws. 

The princes of the House of Rurik became a rnling 
c1sss. Each was supposed to have a domain to govern 
as prince, but the hegemony Isy with the .. Great 
Prince" to whom all the others were subordinate. 
The Great Princeship was to go to the senior in age 
amongst the princes, and the other princedoms in 
like manner were transferred as death made vacancies, 
according to their reputed desirability on the one 
hand, and to the standing of the princes in seniority 
on the other. It is easy to see how numerouS the 
causes of quarrel might be under such a method of 
government. The princes of the ruling house multi
plied rapidly, and it was difficult to carve out neW 
domaina for all of them; a father knowing that if 
he died he would (if the custom were observed) be 
succeeded by a brother or cousin, might very probably 
view the prospects of his own children with dissatis
faction; he would often try to establish them during 
his own life as heads (though subordinate to himself) 
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of parts of the domain he governed. On his death 
a struggle would very natura.Jly arise between the 
princes who' had thus acquired an established position 
and the collateral heir. After a time attempts 
were made to limit the fierceness of the competition 
amongst the princes, and it was ordained that no 
one should succeed to a princedom of greater dignity 
than had been enjoyed by the one governed ]:>y his 
father. 

During this appanage period Russia is thus divided 
into very numerous states bearing these curious 
relations to each other, and the middle of the 11th 
to the middle of the 13th century is taken up by 
petty wars. Amougst the Slav cities, Smolensk, 
Chernigov, and Kiev became three of the most im
portant of the principalities; at the beginning of the 
13th century however the last was subjugated by 
Suzdal. The republics of N ovgorod, of Pskov, and 
of Viatka the daughter 'city of the latter, were also 
important. 

"The absolute power of the princes was, in 
some measure, controlled by the popuJar assemblies 
which existed in most of the larger towns. Pskov 
and Novgorod had already been greatly developed, 
and Russia seemed to have entered early that 
path of progress which wouJd in time have 
rendered her a free and constitutional country, 
Trade, especially with the west of Europe, through 
Novgorod and the Hanse towns, had received 
a great impetus, and the court of Kiev displayed 
a high civilisation." 1 

But at the end of the first quarter of the 13th 

• Intl'oduction to Schuyl .... "Peter the Qreat." 
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century the Tatar hordes began to sweep into southern 
Russia, and by the end of the century they had 
established the domination which was to last two 
hundred years. They established themselves on the 
.soutbern steppes and by ferocious expeditions against 
the cities of the west and those ill the forest region 
.,f the north-west, everywhere established a suzerainty. 
With the exception of Novgorod, hardly one of the 
ehief cities escaped pillage and burning, with slaughter 
.,f many of its inhabitants. Finally each princedom 
and each republic acknowledged the supremacy of the 
Tatars and sent tribnte to them on their distant 
plaiD& 

Meanwhile the hegemony amongst the little Slav 
states dwelt first with one and then with another of 
the cities. For some time it seemed to waver between 
N ovgorod and Kiev; then Vladimir overShadowed 
them both; and finally Moscow began to come' to the 
front, and in tbe middle of the 14th century the 
Prince of Moscow attains a position of predominant 
importance. 

"The effect of the Mongol supremacy was not 
felt in mixture of race and very little in corruption 
of language, but cbielly in the arrest of aU 
political and commercial development, and in 
the introduction amongst the Gra!ld Dukes of 
new maxims and methods of government. .••• 
The greatest positive effects produced by the 
Tartar supremacy were the separation of Russia 
from Europe and its withdrawal from western 
inlluenees, the gradnal union of the whole country 
under the Grand lJukes of Moscow and the 
establishment of autocracy, which w;" indeed 
necessary to this nnion and to tbe expulsion 
.,f the Tartars. One &tate after another was 
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swallowed up 'by the Grand Duchy of Moscow. 
and even the free cities of N ovgorod and Pskov 
were mulcted of their privileges and received 
the tyrant. After the autocracy had justified 
its existence by ,unifying the country and free
ing it from the Mongol yoke, it reached its
highest development under I van the Terrible."l 

The real establishment of _ the Muscovite ascendancy. 
and the growth of its territory took place during 
three reigns contemporary with those in England of 
Edward IV., Edward V., Richard III., Henry V.II .• 
Henry VIII., Edward VI., Mary, and more than half 
the reign of Elizabeth. 

Ivan ~I1. reigned 1462-1505. 
Basil reigned 1505-1533. 
I van IV. .. the Terrible" or .. the Cruel" reigned 

153a-1584. 
When I van III. came to the throne he had on his 

west the great Lithuanian principality joiued in a sort. 
of confederation with Poland;· to the east and south 
was the great Tatar khanate; and nearer at hand 
were the Slavonic republics and princedoms, amongst. 
the former of which were Novgorod, Pskov, and Viatka. 
The chief conquests and acquisitions during his reign 
were Permia (14'72), Novgorod, a city which formed ona 
of the great Hanseat,ic League and now a place of very 
great size and importsnce (1478), Tver, and Yaroslav 
(in 1482), and Viatka.-a Slavonic republic which had 
been colonised from Pskov-(in 1489). 

In the reign of Basil there were the further annexa
tions of Pskov-like N ovgorod aSia vonic republic and 

1 Introduct.ion to Schuyle ..... Pote. the Great.' 
I In 1386 a Lithuanian prince had married a Polish princeea. 
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like it one of the Hansa cities-(1510), Riazan, and 
Smolensk. 

In the reign of I van IV. too the conquest of Siberia 
was begun by the Cossacks and the territory which 
they thus brought under Russian influence was annexed. 
The acquisition of this first part of Siberia was actually 
accomplished by a powerful merchant named Strogonov. 
His position in regard to the Muscovite government 
may be compared to that of one of the chartered 
companies in Africa in the pre..ent day, to the home 
Government of Britain. To accomplish his pilrpose, he 
engaged in his private anny a band of CosSIICks 8S 

mercenaries at the head of whom was Yermlik of the 
Don. 

The waning of the Tatar power is a very important 
feature of this period. In 1478 Ahmed, the khan of 
what was still the great united horde, &ent to I van III. 
demanding homage. It was refused and two years 
later the khan invaded his territory but 11'88 defeated in 
a great battle on the Oka. The great "Golden Horde" 
was then broken up into three khanates, or Tatar 
princedoms, viz. :-the khanate of Kazan, the khanate 
of Astrakhan, and the khanate of the Crimea. During 
Ivan the Cruel's reign the khanates of Kazan snd 
Astrakhan were couquered (respectively in 1552 and 
1554). The third khanate, that of the Crimea how
ever, remained very powerful and was destined onee 
more to scourge the Muscovites. 

Ivan IlL issued a code of laws in 1497 which 11'88 

re-affirmed by Ivan IV. in 1550. Some progress in 
civIlisation and the arts was also made during the 
reigns under consideration. The bnilding of the 
Kremlin at Moscow 11'88 be~'1In onder J van IlL The 
Kremlin takes the place in the chip.f Roasian cities thAt 
the Acropolis did in those of ancient Greece; but 
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as Russia is a flat' land the Kremlin could not be 
stationed as the Acropolis used to be, crowning a hill 
and overlooking the city. 

I van IV. succeeded his father Basil whilst he was 
yet only in his third year. For five years he was under 
the tutelage of his mother and after her death for five 
years more under that of the great 'territorial nobles 
(the boyars as they were called). He then attempted 
to throw off their tutelage and pursue an ,independent 
cou1'l!e of action, but a boy in his thirteenth year how
ever ambitious was too young effectualIy to do this. 
Four years later however he was actually crowned, 
and he then married Anastasia Romanova, a Russian, 
She exercised much influence over him till her death in 
1560. This part of his reign was markedly superior 
to what followe4. From the time of her death it is 
signalised by horrible cruelties and barbarities. ,It is 
indeed probable that he became partially mad. His 
domestic arrangements resemble those of our' own 
Henry VIII., for he had no fewer than seven successive 
wives. -He was very superstitious and spent much of 
his time in churches. Although his reign saw the con
tinuance of the growth of empire which had taken place 
under his father and grandfather, he was said to be desti
tuts of personal courage, and when the Crimean Tatars 
invaded his territory in 1571 the story obtained that 
he purposely shunned a battle with them. On this 
occasion Moscow was burned. In one of the ungovern
able fits of rage to which he was subject he killed 
his eldest son John (surnamed the young). At his 
death there remained only one other son by his wife 
Anastasia, viz., Feodor, then 27 years old, and the 
infant son of his seventh wife, who was called Dmitri, 
or Demetriu& 

Feodor who succeeded reigned from 15114 to 1599. 
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He was a sickly, superstitious, imbpcile prince who fell 
completely under the influence of his father-in-law a 
boyar of Tatar descent called Boris Godun6v. Bom 
was the real ruler of the country and he was anxious 
to succeed Feodor as Tsar. The young prince Dmitri 
died unaccountably in 1591 and Boris was supposed to 
have played the same part towards him that Richard III. 
did in relation to the princes in the tower; he was 
accredited with the murder. Later he suffered the 
peualty; for the false Demetrius, the Perkin Warbeck 
of Russian history, made his appearauce on the Bcene 
before Boris had quitted the areua .of his ambitions; 
(unlike the personator of Richard Duke of York, who 
did not trouble his .. uncle H). 

In 1591 the Khan of the Crimea made another raid 
against the Muscovites, but was repulsed by Borls. 
Seve.n years later Feo<lor died and BOI1s was elected to 
succeed him. He reigned from 1598 to 1605. In 
1601 the false Demptrius made his appearance in 
Lithuania. Sigismulld III. King of Poland ac
knowledgp.d him as Tsar. The pretender invaded the 
territory of Boris but was driven out again. Whilst 
his army and that of Boris's general were still con
fronting each other on the frontier, news arrived of 
the sudden death of the Tsar. 

The years from 1605 to 1613 were a very confOBed 
timp. The son of Boris, Feodor a youth of 16 was 
proclaimed Tsar at lfoscow on his father's death. 
Boris's general Basmanov had been keeping the false 
Demetrius at bay bnt he now went over to the pre
tender. The united army marched on Moscow where 
Demetrius was proclaimed Tsar and Feodor was 
murdered in a popular tumult. The P9P1llarity of the 
new Tsar was however ehort-lived. He was altogether 
in the power of the Poles and did Dot fail to favour 
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them; he even married a princess of that race. The 
Russians found their dearest prejudices both of race 
and religion outraged, and in 1606 both the new Tsar 
and Basmanov were murdered by the populace. During 
the next four years the tsarship was held by one Basil 
ShUishki a conspirator of the last reign who was elected 
to the supreme position by an assembly of the boyars. 
He was harassed by the arising of a second false 
Demetrius who received the· countenance of the widow 
of the first false Demetrius who fled to him. Basil 
suffered defeats both at the hands of this second 
pretender and of the Poles by whom he was finally 
taken prisoner in 1609. The King of Poland, Ladislaus, 
then caused himself to be made Tsar, but the patriotism 
of the Russians. would not long tolerate a sovereign 'of 
alien race and of the Latin faith. The Poles were 
driven from the country and the boyars were Once 
more called together to elect a new Tsar. 

Their choice fell upon the representative of Ii. noble 
family who had already given to I van the Terrible his 
first wife Anastasia. The first of the Romanovs 
(unless indeed we count as a Rom/mov Feodor, the 
imbecile son of Ivan the Terrible), now (1613) ascended 
the throne in the person of Michael, a yonth of 16. 

" The whole reign of Michael was a struggle to 
rid the country of the I'oles and the Swedes, who 
were attacking it from without, and to put down 
the bands of l'obbers and marauders who were 
making disturbance within; for the troublous 
time had left a great legacy of difficulty to the 
new rulero"l 

Michael reigned for thirty-two years, and was suc· 

1 Schuyler' •• Peter the G\"Cllt" (Introduction). 
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ceeded in 1645 by his son Alexis, in Borne respects the 
forerunner of hiB famous son Peter the Great, though 
more by virtue of possessing a yielding nature not 
indisposed to adopt new ideas, than as the wielder of 
an iron will determined to impose thenL In his reign 
the military repnblics of the Cossacks of the Dnieper 
transferred their aIIegiance from Poland to Rnssi&. 
Under Alexis too the Russians regained possession of 

'Chernigov, Smolensk, and Kiev on the west. 
A noted personage of the time is Nikon the Patriarch 

who, from the best authorities, revised the Bible and 
the church service books, into which many blunders had 
crept from the mistakes of copyists. The revision is 
an important fact to remember because of the great 
schism in the orthodox church to which it led.1 Alexis 
died in 1676, and was succeeded by his son Feodor 
(1676-1682), whose reign was nneventful. 

On the death of Feodor there were left of Alexis', 
children Feodor's brother han, a prince of even leu 
power than himself, his elder sister Sophia, a woman of 
great energy and ability, and his half-brother Peter, 
then ten yeara old. Some serious disturbances occnrred 
before the order of succeasinn was settled, a revolt 
taking place amongst the Streltsi, a body of household 
troops (1682). Finally I van and Peter were declared 
joint sovereigns, with Sophia as regent dnring their 
minority. Through her Basil Golitsin who had been 
minister during the preceding reign, 1)ecame the person 
of most influence in the state. In 1687 he condncted 
an uusucceasful campaign a.,"llinst the Tatars of the 
Crimea, and in 1689 a second expedition waa not mnch 
more fortunate. After the latter event, when the period 
of power of Sophia and Golitsin had lasted seven years, 

I See _ of the .. Old BeJiey ...... _hap. ri. 
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a great deal of confusion occurred in the state, the 
boyars and their followers on the one side, and the 
Streltsi on the other being greatly excited. It was then 
that Peter and his party struck the blow which decided 
the struggle for mastery between him and his half
sister Sophia. Peter with the aid of Gordon a Scotch
man in command of part of the Russian army, after 
having accomplished the defection from Sophia of the 
Streltsi, gained the complete.mastery. Sophia was shut 
up in a convent, Golit.sin was banished, and Ivan who 
was practically an imbecile, made no difficulty aoout 
retiring from the field; (he died in 1696). 

This is therefore the real beginning of the reign which 
may be regarded as the central point of Russian history, 
where medirevalism and Western Europeanism are sub
jected to an enforced introduction. Peter was but 
seventeen years old, and he had only just married . 

. His reign was to last from this year 1689 to 1'725, that 
is to say it covered the years during which William 
III., Anne, and George L reigned in England, with the 
exception 9f the last two years of the reign of the last
named monarch. 

Something like what the last quarter of a century 
has witnessed in Japan, was seen in Russia durillg the 
reign of. Peter. Japan, from a condition of Cbinese
like exclusiveness, has become the greedy imbiber of 
all the results of European and American civilisation 
and progress in manufactures and commerce, and in 
military, naval, and mercantile marine affairs. Those 
who have followed what has taken place in Japan since 
the revolution there of 1868 will the better be able to 
realise the extraordinary change that was wronght in 
Russia during the reign of Peter. At tbe present day 
in Japan there is B party, or at any rate there was such 
a party before the outbreak of the lato war with China 
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that regretted the old sU;te of things now overthrown, 
and they would willingly have restored it. But in 
Russia it was not a comparatively small and impoteut 
section of the people who opposed the reforms. Peter 
practically had to cut a path for western civilillation 
through the thick-set ranks of his opposing suhjects. 
The mighty struggle was not decisively ended in his 
day. Even at the pre.~ent time the force in Russian 
politics known as the Slavophil party represents the 
conservative retrospection of those who long for the 
Slavs that they shall have if not their own civilisation 
and their own culture, at all events their own manners 
and their own ways, which shall be distinct from, and 
uninfluenced by those of the Germans, the French, and 
the other nations of western Europe. 

Peter's celebrated visit to the Netherlands and after
wards to England took place in 1697-1698, and was 
spent in a very practical way, principally in the dock
yards of those countries, where he mixed freely with 
all conditions of men, especially those from whom he 
could learn anything concerning naval construction or 
navigation. He avoided as far as he was able all public 
functions and encounters with inquisitive crowds, bav
ing an intense dislike to being stared at. 

Before this sojourn in foreign lands one or two public 
eventa of importance had occurred. 

In 1695 and 1696 expeditions had been undertaken 
against the town of Azov, then in possession of the 
Turks. In the latter year it was taken. Peter himself 
and his general Gordon were present at both the sieges. 
It bad been offered to a previous Tsar by the !Jon 
Cossacks who had taken it from the Crimean Tartars, 
hilt the Russians had not 8t that time felt themselves 
strong enough to occupy 80 distant a post. 

But during e Ii ve or six years that intervened 
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between his accession to power and his visits to foreign 
lands, saving the initiation of his policy of naval 
~nstruction by the building .of warships on the DOll,. 
there are no other events which lleed detain us, as I 
shall content myself for the most part, with noticing the 
occurrences which bore directly on the main purposes 
of his policy. 

From England he proceeded to Vienna where he 
heard news of another revolt of the Streltsi which was 
however subdued by Gordon. Nevertheless this caused 
Peter to return to Moscow. (Gordon died in the fol-
lowing year.) . 

On his return to Russia, Peter took up with vigour 
the threads of the reforms he had already initiated. 
Shipbuilding went on energetically on the Don; the 
.calendar was reformed; amongst the higher classes 
social usages were entirely recast, European dress being 
introduced, and the oriental seclusion of women hitherto 
practised among them, broken through. 

On the death of the Patriarch Adrian in 1700, the 
sacerdotal system was revolutionised. Peter postponed 
the election of a new Patriarch and entrusted the busi
ness of that office to the Metropoli tan of Riazan, 
Stephen Nav6rski, as locum tenens of the patriarchal 
.seat, and thus in fact the Tsar silently became political 
head of the orthodox church in Russia. The fact was 
that the pow",r of the ,Patriarch had gradually been 
.growing so formidable as to become a menace to the 
autocracy. At the election to the tsardom of Michael, 
son of l'hilaret, that highly esteemed and, powerful 
boyar had secured for himself the election to the 
patriarchate, and during the whole of the reign the 
imperial ukazes had been signed jointly by the two 
potentates, son and father; virtually indeed it may 
.almost be said that the father reigned concurrently 
-with the son. 
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During the reil,'Il of Alexis the patriarchate of Nikon 
took place. He was extremely ambitious and aimed 
at making the patriarchate a 80rt of eastern popedom. 
The . Tsar although inclined to treat the church with 
much piety, eventually broke with him and he fell from 
power but the danger which threatened when he was head 
of the Russian Church might at any time have come to 
the front again, if an equally able and ambitious man 
had secured the position. It was because Peter 80 clearly 
saw this danger that he acted in the decisive way he 
did. But it was not till 1721 that he avowedly 
entirely abolished the patriarchate, substituting for it 
a collegiate body which was called the Holiest Synod. 

In an equally startling manner, but not till nearly 
the close of the reign, the hierarchy of the nobility was 
turned topsy-turvey. The old nobility of birth was not 
done away with, but titles of nobility became mere 
honorary distinctions of very little value and there was 
set up the Tchin or nobility based on military or civil 
governmeutal service. The officials in each of these 
were classified into fourteen corresponding grades. 

"Service heuceforth took precedence of birth, 
and all distinction in the empire, even aocial, was 
to be obtained by service only. No one con1d be 
granted a high grade unlesa he had paseed throngh 
the lower ones " (Schuyler). 

Men of the lowest birth were now able through ability 
to rise to the highest positions. Thus Menshik6v who 
in his boyhood was of no rank attained almost the firat 
poeition in the state. Foreigners too were entrusted 
with the most important posta. Gordon the Scotchman, 
and Le Fort the Genoese, are conspicuous instances. 

The commercial classes too were organised, and the 
n.erchanta were divided into guilds, and later in the 
reign separate departments of government., which might 
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almost be called ministries, were established and an 
attempt was made at codification of the law. 

As if to emphasize how little he was hindered by anT 
conventionalities that may have been supposed to have 
restrained his predecessors, he married (after separation 
from his first wife Eudoxia) a Livonian peasant woman 
who had been discovered amongst the ruins of a plun
dered town. The marriage was at first (1707) privately 
celebrated, but at a later period of his reign (1712) it 
was eolemnised again as a public function, and not very 
long before his death he caused the public coronation of 
his consort to take place. This was the remarkable 
Catherine who took no small share of the actual cares 
of state and activities of Peter's reign; at his death she 
succeeded him. 

Whilst Peter was setting up factories of all kinds in 
Moscow, the object dearest to his heart was un
doubtedly the making of Russia into a great sea 
power. He aimed at having a powerful navy 
and a great mercantile marine which would enable 
Russia to take her place in the commerce of Europe. 
But Russia at this time practically had no seaboard. 
Archangel (frozen six months of the year) was the only 
undisputed port. Azov to the South was won and 
again lost. It was to the Baltic and the great gulfs of 
}'inland and Riga that Peter now looked. These as far 
south as Riga were surrounded on the east as well as 
on the west by Swedish territory, so that there now 
comes the long duel with Charles XiI. of Sweden for 
possession of these coasts. 

Only a very small nucleus of Peter's army was at 
first disciplined on European models; he seems at the 
beginning to have expected defeats and to have 
received them complacently so long as they were not 
too disastrous. War was declared by Russia, on . a 
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frivolous pretext in 1700, and she at first had the 
advantage of alliance with Denmark and Poland, who 
each had their grievances against Sweden, and hoped to 
attain territorial advantage. This did not prevent a 
serious defeat of the Russians at Narva (1700). Sir 
John Barrow says in his .. Life of I'eter the Great "l-

.. It has always been a subject for surprise that 
after the victory of Narva, when Charles m4:ht 
have carried everything before him in Russia, he 
should have directed his sole attention to Poland, 
treating the former as if unworthy of his notice ; 
while Peter was left at full liherty not only to 
recruit and discipline a new army, but also to 
design and carry into' execution many great and 
important improvements; such 88 introducing 
froID Saxony flocks of sheep and shepherds to 
attend them, for the sake of their wool; erecting 
linen and paper wauufactories; building hospitsls ; 
inviting from abrood braziers, blacksmiths, ar
monrers, and other artisans of every description; 
and in fact, cultivating, in the midst of war all 
the arts of peace" (chap. vi p. 149, in edition of 
1883). 

At the beginning of 1702 the Russians obtsined an 
advantage over the Swedes near Dorpt. It W88 on this 
occasion that Peter observed l- ' 

.. Well, we have at last beaten the Swedes when 
we were two to one against them; we shall by 
and by be able to face them man to man" (Ibid., 
p.15!). 

In the same year they took the Swedish fort Note
botg which W88 renamed Schliiseelburg. and a few 
months later 1703) Peter began to carry out his idea 
of building a sort of Rusaian Amsterdam on the banks 
(If the Neva:. 
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.. The whole surrounding country was a morass, 
in which not a stone of any 'description could be 
found; the people employed had little or 'no 
experience; according to Captain Perry, the 
labourers were" not furnished with the necessary 
tools, such as pickaxes, spades, shovels, planks, 
and the like. ' N otwithstauding which,' the same 
author observes, 'the work went on with such ex
pedition, that i1 was surprising to see the fortress 
raised within less than five months, though the 
earth, which is very scarce thereabouts, was, for the 
greater part, carried by the labourers in the skirts 
of their clothes, and in bags made of rags and old 
mats, the use of wheelbarrows being then unknown 
to them.' Under such untoward circumstances, in 
such a country, and amidst such difficulties, it is 
indeed surprising that a town should have arisen, 
in the course of a twelvemonth, said then to contain 
houses and huts, of one description or another, 
amounting to the number of thirty thousand. Peter, 
however, was not a man to be diverted from his 
purpose by difficulties; nor was he deterred from 
the attempt to make up, by sheer human labour, 
what might be wanting in skill and implements: 
For this purpose he collected together many 
thousands of persons from all parts of the empire 
-Russians, Cossacks, Tartars, Calmuks, Fin
landers, and Ingrians" (Ibid., pp. 171-2), 

Charles XII.'s comment on all this was .. Let him 
amuse himself as he thinks fit in building a city, I shall 
soon find time to take it from him, and to put his 
wooden houses into a blaze" (Ibid., pp. 177-8). 

In 1704 the Russians retook Narva. The war pro
ce~ded with varying fortunes till 1708, when Charles 
{like a much greater general than himself a century 

D 
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later) determined to invade Russia, march to Moscow 
and dictate Irom the old Russian capital the terms 0 

peace. The Russian armies pursl\ed a policy of hover 
ing about hia van, wasting the country before him 
harassing his troops, and without entering upon fixe( 
engagements, drawing him ·on further and furthe 
towards the heart of the country. Two events decide< 
Charles's enterprise in a sense unfavourable for him 
The first was the successful manreuvre of preventing I 
junction of the twq Swedish armies respectively com 
manded by the king and by his general LOwenhaupt 
The latter separated from the main force, Will 

diaas~ously defeated. 
The second was the yielding of Charles to an invita

tiou from Mazeppa the Hetman of the Cossacks, tc 
.march southwards into the Ukraine, where MazepJll 
promiaed that a large army of Cossacks would welcomE 
him as their deliverer. He was indeed joined therE 
by Mazeppa himself, but the Hetman had succeeded im 
carrying oveJ" with him to the Swediah camp but 8 

handful of hia followers, instead of the powerful arm, 
promiaed. Charles now experienced, as Napoleon Wal 

to experience after him, the power of a RU8Sian wintel 
as a protection against an invading army of foreigners, 
and it happened that the severity of the winter 01 
1 '108-9 was most extraordinary. .. Birdll fell dead as 
they flew through the air and the SDOW in many places 
remained on the ground from October let to April 
5th.P 

1 The spring was occupied by unavailing marches 
and counter-marches and hia army terribly diminiahed 
in numbers was at length in J DIy 1709 deciaively 
beaten at the great battle of Poltava. The power of 
Sweden was overthrown; Saxony, Prussia, Poland, and 

I SchIlY1er' ... Peter the Great... 
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Denmark were all willing to join Russia in 'a league, 
having as its object the recovery of the Swedish con
quests of Gustavus Adolphus. 

After PolUiva Charles XII. fled to Turkey where he 
represented to the Porte the enormous d.anger that 
threatened it through the growing power of Russia. 
His views were enforced by the evidence of the Khan 
of the Crimea, who gave an alarmist picture of the 
progress Peter was making towards establishing Russia 
as a formidable maritime power on the Euxine, in con
sequence of his works at harbours and arsenals at Azov 
and Ta,,"8.nr6g, and the navies he was constructing at 
those ports and on the Don. The Turks took alarm, 
and raised a large army to fight Peter who himself 
invaded the northern Moldavian provinces where he was 
promised assistance from some of the Sultan's tributary 
princes. They however failed him as Mazeppa had 
failed Charles'in the Ukraine, and he found himself as 
that monatch had done, in terrible straits, in a hostile 
country without supplies for his army. He was 
at length attacked by the Turks on the Pruth, and as 
his army was vastly outnumbered it might have been 
cut to pieces had the Turks been well generalled. The 
result however after three days and nights of very 
bloody fighting was not sufficiently disastroUs for the 
Russians, to prevent their making a treaty on fairly 
advantageous terms, under the provisions of which they 
were allowed to make an honourable retreat (1711). 
The negotiation is said to have been facilitated by the 
activity \If Catherine though the legend that she got 
together a very large present of jewels and money for 
the Grand Vizier is contradicted.' In epite of the con-

1 See Note in Schuyler'." Peter the Great," Vol. II. p. 247, 
81)d the account of the whole matter in chepter xliii. to which 
it is appended. 
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ditions of peace being on the whole more favourable to 
the Russians than they could expect, it was agreed by 
them that Azov and Taganr6g should be evacuated, 10 

that the hold they had established on the Azov and 
Black Seas was lost. But this 10BB was more than 
made up to them by the gronnd they almost imme
diately gained on the coasta of the GuUs of }'inland and 
Riga, so that the main object of the warfare of the 
reign, establishing RUBBia's position as a maritime 
power, was accomplished. The Swedish navy was 
defeated in a great battle on the Baltic in 1714. 

The war with Sweden was not actually concluded till 
1721 when the Peace of Neustadt was signed H ceding 
for ever to the Tsar all his con questa ; thus leaving 
him sovereign over Livonia, Esthonia, Ingria, Carelia, 
Wybnrg, and the adjacent islands, and securing to him 
the dominion of the Sea of Finland, which, with the 
surrounding coasts, he had purchased with the toils and 
perils of twenty years .. (Harrow's" Peter the Great," 
p.340). 

"The emperor had now leisure to look over those 
institutions and establishments which he had set 
on foot since the year 1718. In that year he 
entirely new-modelled a general police for the 
empire; he commenced several projects for uniting 
rivers by means of cansls; he prohibited games 
of chance which might be called gambling; he 
instituted orphan houses and a foundling hospital ; 
he established 1l uniformity of weights and 
measures; and he endeavoured to settIe, contrary 
to every principle of political economy, the prices 
of provisions, and a maximum to the luxury of 
dress; he cau.oed the streets of Petersburg and 
Moecow to be paved, aud cleared of swarms of 
beg.,oars, and made several regulations for safety, 
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order and cleanliness. He took off the restriction 
of his subjects travelling abroad" (Ibid.). 

Peter by his treaty with the Turks had been shut out 
from the Black Sea, and as soon as he had secured his 
position on the Baltic by his treaty with Sweden he 
turned his thoughts to the Caspian. In 1 '722 he under
took an expedition against Persia, but it had not been 
well considere~, and the army retreated after' having 
obtained but very slight advantages for the Empire. 
This, was his last great military exploit before his death 
at the' beginning of 1725. 

It is necessary to refer briefly to 1\ celebrated episode 
of this reign, viz. :-the death of' Alexis, Peter's son by 
his first wife Eudoxia. The character of Alexis seems 
to have been as weak as that of Peter WIl!I strong. ~e 
appears to have been completely destitute both of energy 
and will. He was too much engaged in licentious 
living, alternating with religious or at any rate super
stitious ceremonial observances, to have any care left 
for public affairs from which he withdrew himselt' ,Yet he seemed to have a sluggish indisposition to 
renounce his expectancy of the throne. . One idea of 
public policy alone had been adopted by him; it was 
hatred of his father's reformiug policy, and determina
tion to reverse and undo it whenever opportunity might 
offer. His friends and advisers were of the reactionary 
school, and he became' the somewhat passive centre 
around which gathered the malcontent party. Peter 
continually remohStrated with his son, hoping better 
things from him. In a notable letter addressed to him 
after the death of his ill-used consort in 1715 Peter 
says~ 

1 Schuyler in his .. Peter the Great' depicts his character far 
more favomably. See Vol. n. chap. \xviii. 
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.. I am a man, and consequently must die: to 
whom shall I leave the care of finishing what, by 
God's grace, I have begun, and of preserving what 
I have in part recovered 1 To a son who, like the 
slothful servant in the gospel, buries his talent in 
the earth, and neglects to improve what God baa 
committed to his trust? . . . You loiter on in 
supine indolence: abandoning yourself to shameful 
pleasures, without extending your foresight to the 
dangerous consequences which such a conduct 
must produce both to yourself and the whole 
state: . . . I am determined, at last, to signify 
to YOll my final purpose; being willing, however, 
to defer the execution of it for a short time, to see 
if you will reform'; if not, know that I am resolved 
to deprive you of the succession, as I would lop off 
a useless branch. • . . Since I spare not my own 
life for the sake of my country, and the welfare of 
my people, why should I allow an effeminate prince 
to ascend the throne after me, who would sacriJice 
the interests of the subject to his pleasures 1 . • • 
I will call in a mere stranger to the crown, if he 
be but worthy of that honour, sooner than my own 
son, if he is unwort.hy· (The letter of Peter to 
his son dated in October 1715). 

The quarrel between father and son became more and 
more acute. In fact it wonld be diJlicnJt to imagine a 
character or a want of character more calculated to 
arouse the angry contempt and personal irritation and 
antagonism of Peter than that of Alexia. There was 
much talk of Alexis's reuouncing the crown and becom. 
ing a monk, but on both sides it was felt to be som&
what unreal; it gave no security that Alexis would not 
on his father's death renounce his orders and 1:laim the 
tzardom. And 80 Peter continued to harp on his IOU'S 
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reforming, though a. much stupider man might have 
known that in demanding an exertion· of· will and of 
moral power from .Alexis he was asking for an impos-. 
sibility. Origin&!l.y of an exception&!l.y weak nature he 
had become completely demoralised by hia surroundings 
and hia vicious habits. He was morally, mentally, and 
in great part physically a wreck. 

At last .Alexis fled the country, but was induced to 
return by a promise from hia father of pardon. He 

-found however that his pardon was conditional. He 
had to pay the price for it of betraying &!l. his friends 
and associates. He was of too mean a character to 
hesitate to do thia, and there followed terrible torturings 
and executions in the style of horrible barbarity with 
which Peter was accustomed to treat those whom he 
conceived to be his enemies~ But nothing availed to 
save the life of .Alexis; he was brought to trial before 
the notables and sentenced to death. It was then 
publicly announced that he had died in hia place of 
imprisonment by one of those fits of apoplexy which 
when they have come at opportunities so timely as the 
one in question have generally been accepted as lin 
official euphemism for foul play. It is known that he 
was racked three or four timeS, and it is probable that 
he died from the results of hia torture. The whole 
tragic story has been told by the Russian hiatorian· 
K08tomaroV in a chapter as vivid and enthralling as any 
liver written by Macaulay. It is a pity that the sketch 
has not been seen in an English dress. ' 

History one thinks must always be formed by a 
compromise between the impressions made on the story 
of the world by great personalities, and the general level 
to which the surrounding mass of humanity has attained. 
Carlyle of course believed almost exclusively in the 
former influence; he beld that hiatory was made by thA 
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great men, by his" heroes." Other historians have held 
Ii theory very much the reverse of this; so far from 
regarding history as being made by great men they have 
regarded great men merely as the embodiments of the 
spirit of the ages in which they hate lived and have 
held that the advance of history tskes place according 
to generalla ws, and that its course is inevitable. The 
truth appears to me to lie between these two extreme 
views; but if we were asked to give an example of the 
formation of history by means of a great personality one 
would at first sight suppose that no more striking 
example could possibly be adduced than the story of 
Peter the Great's reign in Russia. Peter's personality 
was of such extraordinary power that had he been born 
to such comparatively obscure positions as. were Oliver 
Cromwell and Napoleon Bnonaparte, he would in all 
probability have made 88 conspicuous a position for 
himself in the world as did either of them. .Actually 
he was born to that stupendous position of autocratic 
power over millions of his fellow-men which renders a 
commonplace man, if once he be in possession of the 
tzardom, a creature of the utmost importance. Added 
to all this, he possessed a physique of exceptional 
strength and endurance. With such a man in such a 
position what might not be expected 1 The only 
circumstances which seemed likely to detract from his 
omnipotence were that (so far as ordinary schooling was 
concerned) he was an uneducated man (a circumstance 
he never ceased to regret), and that he presumed too far 
on his great constitutional strength, especially when he 
was a young man, giving himself up to occasional wild 
drinking-bouts and the like. 

Yet even so abnormal a man as Peter, advantageously 
placed as we have seen him to be, does his work within 
limits that are laid down for him by the time in which 
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he lives, and the people amongst whom he lives. The 
changes he introduced, great as they apparently were, 
were limited in two ways. Firstly it was only the 
upper, the governing classes that were much affected 
hy them; the great mass of the people, the peasantry 
remained unmoved by th~ civilisation of St Petersburg; 
and secondly the changes wrought ill the upper classes 
had unmistakably upon them the mark of superficiality. 
Tbis has been pointed out in 'an interesting passage by 
Kostomarov. He says :-

"It was these measures" (i.e., the measures of 
Peter) "that accustomed the Russians eagerly to 
grasp the outward signs of civilisation, very often 
to the disadvantage of, and with utter disregard to, 
its essence. . . . Between those who adopted the 
outward ways of Europeans and the rest of the 
people there opened an abyss. And even those 
who did adopt the outward polish of Europeanism 
long retained all their innate attributes of ignorance, 
roughness, and laziness. . • . The reformer of 
Russia introduced a great many new institutions 
and practices into Russian life, but he was not able 
to give to Russia a new soul" (" Russian History 
in Biographies of its Great Actors "). 

The following may be read in amplification of the contents of 
thia chapter :-

Some text-book of Ru .. iati bistoryas far as the end of Peter' the 
Great'. reign (perha!", Morfill'." Rus.ia" in" The Story of 
the Nations" Seri .. ia as good as any available in Engliah). 

Leroy· Beaulieu, Vol. L Bk.IV •• hap. iii and chap. iv., the 
latter as far as p. 268 in the French edition of 1890, or 
&8 far as p. 291 in the Engliah edition of 1893. 

Eugene Schuyler: "Peter the Great," or ,eborterthough hardly 
ao authoritative) Sir John Barrow: .. Life of Peter the 
Groot." 
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The Crimean War breaks out, 1854. 
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political freedom. 

Forecast of tbe reign of Alexander IL; it begino by the oettiog 
on foot of wide-reachiug refOI'llJll; but they are the ~forma of 
&II autocrat, and in the oecond part of the reign are in great part 
nullified by the antocratic will - . 



CHAPTER III. 

HISTORICAL SKETCH FROM TIJE DEATH or PETER THE 

GREAT TO THB END or THE CRIMEAN WAR. 

IN my last chapter I drew the attention of the reader 
to the reigns of three strong monarchs who by their 
conquests, and annexations, laid the foundations of the 
territorial greatness of Muscovy. These three sovereigns 
(I van III., Basil, and I van the Cruel), it will be reo 
membered were contemporary with the last part of the 
Wara of the Roses, and the greater part of the su b~ 
sequent reigns of our Tudor monarchs. The period 
covered by these three reigns was from 1462 to 1584. 

We must now observe the connection which exists 
between two other reigns, and to a lesser extent to' 
another which precedes them. Tbese also are 'marked 
by territorial expansion; but they are marked by some· 
thing more. The trend of the policy of the sovereigns, 
in question, probably we may even say their conscious 
object, was to rescue Russia from her state of semi· 
Asiatic isolation, and to establish her in an importsnt 
position in the great European family .. To some extent 
Alexis L-but far more markedly Peter the Great, and 
Catherin~ IL-were progressive. They may be called the 
great Europeanising monarchs. ' Unlike the great terri· 
torial consolidators of the 15th and 16th centuries, 
their reigns did not succeed each other witho~t interval; 
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had they done so they would have covered slightly 
more than a century; with the intervening periods they 
cover slightly more than a century and a half. 

Alexis, the second of the Romanov line, came to the 
throne in 1645; Catherine II died in 1796; so that the 
period we have nnder consideration is from the time 
when Charles I. of England's troubles were gathering 
thickly about him to the end of the years of the French 
Revolution. 

This period divides itself natnrslly into five during 
which the course of European progress alternately 
makes visible headway,' or remains in a somewhat 
passive condition. 

First we have the reign of Alexia, 1645-76. Then 
from 1676 to 1682 we have the colourless reign of 
Feodor followed (till 1689) by the reign nominally of 
the children I van and Peter, but the real rule of Sophia 
and Golitsin. Then 1689-1725 fol1ows the real reign 
of Peter with which so much of our last chapter was 
occupied. And now we have to enter upon a period of 
thirty-seven years before the next strong progressive 
sovereign Catherine IL monnta the throne, a period of 
weakness, internal disturbances, and in some respects 
actual reaction from -the tendencies of Peter. 

It is of course inherent in the natnre of despotism 
that those who succeed to antocratic power should some
times be incompetent and weak-minded. Doring reigns 
of this character ambitions relatives of the reigning 
house, court favourites, aud successful generala struggle 
for mastery over the mind of the Dominal monarch. 
We often see some personality rising to almost un
bounded ascendancy in the State. Such ascendancies 
Dot unfrequentIy begin and end in popular di&turbances. 
Sometimes the personage who has seized the poaition of 
power in the State seeks himself to found a Dew dynasty 
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as !lid Boris Godun6v in the confused years which 
followed the reign of Ivan the Cruel; sometimes he is 
content with being actually the most important p'ower 
in the realm. 

On Peter's death his widow Catherine was chosen 
Tsarina, but the chief power fell into the hands of 
Menshik6v. Like that of the Empress, his origin had 
been of the humblest character, but he was the victor 
of Poltava, and had "grown. to he Peter's principal 
gene~l and prime favourite. 

The Empress Catherine who had during' her. hus
band'slife conducted herself discreetly, now degenerated 
in character, and gave herself up to a life of excess. 
In two years she died (1727). Peter the Great's son 
by his first (his divorced) wife Eudoxia, thE> unfor
tunate Alexis, had left a Bon. He also was. called 
Peter, and it was this Peter II. who now succeeded. 
By Catherine's will he -was to he under the guardian
ship of Menshik6v during his minority, and to be 
betrothed to that minister's daughter. But he fell 
under the personal influence of another family who 
became the prime court favourites,-the Dolgorukis. 
By a palace revolution the power of Menshik6v was 
overthrown, and he and his family were exiled to 
Siberia, whilst Peter was betrothed to a Dolgoruki. 
Under the influence of his wife's family, he practically 
gave up his entire life to hunting, and left the guidance 
of the State to them, and to the reactionary and clerical 
party. Moscow. was re-erected the capitaL The reign 
was a short one, Peter dying of small-pox in 
1730. 

After considerable debate the Supreme Council 
invited Peter the Great's niece Anne, Duchess of 
Courland (daughter of his brother Ivan), to fill the 
throne. On the proposal of the princes Dolgoruki 
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and of Golitsin a sort of constitution was to be imposed 
upon her at her accession. The constitution would 
have given great powers to the oligarchical Supreme 
Council; thia body had been created in the reign of 
Catherine L, and not only had it superseded the power 
of the Senate, but it had obtained a position which that 
body had never possessed. The limitations proposed 
on the power of the throne might further in time 
even have secured the beginnings of constitutional 
rights for various grades of Russian subject,s, but 
though Anne signed an agreement accepting the 
conditions when the throne was offered to her, her 
actual accession brought opportunities to her of 
renouncing it. One of the most powerful figures in the 
State at the time was Ostermann; another of those who 
had risen from a position of lowly birth to one ot the 
highest importance. He considered that the pathway of 
hia ambition would lie smoother under an autocracy 
than under the rule of the Supreme Council With hia 
support, and with that of a section of the nobility, of the 
courtiers, of the clergy, and of the army whom she 
had won over to her views, Anne publicly tore the 
articles she had previously signed in pieces, and 
declared herself antocrat.. The Dolgorukia were 
baniahed and afterwards barbarously executed. 

The chief personages of the ten yeari reign of 
Anne are Ostermann, her general Munich, and her 
favourite, whom she had bronght with her from 
Courland; Biren, who has left behind him a very evil 
reputation for cruelty, tyranny, and bloodthirstiness. 
Anne cannot be altogether regarded as carrying out 
a policy opposed to that of Peter L She completed 
the great canal from Lake Ladoga to St Petersburg. 
She concluded a commercial treaty with Great 
Britain, and she favoured the settlement in the country 
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of foreign skilled workmen and artisans to perfect 
the manufacture of silks and woollens. 

On: the death of the Empress Anne, Biren enjoyed 
the regency for only a short time before he was ousted 
by Field-Marshal Mi!-"ich. . 

The genealogical diagram is the easiest way of 
showing the relatioQ.ships which were declared to 
exist between the successive occupants of the throne 
from the middle of the. eighteenth to the middle of 
the I!ineteenth century; but the sexual relations of 
the various Tsars and Tsarinas render other than 
the reputed paternities probable in se~eral instapces. 
Blots on the 'scutcheon resulting in irregularities in 
the succession can however add very little to the 
humiliation imposed on humanity at large by the 
existence of the Russian autocracy both in the past 
and in the present. So long as a man or a woman 
has at his or her disposal the lives, liberties, happiness, 
and prosperity, of millions of his or her fellow
creatures, however incompetent, cruel, foolish, or 
profligate, he or she may be, it really does not matter 
whether the person existing by so terrible an exercise 
of toleration has some of the blood of the Romanovs 
still flowing in his veins, or whether he must trace 
his descent from the liaison of a Wurtemburg princess 
and an Alsatian grenadier.1 

The monarch was now (1741) a great-nephew of 
the late Empress Anne,-Ivan, whose mother Anna 
Leopoldovna, wife of Anthony Ulrich, Prince of 
Brunswick, succeeded to the regency after the banish
ment of Biren. 

Before the year was out however a coup d'ttat 
placed on the throne Elizabeth, daughter of Peter 

• Vida Harold Frederic' ... New Exodus," pp. 41, 42. 
11 
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the Great. The new reign was opened as usual by 
tbe abasem~nt of those who had previously held 
the highest positions in the State. The Prince and 
Princess of Brunswick, Ostermann and Miinich, were 
banished to distant parts of the empire. The young 
Ivan was confined in the fortress of Schliisselburg. 

Elizabeth reigned for a score of years; one of the 
principal events of the period is the waging of a 
successful war against Frederick the Great of Prussia. 
During her reign population was said to have increased 
by one-fifth; literature and the artB made some 
progress, and through the munificence of I van Schuvalov 
the first R1ll!Sian University was founded at Moscow. 
Some intermediate schools too were set up. But the reign 
exhibits some terrible features; personal tyranny could 
hardly be carried further than this woman carried it, 
and she is accused of horrible acts of cruelty, though her 
vanity caused .. Elizabeth the Clement" 10 be inscribed 
on her medals. Like so many other of the Russian 
sovereigns from Ivan the Cruel to Alexander III she 
was devoted to that woodenly formal pietism, which 
rigorously observes lastings and ceremonies, bnt is 
compatible with, if it does not actually enjoin, cold
blooded and deliberate cruelty on a very ell tended scale. 
Clerical influence was supreme, and the Raskolniks, the 
religious dissentients who had refused to accept the 
improved readings of the Scriptnres introduced by 
Nikon the Patriarch, were severely persecuted. There 
was established too a political court of inquisition called 
the" Secret Chancellerie. n This tribunal was composed 
of a few members chosen by the soverei1,'Il, and it had 
the lives and fortunes of everyone at ita mercy. Its 
evidence was gained by espionage and it proved a 
terrible scourge. The maintenance of pu blic order too 
does not seem to have been good. The Rnasisn 
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historian Soloviev mentions an enormous amount of 
brigandage as a feature of the reign. 

Elizabeth named as her successor her nephew Peter, 
a dissolute, coarse-minded youth, and married him to 
the Princess Sophia of Anhalt-Zerbst when neither of 
the couple were much more than cbildren. According 
to a barbarous custom which still obtains, a princess 
marrying the heir to the Russian throne undergoes 
" conversion" to the Greek communion, and is very 
often rechristened by another name. We accordingly 
know Princess Sophia as Catherine, afterwards Cath
erine II., the most remarkable figure of this period. 

Peter III. who now ascended the throne was the son 
of Elizabeth's sister Anne, and of the Duke of Holstein
Gottorp, and grandson of Peter the Great. He reigned 
for six months only, viz., during the first half of 1762. 
He rendered himself unpopular by acts which kindled 
the indignation of all the powerful classes of his SUbjects. 
He entertained an ardent admiration for his couain 
Frederick the Great, and because of his personal 
veneration for him, made peace with Prussia, relinquish
ing the conquests that had been made from that 
country in the previous reignS: To complete his un
popularity with the military, and with those who fol
lowed with interest the fortunes of their country in 
warfare, he followed up what appeared to be the wanton 
abandonment of Russia's conquests by embarking on a 
war against Denmark, to avenge the wrongs which his 
father's duchy of Holstein had sustained from that 
country. Tbis war" was regarded unfavourably by the 
whole nation. 

The religious susceptibilities of his subjects were 
spared no more than were their military aspirations. 
Peter paid no particular pains to prove himself a good 
BOn of the orthodox church, and attempted to confiscate 
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to the State the ecclesiastical lands. He had 8 severe 
struggle with the Archbishop of Novgorod whom he 
attempted to depose from his see. The position of the 
Archbishop however, was too strong for hilD to be able 
to effect this. The priests whom he ordered to cut their 
beards also successfully resisted his authority. 

His wife Catherine was a lit person around whom 
might gather the discontent of his subjects. Her 
character was strong and nnscrupulous, and many 
circumstances joined together to make her hate and 
despise the Tsar. He no longer lived with her, but with 
a mistress, and he was careful to inform the world that 
.the Grand Duke Paul might be Catherine's son, but 
that he was not his father. The Emprese was sur
rounded with spies, and in great danger of her 
life. 

Under these circumstances it was not surprising that 
a contest should occur in which either the one or the 
other must be destroyed. Catherine by her superior 
force of character and greater disc!"lltion carried all 
before her in spite of the disadvantage of being 
merely a German Princess pitted against the grand
son of Peter the Great. Her husband it is true 
had abolished the .. Secret Chancellerie," and had 
reca1led from exile some of the most notab:e of 
those who had been sent thither, such as Lestocq, 
Miinich, Biren, and the Duke of CourJand and his wife. 
But though these measures were popular, most of his 
actions were so extravagantly indiscreet, and he was eo 
entirely wanting in the firmness of character necessary 
to carry through a policy of atartling changes, that 
there is no wand.,. that the soldiery went over to 
Catherine at the solicitation of the knot of conspirators 
around her, and that she was placed on the throne by a 
bloodless revolution. Bloodless however it did not 
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long remain, for a few days afterwards Peter was 
murdered by some of Catherine's adherents. 

There now begins the reign of Peter's consort 
Catherine II., who soon earned for herself tbe title of 
Catherine the Great. She reigned for a third of a 
century, and the period is regarded as being as illustri
ous in the history of Russia as was the reign of the 
Tudor Queen Elizabeth in that of England. She 
appears to have inspired the great ,men of her reign 
with a somewhat analogous personal devotion, and in 
each case we observe anxiety to establish the country 
in a splendid and glorious position in relation to its 
neighbours, united with tireless energy in pursuit of its 
advancement in every direction in which civilisation, 
literature, and the arts might be fostered. But the 
reign of Catherine is incomparably more, ferocious and 
bloody than that of Elizabeth, for her own subjects as 
well as for her enemies. In the catastrophe to the 
Spanish Armada, England's foe suffered one enormous 
disaster, but the history of Catherine's, reign is a 
continued record of the savagest butcheries. The three 
partitiouings of Poland, the wars with the Turks, the , 
suppression of the revolt of Pugachev, the naval war 
with Sweden, and finally the ill-conceived expedition 
against Persia, squandered multitudes of lives. 

On Catherine's accession the only conspicuous repre
sentative left alive of the old imperial family, unless.we 
except her own son Paul, was I van, son of the Prince and 
Princess of Brunswick, who) was still kept in captivity. 
His violent death two years afterwards (1764) relieved 
her of one source of anxiety, and her strong character 
and politic behaviour soon firmly established her on the 
throne. 

The strength which she felt herspJf to possess was 
shown in this very year by her 'being able to carry into 
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execution the ecclesiastical measure which Peter III. 
had conceived, but which he had not found himself in a 
position to carry through. The lands and serfs of the 
Church were confiscated to the State, the clergy and 
monks heing compensated with fixed incomes. 

As I have already intimated warfare is a chief 
characteristic of this reign, and to a power anxious to 
extend its territory, Poland seemed an easy prey. 
Poland was at a heavy disadvantage amongst the states 
of Europe by reason of its being saddled with a per
fectly impracticahle constitution. The "liberum veto," 
as it was called, enabled any single member of the 
assembly of nobles to veto any legislative proposal 
Such an institution barred progreas, and even rendered 
the conduct of the necessary affairs of a State almost 
impossible. The Kinl,>!! of Poland at this time were not 
of the calibre required to combat such difficulties. 
Augnstns III., who died in 1763, was a man of con
temptible character. He was succeeded by Poniatowski, 
who had formerly been a lover of Catherine herself. 
It was in 1772 that the first spoliation of Poland 
took place. The conspiracy for its dismemberment 
was hatched between Catherine, Frederick the Great 
(who sent his hrother Henry to confer with her on the 
subject), and Joseph IL, Emperor of Germany.' 

Austria was given a considerable slice of territory, 
viz., part of what was called Red Russia, and of 
Gallicia with its capital Lemberg. Russia obtained 

1 Jooeph lL w .. Emperor of the .. Holy BolD&D Empire of 
German Nal.ione,· or shortly. Emperor of Germany, baring 
~ed 10 that dignity on the death of IWo father, FlSoeU L 
(1765). Hia mother Maria Th ....... wu JII01W'Ch under .. ari .... 
tiu.. or aIllhe Stale! winded in wbat .... eaIled .. AllItria. ~ Bul; 
to Ih_ Jooeph .... heir appuenl, ODd in Wem be .... chief 
miniater or...... His iolIoeoce .... 10 great that Yim1alJy he ... 
reno..-_eRigo .nih his mother in her domioioou. 
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the provinces of Vitebsk and Mohilev, part of Minsk, 
and whatever lay east of the Dnieper; also part 
of Livonia. The slice awarded to Prussia had a coast
line on th/l Baltic, and included the port of Dantzic. 

The second partition of Poland did not take place till 
twenty-one years later (1793). The nnhappy country 
had on 3rd May 1791 adopted a new constitution which 
made the throne hereditary, gave representatives to cities 
and towns, and partially emancipated the serfa. This 
afforded a sufficient excuse for a renewal of the attack 
by the wolves on the lamb, whose offence was drinking 
of the lower waters of the brook. But on this occasion 
the Poles gave a very good account of themselves, for a 
patriotic general of the very highest quality came to the 
front in Thadeus Kosciuszko. Everything that could 
be done for the salvation of his unbappy country the 
hero did. He won gallant victories against numbers 
much larger than those he commanded, and when. he 
was defeated by overwhelming odds he played the 
losing game with equal valour and discretion. He 
inspired, as well he might, perfect confidence and 
unbounded enthusiasm in his countrymen, and was 
created by them dictator whilst the national crisis 
should last. The disparity of the numbers that could 
be brought into the field was howevep too great. 
Eventually the Russians sent into Poland their great 
general Suvorov at the head of his army' of veterans 
who had never known defeat; he had established his 
reputation in the wars against the Turks, as being 
determined on victory at whatever cost of life. He 
stormed Praga, a fortifie!i suburb of Warsaw, and took 
it after a most bloody resistance by the Poles, in the 
course of which more than half their army was slain. 
SIlVOroV then entered the capital, and the unhappy 
Poles bad to submit to any conditions of peace that 
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might be accorded to them. The territory taken on 
this occasion was much more extensive than at the first 
partition. Russia received the greater part of the 
provinces of Vilna and Minsk; also of the part of 
Russia known as Little Russia or the Ukraine; the 
greater part of the province of Volhynia; and parts of 
those of Podolia and Kiev. Thus a large number of 
the Ukrainians or Little Russians ceased to be Polish 
subjects only a century ago. The claim often advanced 
by the Poles however, that they should be regarded as 
their fellow-countrymen in the complete sense of the 
words, is not recognised by the Ukrainians themselves, 
for though they were territorially united with them 
they did not feel much more closely akin to them than 
they do to-day to the great Russians. 

Prussia sliced off a large portion on the western side 
of the country. Anstria acquired nothing on this 
occasion. 

Two years later, however (1795) at the third and 
final partitioning of the unfortunate country, Austria 
received a large additional slice, including Cracow: tbe 
portion that Russia then acquired bounded on the west 
by the Niemen and the (northern) Bong, included most 
of the province of Grodno and part of the territory lying 
to the north of that province, etc. Prussia received the 
rest, including Warsaw, a city she retained till the fresh 
treaty arrangemente that followed the fall of Napoleon. 

The period between the first and 8000nd partitions 
of Poland witnessed an abundance of lighting. The 
territory of the Crimean Khanate was annexed, and the 
sangninary warfare with the Tnrks resulted in some 
accession of territory. In 1773 a sort of peasanta' 
jacquerie broke out amongst tbe Cossacks of the Don, 
beaded by one Pugachev, who followed the nsual coune 
of personating one of 'he imperial family who had pre-
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viously met with a violent and mysterious death. He 
gave himself out to be the Emperor Peter III. He 
finally surrendered and was executed. The Russians 
also came victoriously out of a naval war with Sweden. 

Further annexations of territory were effected by 
diplomacy, the most important of which was the Duchy 
of Courland. The whole of what are called the Baltic 
Provinces were thus united with Russia. 

With so much fighting it· is not surprising that the 
most notable ·men of the reign should have been great 
generals. Of these the most remarkable are Suv6rov, 
Rumantzev, Gregory, Orlov,and Potemkin. The last was 
for many years, as Orlov was at an early period, first 
favourite at the Court, and swayed almost unbounded 
power in every department of the State. Catherine 
tired of his personality and sent him to the wars; there 
he distinguished himself as markedly as he had pre· 
viously done at the Court, and his authority remained 
unimpaired. 

Catherine undoubtedly completed Peter the Great's 
design of establishing Russia as a great European power. 
She immensely enlarged her territory, and estshlished 
herself on the Black Sea where many thriving ports, 
amongst others Odessa, were founded. 

She projected a codification of the laws, which 
however was not completed. To assist in this work 
she summoned a reprp.sI!ntative commission, but as 
on 80 many other occasions in Russian history when 
one fancies the germ of constitutionalism may be 
planted, the commission may almost be said to have ended 
in smoke. It was but a consultative body, and after 
the authorities had heard the opinions of the delegates 
they were dismissed and the actual work of codification 
was proceeded with without their assistance. 

Catherine is also remembered for the extraordinary 
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magnificence of her Conrt, for the imposing character of 
her great progresses through the country, for' her 
munificence to the arts and sciences, for her successful 
attempts to people some of the rich but uninhabited 
tracts of country in South Russia by emigrants from 
other lands, and for her division of the country into 
provinces. During her reign too banks were first 
established. 

Though Catherine enjoyed a reputation for liberality 
of thought she was greatly alarmed at the prospect of 
a possibility of the spreat! of the principles of the 
French Revolution to Russia. "After the occurrence of 
that event, she issued an edict ordering all the French 
of both sexes, without any exception, to quit the 
empire. All intercourse with France was suspended." 
French vessels were prohibited from entering any of the 
ports of Russia, and the introduction of any French books 
or periodicals was forbidden. ]II 0 Hussian subjects were 
allowed to travel in France or hold intercourse with 
that country (Fowler's "Lives of the Sovereigns of 
Russia," Vol. II. pp. 298-99). 

She. was succeeded (1796) by her son 1 Paul who 
during her reign had been studiously kept in the 
background. He appeared bent upon reversing her 
policy in many important particulars, if not Oll dis
honouring her memory. He immediately had the body 
of Peter Ill. disinterred from its rather obscure place 
of burial, and whilst Catherine II.'s body lay in state the 
coffin of her murdered husband rested by its side. They 
were then buried together in the church of St Peter and 
St Paul, Count Ale){is Orlov and Count Bariatinski, who 
were the supposed regicides, being obliged to follow in 
the funeral next to the coffins, after having been pre-

1 See note to,genealogical diagram. 
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viously set each night to watch the remains of the late 
Emperor. Immediately afterwards they were banished. 
The incident was a typical one. Panl was for five 
years to govern Russia on the same principles that an 
active boy might follow in managing a nursery men
agerie of domestic animals. We' have the humiliating 
spectacle of millions of hnman beings trem blingly 
waiting on the fantastic whims of a crazy lout. On 
Paul's approach in the public street everyone was to 
kneel in the mud, One lady, hastening for the doctor 
to attend her dying husband, perhaps inadvertently 
neglected tbe rite, and was immediately imprisoned. 
The husband died and the lady became insane. It 
became a crime to wear a round hat. To the disgust 
of a practical general like Suvorov the serviceable 
costume of the soldiery was to be replaced by stiff and 
elaborate uniforms such as the Germans wore, and the 
peasant soldiers were compelled to fasten artificial curls 
to their heads, 

One of the innumerable ukazes issued by Paul 
seelllg to have had some practical value at least from 
the point of view of the monarchy, and it is probably 
for 'this reason that it has been subsequently observed. 
Peter the Great had ordained that the Tsar of Russia 
should have the right of settling the succession to his 
throne by will. raul himself had very nearly suffered 
under this ordinance, for it is supposed that Catherine 
II. had in her will excluded him from the succession in 
favour of his own son Alexander, but that one of his 
partisans had obtained access to the will and destroyed it. 
The new ukaze settled the succession on the eldest son. 

The latter half of this short reign is occupied by war, 
first against Napoleon, who was then :Firs't Consul of 
France, and afterwards in alliance with him. Paul 
being aroused to a seme of the danger his own empire 
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might run from the rapid advances of Napoleon, 
re.'!Olved to participate in the war against his encroach
ing power, and Russian armies were sent westwards. 
They were however badly generalled, and the com
manders who had in the first place heen appointed had 
to be recalled. They were replaced by tbe great 
Suvorov who defeated Napoleon's generala in Italy, but 
was finally obliged to retreat before the French armies 
iu Switzerland. He crossed the St Gothard Pass with 
great difficulty and serious loss of life, but the second 
Russian army in Switzerland by which he expected to 
be supported, had sustained a disastrous defeat from 
the French. Suvorov the slayer of thousands of his 
fellow-men, in spite of indefatigable energy, and elloN 
that conld not be surpassed, failed in his latest effort 
to obey the commands of the crown of Ro.ssia. The 
incompetent booby, in whose service he had spent his 
strength and even shattered and wrecked his own ex
ceptional vigour of body, now publicly disgraced him, 
and sent him to die in the obscurity that reigned out
side the circle lightened by the smile of his insane master. 

The end of the reign witneased one of those sudden 
total reversaIa of policy to which Russia under l'anl'. 
rule was subject, the ma.tt'!r of policy being in this 
instance of much more moment to the European world 
than on any other 0C<2Si0n. PiinI suddenly conceived 
a personal admiration for Napoleon similar to that 
which Peter IlL had felt for Frederick the Great, and 
entered into close alliance with him. He declared war 
on Great Britain, and laid an embargo on all British 
shipping found in RU88ian ports. Three hundred 
vessela with their cargoes were thus eonUcated. Eng
land retaliated by issuing letters of ""''1'" a"oainst the 
nmthem powers now Iea"nued against her, who were 
making themselves the cats-paw of Napoleon. 
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But the Franco-Russian Alliance was of short dura
tion. A palace plot was formed to assassinate Paul 
and place his son Alexander on the throne. This was 
successfully carried out, and an alliance with Great 
Britain was once more entered upon. 

Paul was succeeded by his eldest son, Alexander 
(1801-25). During his reign Russian territory was 
enlarged by the incorporation of Georgia to the south 
(1801), and of Finland to -the north-west (1809). 
Georgia had been so harassed by Persia that it threw 
itself into the arms of Russia for protection. :Fillland 
was surrendered by Sweden; on heing accepted into 
the Russian empire the constitution of the country was 
guaranteed. The inroads that were made on the inte
grity of this constitution during the reign of Alexander 
IlL form one of the chapters of contemporary Russian 
politics. 

Almost everything else in Alexander's reign is over
shadowed by the invasion of Russia by Napoleon. 
Russian troops had been defeated at the Napoleonic 
victory of Austerlitz (1805), but in 1807 the two 
emperors made peace (Peace of Tilsit). and it appeared 
that they had come to a sort of agreement to divide 
Europe between them. There were however forces at 
work to bring about a rupture. Russian trade suffered. 
especially from the outrageous claim which Napoleon 
tried to enforce that all .English shipping should be 
excluded from the ports of France. and from those of 
all the allies of France, and later (Berlin Decree 1806). 
that the British Islands were under blockade. and that 
English manufactures were lawful prize. There fol
lowed decrees both on the British side (Orders in 
Council 1807) and on that of Napoleon (Milan Decree 
of the same year) which rendered the position of 
neutral trade almost unbearable. An Act passed by 
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the Government of the United States in 1809 illustrates 
how much this was felt. It enacted that there should 
be no intercourse with Britain and France till those 
countries ~hould respectively revoke their obnoxious 
decrees. The alliance between the emperors could not 
bear the strain to which it was subjected. 

1812 was the year of the Napoleonic invasion of 
Russia,-three years before Waterloo. Napoleon raised 
an army of more than 500,000 men, aud entered Russia 
through Poland by Kovno. The Poles, who had some 
ill.grounded hopes that he might re-establish their 
kiugdom, joined his army to the number of 60,000. 
It was not till he was within fifty miles of Moscow that 
a battle of the first magnitude was fought. But at 
Borodino there was a stubborn coutest lasting all one 
day (September 7th), in which the Russians lost 40,000 
and the French :lO,OOO men. After this the French 
were able to advance to Moscow, but they found the 
city deserted, and almost immediately after its occupa
tion a fire broke out, doubtless kindled by the Russians, 
which destroyed ninc-tenths of the capital. N everthe
less Napoleon lingered five weeks there, waiting in vain 
for Alexander's submission, so that it was the 19th of 
October before a ret~eat, which Napoleon had at length 
resolved upon, was begun. \Ve know how in Russia 
there is hardly any interval between summer and 
winter, and now the Arctic winter had arrived. In the 
midst of its snows and terrible winds the French army 
was to retreat along a track which they had themselves 
desolated on their invading march. The narrative of 
this six weeks' march is one of the most terrible 
chapters in the history of war. Of the invading army 
of upwards of 500,000 not more than 80,000 reached 
the frontier on their retreat. 

Two and a half years later; after the battle of Water-
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100, a readjustment of European territories was ananged 
at the Oongress of Vieuna. Most uf the Duchy of 
Warsaw was made over to Russia, and Alexander was 
crowned King of Poland, at the same time granting to 
that country a constitution. 

The last part of Alexander's rcign was under the 
asccndancy of Arakcbeiev, who llad had mucb influence 
in the reign of Paul, and was now installed almost as 
principal adviser to the thronc. He was a specimen of 
tbe thoroughly brutal type of Russian official. He de
vised the plan of military colonies in the sonth of 
Russia which caused great dissatisfaction, and inneed 
led to revolLs which were suppressed with bloodshed. 
The plan was to settle regiments of the line amongst 
the farms of the serfs on the crown domains. He fell 
from power in consequence of some horrible brutalities 
practised on the serfs of his own estate just before the 
-" '.th of Alexandcr in 1825. 

- Alexander, who had left no children, was not suc-
ceeded by his next brother Oonstantine (who had 
renounced his right to the succession), but by the 
younger brother Kicholas who reigned from 18:!5 to 
1855. 

His advent to the throne was greeted by a dangerous 
military revolt called the Revolt of the Decelllurists 
(because it took place in Dccember 1825). Its leaders 
were men of the noble classes and almost all of them 
were officers in the army. The object was to obtain a 
constitution, and it is all exceedingly interesting epiBode 
quite distinct in character from the ordinary palace 
revolutions so Illany of the narratives of which we 
have read, the object of which was usually merely to 
r~place one by another absolute monarch. During the 
reign of Alexander two predisposing causes had been at 
work, which naturally lead up to such a movement. 
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The liberalism rather markedly displayed at the 
beginning of his reign had been reversed at its close; 
and the army which had been so constsntly in foreign 
parts had, especially dnring its occnpation of Paris, 
imbibed the more liberal political views which were 
fonnd outside of Rnssia. Many of the Decembrist 
leaders no doubt, had nothing more in view than an 
advancement of their class, or of their own personal 
interests, bnt the initiative in the movement was taken 
by a group of men with purely patriotic aims, and they 
succeeded in leavening the heterogeneous mass of mal
contents that were banded together to the extent of 
imbuing the combination with the most liberal ideas 
of the time as to Rnssian political reform. Alexander's 
death occurred unexpectedly, 80 that the moment for 
action came upon the conspirators suddenly. U nfor
tunately at the critical time courage was displayed by 
the few alone who had engaged in the combination from 
patriotic moti ves, and the cause was wrecked in great 
measure by the treachery and cowardice of their com
panions. The leaders of the revolt were mercilessly 
dealt with by execution 1 or by exile to Siberia. 

At the end of 1830 the Polish insurrection broke out. 
It was however crushed after brave and stubborn 
fighting. and early in 1832, the Polish constitntion 
which Alexander had accepted, was declared cancelled. 
and the country was afterwards assimilated to RussiA! 
and di vided into Russian provinces. 

The suppression of the Polish insurrection was 
followed by an evil time for the Roman Catholic 
Church in that country and for the U niats as they 
were called there and in Lithuania and other neighbour-

1 The !eatle .... ho .. ere banged .. ere PeoteJ, Beslazheo, 
Kakhonti, Rileyev, ODd l4.uariuY-ApootoJ, all of them remark
able ........ 
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ing countries subject to the Tsar. The religious body 
called U niats arose after the conquest by Catholic 
Poland of provinces peopled by a Greek orthodox 
population in 1595. They retained the Greek forms 
of worship but acknowledged the Pope as the supreme 
head of the Church. Centuries of a separate religious 
communion had created many differences between them 
and the Greek Orthodox Church, but now after a 
petition 'for reunion to the Orthodox Church had been 
presented by a small minority of their clergy, a ukaze 
was issued boldly proclaiming the accession of three 
or four millions of U niats to the Church of their 
conquerors. 

The reign of Nicholas was reactionary thoughout. 
He was the sworn foe and, merciless represser of liberal 
tendencies in politics. Nor were his services to the 
cause of despotism confined to his own territories. In 
1849 he helped the Austrians to subjugate the 
Hungarians who had set up a republic under' the 
famous Kossuth. They were dealt with in barbarous 
fashion. In 1854 the Crimean War broke out, and in 
the midst of it Nicholas died (1855) and was succeeded 
by his son Alexander II. The war ended in the defeat 
of the Russians. 

At Alexander's accessi~n we may 'ell pause a 
moment to ask whether Russian history is a mere 
congeries of anarchic events, a succession of wars, 
of murders and assassinations, of palace plots, and of 
fantsetic remodellings of the lives of an enormous 
people according to the caprices of tpe autocrat of the 
moment, or whether some sort of ordered 'march of 
events can in the long run be recognised. Is Russian 
history an endless and bloody series of extracts from 
the IIDnals which recount the lives of a nation of 
marauders and assassins, or is it an Epic? 

r . 
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Two great facts have, I think we shall see, been 
established. The course of Russian history for six and a 
half centuries has steadily set first to the creation, then 
to tbe solidification, unification, and extension of a 
mighty state. The Muscovite power has grown first 
of all by the SUbjugation of its brother Slavonic states, 
then by driving out or conquering the Tatars, and 
occupying the vast plains of South Russia previously 
held by them, and by an enormous extension of 
territory across Northern .Asia, and a considerable 
extension by the absorption on its other borders of 
states of such various races as Finland, Lithuania, 
Poland, and the countries of Transcaucasia. 

Meanwhile the central part of the empire has 
continually been subjected to a unifying process. The 
Muscovite milIatone has ground the ethnological meal 
practically to one sample where it comes most directly 
under its pressure; but the further one travela from 
the central vortex the less homogeneity is discernible 
and at the edges the different racial "feeds" (if, to 
carry on the analogy, we may so call them) are as yet 
hardly commingled at all. 

The other doniinating feature of the development of 
Russian history has been in force for a period not half 
as long and has been followed neither 80 consistently 
nor 80 energetically. Yet on the whole it has triumphed 
aud established its position. Although the beginnings 
of the coming importance of the idea are reveaIed in 
the time of Alexis, speaking broadly it dates from the 
time not quite three centuries ago when St Petersburg 
was built. The great Tsar after whom that city was 
named may be said to be tbe apostle of the idea that 
Russia was not only to be great, solidified, and homo
geneous, but that she was to be EUr0pe4flo From that 
time it may be taken to be a seitled thing in the 
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history of the world that Russia is not to be a second 
enormous China, closing herself to all influences, to all 
ideas, and as far as may be to all material communica
tion with the outside world; "out that she is to be a 
member (and at times she has aspired to be the leading 
member) of the European family of nations. 

This second great ideal of the Russian race in no way 
arrested the march of the first. The reigns of Peter I. 
and Catherine II are as remarkable for their continued 
territorial conquests as for their insistence on a policy 
of European civilisation in opposition to Asiatic 
isolation. 

With the aocession of Alexander TI. to the throne, 
a third idea certainly as majestic as those which in 
Russia had preceded it by centuries, for the first time 
makes its effective entrauce on the political stage. Of 
this there had indeed been premonitions. The very 
fact of admitting European ideas, and European thoughts 
into Russia carried the necessity with it of some know
ledge of, and some influence from, the political institu
tions of the more advanced states of the west. In the 
time of Peter 1, in the time of Catherine II., in the 
time of Alexander 1,1 and even in that of NicholaS 
some facts may be pointed out which show that the 
Tsars occasionally regarded their subjects not merely as 
80 many millions of body-servants. But it was reserved 
for Alexander IL and" the able group of liberals 
(Miliutin and others) who worked with him in the 
early part of his reigil, to introduce solid lib~rties and 
privileges for great masses of his people fundamentally 
altering the material conditions and the security of 
their lives. At the entrance then to this chapter of 

I AleDIlder L abolished oerfdom in the Baltic provinc... He 
did not however dower the enfranchised serfs with lands. 
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Russian history the English student fecls that at length 
he is coming into contact with problems and political 
phenomena more familiar to him. He has benceforth 
to watch, as for centuries he has watched in England, 
the gradual growth of the liberties and privileges of 
the people. 

For a dozen or 80 years it seems that his antici· 
pations are justified. Serfdom is abolished, local 
government, in which the principle of representation 
plays a not nnimportant part, is established: judicial 
process is reformed, and the conrts themselves cleansed 
of corruption; considerable liberty is granted to the 
press, active religious persecution ceases, and religious 
disabilities are relaxed. 

But over this smiling landscape there sweeps a 
thunderstorm; all the heavens are obscured, the whole 
picture is changed. Alexander employs the second 
half of his reign in diligently and systematically 
minimising, counteracting, and as far as the march 
of accomplished events will allow, actually in undoing 
the reforms which he has with 80 much care built 
up. 

The historical student then for the first time 
remembers the enormous difference between the march 
of liberty in England and in Russia. How in England 
our liberties have been wrested from those above, first 
by the nobles, then by the trading c1asses, and finally 
by the great democracy; how it has thus from the 
first had a firm foundation, and how it has ended in 
having a broad one. He is reminded that in Russia 
on the contrary the mainspring of reform has been thO!' 
will of an autocrat, an autocrat whose personality is 
confused with that of the Almighty by many of his 
subjects 80 that the Rnssian peasant if be recognised 
the significance of the change of view of his CaslT 
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Emperor, might meekly murmur :.-:.. .. The Lord gave 
and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name 
of the Lord." 

Miliutin and the rest look sadly on at the overthrow 
of their work. They sigh for the 'day when the great 
Epic may be completed, when the liberties of the 
people may be founded broadly and deeply in the 
pe0l'le's own will; but for the most part they take the 
view that the time has not yet come, and dejectedly 
fold, their hands. One small section however more 
hopeful, perhaps more energetic than the rest, refuse 
to acquiesce in the giving up of what was thought to 
have been gained, and persistently assert their rights. 
A conllict ensues with the authority of the Tsar which 
becomes more and more intense and more and more 
deadly, till it resolves itself into a duel, the Government 
on its side suspending the ordinary law, trying the 
so-called "Nihilists" by court-martial and hanging 
them; the "Nihilists" after due warning and formal 
sentence "executing" by assassination first of all the 
head of the secret police, and finally after previous 
unsuccessful attempts by a pistol shot, by trying to 
blow up a palace, and by: attempting to wreck a train 
the Tsar Alexander II. himself, once called "the 
Liberator," is on March 13th (1st) 1881 blown to 
pieces by a bomb. 

The following may be read in amplification of the contents of 
thia chapter:-

Morll\l'. "Ruooia» or lOme other text-book of RU88ian hiatory 
from the end of Peter the Great'. to the end of Niehol .... 
reign-

Leroy Beaulieu, from p. 268 in the French edition of 
1890, nr from p. 291 in the Englioh edition of 1893, to 
the end of chapter iv. 
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E. A. Freeman," General Sketch of European History," 
chapter xv. sec. 8 (pp. 313-6), sec. 11 (pp. 317-9), 
sec. 14 (pp. 321-4); chapter xvi. sece. 12 and 13 
(pp. 341-3); and chapter xvii. sees. 9 and 10 (pp_ 367-8). 

For lMgraplWAU Iktc1t. of KoltiwzJr4 :-
George Fowler, .. Lives of the Sovereigno of Russia from 

Catherine to Paul," chapter iv. pp. 206 " "'l., &lao 
pp_ 366-7. 

For Mmny of 1M JJ.r.enrbriot &.aU :-
.. Russian Conspirators in Siberia. A personal narrative br 

Baron R--, a Russian Dekabrist." 
.. Revelations of Russia; or the Emperor Nieholao and his 

Empire, in 1844: by one who hal oeen and describes." 
Vol. L chapters iL and x. . 
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CHAPT:ER IV. 

THE PEASANTRY: THEIR EMANCIPATION nOM SERFDOM, 

AND SUBSEQUENT TREATMENT AND CONDITIONS 

or LIl'E. 

TIlE history of the reign of Alexander II. resolves 
itself in great measure into an examination of the 
reforms instituted during its earlier period, and of 
their subaequent fate during its latter period. The 
most striking of these is the enfranchisement of the 
serfs. 

The essence of serfage was being bound to ·tM land, 
and the institution thus understood only came into 
existence at the end of tlie sixteenth century. True 
in ancient Russia there were slav"; they were gener
ally prisoners of war, insolvent debtors, or people who 
had been compelled by abject penury to sell away 
their liberty. But the slaves were not numerous and 
the mass of the }J8BSantry was considered to be free. 
In early times however a distinction made itself· felt 
between the warriors and the workers in the fields. It 
became the function of the latter to support the former, 
and their status became a distinctly inferior one. They 
became attached to masters, but still they could· choose 
their own masters quite freely. Usually they hired 
themselves out for a whole year Something in the same. 
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way as labourers used to engage themselves in rural 
England at what were called" mops" or • hiring-fairs." 
It became customary to make new engagements only 
once a year, viz. at the feast of St George in November 
when the work of the cereal year was at an end; they 
were then free to leave the lands on which they had 
been working and settle elsewhere. But during the 
last part of the sixteenth and the beginning of the 
seventeenth centuries opportunities and temptations 
to wholesale self-transportation presented themselves 
to the peasantry, which appeared a menace to the 
Empire, both as sapping its taxable strength, and the 
eources from which its army could be drawn. The 
lands of the south, wrested from the Tatars, eome of 
which were very fertile, invited colonisation, and the 
free life of the Cossacks of the steppes offered a bright 
prospect to the more adventurous spirits who were 
received as welcome recruits to their wandering 
communities. To the east Permia, and Siberia opened 
up other tempting fields of colonisation. In addition 
the conditions of the peasants' lives through direct and 
indirect taxation, and the abuses in the administration 
(especially of justice), were becoming more and more 
onerous. The body of regular troops was being largely 
increased which caused the Government to endeavour 
to raise larger sums by taxation. At the same time 
whole classes of the population, such as the clergy, 
and some of the fighting castes (for example the streltsi), 
were privileged to exemption from taxation. This of 
course made it all the harder for the taxpayers who 
re~ed. All these causes were so many goads to 
the people impelling them to seek better conditions of 
life in new settlements. 

There was then a real danger of depletion of 
population, and onder the Tsars Feodor (SOil of John 
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the Cruel) and Boris GodUnov and their successors, 
the peasant was· attached to the soil by edicts for
bidding him to change his -domicile at the feast of 
St George, and . he became a serf. The measures 
announced by these edicts, which began by being 
temporary, became permanent. 

The loss of the right to change their domicile and 
their lords, put the peasantry' completely within the 
power of the proprietors to whom the Government 
practically handed over the. internal administration of 
their domains. 

Serfage and dependence on the will of the land
owners was not equally prevalent in all parts of the 
Empire. It was most firmly established and most 
rigorously administered in the central parts, and 
became more lax in the outlying regions where 
Russification was less complete. 

The rights of the proprietors over their serfs were 
usually embodied in the system either of commanding 
a certain proportion of their time for labour on their 
estates tthe corvee), or in default money compensation 
(the obrok). The conditions 'of the corvee were 
generally understood as claiming about half of the 
work of the serfs for the proprietors, the other half 
being devoted to the lands which had been assigned 
for the p~asants' support. Where however the obrok 
was customary the conditions for the serf were 
greatly improved, for he then (subject to the payment 
of a sum of money usually equal to £1 or £2 sterling 
per annum), regained his personal liberty. He was 
thus for instance frequently enabled to take up his 
residence in a town, and exchange his agricultural for 
industrial work. 

The crown peasantS enjoyed 1\ good many advantsges 
over those on the estates of private proprietors, 
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amongst others that with them the institution of 
the obrok or money commutation always obtained. 

A great part of the estates in Ruw belonged to 
the Crown, tbat is to say they had no proprietor save 
the State. The peasanta on these lands (men and 
women together), numbered some twenty-two millions. 
There were about an equal number of peasant serfs on 
the lands of the territorial nobles. It was with these 
latter, who as we have seen were the greater sufferers, 
that the new measures of Alexander IL dealt with 
in the first instance; their emancipation dates from 
1861, whilst that of the crown serfs did not take place 
till five years later (1866). 

The idea of the Liberation came to the serfs as the 
realisation of a cherished dream; for tradition had 
never allowed the memory of the ancient right of 
personal freedom to die oot from amongst them. Bot 
when details of how the Liberation was to be brought 
about began to be diseussed, a discrepancy at once 
exhibited itself between the ideaa of the landowners 
and those of- the peasantry on the subject.. On tbe 
domains of the landowners, whilst certain parte of 
the estates were retained for the proprietora' own use, 
and coltivated by means of the corve., other parte 
were handed over to the serfs to be colti vated by 
them for their own support. The serfs now regarded 
these latter as their own lands. To the landowners 
they said:-"Oor labour (or part of our labour) hae 
been yours; but the lands wbich we oceupy are on ... ft 

When then the announcement came of personal 
freedom for the serfs. tbey pictured to themselves 
that they would possess the aame lands that they 
had ocenpied heretofore, bnt that they would have the 
whole instead of half their time to spend upon it; 
or if three days • week sufliced, that they could hire 
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themselves out for the . remainder of their time and 
ao improve their position. The landowners on the 
other hand said :-" No: if the corvee and the obrok 
are to be given up we suppose there is no help for 
it (though we do not altogether acknowledge the 
justice of depriving us of our labour-power without 
compensation), but in that case we are at any rate 
entitled to re-enter into possession of our lands which 
you have hitherto enjoyed rent-free in return for your 
serviees. If you are to continue on· these lands now 
you are free men, you must either buy or rent them 
from us." The Government thus found themselves face 
to face with an agrarian difficulty resulting from the 
difference of view of the two classes concerned. The 
situation had some points of resemblance to the 
difficult agrarian questions which' have arisen ill 
Treland. 

The, course actually decided upon was that the 
peasantry should indeed retain something like the 
lauds they had been accustomed to occupy, but that 
they should pay rent for them either in money or by 
personal service. ' 

The advantages accruing to the peasantry were by 
no means uniform. Whilst in some installces they 
soon acquired the privileges of almost fully freed 
men, in others, the substitution of a stipulated labollr
rent for the old corv4e created a change of little practical 
effect. . 

During the first two years then after the Emancipa
tion IIknze, the new arrangements were carried out 
on the basis of settled relit payments or services by 
the peasauts. These were fixed by mutual agreem.lIt 
if possible, but failing Lhia by official arbitrators. The 
men first appointed as arbitrators, although drawn 
from the ranks of the nobles, acted fairly and even 
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generously towards the peasantry; but they were 
succeeded by others who were less scrupulous. 

The fixing of these rents aud personal services could 
only be considered a half-way house on the road to 
emancipation. The peasantry it was true were 
delivered to some extent from the capricious and 
arbitrary personal control of the landowners, but 
their economic position genera1ly remained much the 
same; for the new rents and obligatory services 
corresponded in the majority of cases pretty closely 
in amonnt to the old obrok and corvee on which 
indeed they were for the most part based. 

We now therefore enter upon the second atsge in 
the process of Liberation. Measures were set on foot 
of a more far-reaching character, aiming at the creation 
of a -peasant proprietary, and the arrangement of rent 
payments was replaced by one of annual redemption 
payments for the eventual purchase of the land. 

With regard however both to the original fixing 
of the area of the land to be aIlocated to the peasants, 
and the fixing of rent, or subsequently of redemption 
price, to be paid for them, the problems that arose 
were sufficiently compleL Not only were there 
particular local customs which had' to be taken into 
account in various parts of the conntry snch as Little 
Russia, Lithuania, and the ancient Polish provinces; 
but even in Great Russia, where a certain amonnt of 
uniformity reigned in these particulars, the conditions 
of the forest zone were quite diJl'erent to those of the 
steppes, and the fertility of both was very much 
eurpassed by that of the black earth zone, so that 
what would be an adequate assignment of land for 
the snpport of a family in the last, wonid be an 
altogether inadequate acreage amongst the foresta. 

The assemblies of the nobles were caIled together in 
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the various provinces, but it was merely that they 
might have an opportunity of presenting their views. 
The detailed work of deciding what acreage of land was 
to be assigned in each case, and later on what the scale' 
of its redemption price should be, was left to a special 
commission. Fortunately some very able men, liberal 
in their ideas and animated by the enthusiasm of the 
reforming years of the 'sixties were found to take the 
chief part in the direction of this work. Conspicuous 
among them were George Samarin, Nicholas Miliutin, 
and Prince Tcherkaski, Yet as we shall hereafter see 
they did not carry out their work without committing 
errors of a very serious character. 

Before pursuing the story of the establishment of a 
landed peasantry we ought to note by the way that one 
large class of serfs (numbering about a million and a 
half) received their personal liberty alone without any 
dower of land. These were the ones who had been 
employed as domestic servants in the estsblishments of 
the land-proprietors. After two years they were no 
longer to be under the obligation to serve their old 
masters, though they might continue to do so if they 
chose for wages. Many of thel!.e drifted into the towns, 
and added largely to the class to be found there living 
from hand to mouth without any constant or regular 
employment. . 

Returning to the other classes of the peasantry, the 
first regulations issued by the Government for the 
creation of a peasant proprietary by substitution of 
redemption payments for rents were purely permissive 
in their character. After the Polish insurrection in 
1863 the Government made it compulsory in the ancient 
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Lithuano-Polish 1 and in 80me other of the western 
provinces 1 as well as in Poland 1 proper, but in Great 
Russia it did not become ouligatory till after the 
accession of Alexander III. 

But although the purchase of the land by the 
peasantry was not at first made compulsory, the State 
endeavoured to facilitate the purchase by offering to 
advance to the peasanta as a loan four-fifths I of the 
capitalised purchase price. (The usual hasis on which 
the purchase price was am ved at was 16i years' pur
chase, i.e. by multiplying the obrok or the v~lue of the 
corves by 16i; that is to say the obrok or corves bore 
the proportion to the redemption price of 6 to 100,) 
The annual repayments to the State to cover interest 
and redemption payment were to be at the rate of 6 
per cent. per annum for 49 years, at the end of which 
time the land would be the peasanta' absolute property. 

Perhaps we shall the better understand these arrange
menta if we work out an actual case. Supposing the 
peasant has assigned to him for the support of his 
fanilly three dessiatines of land, i.e. about 8 acres, and 

1 Tbe lando ....... in th..., parta ....... PoJeo, and the polic:y 
punued in tb ... proviDa!a ..... an attempt to attach the peuantry 
to the RllIBian Government, and to diooociate their iDle","", from 
those of the Pol .. of the JandoW'Ding CWL 

• It ill howe" ... to he noted that the proprietor had the right of 
initiating the redemption even wben the peoaant .... Dnwilling. 
In thill cue however he _"ed the fODJ'-fiftba of the eapitalioed 
Talue ad'l'Onced by the State only. A. the peaunt paid Ie. by 
!II per eenL when the land w .. redeemed on the demand of the 
proprietor tbm .. hen it .... done by mntnaJ conoent, h. hang 
hack from oacb mntual ",.".....t .. hen .... he thought be eonld 
wely do... Thno it happened that not more than t .. o oat of 
lI"e of the redemption anangemenlt were entered upon by 
matnaJ -t, whilot three oat of five _ere entered apon on the 
demand of the landowner. 
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that the annual rent payable is 9 roubles,1 i.e., 3 
roubles per dessiatine, the capitalised value would be 
9 x 16i = 150 roubles. Of this sum he would have to 
pay one-fifth 2 (say 30 roubles) down, whilst the State 
would advance him the remaining four-fifths (say 120 
roubles). For 49. years he would have to pay the State 
6 per cent. on this sum equalling'T'2 roubles. The total 
result so far as the peasant is concerned, is that he has 
·at once to pay down a lump sum of more than 3 years' 
rent,' but his rent is then reduced from 9 to 7l roubles, 
and in 49 years ceases altogether. 

The pr<>prietors were .reimbursed by being given 
government scrip, on which interest was payable to-' 
gether with redemption money which would in a 
similar manner pay 08' the obligation in a series of 
years. The advantage to them.was that a government 
bond '\fas substituted for the difficulties of rent collection. 

The peasants largely availed themselves of the con
dit.ions of redemption held out to them, but it must be 
remembered that the arrangements for carrying it out 
could so far be entered upon only with the consent of 
the proprietur, .In some provinces its accomplishment 
had been almost universal, but in others a quarter or a 
third of the peasants 'still remained in the first stage of 
emancipation which was very often really hardly 
distinguishable from the old serfage, for the landowners 
were under these circumstances invested with large 
police powers over the village-communities of the 
peasantry, At the accession of Alexander III. twenty 

1 The value (by weight) of the silver roubho is a little over that 
of tbe German thaler or of as. English. The fall of ail ver has caused 
ita (intern&tiollAl) value to he much depreciated. For purpos .. 
of internal trade, rent, taxe., etc., the pa"... rouble i. principally 
uaed, and tbi. suffers a further conoiderable depreciation of value 
compared with the Bilver rouble. 

• See note " preceding page. 
G 
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years after the first measures of Emaucipation, there 
wp.re still, some millions of peasftnts in this condition. 
Many proprietors especially in the fertile districts, 
found the old state of things more profitable to them 
than the new promised to be, and refused their assent 
to redemption. In 1883 Alexander III. issued a awe 
making the redemption obligatory everywhere. 

As the redemption price was based not on the market 
value of the land, but on the old obrok and corvee, 
great inequalities manifested themselves, for the obrok 
and corvee did not take mnch account of such considera
tions as fertility, accessibility, and the general value 
of the land. So it came about that in the fertile 
regions of the black earth the proprietors put oft" the 
redemption as long as possible, only putting it into, 
operation when they were compelled to do 80 by the 
ukaze of Alexander Ill, whilst the proprietors of the 
forest zone forced the redemption on the peasants 
though by so doing they were obliged to allow a fifth 
oft" the scale of the redemption price. Eveu so it is 
calculated that the peasan ts in these regions paid from 
10 up to 100 per cent. above the market value for 
their lands, whilst on the contrary tbose in the black 
earth zone paid from 10 to 100 per cent. too little for 
theirs on that computation, when at last they were 
enabled to buy. Naturally nnder these circumstances, 
those in the forest zone took np the minimum of land 
that they were legally allowed to do. 

Tha peasantry on the other hand in the fertile 
regioll9 often missed the opportnnity of receiving the 
full .... lvantages which they might have claimed under 
the redemption regulations. For example within cer
tain limits, when the initiative had been taken by the 
landowners, it was at the option of the peasantry to 
determine huw much land they would take u,P onder 
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the conditions of redemption. Thus the maximum 
which they might legally claim often exceeded by 100 
per cent. the legal minimum which they were obliged to 
accept. In the fertile regions where the terms were so 
favourable to them, it was obviously their interest to 
take up the maximum. Nevertheless it was much 
more frequently the case that only the minimum was 
claimed. They viewed the arrangements with suspicion 
-and besides they regarded the land as being rightfully 
theirs rent free. As according to their view the redemp
tion-rent was an imposition, the less land on which they 
paid it the better they were pleased. Eventually it often 
came about that they leased the additional lands that 
they might have had from the proprietors, at a rent 
very little below the redemption-rent, which in half a 
century would have given them the freehold. Another 
instance of the peasants' acting against their own inter
est was exhibited by the operation of a permissive 
clause the insertion of which was contrary to the 
wishes of Miliutin, Samarin, Tcherkaski, and those 
who thought with them. By mutual agreement be
tween proprietor and peasant, a free gift of a quarter 
of the acreage might be substituted for the sale of the 
legally stipUlated amount of land under the redemption 
conditions. This was extensively done in the black 
earth regions, though it was a very bad bargnin for the 
peasantry. The fact that it was so, was after a year or 

. two realised, and those who had closed with the landlords 
on these terms bitterly repented their want of foresight. 

It will be remembered that in speaking of the initia
tion of the reforms it was mentioned that they were at 
first applicable to the lands of private proprietors only, 
and that the crown lands were not affected. The 
peasantry on the latter numbered nearly half the total 
of the serfs. Their condition in 1861 was more 
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advanced than that of the serfs on the private domains, 
for they no longer gave the. corvee, and were subject to 
the obrok only. But the land purchase law applicable 
to the others left them in the lurch. In 1866 however, 
by a nkaze of Alexander IL, the redemption regula
tions were extended to them. 

Tlie following dates then form the landmarks of the 
Emancipation :-

1861 (Feb. 19fMarch 1) - Substitution of rent 
charges in money or personal service for the 
obrok and the corvee. 

l863-Permissive regulations for the purchase of 
land by the peasant. 

l866-The above" regulations, applicable hitherto to 
the landa of priYllte proprietors only, extended 
to the crown domains (on which Dearly half the 
serfs lived). 

l883-Permissive regulations made obligatory. 
In discussions on the agrarian questions in Ireland it 

has sometimes been pointed out how contradictory are 
the ideala as to land tenure, of different accredited 
representatives of the Irish people. The late C. S. 
Parnell for example seemed to aim at the establish
ment of a pea.3aDt proprietary, whilst lIr :Michael 
Davitt is a known advocate of land nationalisation . 
.. What," it has been asked, " can be more opposed to each 
other than two such land systems as these? They differ 
as widely as does individualism from state socialism." 
Doubtless the criticism, so far as Ireland is concerned, 
is well founded. I have heard of DO proposal applic
able to that country which would UIlite the character
istics of both policies. But it is not a little curioos to 
remark that the Russian system of land tenore does 
appear in great measure to combine the characteristics 
of a pe3-<oant proprietorship, with those of the common 
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holding of the land by the community for the com-
munity. " 

We have remarked that in the timll!! of serfage a 
certain proportion of the estates of the landowners. were 
given over for the use of the peasantry, and that after 
the emancipation similar portions of the land W61'6 

made over to the peasants on certain conditions. We 
have now to observe that the agrarian agreements of 
the Government are not with individual peasants. The 
unit so far as the peasantry is concerned is the 'IIillage 
wmm .. nitll, the "mir" as it is called. It is the mir 
collectively that is to-day responsible for so much of 
the imperial taxation; and it is the mir collectively 
that must raise and pay over to Government the neces
sary amount of redemption-money for the lands that 
have been assigned to it. 

The lands of the mir are divided into pasture land 
and land for tillage.' The former is usually. enjoyed in 
common by all the members of the viI)age community; 
the latter is divided up periodically amongst the vil
lagers to be cultivated by them, the fruits of their 
labours going to the individual families of peasants, 
but the lands themselves being always subject to re
division when the mir in its corporate capacity shall so 
ordain. The division is sometimes made equally 
amongst the adult males; sometimes amongst the 
households, but taking "into account the circumstances 
as to children of working age in each. 

In Russia the family group will often include a large 
number of couples and their descendants, all living 
under one roof or at any rate round one court, and 
governed on absolute and patriarchal principles hy the 
head of the family. In Little Russia, however, the 
families have not clung "together in this way. 

I Compare !.he old English .... d the old German II Mark.· 
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New divisions become necessary through the changes 
brought about by births, marriages, and deaths. Their 
frequency differs very much in the different commuues. 
In some the division is triennial, in others as seldom as 
every six, nine, twelve, or even thirty years, whilst in 
some it is said not to have taken place since the eman
cipation. The average time is perhaps between ten 
and fifteen years. There are grave objections to fre
quent re-divisions, and the tendency amongst the 
peasan try is to have recourse to them less often than 
they used to do. 

The peasant does not attempt to huild his cottage 
on or close by the land he hsppens to have in his 
occupancy at any given time, for he may be ousted 
from it by a re-distribution, bat all the houses are bailt 
together iu a village in some central position on the 
comm unal estate. In any case the Russians might 
incline to this arrangement, for their social instincts 
are strong, and the distances in their country are great. 
The cottages themselves, and the enclosures of garden 
land attached to them, are not subject to commnnal 
re-distribation, 80 that they are private, or more 
generally family property. 

Tbe view I shall be presenting of the reigns of the 
two last Alexanders is tbat a series of reforms covered 
the eady part of the first monarch's reign, viz. from 
1856 to tbe year of the Polish rebellion (1863), and 
less energetically from then to about 1870, and that 
there followed a period of reaction which set in about 
1870, and has continued to the present time, 80 that 
in the last quarter of a century the progre88 made in 
the preceding dozen years has to a large extent been 
nullified. 

In some particulars and to lOme extent the retro-
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gressive action of the monarchs has I think consciously 
been aimed at making of no effect or at minimising 
the concessions granted by the autocracy in the earlier 
period, but neither the reforms themselves (and 
especially not the emancipation), nor the subsequent 
cu rtailment of the reforms, can be considered exclus
ively as the result of the will of the autocrats. Other 
and still illore important influences have been at work. 

Thus the matter of the liberation of the serfs had, 
so to speak, been "in the air" durUig the whole 
century, and even during the reigns at the end of last 
century. It had become the dominant idea of any 
liberalism that was to be found in the Empire, and at 
any times at which the suppression of thought was 
relaxed, the voice of the best part of the patriots of the 
country became audible in its favour. Several of the 
Tsars had themselves dallied with the question. Even 
Nicholas had the reputation of indulging in a dream 
of general liberation, though in his more practical 
moments no actual measures in that direction com
mended themselves to him. Yet the cause gained 
immensely during his reign by the advocacy of 
literature. The writings of Bilinski the critic were 
continually enforciug the idea, though in so veiled a 
way that they were enabled to pass through the hands 
of the censors without mutilation. More important 
still and more direct was Tourguenev's "Notes of a 
Sportsman," which did an immense deal to awaken the 
national conscience on the question. It was one of the 
ea1·liest of those novels with a political purpose which 
have &ince ber.ome such a feature of Russian literature, 

. and in its importance in relation to this particular 
question was comparable to Mrs Beecher Stowe's 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" in regard to the abolition of 
slavery in America. Nor must we leave unmentioned 
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. the extraordinary influence exercised by Alexander 
Herzen, a political refugee in England. He was a man 
of noble birth and he had a circle of influential friends 
in Russia. When he fled to England the Russian 
Government desired to seize his fortune but he made 
over his interest in his property to one of the .Roths
childs and the Ministers of the Tsar were unwilling 
to risk offending so inlluential a person by 1'«!fusing to 
recognise the validity of the transaction. Herzen had 
a sufficiently powerful personality and literary aptitude 
soon to be recognised as the leading spirit amongst the 
Russian friends of liberty. He published in London 
a Russian periodical called the" Kolok61" (" The Bell',), 
as well as an .. almanack," and many other fugitive 
writings, and several books. These although they 
were of course stopped at the Russian frontier so far 
as the public were concerned, had a very large 
clandestine circulation amongst those who were 
inclined towards liberalism. The utterances of the 
~ Kolok61" were so importaut that it was regularly 
read by the high fuuctionaries surrounding the Tsar, 
and by the Tsar himself. It. mth\essly exposed the 
scandsla aud corruptions amongst the officials which 
would otherwise have been successfully hushed up, 
and no more dreaded threat could be extended towards 
a peccant official than that Herzen should be informed 
of his miadoings. There was no subject upon which 
the .. Kolok61" was more insistent and more urgent 
than the freeing of the serfs, and it did not stint ita 
praise of Alexander IL when he took the first steps in 
that direction. But in Nicholas's time the whole real 
trend of the governmental policy was in quite an 
opposite direction. The whole energy of his reigu wu 
devoted to impresRing the nation with a deep mark 
from the iroll-Shod heel of his despotism. .At ita cl.
came the Crimean ·War. 
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The system of cast-iron despotism which had been 
so laboriously perfected throughout his reign, entirely 
broke down at this national crisis, and, the mind of the 
nation revolted against the continuance in its entirety 
of a system whi~h had worked such disastrous results. 
There is much ground then for the view which M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu puts forward that the movement for 
the liberation of' the serfs was the first great assertion 
of public opinion in Russian 'stste affai~:-

" The work of Alexander II. is entirely different 
from that of Peter the Great, and exhibits all the 
progress that Russian society had made in the 
interval: the first was the work of one man, but 
the second may be said to be the work of a 
people. At the time of the emancipation of the 
serfs, we no longer behold Russia as a sort of 
passive subject meet only for administrative 
experiments, or (as a Russian who has adopted 
France as his country has expressed it), a sort 
of sociological laboratory; it is a nation which 
has left childhood behind, and instead of blindly 
giving itself up to the guidance of a father or 
teacher is working out its own development," J 

Indeed everything now favoured the coming to the 
front of the liberal element in the ranks of the 
politicians and that element was now stronger than it 
had ever been before.' It remained only that the 
eBormous power of the Tsar should not be actually 
opposed to this new force. The new Tsar Alexander 
IL certainly had the power in his hands of frustrating 
or of making much more difficult the liberal movement, 
He was something of a sentimentalist and may some
times have cared more for the semblance than the 

1 VoL I., English edition, p. 420; French edition, p. 414. 
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reality of humanitarian eudeavour. Yet there is no 
reason to suppose that he was not genuinely a well
intentioned man. At any rate there belongs to him the 
credit of having opened at once and decisively the gates 
through which rushed this new liberal flood of action. 
So far as he was responsible (and I think he was 
responsible in a large degree) for the emancipation of 
the serfs, it can hardly be denied that he was actuated 
by benevolent and humaue motives. Nor can one 
suppose that between 186:3 and 1870 his disposition 
towards his people underwent a radical and entire 
change, and that from that time he was governed by 
inllUmRne impulses. Such a view it seems to me would 
have little to support it. On the other hand it would 
be easy to adduce instances where important emendations 
and additions to the Emancipation Acts have been made 
in the later years of Alexander II. and also during the 
reigu of his successor aiming at carrying ont more easily 
and more perfcctly the scheme of emancipation and the 
land settlements for the peasantry. 

But thongh, at any rate so far as the great bulk of 
the peasantry are concerned, the late Emperor no more 
than his predecessor can be charged with actual cruelty 
or malevolence in intention; even though it may be 
admitted on the contrary that they have both had the 
material interests of the emancipated serfs at heart; 
there have been another set of considerations which 
have overshadowed these, and where the two have 
clashed it has not been the latter that has been obliged 
to give way. Alexander II. perhaps actively strove, 
Alexander III. passively acqniesced in being benevolent 
in his autocracy, but the earlier monarch almost as 
much as the later one, refused to give wayan inch if 
the autocracy itself were called in question. It is pro
bable that though his humane disposition did not 
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change during his reign, his mental point of view did. 
To a certain extent he became frightened at his own 
actions. In the measures he had taken for the welfare 
of his people, he became aware he had given a strong 
impulse to democratic tendencies, and towards these he 
was more than ever antagonistic after the events of the 
Polish rebellion of 1863, and so it came about that 
though his benevolent interest in the emancipation of 
the peasantry and their settlement on the land hardly 
diminished, it was not in any way allowed to stand in 
the way of preserving perfect and unchecked the 
autocratic power, and a gigantic department of the State 
had as its sole fnnction the protection of the majesty, 
the inviolability, and the safety of his office and 
person. 

That a monarch's own safety should be his dominat
ing care may appear to be a little contemptible, bnt one 
could hardly look for it to be otherwise. Even if brave 
and self-sacrificing men alone were born to the throne, 
is it possible that they could withstand the subtle 
temptation of identifying themselves with their office, 
of believing what they are continually being told by all 
around them, that their office is the personification of 
the welfare of their country, that any blow strnck 
against the Tsar is struck against the Tsardom, and that 
a blow aimed at the Tsardolll is a blow at Russia itself 1 

Thus inflated with the well-being supposed to be 
inherent in himself of 120,000,000 of other human 
beings, the Tsar, if he is a well-meaning and con
scientious man, endeavours to carry out a benevolent 
policy through the agency of the Tchin. The Tchin 
was created uy Peter the Great, and consists of a huge 

. hierarchy of officials, departmentalised and centralised. 
Every department finds its head centre in the Tsar 
himself. 
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And 1I0w we see two sets of influences set to work 
which way easily account for the ruin of even Buch a 
beneficent work as the emancipation of the serfs 
however unchanged may remain the benevolent inten
tions of the autocrat. The Tchin is charged as its 
first duty to preserve the autocracy. Whatever 
else has to be sacrificed, that at least must remain 
safe. Whatever it is necessary to do for the preserva
tion of the monarch's' office from risks however 
min~te must be done, and no distinction is recog
nised between the monarch's office and the monarch's 
person. 

But this huge engine of government the Tchin is like 
the monster in Mary Shelley's romance" Frankenstein." 
It has got altogether out of the control of its supposed 
guider the Tsar. Even with the most perfect hier
archical arrangement, the limits of one man's time and 
strengtil and intelligence (especially when the last, as 
was the case in the late reign, was somewhat below the 
average), are not equal to governing so enormous, a 
system. Corruption and'departmental or local tyranny 
become not only prevalent but dominant. The 
Bureaucracy (the "Tchin ") finds one of its readiest 
defences in the very fact that it is entrusted first and 
foremost With the protection of the Tsardom. l'or 
example, the Tsar conld have no more valuable ally in 
ch~king the venality and corruption of his sobordiuates 
than a free press. Bnt the Tchinovniks are masters of 
the situation; their reply is :-" If you allow a free 
press, tendencies inimical to the Tsardom may be 
fostered; we conld then DO longer answer for yonr 
safety." So there is no free press, and the Bureaucracy 
are saved the annoyance of awkward exposures of their 
abU8138. 

As Mr Stepniak wrote in au early number of "Free 
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Russia" (November 1890: article entitled" What can 
the Tsar do 1") :-

" 'Russia is governed by ten thousand stolo
na.cludniks' (head clerks), was the cry of despair 
of Nicholas L, very characteristic from a man of 
his exceptional energy and activity. But since his 
time the population of the Empire has doubled, 
whilst the amount of administrative work devolv
ing upon the central authorities has increased at 
'least tenfold, telegraphs and railroads having made 
communication with the capital so much quicker 
and easier. 

" Autocracy as a personal government has long· 
ago ceased to ~xist in Russia. However unsatis
factory such a government might be, it has been 
practically supplanted by something still worse
the collective automatic despotism of a bureaucracy 
which has no heart to be appealed to, no brain, no 
lofty aims. Like a parasitic plant, it grows upon 
the body politic, sucking its vital strength and 
causing all its diseases. 

" No change in the persOnnel can be of any avail. 
It is the system that must be changed. The Tsar 
may hit upon a gifted and honest Minister. But 
the amount of administrative work is so enormous 
in a country of the size of Russia, that even one 
single department cannot be carried on upon the 
centralised bureaucratic principle. The history of 
Russian administration' offers us manv instructive 
examples of weJl- intentioned; highly - talented 
Ministers,. governors of regions and provinces, 
like Mouravieft' of the Amour, whose best inten
tions were spoiled aud whose energy proved 
powerless against the indifference, sluggishness, 
incapacity, and utter corrul'tion of the hosts of 
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subordinate officials they had to employ. On a 
smaller scale the experiment is reproduced and its 
shortcomings frankly avowed in private conversa
tion by every high official of liberal views." 

If this view is correct, to contend that Alexander III. 
and his father Alexander II. have been personally just 
and humane Tsars rather strengthens than weakens 
the case against the autocracy. If uuder them the de
fence of the institution implies the absence of good 
govemment,-if they, who to some extent have had the 
will, have not had the power to control the abuses of 
the tohinovniks,-what could be expected should tbey 
be succeeded by monarchs such as Peter II., who 
neglected the business of government that he might 
hunt all day; as Elizaheth, who immortalised her own 
cruelty uy styling herself "tho Clement"; or as Paul, 
the insane? 

Raving tried to realise the nature of the Russian 
autocracy we shall find it instructi VB to follow the 
fate, under its sway; of the serfs after their emanci
pation. 

As we have seen the direct economic measures taken 
for their establishment as a free peasantry were not 
reversed; on the contrary, the policy seems persistently 
to have been followed I1p, and even afforded larger 
scope. It was not in their direct economic provisions 
that the arrangements for the emancipation of the serfs 
came into contact with the tchiuovniks. The land 
division and the settlement of all the questions cOn
nectod with it, were carried out by specially appointed 
commissions, apart from tho regular bureaucracy. It is 
when we examine the sphore of ,govwl'Tl1rwnt that central
ised officialdom makes its first important eutrance on 
the scene. 

The "mir," or village commune, had a form of 
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government which had been handed down from the· 
Middle Ages through each intervening generation. It 
was eutirely independent of the.official bureaucracy,. 
and would, we may suppose, fain have remained so. 

The village 8BSembly of heads of families had 
supreme power; certain of the administrative functions 
were entrusted to the head man or "starosta" who 
was elected by it. N 0 ~nception of government could 
well be simpler, and the· powers exercised were con-. 
siderable. Practically the disposal and regulation of 
all the communal property was in the hands of the 
village assembly, and it also ,had police powers for 
minor offences. It was very exceptional for any event 
to arise in a peasant's life which required the assistanee 
of any other authority but that of the mir. Mr Stepniak, 
in his "Russian Peasantry " (VoL 1" pp. 128, 134), 
gives some interesting examples of communal judicial 
decisions, founded on peasant custom apart from, and 
sometimes in contradiction to the common law of the 
land. If this primitive state of things could have 
continued the peasantry would have remained, so 
far as their everyday life went, tolerably free from 
contact with the tchinovniks. But the governmental 
organisation of the country has insisted upon the con
struction of connecting-linkB which have to a greet 
extent undermined the independence of the rural demo
cratic communities. 

The mirs or village communities are of very various 
sizes. After the emancipation, the Government deter
mined to introduce generally,-what had already under 
Nicholas been established on the crown lands,-a unit 
of area and government of more approximately eq;"al 
size, which should usually correspond with the eccles
iastical parish. Usually the tIOlost, as this new gov
ernmental unit was called, includes a group of several 
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mira, though how many go to compose it depends on 
their size. There are instances of very large mirs 
constituting volosta singly. Yet even the volosts show 
considerable disparity of size and population, the latter 
differing from a minimum of about 600, to a maximum 
of about 4000. The head man of the vol08t (the 6f,a,.-

8kina), is, like the head man of the mir (the tdar06la) 
elected, but his authority is on a larger scale, and he 
exercises it more widely. It is in the starshina tha~ 
the Government finds one of its principal instrumenta 
for garnering the peasantry to the bureaucratic mill, 
and it is through the starshina that the demoralising 
influence on the peasantry of official corruption ex
hibits itself. M. Leroy-Beaulieu speaks as follows on 
this subject:-

.. One of the reasons of the tendency of the 
Starshinas to abuse the authority which is en
trusted to them is that (contrary to the spirit of 
the .Act of Emancipation) the I8pramw, or 
officers of police, have gradually subdued these 
headmen chosen from amongst the agricultural 
class, to their direct in1l uence, to euch an extent 
that they are but too often reduced to the condi
tion of being simply police agents or administrators. 
Some of the laws promulgated in the latter years 
of .Alexander IL have contributed to this regret
table metamorphosis. Thus. in 1874. in opposition 
to the Act of Emancipation (on the provisions of 
which the administration has continually en
croached little by little). a law couferred on the 
Ispravuik the right of fining or arresting the 
headmen of the village, or even of requesting the 
Provincial Governors to dismiss them. Such a 
measure cannot be calculated to make the hnmble 
functions of the headmen more honourable, or to 
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attrad; the most capable of the peasantry to 
undertake them. The headmen of the volost 
subjected to the yoke of the lower representatives 
of official power have' played up' to the weak
nesses, the arrogance, and the cupidity of the 
tchinovniks on whom they find themselves 
dependent. Another reason of the abuses notice
able in the management of tl!eir own affaim by 
the peasantry, is that the volosts, which are in 
reality the administrative rural UDits, are of 
unwieldy extent. With such extended boundaries 
the headman can scarcely be pelllOnally known by 
thOlle who elect him; it is more 81SJ' for him to 
elude tl!eir supervision; sometimes the only reason . 
for his election has been pressure, or cfuection 
from the police. His functions, too; are becoming 
more complex and more absorbing; instead of 
devoting to them his spare time, the starshina 
teDd.s to become a bureaucratic functionary, as 
venal and as tyrannical as the tcbinovniks, who 
are not elected at all" (Leroy-Besnlieu, VoL II., 
French edition, pp. 19, 20; English edition, 
p.·lS). 

Another source of corruption and demoralisation 
introduoed still more intimately into the affaim of 
the peasantry is the pUsar, or official clerk of the 
village· commwrity or of the VOI08t. Mr Stepniak says 
(" Russian Peasantry: VoL L p. 157):-

-Now, in modifying the system of r:umI aeIf
government the St Petersbmg tcbinovnika were 
inspired to transform this very modest and humble 
village elder into a diminutive tcbinovnik, created 
in tl!eir own image and likeness. The task was 
not without its difficultiea. The elder was as -a 
rule deficient in the most essential qualification 

u· 
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for his profeasion-he could Dot write J It was 
therefore necessary that he should be provided 
with a secretary, who could inscribe the paper to 
which he should affix his seal or his cross. Thi8 
important person, the clerk, was generally a 
perfect stranger to the village, a man picked up 
from the streets. As the law must needs give him 
extensive powers, it was all the more desirable 
that he should be easily controlled. 

" Our legislators proved equal to the task; for 
they blessed our villagers with a s:retem of law
court proceedings which would do hoDour to much 
bigger places. To give lOme idea of their method, 
euflice it to say that the clerk of the voloet is 
bound to supply his office with no less than 
sixty-five different registers, wherein to keep a 
record of the sixty-five variO\l8" papers he has to 
issue daily, monthly, or quarterly. This was 
pushing their solicitude for the welfare of the 
countrymen ratber too far, and taxing the clerk'8 
powers rather too highly. In some of the larger 
volosts one man does not euflice for the task, and 
the peasan.ts are compelled to maintain two, nay, 
even three clerks. It is needless to add that such 
a complication of legal business can in no way 
keep an adroit clerk in check nor prevent the 
abuse of his power. The opposite is rather the 
case. The figure cut by the piesar or clerk in the . 
annale of our new rurallocaI government is a most 
unseemly one indeed. In its earlier period it was 
decidedly its blackest point.. 

" The Government has undoubtedly had a hand 
. in making the piesar such a disreputable character, 
by expressly prohibitiog the engagement for 
thi8 office of men of good education,.for fear 
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officers, profiting by their right to have one 
orderly to run their errands, were in the habit, 
of taking from forty to fifty orderlies from the 
communes under their command, whom they: 
used as their house and field labourers. In some , 
cases the communes, instead of this tribute of 
gratuitous labour, paid a regular tribute of money, 
(callel' oblak by former serfs), amounting in, 
some provinces, according to the same authority, 
to from forty thousand to sixty thousand roubles 
a year per province." 

The right-about-fa~ of the governmental policy 
in relation to the communal liberties has neither been 
so decisive nor so well defined in point of time, as 
it has been in relation to some of the other reforms 
about which I shall speak later, but it has hardly 
been less efficseiously subversive. We have seen 
for example that the development of the policy of 
land redemption has been continued even during 
the past reign. Yet side by side with the second 
of the steps taken to make emancipation moro wide
r~aching, and mare efficacious, we have another record 
of the gradual eating away of their communal rights. 
In this process we observe three marked steps. It, 
will be remembered that about ] 862-3 arbitrators 
were appointed called "mediators of. peace" whose' 
business it was to carry out the allotment of land to 
the peasantry, and to settle any questions that might 
arise between them and their old lords. At the 
outset the very best p&.rt of the nobility allowed 
themselves to be nominated to these positions. But 
about the year 1868, the first step in the downfall 
took place. M. Leroy-Beaulieu thus describes it:-

" When the gr.eat battle of Emancipation 
seemed to them ended and won, when the great 
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entering on their duties, those who have been 
elected by the communes must be confirmed in 
their office by the chief of the canton, and they may 
be dismisSed from office by him. Further the 
ZemNciJi, Natchal'TlliJc has the right of punishing the 
headmen (these mayors) without trial. By article 
62 of the law of 1889 he can on his own authority, 
inflict the following punishments on them: 
snrveillance, reprimand, fines not exceeding five 
roubles, arrest for not more than' seven days. 
• • . • . The authority of the Zemskii 
N atchalnik extenda over the mir, and over the 
communal aasemblies, as well as over the com
munal authorities. Article 44 of the law for ex
'ample provides that the rural chief shall preside on 
the occasion of the nomination of representatives 
from the peasant class to the provincial assemblies 
(the zemstvo assemblies); the presiding officers in 
the election offices are subject to his confirmation; 
in the course of the election any difficulties that 
arise are decided by him. The only thing the 
law forbids him to do is to canse himself to be 

, elected by the peasants of his division. Neither 
the village assemblies nor the voloste can come 
to any decision withont the concurrence of the 
natchalnik. In him the law reposes a right of 
veto on all their deliberations" (Leroy-Beaulieu, 
VoL n Book L chapter iv~ French edition, pp. 
54, 55; English edition, pp. 52·a,-bnt the 
passage is curtailed). 

Finally the natchalnik is empowered to punish by 
fine and imprisonment any disobedience to his Iegal 
commands. As it is left to him alone to pronounce OD 

the legality of his own commands, this last law practi
cally gives him unlimited power, at all events in all the 
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smaller matters of everyday life. If such has been the 
undermining of the local liberties and privileges of the 
peasants from the political side have we any means of 
gauging the general result on the material well-being of 
the peasantry, of the Act of Emancipation, and the 
regulations for the redemption of their lands? 

There is a concurrence of testimony that amongst the 
peasantry of to-day there does exist much misery; that 
for very many of them the material conditions 'are 
worse than ):lefore the Emancipation, for a very con
siderable proportion have. got head over ears into debt 
to usurious money-lenders, and have pledged away the 
use of their lands and even of their persona1labour for 
years to come. 

This deplorable !tate of things is attribnted by some 
to the improvidence, the laziness, and the drunkenness 
of the Russian peasant; by others the operation of these 
causes to any large extent is denied, and the poverty 
of the peasant is said to be caused by the inadequacy of 
the provision made for him in land, and the extortion 
and trickery of the officials of which he is the victim; 
a third view is that the conditions which contribute to 
his prosperity or the reverse, differ widely in the differ
ent regions; that whilst the peasant in the black earth 
zone has a large enough assignment of that fertile land 
to have a very good chance of making a living, the 
peasant of the north, though he is the possessor of a 
larger acreage, cannot' make it suffice for his wants. 
There can I think be little donbt that inequalities of 
this kind exist, nor is there much question that the 
peasantry, connected as it is with rapacious officialdom· 
by the links of the police-ridden starshina and pissar. 
suffers greatly from the rascality and tyranny of the 
tchinovniks. It is possible enough too that the peasant· 
himself a.,agravates the hardness of his lot in many 
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caSes, by drunkenness; for, without takiug the dark 
view of his character presented in Lanin's" Russian 
Characteristics," the general testimony is that, at all 
events at certain times, the peasant is greatly addicted 
to intemperance. It may be remarked however in 
connection with this point, that the average consump
tion of alcohol in Russia is less per head than in 
Western European countries, which seems to dispose 
of the idea that the Russian peasant spends his sub
stance in riotous living, and ruins himself by excessive 
drinking. He seems however to be less prone to take 
his glass regularly day by day, and to prefer to concen
trate his drinking, 80 that his festivals (which are 
numerous) become orgies. Thus whilst he drinks less, 
he becomes drunk more often than the working-man of 
other countries. 

But are we able to form any broad and generai idea 
of how the peasant's chances for material well-being 
(taking the Empire as a whole) compare before and after 
the Emancipation? I think we have data which may 
serve roughly to lead us to conclusions on this point. 

We know that nuder the old serf corvee the usual 
arrangement was for the serf to work half his time for 
his lord, and half his time for himself. H then the 
total produce of an estate equalled a certain amount, 
half went to the lord and half to the peasantry. The 
object of tbe arbitrators in the settlement they made in 
1863 and the following years, waa as far as possible to 
leave this division of the produce unchanged. So far as 
their objects were carried ont, half the produce gener
ally speaking was handed by the peasants to the 
landlord in the form of rent, whilst half remained in 
their own hands to serve as their livelihood. There 
then followed the land redemption laws, which made 
the State instead of the landlords the recipient of rent 
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payment. This probably made the actnal payment to 
be made by the peasant less onerous, for thongh he had 
to pay eqnal to three years' rent down, the actual rent 
was reduced by one quarter. In some cases as we 
have seen, this reduction in the annual payment to be 
made was unaccompanied by the necessity for the 
initial payment of eqnal to three years'· rent. But 
though we must I think conclude from this that so far 
as the direct demand for rent or for land-tax is con
cerned the peasant's position has improved rather than 
deteriorated, there is always going on an increase of the 
burdens they are called npon to bear for imperial and 
local taxation. According to M. Leroy-Beaulieu taxa
tion proper now amounts to actually two-thirds as much 
as the redemption payments for the land. "The 
redemption tax," he says, "makes up about 60 per cent. 
of the burdens which press on the quondam serfs; the 
remainder goes to pay the impositions of the State and 
of local taxation" (Note, Vol I., French edition, p. 565. 
This note is not given in the English edition). 

The chief factor in the case as thus exhibited is the 
crushing weight of taxation, and if this view is correct, 
one hears withont surprise of the gradnal impoverish
ment of the peasantry, of their becoming the virtual 
serfs, almost the slaves indeed, of the money-lenders, 
and of many of them becoming landless men. 

It would doubtless be a mistake to assume that the 
understanding about tlie corvee"s only occupying half 
the time of the serfs under the old arrangements was 
rigidly adhered to. Though it may have been illegal 
for the lords to extort more from their serfs there was 
no one to keep their illegalities in check. Practically 
their actions had to be accepted without appeal. All 
that can be said therefore is, that enough was left to 
the serfs to furnish them with a bare "living wage," 
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aDd when I use this exPression I mean it to be inter
preted pretty literally. Still it was then the lord's 
immediete interest to keep his serfs, as he would keep 
his cattle, not only alive, but as far as might be strong 
and healthy, and in good working condition, and these 
considerations may have acted .more powerfully to pre
serve to the peasants their nominal rights than any 
legal status that they may have been supposed to p088e88. 
But this safeguard is no longer in operation. If the 
landlord finds that one set of peasants are worn out 
and in consequence of poverty and insufficient food 
unable to do a good dsy's work, he can cease to employ 
them, and take into his service others who have not 
been so unfortunate as their neighbours. There is 
therefore little probability of their being inclined to 
.. temper the wind to the shorn lamb." If then under 
the old state of things, the peasantry could just scrape 
along, and if under the new state of things the 
financieI burdens they have to bear for the benefit of 
the landlords are pretty much the same as they were 
then, how is it possible that taxation shall be immensely 
increased without reducing them, or a very large num
ber of them to a state of ruin r 

As to the general conclusion evidence which is piti
lessly strong is furnished in the Blue-Book giving the 
reaults of the' recent Royal Commission on labour so far 
as Russia is concerned (Foreign Reports, VoL :x.. pre
sented to Parliament, 1893; published 1894). We read 
there, for instance, that the extent of the holdings of 
the peasantry in land seems to have declined since 
1861-6 by some 25 per cent. (Div. i, 4 d). In 
another part of the same Report we read: .. Whilst the 
expenditure of the lower classes in Western Europe and 
the United States has universally increased during the 
last fifteen years, that of the Rusaisn people has 
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actually decreased. The consumption of both com and 
textile fabrics haS considerably diminished within this 
period." And again: .. The increased exportation of 
grain from Russia is the result, not of increased pro
duction, but of diminished consumption, and of a 

, diminished number of cattle" (Div. i, 1 d). 
Meanwhile some gain has to be counted in having 

got free from the tyranny and caprice exercised in 
many instances by the old lords. It is something that 
it is no louger possible to write as Herzen wrote in the 
reign of Nicholas I.:-

"Unfortunately the attributes of cruelty, corrup
tion, and rage against the serfs and peasants are 
more unfailing with our nobility than honesty and 
honour.' Of course, there is a minority of civilis~d 
landed proprietors who do not quarrel from early 
to late with their servants, who do not whip their 
peasants every day, but still also among them are 
some who are not too far from Soltikow and the 
American planters. . ' 

.. Entire martyrologies of the most frightful 
crimes are buried in the ante-rooms, the maid
servants' chambers, the villages, and the chambers 
of torture of the police; recollections of them. 
ferment in many hearts, ripening through many 
generations for a bloody, hopeless revenge" (" My 
Exile," VoL IL pp'.203-204). 

The following may be read in amplification of the contento of 
thi. chapter :-

Leroy - Beaulieu, Vol. I. Book VII., &nd VoL II. Book I. 
cbapa. i., ii., and iv. 

Mackenzie Wallace's" RUSBia," chapa. viii, XDX., DX., s,xxi., 
and xnii. This book is referred to in future "agoo .. ' 
Wallace. 

Stepni.t, .. R"""ian Peooontry," Vol. I., page 114 to end of 
vol.; .. Royal Commisaion on Labour l!'oniJ!1l Report.o, 
Vol. X. (Rwoia)." 
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CHAPTER V. 

PENELOPE'S Wl!B: AN ACCOIDrr OF OTlIl!B Rl!I'ORIlS UNDER

,TAlID IN TIlE 'BIXTIEiJ, AND TBJ!IR SUBBlIQUDT 

P.llITlAL UNDOING. 

LoCAL GOVE1!.NKEllT. 

THl! Act of Emancipation for the serfe in 1863 was 
followed in the succeeding year "by the establishment of 
local governing bodies called ZematW8. Hitherto the 
only assemblies at all comparab~e to the newly-created 
bodies were the provincial assemblies of the nobles, and 
in any case the similarity of these was but very slight, 
for though with energetic self-assertion their meetings 
might have assumed some importance, they were practi
cally of very little significance. 

When the creation of the new bodies was ordained 
. these were not superseded, but they continued to lead 

an uneventful and almost purely ceremonial existence 
contemporaneously with the local governing bodies set 
up by Alexander II. in 11163. 

These are of two grades, the smaller (district) 
Zemstvo-Assemblies, and the ZemBtvo-Assemblies for 
whole provinces or .. Governments." The district 
Zemstvo-Assembly consists of rep~tatives from 
three orders of electors, each of whom chooses a fixed 
proportion of the members. The three orders are (1) 
the landed proprietors who become electors in virtue of 
a property qualification; (2) the rnral communes which 
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elect their members not directly but through the vol08t 
assemblies. representing the peasants. and (3) the 
municipal corporations. 

The Provincial Zemstvo-Assemblies are elected by 
the members of the District Zemstvo-Assemblies. each 
of the latter bodies being represented in the former by 
seven or eight members. 

The functions of the Zemstvo-Assemblies are eome
what analogous to those of our own County Councils. 
They have to look after the maintenance of roads and 
bridges. to care for primary education. sanitary affaira. 
etc. Till recently too. they had to elect Justices of the 
Peace. 

From the very first the Zemstvos have been handi
capped in their monetary arrangements; the taxation 
that they have been empowered to impose has been but 
a small percentage of the total paid by the inhabitants. 
and even what has resulted from this limited power of 
taxation has not been at the free disposal of the 
Zemstvo-Assemblies. Certain matters. notably educa
tion, and measures for public healtll have been ~ 
ftN objects of expenditnre, but permissive only if 
sufficient funds were left to carry them out after the 
obligatory objects of expenditnre had been fully 
attended to. These last were matters concerning the 
central government especially having to do with the 
army and police. quartering troops and the like. and 
they have swallowed up such a large proportion of the 
incomings from Iocal taxation that in spite of the very 
general anxiety of the Zemstvo-ABBemblies to look after 
education and other intimate needs of the peasantry. 
very scanty funds indeed have been left in their banda 
to carry out such objects.1 Yet at the initiation of the 

I The a_'. Year Book (Cor 1893) a,. sbaI; or the local 
-.... 37 per cm1. ia opeat ill .. obligltorJ· ~ Tbera 
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reform there was more possibility of advantageous 
effort in these directions than has since been the case. 

In the matter, of local government indeed as in other 
departments of State activity, the effect of the period of 
reaction has been experienced. ' The legislation of the 
last years of Alexander II. diminished the prerogatives 
of the Zemstvos. The Government was anxiolls above 
all things else to reinforce the authority of the pro
vincial governors, to whose power it confided the con
firmation or rejection of the election of the Justices of 
the Peace for rural districts nominated by the Zemstvo
Assemblies, so that the elections by them became 
nominal affairs. 

Sometimes, as for instance in educati~nal matters, the 
representative bodies are frustrated from headquarters. 
The Zemstvos have shown a most laudable desire to 
further primary education, and they have been ener
getic in founding primary schools in spite of the money 
difficulties I have spoken about. Probably Russia with 
all her deficiencies has no sorer need than this. M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu says:-

.. During almost the whole of the second half of 
Alexander II's reign, the ministry of public educa
tion at the hend of which was Count '(Dmitri) 
Tolstoi was less bent on increasing the number of 
schools than on supervising and weeding out the 
personnel of the teaching staff. Here as every
where else, political uneasiness and official anxieties ' 
took precedence of all other things. Dominated by 
the fear of seeing ways opened up for tbe re
volutionary propaganda, Petersburg watched the 
bumble foundations of the provincial Zemstvos 

is Available for hygiene and medical help only 23 per eont., and 
ror edllcation ooly 17 per eent. 

I 
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with a distrustful eye. And so it came about that 
the minister closed most of the seminaries or normal 
schools for teachers that had been opeued by the 
Zemstvos, and abolished supplementary courses of 
study which had been organised by them for vaca
tions. The action taken by the central authority 
was of such a nature as to cause an august person
age to ssy that all the efforts of the minister of 
public instruction were directed against popular 
education. Manv 8 time in· fact has the zeal of the 
Zemstvos and th~ Communes been paralysed by the 
bureaucracy of St Petersburg, whose timorous watch
fulness is more awakeued by their schools and their 
schoolmasters than by anything else. This suspicion 
has made the poeition of the unfortunate school
teachers a miserable one, and by wounding the feel
ings of a great number of them and embittering 
them, has done much to encourage in many of them 
revolutionary aspirations, the very thing from which 
it is BOught to preserve them. The action of in
formers encouraged by the minister's inspectors, 
and the petty harassments to which they are sub
jected at the hands of the police, have had the most 
grotesque and the most lamentable consequences. 
Let him be ignorant, lazy, and drunken, and the 
teacher may safely count on the indulgence of his 
superiors, who ouly treat with severity masters who 
have made themselves suspicious by their zeal in 
teaching the people H (VoL IL Book IlL chap. ii. 
P. 205, French edition; English edition, pp. 184-5). . 

The sessions of a Zemstvo-A.ssembly are short, and 
dnnng the rest of the year its business is carried on by 
a permanent committee appointed by iL This per
manent committee or board was formerly freely elected 
by the whole of the Zemstvo-.Aasembly, but the ad-
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ministration has recently usurped powers which materi
ally alter the confidence with which the people can 
look upon the constitution of the board. The whole 
assembly can now <Inly choose a certain number of 
'/IIJ'Inwes for this position from amongst their number, 
and tbe central government appoints a certain number 
of these to constitute the board. Sometimes it ventures 
on still more flagrant aggressions as for example when. 
it recently appointed as chairman of a board a man who 
had sought election as 'one of the Zemstvo-Assembly's 
nominees but who had not been accorded sufficient 
votes for this. During the last reign too the franchise 
regulations for the election of the Zemstvo-Assemblies 
themselves underwent restriction, and the numerical 
direct representation of the peasantry was reduced. 

In' 1870 a system of municipal councils was intro-. 
duced for the three great municipalities of St 
Petersbnrg, Moscow, and Odessa, and it was after
wards extended to other large towns. These Doumas 
as they were c.illed differed in many particulars 
from the Zemstvo-Assemblies elected for departments 
or rural districts. The electors were not divided 
into orders according to their social grade, but into 
three orders dependent on the amount of taxes paid, 
classed in such a way that about a third of the total 
taxes was paid by each order whilst f.ach order 
returned a third of the . members. The effect of thia 
was that the political power, su.ch as it was, was 
largely concentrated in the hands of the richer classes. 
Thus in St Petersburg in 1873 whilst of the third 
order there were 17.479 electors, of the second there 
were only 887, and of the first only 224; but the 224 
electors returned as many members to the council 
as the 17.479. As electoral meetings, and organisa
tion beforehand were practically forbidden very little 
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general interest was taken in the elections, and as 
there was no division of the cities into wards, and 
the nomination of candidates was carried on without 
limit, the actual returns were almost a matter of 
chance, except that the Bubstantial merchant class 
generally obtained the preponderating position, which 
they used to further their class interests. 

A new electoral law promulgated in 1892 has not 
improved matters, for whilst it has done away with 
the orders, it bas effected this by stringently restricting 
the franchise which ia now dependent on a high 
property qualification, 80 that those who before 
belonged to the third order of voters are for the most 
part disfranchised altogether. 

The Municipaf Councils are in some respects subject 
to the authority of the Provincial Zemstvos and can 
be taxed for certain purposes of mutual concern by 
them. This is not the case however in the two 
capitals and Odessa whose councils have themselves 
been created Municipal Zemstvos. 

LWAL REl'OBKlI. 

The years 1863 and 1864 saw the initiation of a 
third great reform. Besides setting in motion the first 
measures which were to lead to the emancipation of 
the serfs, and the establishment of Local Councils, the 
Government determined to reform judicial procedure. 
Rnssian law consists of a mass of imperial official 
pronouncements, ukazes as they are called. These 
are disconnected, often they are inconsistent one with 
another. Under Nicholas L the accumulated mass of 
ukazes was reduced to a sort of code bnt without 
any attempt's being made to inform it with symmetry 
or to do away with its inCOD,,"l'11OU8 supertluitiea and 
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contmdictions. This" Svod" as it was called con
sisting of more than 60,000 articles, and divided into 
more than. 1,500 chapters, remained and remains the 
working body of law for the Russian Empire, and in 
spite of ·its unwieldy dimensions is an improvement 
on the chaos that obtained before its compilation. 

It was to a reform of the way in which the laws of 
Russia should be administered, not to a remodelling 
of the way in which they 'should be presented, that 
the ministers of Alexander II. directed their attention 
in 1864. They aimed to effect the sepamtion of the 
judicial from the administrative power so as to secure 
the independence of the judges whether in the lower 
or the higher courts. They aimed too at mal<ing all 
subjects of the Tsar equal in the eye of the law, to 
secure publicity in the administmtion of justice, and 
even in the participation of the people themselves in 
that administmtion by the introduction of the jury 
system and in the creation of elective Justices of 
the Peace, who were to be chosen by the Zemstvo
Assemblies in the country, and by the municipal 
corpomtions in the town. 

We cannot say, any more than we can in the cases 
of the other two great contemporaneous reforms, that 
of all these lofty ideals nothing at all remains extant of 
permanent gain. M. Leroy-Beaulieu indeed gives it 
as his opinion that whilst corruption has found a nidus 
in the cOlOmunal tribunals where peasant custom 
mther thau law is still administered, in the reformed 
courts venality has almost entirely disappeared (Vol. 
IL Book IV. chap. ii. (French edition), p. 314).. 
One is almost surprised to hear that in the opinion 
of so competent a judge so great an advantage has 
been secured, when one gathers from Ius pages h<>w 
the reforms of 1864 have gradually been whittled away. 
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Alexander III. by creating the Cantonal Obiefs brought 
functionaries into being who were simultaneously 
invested with administrative and judicial powera and 
eo far as the rural districts were concerned the 
principle of keeping them separated was abandoned. 
Again ministers are now careful not to appoint as 
judges men of independent mind; these excite such 
distrust that they are kept out in the cold and the 
fact that when good appointments are to be made 
their claims are put on one side makes them the 
readier to give ear to revolutionary politicians. The 
irremovability of the judges too has been tampered 
with by a legal device, for under tIle pretence of 
appointing them on probation they are kept for many 
years without their positions' being confirmed, 80 that 
a very small minority actually enjoy the privileges 
of irremovability. Other guarantees of justice are with
drawn by the placing of all political offences, and 
more recently all cases in which any official is con
cerned in connection with his duties, in a category 
apart from those tried by the ordinary tribunals and 
the ordinary law, and in withdrawing them from the 
judgment of a jury, and still more flagrantly by the 
action of the political police who have the power 
when they think that even these exceptional tribunals 
are not drastic enough for their ends, in political cases 
to imprison or exile Persons merely on suspicion or 
simply because they are obnoxious, by what is called 
.. administrative process,n entirely without trial and 
without any opportunity of proving themselves 
innocent. The resemblance to the hated M Lett_ 
de cachet n of the ante-Revolution period in France 
is very close. 

In 1889 a new ulWe was issued withdrawing 
several categories of cases from the cognisance of juries. 
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Another popular guarantee of justice has been tampered 
with by depriving the Zemstvo-Assemblies of the right 
of electing the Justices of the Peace. The establish
ment of popularly elected Justices of the Peace was 
perhaps the most notable of the judicial reforms. These 
Justices had under their jurisdiction all petty criminal 
cases punishable up to a certain limit,' and also minor 2 

civil cases. Their establishment at once wrought an 
enormous change in the conditions of Russian life. 
Like the so-called Arbitrators of Peace, the first 
persons who allowed themselves to be nominated.to 
these offices were of an exceedingly high type. It soon 
became understood by the peasantry, and resentfully 
realised by those who had till lately been their lords, 
that before these tribunals one man was regarded as 
absolutely the equal of another in legal rights. There 
was probably nothing else which did so much as this to 
make the peasantry realise that they had entered upon· 
the full dignity of free human beings. 

Unfortunately the high type of the perslJ'ltml of the 
magistracy was not maintained; it degenerated in a 
sintilar way to that in which the persO'MIel of the 
Arbitors of Peace had done. Still the institution 
remained, and was fairly well administered. But in 
1879 a ukaze was issued which instructed the pro
vincial governors to give a confidential report on the 
character of those nominated for the magistracy by the 
provincial assemblies. The rooommendations of thes'l 
secret reports have hardly ever been disregarded so that 
practically the nomination of thes~ magistrates has 
eince then rested with the Governors of the Provinces. 
The recent years at the end of the past reign have 

I Three months' impriBonment. 
• Where not more than the value of 500 raubl .. was in QU8llioD. 
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seen the completion of this retrograde change of policy; 
the Government has, except in the two capitals and in 
some large towns, swept away this popularly elected 
magistracy which has done 80 much for Russis, and has 
on the whole worked so well, and has superseded it by 
nominees of its own called District Commanders. 

Some curious features of the administration of justice 
in Russia were illnstrated in the trial in 1878 of Vera 
ZasUlitch. I translate the account given of the matter 
by M. Leroy-Beaulieu:-

" It was the last political trial 1 adjudicated upon 
. publicly and with a jury. The high social position 
of the victim of the attempt; the sex, the youth. 
fulness, the coolness, and the exaltation of mind 
of the prisoner; the daring eloquence of her 
counsel; the evidence of the witnesses, which 
almost made it appear that it was the prefecture of 
police that was on its trial; the jury' B unexpected 
verdict; everything even to the Budden disappear
ance at the door of the courthouse of the woman 
who had been acquitted, combined to throw a 
romantic glamour over this memorable trial It 
will be remembered how the affair arose. A 
young Russian woman living on the banb of the 

1 y .... Zasnliteh and (five y ...... earlier) Serguia NatehaieY .. ere 
brought before the ordiJwy tribllD&bo bec:aute the Govemment 
refnaed to .-gnioe the prioonen as politieal olfeuden and ";'hed 
thent to be <Ol18idered ordiDary ma1eUetors. Moreover in the 
..... of Natehaiev extradition from Switzerland woo only obtained 
on the RUJ8ian Govemment'l formally pledging illelf to Weat the 
priaoner oo. nOD-politieol olfender. The.... of Leo Deutch 
extradited by ODe of the German principa1iti .. in 1884 io limiiar. 
When the &uthoriri.. have pror-lly regarded oil.".,.. .. 
politieal they have aI •• ,.. tried them (if &Dy tria1 d all boo been 
.,ouchoafed) belo", the exceptional tribllD&bo ended for the pur
pooe, in which oC _ juris have DO put. 
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Volga. three or four hundred leagues from the 
capital had read in a newspaper that. a political 
prisoner uot personally known to her. had been 
flogged by order of General Trepov, then Prefect 
of Police at St Petersburg. Like a new Charlotte 
Corday the girl constituted herself the avenger of 
humanity. What she did was to journey half 
across Russia to mete out punishment to this 
Prefect who could not control his temper; she 
.obtained an interview with him, fired at him with 
a revolver wounding him seriously: There was 
no doubt about the crime's having been committed, 
or about its having been premeditated; the ad
missions of the prisoner made this perfectly clear. 
Yet in spite of the efforts of the prosecution the 
jury acquitted amidst the applause of the audience 
and of the crowd outside the court." 

That is M. Leroy-Beaulieu's accouut of the matter. 
(VoL II. Book IV. chap. vi, French edition, pp. 
409-10; English edition, pp. 374-5). The story can 
also be read in Mr Stepniak's " Underground Russia." 

The case is interesting as showing in the first place a 
strong sense that the personal dignity at all events of 
political prisoners should be respected. The after 
results too are characteristic. The verdict was quashed 
and Miss Zasnlitch would doubtless soon have fonnd 
herself dealt with by .the secret police had ~he not 
succeeded in escaping to Switzerland 

The action of the girl was certainly heroic and that of 
the jury hardly less so. Yet an attempted assassination 
followed by the return of a false verdict in the teeth of 
the evidence does not at first sight seem a very 
ennobling effort in the direction of securing popular 
liberties. Yet in its essence it may have been informed 
with very much the same spirit that caused Hampden 
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to refuse to pay ship-money, or dictated the acquittal 
of the seven bishops, for it was felt to be a notable pro
test against a tyranny which thought itself perfectly 
secure. 

ARMY REVORH: SHORT SERVICE, oUlD EDUCATION 
70R THE SOLDIERS. 

I must not omit to mention another reform of this 
period; comparatively little is heard of it, but it has 
had far-reaching results. General Count Dmitri 
Miliutin was appointed Assistant Minister of War in 
July 1860, and in June 1862 became Minister of War, 
retaining the post during the rest of Alexander II.'. 
reign. He reformed the Russian army, introducing 
general conscription and short service. Nicholas had 
extended the period of service to twenty-five years, but 
Miliutin introduced annual levies, nominally for eight 
years'service, but the soldiers had in reality to serve not 
more than five, and sometimes as short a period as three 
years. The commissariat was reformed and some of 
the barbarons corporal puuishments of the old regula
tions were abolished. But what we should perhaps 
note more than any other point is that every subalteru 
officer was compelled to instruct the men of his own 
company or battalion in reading, writing, and arithmetic. 
By this admini3trative act, the Russian army became a 
vast institution for primary education for the male 
population, one that affects far more than the achoola 
throngh which only a certain proportion of the peasants 
have passed as 'children. The percentage of men who 
know how to read and write when they leave the ranks.of 
the army is materially higher than amongst the recruits. 

One is glad to know that this reform is not one of 
those which has been subsequently nnllified, so that in 
this instance the title of my chapter (M Penelope's Web ") 
does not apply. 
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THE PRESS AND ITS CENSORSHIP. 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu, speaking of the control exercised 
by the Government over the RuS$ian press at the end of 
the reign of Nicholas, says: "Nothing in Europe 
equalled the severity of the regulations which had been 
in force since 1828 unless it were the Roman inuJ,Q: 
before the Italian Revolution (for the Russi8Jl autocracy 
being a lay authority had never exercised so much 
vigour against speculative thought and science as 
agafust political writings). . Every single periodical, 
pamphlet, or book, whether in' Russian or in a foreign 
language, whether ancient or modern, was submitted to 
the censorship before it was published. Ordinary 
censorship alone seemed insufficient; a censorship of 
two or three degrees was contrived. In 1848 a superior 
committee was appointed whose business it was to 
censure the cens!'rship. Side by side with the ordinary 
censorship the Emperor Nicholas appointed special 
censorships whose business it was to watch over each 
branch of human activity; one of these was the military 
censorship (abolished by Alexander 11), another was 
the ecclesiastical censorship which is extant to-day, and 
conferred as it naturally is on ecclesiastics, extends their 
jurisdiction to all works dealing with the clergy and 
religion" (Vol. II. Book V. chap. i., French edition of 
1893, pp. 479 and 480; English edition, pp. 438 
to 439). . 

With the press censorship the same sequence of 
phenomena is observable as with so many other things. 
Once more it is Penelope's Web. Strides are taken in 
the direction of a liberal and enl,ightened policy in the 
early reforming years of Alexander II., followed in the 
next decade by reactionary measures which were made 
more stringent in the deadening years of the last reign. 
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Under Alexander n, with the exception of the 
ecclesiastical censorship, the various departmental 
censorships were abolished and in 1865 the "preventive· 
censorship (that is censorship before publication) was 
done away with. This last relaxation how~ver took 
effect- in the capitals only and even there only for worke 
which attained a certain importance in size, viz. more 
than ten printed sheets. Fnrther a copy of each book 
had to be put in the hands of the censors some dsys 
before publication, and although it was not necessary to 
await their consent before the issne of the book, if in 
their opinion it were objectionable in tendency they 
might order the edition to be seized. But the import
ant concession granted by the nkaze of 1865 was that 
such a seizure was to be confirmed or quashed by the 
law-rburt&. 

In 1872 appeared the first of the inevitable reaction
ary ukazes. Decision as to whether the publication 
shonld be suppressed was taken ont of the hands of the 
law-conrta and the matter was henceforth to be settled 
by a committee of ministers who were to have IJt)verei!,'n 
authority over thought and pen, and were to pronounce 
their jndgments withont trial or debate. From them 
there was no appeal. . 

The periodical press of the two capitals is for the 
most part relieved from preventive censorship if it 
submits itself to what penalties may be adjudged 8Ilited 
to ita trespasses against the views of the authorities. 
These penalties are very efficient tor the end in view. 
There is a system of warnings; after three of these a 
paper is liable to total suppression. Falling short of 
this capital punishment, newspapers are 8Ilppreseed for 
periods of three, six, or twelve mouths, or they are 
subjected to heavy indirect fines by beiug forbidden to 
print advertisements for a specified time, or they are 
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not allowed to be distribnted by sale to any bnt their 
regnIar anbscribers. 

Even English readers used to be familiar with the 
name of the great Russian newspaper, the GokJs. This 
is what M. Leroy-Beaulien says concerning its suppres
sion:-

• The Golos WIIS a periodical which in. any 
other country one would have been tempted to take 
for a semi-official publication, but the story even 

. of tbis paper WIIS but one long series of warnings 
and suspeusions. M. Kraievsky's organ had been 
condemned to silence many times during the latter 
years of Alexander IL, and in July 1881 it WIIS 

once more anspended for six months by Alexander 
m When it once more saw the light in 1882 its 
second number WIIS assailed by a warning, and it 
WIIS forbidden to be sold in the streets. In 1883 it 
WIIS again suspended and this time it WIIS not 
allowed to come to life again. According to the 
regulations a journal that does not appear for a 
whole year loses the right to reappear altogether. 
In order not to be sacrificed to this rule M. Kraiev
sky had had specially printJld for the. censorship 
a single number of the GokJs made up entirely of 
extracts from the Ojficial AftsSefl1Je1" and the 
MOIJIXJID Gazette. The precaution did not save the 
existence of the fated sheet. The Minister of the 
Interior had the management of the GoIo8 warned 
that it must not appear again unless the proprietor
ship and the editorship passed into the hands of 
people agreeable to the Ministry. The plan WIIS to 
turn the liberal journal of St Petersburg into a 
branch organ of M. Katkoft"s M/J8IXJtJJ Gazette. 
Otr~rs were made to buy it up. The GokJs which 
was then the organ that enjoyed perhsps the 
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widest circulation in the country, represented con
siderable capital. M. Kraievsky its owner, pre
ferred losing all to giving it over to his political 
opponents" (V 01. II. Book V. chap. i., French 
edition of 1893, p. 485 ; English edition, 
pp. 443-4). . 

In 1882 appeared a further edict. For the suppres
sion of any publication all that was now necessary was 
the concurrent decision of the ministers of the Interior, 
of Justice, and of Education, and of the Procurator of 
the Holy Synod. By this committee of four the 
Moscow Telegraph was suppressed in 1883, and in 
1884, TM Annals of the OO'lllAtry, edited by M. 
Soltykov. Both of these were important publications. 
The jJfoscow Tekgraph was the most popular, 
advanced, and talented of any of the daily papers that 
have been issued in Russia, and TM Annals 0/ the 
CO'IIIAtry was the journal which represented advanced 
thought in politics, philosophy, literature, and art. 1 

The early years of the rast reign saw other extensions of 
the power of the Executive over the press equaIIy deplor
able. Thus at certain times the Governors-general who 
under the dictatorship of Loria Melikov were to suppress 
Nihilism were allowed to 8Uppress any publications 
" whose tendencies were recognised as being dangerous." 

One very curious resnlt of all this tyranny against 
the press has been the development of a particular 
oblique style of writing in the Russian pressman, 80 

1 Mr Noble lIllY. (" The Btul8ian Revolt,' page 234) that the 
tales in thia journal were not only witty but immoral, the objed 
of the editor (who w .. a1ao theil' author) being "10 .bow tbet 10 
long as political tnpic:o were a .. oided a!moot any _ might 
be indulged in." The euppreooion which followed was not on Ihilo 
aecouut, but far the "dangerous" political opinions of the A"MII 
"and the alleged eonneetion of membeJo of it. stair witb _ 
aoeietiea. " 
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that anyone accustomed to write much for the Russian 
newspapers finds it a little difficult when writing 
without restraint to put down perfectly directly what 
he means to say. Like the protective colours observed 
by Darwin in small birds which. shield them in some 
measure from the observation of birds of prey, the 
writers have acquired a manner of composition which 
sometimes enables them to escape the Censor-Vulture. 
M. Leroy-Beaulieu says:-

"No country has pushed further the art of 
making ingenious allusions which direct people's 
thoughts to the points about which the journalists 
dare not write directly; of making insinuations 
which cause people to suspect to exist the very 
things the existence of which is called in question; 
or giving hints which lend force or point to what 
is actually expressed" (Vol. II., Book V., chap. i, 
French edition of 1893, p. 475. Compare 
translation given in English edition, p. 434). 

For foreign languages there is a special censorship, 
and many of the foreign publications and books 
admitted to Russia are mutilated by the scissors, or 
disfigured by the blacking-brush used to blot out 
those parts to which objection is taken • 

. But the chief rigours of the censorship for non
Russian languages have been reserved for those spoken 
within the Emph'e whose use is deemed to cherish 
nationalistic dreams inimical to the unity of the 
whole country; notably the Polish, the Lithuanian, and 
the Ukrainian (or Malo-Russian) languages. Whole 
hranches of the literatures of these have been entirely 
su ppressed. 

The provincial newspapers printed in Great Russia 
are with one or two exceptions reduced to a state of 
contemptible impotence and insignificance. This it is 
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not hard to understand when one remembers that they 
have not (like most of the papers of the two capitals) 
been relieved from the preventive censure. The 
vexations and delays of the system must indeed be hard 
to endure. Censors are only found in large towns and 
the editors have to await their good pleasure before 
they receive back their -proof-sheets. If any difficulty 
arises the question must be referred to a censorship 
committee. Of these there are only eight or nine in 
the whole Empire, 80 the delays involved in a reference 
to one of them may easily be imagined. 

I must again qnote M. Leroy-Beaulieu. His preg
. nant criticism of the state of things is l-

"This bondage of the provincial press is one of 
the principal obstacles in the way of the reforms' 
becoming practically efficacious, and in the way of 
any control of government' by public opinion. It 
is one of the things which deprives the new 
administrative self-government, the ZemstVOB and 
the Municipalities, of much of their usefulness. 
Again here we have one of the causes which acconnt 
for the ignorance of the Russians of the capital, of 
highly placed functionaries, and of the Govern
ment itself, concerning what is going on in the 
interior of the Empire. How Can the evila from 
which the people suffer, the abuses of the Adminis
tration, the ille<o'3lities of local authorities, be 
brought to the knowledge of the higher authorities 
by a press which has hardly more independence 
than the telegrams or reports of the governors 1 
In ~ussia the Provinces are dumb; the weakly 
organs which essay to speak in their name have 
nothing about them either of liberty or spontaneity; 
their mechauical. language tells nothing to 
anybody" (VoL IL JIook V. chap. ii, French 
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edition of 1893, pp. 503-4; English edition, 
p.459). 

The following may be read in amplification of the 
eontente of this chapter :-

Local Governnneni :-Leroy-Beaulieu, VoT. II. Book Ill.; 
WaJJace, chaps. ix. and xiv. 

Legal Rof ........ ~Leroy.Beaulieu, Vol. II., first six chap .. of 
Book IV., especiaUy chap. vi; WaJJace, chap. nxiii.; 
Stepniak, "Underground RU88ia," psg .. 116-126. 

O.....,.1hip :-Leroy.Beaulieu, Vol. II., first two chaps. of 
Book V.; George Kennan, "Blacked Out," OenNwry 
Magag,fJI", May 1890. 

1[. 
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RELlGIO!ifS AND RELIGIOUS PERSECUTIONS. 
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RELIGIONS AlII) RELIGIOUS PERSECUTIONS. 

WE have now spoken of the reforms attempted in the 
status of the peasantry, in the system of local 
administration, and in administration of the law; we 

. have seen how to a great extent they have proved 
abortive; and we have observed how first with the rise, 
and then with the ebb of the tide of reform there has 
contemporaneously been an increase and a diminution 
of the amount of freedom enjoyed by the press, by 

. public meetings, and in general in public and even in 
private speech. It will here be a convenient place to 
discuss what amount of religious toleration is exercised 
in Russia and ,how much truth there is in the allegations 
of ruthless and cruel persecutions. Difficult as it is to 
get reliable information on Russian affairs in general, 
on no subject does there at first sight seem to be so 
much discrepancy in the evidence offered as on this. 
On the one hand we are told that nowhere does such 
complete toleration exist as in Russia; walk down the 
N evskoi Prospekt in St Petersburg and in that one 
street you will find the great Kazan (Orthodox) 
Cathedral, a Lutheran Church, a Dutch Church, a 
Roman Catholic Church, a Jewish Synagogue, and a 
Mosque. "Does this· it is asked "look like intoler
ance , • The theory by which the Russian ecelesias-
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tical authorities are supposed to be actuated is that all 
shall be tolerated in the profession of their religioos 
whatever they may be, so long as they are the creeds of 
their fathers, but that no chaoge from any religion to 
another is allowed. There is however one important 
exception to this rule, for the Greek Orthodox Church 
is enjoined to make as many converta amongst those 
professing other religions as it is able. Now observe 
that this theory of "tolerance" would have justified 
the ruthless stamping out in the Catholic countries of 
Europe of the budding Protestant Reformation of three 

. and a balf centuries ago, and in fact does justify the 
Ruasian Government in their own eyes, in their ernel 
persecution of the Molokani, the Stuodiste, and uther 
reforming secte of South Russia. The Stundist persecu
tion is directly instigated by the Holy Synod, and is 
entirely consistent with the officially avowed theories. 

For a fairly frank exposition of the Russian Govern
mental theory of "toleration" the reader may for 
example be referred to an article by Madame Novikolf 
in the CtmtemJXWt1Ir1J .lleWJuJ for February 1889. It is 
a review of Mr Stead·s "Truth about Russia" aod is 
called "A Cask of Honey with a Spoonful of Tar," the 
" cask of honey" being the somewhat fulsome account 
Mr Stead gives of the Russian Governmeot, the " spoon
ful of tar" the gentle remonstrance he ventures upon 
with regard to the religio08 persecution. Madame 
Novikoll' boldly asserts:-

" Ruasia tolerates all religions and prosecutes at 
law ouly sects who propagate immoral and crimioal 
doctrines, which would not be permitted, in fact, 
in any part of the world where Christian morality 
is a.c.cepted as the basis of legislation • 

• Russia established perfect religions libertyluog 
before many of her eivilised neighbours." 
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This sounds well; but next we are enlightened as 
to what the expression "perfect religious liberty" 
means:- . 

" In England and in America, where the Christian 
faith is ' splittered' into a hundred sects, it may 
be not only possible but necessary to allow liberty 
of religious competition, or propa..,aandism. The 
sporting propensities of those countries discloses 
itself even in the field of religion. With us it is 
not so. Our church prays daily for the unity of 
all the churches. . . . We consider every 
schism a plague whose infection has to be stsmped 
out. We have no hankering, I assure yon, after 
the ideal of possessing as many creeds as there are 
sign-posts. . • . As for us, we are content with 
one absolute Truth, based on the Gospels, and 
explained by the seven <Ecumenical Councils. . . . 
Before even the duty of defending the frontier 
from invasion of hostile armies, is the duty of 
defending the orthodox faith from the assaults of 
sects and heresies. • . . Hence, while we per
mit every man to practise freely in Russia what
ever creed he professes, we cannot permit attempts 
to pervert others from the Orthodox faith. 

"In Russia you may be Protestant, Catholic, or 
Mahommedan. You may practise your rites, and 
worship God in your own way, and also bring np 
YOM children in your own creed; but in mixed 
marriages, with a Greek Orthodox, the law of the 
country insists that the children shall belong to 
the estsblished faith. Besides, you must keep 
your hands off other people's creeds and other 
people's children. . . . Nowadays every quack 
soul-saver thinks himself entitled to pervert our 
simple-minded peasants, by filling their hearts 
with all kinds of ~onsense, in the name of 
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religious liberty. Now, why should there be more 
liberty given to spiritual quacks than to medical 
quacks 1 • . • Imagine a splendid hall, brilli
antly illuminated with num~rous electric lamps. 
Suddeulya grotesque tatterdemalion rushes in with 
a small tallow candle,. which he insista is far 
superior to the electric installation! Surely, it will 
be his own fault if he is summarily shown the door.· 

The governmental theory oC tolerance thus ex
pounded, imperfect as it is, would _m to afford some 
sort of protection to believers in the older forms of 
religion. Unfortunately it is necessary to distinguish 
between the theory and actual practice in this matter. 
The Jew bas always been made more or less of an 
exception, and bas not enjoyed the privileges accorded 
to members of other non-ortbodox bodies; he bas been 
treated sometimes with less, eometimes with more 
completeness as a species of religious outlaw. 

There have been comparatively favourable and com
paratively unfavourable times for religious liberty. 
During the last two reigns the periods which have been 
progressive or retrograde in this respect, have corre
sponded pretty much to the political reforming and 
retrograde periods. 

For the Jew, as for the dissenting sects of South 
Russia, the beginning of Alexander IL'a reign brought 
some cheer, and in each case before his death the 
prospect was excessively gloomy. But the full force of 
the pitiless storm they have all alike been compelled to 
pass through was reserved for the past reign, BDd the 
principal instrument to compass their misery baa been 
Pobiedonoststev, appointed Procurator of the Holy 
Synod soon after the accession of Alexander IlL Of 
the det.a.i!a of the persecutions it will be necessary to 
My a few words later on, but here we must ooly pause 
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to remark that besides the intensity of the measures 
for the suppression of heresy, Pobiedonoststev has still 
further trenched upon the area supposed to be covered 
by the official theory of toleration. The Roman 
Catholics are not left unmolested, more especially the _ 

-Roman Catholics of Poland. The latest instance of 
outrage on a large scale occurred in the autumn of 
1893; it is typical of very much that had taken place 
before. In the middle of October of that year a 
ternble onslaught was made on a congregation who 
passively resisted 'the arbitrary closing of their church, 
in a smaIl town near the Russo·Polish frontier (Kr6zhe). 
It was cleared by the Cossacks; at least 20 were 
killed by them, 100 were wounded, the remnant was 
pursued across a neighbouring river, where a large 
additional number were drowned: To a milder extent, 
too, many of the Lutherans of the Baltic Provinces and 
of Finland are now sharing in the persecution. 

Pobiedonoststev was anticipated in his policy in the 
preceding reigns by Count Protasov and by Count Dmitri 
Tolstoi. An instance is furnished of the drift of the 
influence of these men in the treatment experienced by 
the Uniats. 

This sect had its origin in 1596, Its characteristic 
in the first instance, was that it retained with but very 
slight alteration the ritual of the Greek Orthodox 
Church, but at the \!&DIe time, acknowledged' the 
supremacy of the Pope of Rome. It formed a very 
curious connecting. link between the two great 
Churches. 

In 1838·9 I (Nicholas's reign) signatures were ex-

• For a full account of the earlier episode see in "Vistinguished 
PeI'8ODS in Ru .. ian Society," translated from the German by F. 
E, Bunnett, Chapter VIL, entitled .. Count Protasaofr." 
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torted by brutal intimidation from 760 out of 1057 of 
the Uniat clergy on strictly Russian (as opposed to 
Polish) soil, for reunion with the Orthodox Greek 
Church, and the Uniat Church in those parts was 
immediately completely destroyed. In Alexander 11.'8 
reign, however, there still remsined more than a 
quarter of a million of Uniats in Poland. 

After a good deal of harassment of these people, 
chiefly on minor points of ritual, in 1875 another bogus 
petition (signatures to which were obtained by fraud 
and force, and even then representing bot a smsll 
fraction of this religioua body), was arranged, and it was 
again represented that by means of this petition the 
Uniats were themselves praying to be received into the 
bosom of the Greek Chnrch. An Act officially binding 
them to the dominant Church was issned, bot thou
sands refused to accept it. Cossacks were quartered 
upon them, and their subsequent treatment is thus 
described by M. Leroy-Beaulieu :-

.. Everything was put in operation against them ; 
fines, imprisonment, flogging, confiscation of their 
property, exile, and torture-the only thing that 
was spared was the scaffold. The refractory 
priests were ruined and exiled. Many hundreds 
of laymen were transported, some to the province 
of Kherson, some to that of Orenbonrg on the con
fines of Asia; those who have not recanted are 
there still Their families are often seperated from 
them, the father being interned in one country, the 
wife and children in another. The lands of these 
rebeIa have either been confiscated or sold up by 
auction. As to the old Uniats who have been left 
in their country, if they do not observe the 0rtho
dox feast-days, or receive the sacraments from the 
hands of the orthodox priests, they are fined. 
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Their Church has been abolished, and they are 
forbidden to join the Roman Church. They must 
satisfy their religious needs at the official fountain ; 
it does not matter that to them its waters seem 
poisoned; of the neighbouring spring, the only one" 
that they believe to be pure, they are forbidden to 
drink" (Leroy-Beaulieu, Vol IlL Book IV. chap. ii., 
French edition, pp. 607-8). 

The antipathy that the U niats feel to their enforced 
embodiment in the Greek Church is shown by tJ1e wide
spread refusal amongst them to allow their children. to 
be baptized by the Orthodox priests. The children 
accordingly go altogether unbaptized, and are thus, 
according to their belief, placed in the gravest jeopardy. 

It is to be observed that in the course of the three 
centuries during which this sect has existed, they have 
drawn closer and closer to the Roman Church, so that, 
although at its inception they had more in ~ommon 
with the Eastern .than with the Western communion, 
the reverse is now the case. 

Now although, as we have already seen, and as we 
shall see still further, the portions of the Russian people 
who are not of the Orthodox body are very consider
able, the great majority'of them belong to the Greek 
Church. What then strike one as the dominant char
acteristics of the Church to which others are compelled 
to assimilate themselves by such means as are described 
above r So far as I can ascertain, nothing is so striking 
about it as its utter spiritual lifelessness; its whole 
energy ia concentrated on securing accurate, punctual, 
and mechanical ceremonial observance. This for ex
ample is how it strikes a Scotchman who has devoted a 
good deal of his life to the study of Russia. 

" Primitive" mankind," he says, "is everywhere 
and always disposed to regard religion as simply 
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a mass of mysterious rites which have a secret 
magical power of averting evil in this world and 
securing felicity in the next. . • • The tendency to 
regard religion as a mass of ceremonies which have 
a magical rather than a spiritnal significance . • • 
is only too general amongst the Russian people. 
It must be admitted that the Russian people are 
in a certain sense religious. . They go regularly to 

. church on Sundays and holy-days, cross themselves 
repeatedly when they pass a church or Icon, take 

. the Holy Communion at stated seasons, rigorously 
abstain from animal food-not only 011 Wednesdays 
and Fridays, but also during Lent and the other 
long fasts-make occasional pilgrimages to holy 
shrines, and, in a word, fnllli punctiliously all the 
ceremonial observances which they suppose neces
sary for salvation. But here their religion ends· 
(Wallace, chap. iv. pp. 62-63). 

The first great secession from the Orthodox Church 
took place in the reign of Alexis; and if it furnishes 
additional proof of how great stress the members of 
the Eastern Church lay upon ceremony-it also gives 
evidence of the grim earnestness with' which these 
superstitious beliefs are held by some parts of the com
munity, and shows the willingness to undergo unlimited 
suffering for conscience' sake which continues to the 
present day to enlist our sympathy and admirstion. 

The following is the account Mr (now Sir Donald) 
Wallace gives of the matter:-

"When the art of printing was introduced, it 
became necesSa:ry to choose the best texts of the 
Liturgy, Psalter, and other religious books, and 
on examination it was found that, through the 
ignorance and carelessness of copyists, numerous 
errors had crept into the manuscripts in ue. . • . 
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Certain irregularities had likewise crept into the 
ceremonial. The f?hief of the clerica.J. errors lay in 
the orthography of the word' Jesus,' and the chief 
irregnlarity in the ceremonial regarded the position 
of the fingers when making the sign of the cross. 
In order to correct these errors, the celebrated 
Nikon, who was then Patriarch, ordered all the 
old liturgica.J. books and the old Icons to be ca.J.led 
in and new oneR to· be distributed; but the 

. clergy and the people resisted. Believing these 
• Nikonian novelties' to be heretica.J. they clung 
to their old Icons, their old missals, and their old 
religious customs as the sole anchors of safety which 
could save the Faithful from drifting to perdition. 
In vain the Patriarch assured the people that the 
change was a return to the ancient forms still pre
served in Greece and Constantinople. . . . An 
Anathema, formally pronounced by an Ecclesiasti
ca.J. Council against these Nonconformists, had no 
more effect than the admonitions of the Patriarch. 
They persevered in their obstinacy, and refused 
to believe that the blessed saints and holy martyrs 
who had used the ancient forms, had not prayed 
and crossed themselves aright. . . . The decree 
of excommunication pronounced by the Ecclesias
tica.J. Council placed the N onconformiste beyond 
the pale of the Church, and the civil power under
took the task of persecuting them .. (Wallace, 
chap. xx. pp. 308-9) .. 

The persecution became particularly severe during 
Peter the Great's reign, and in the succeeding period. 
According to official a.ctounts, between 1719 and 1736 
more than 440,000 men were dispersed in every direc
tion. Their flight into forests and deserts was followed 
by the soldiery who had orders to seize them, knout 
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them, and throw them into prison. The Old Believers 
took refuge in wholesale suicide, their method being to 
shut themselves into large buildings and fire them, or 
to make a large fire and' then jump into the flames 
many hundreda together. In 1679, 1700 thus threw 
themselves ioto the fire; in 1680, in one province alone 
1920 peasants burnt themselves. In 1687, 2700 shut 
themselves up in a convent and immolated themselves. 
In spite of this self-destruction m 11Ul88t, communities 
survived, the most important being amongst the lakes of 
North Russia. (See" La Russie Sectaire" par N. Tsakoi)! 

The Old Believers themselves split into different sects; 
partly through their influence too, but largely indepen
dent of it, there spraug up a number of other sects. The 
rites and beliefs of these were in many cases extremely 
fantastic-dancing, leaping, flagellation, and self-mutila
tion being mingled with mysticism. On the other hand, 
in some instances religious ideas of great interest appear. 
Thus one sect held as its fundamental idea that in each 
man divinity lay hidden. Each in his degree may 
contain God, just as Christ contained Him altogether. 
Consequently this sect is called that of The Christa, and 
one of their principal rites is mutual adoration, for ador
ation of man they say is adoration of the image of God. 

The filiation of the independent religious sects of 
South Russia is a blend of descent from such ideaa 
as these and the infInence of German Protestantism. 
In consequence of the neighbourhood of Poland and 
Austria, and especially as a result of the inflnence 
of numerous coloniee of German Baptists scattered 
throngh the country, the ideas of Luther and of HU811 
have penetrated there. Nevertheless it would be a 
mistake to regard the South Russian Dissentem as 

• Thi.o book io refened 10 in fuiare pagoo u .. T.kni." 
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purely Protestants, and to hoiJ, a.s an extremely abie 
little book about the Stundists (" The Stundists: The 
History of a great Religious Revolt ") does hold, that 
they owe their origin entirely and exclusively to the 
influence of the Germans. The.descent of many of their 
ideas can be traced from the older Nonconformist 
bodies ·of the North, though there has in one respect 
been a sweeping reaction from the ritualism. of the 
older religions with their unyielding formalism. In the 
teaching of this group of sects on the contrary" is shown 
an endeavour to do away with every kind of formalism 
and ceremony; and a predisposition to follow after a 
religion in some respects unprecedentedly concerned 
with spiritual and moral matters only" (Tsakni). 

Take for example the sect of the Dukhoburi (the 
word means seekers after the spirit of religion). Their 
fundamental dogma is "the abrogation of all ceremony 
and religious pomp-and the insistence on the worship 
of God 'in spirit and in truth' of the 'spiritual God 
whom each one bears within him in his heart.' Hence 
their tendency to recognise divinity in man himself. 
The Dukhoburi say that God is inseparable from man, 
and dwells constantly within him" (Tsakni). Here we 
have the idea of The Christs repeated. "As to the army 
and war they look upon the latter as cruel work, bloody 
and impermissible;' accordingly they steadfastly refuse 
either to enter military service or to take the oath, 
considering it an act opposed to human dignity." 

"As a matter of course, their anti-governmental 
tendencies have brought down serious persecutions 
on their heads on the part of the Government." In 
the times of Catherine II., Paul, and Alexander I. 
they were comparatively leniently treated, but" in the 
reign of Nicholas I. the Government set itself energeti
cally to work to combat the heresy and completely 
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uproot it. Orders were issued to banish to Siberia or 
to make soldiers of such of the peasants as embraced 
the schism. The sectarians' propaganda in Siberia was 
an immense success; it carried away the soldiery and 
even the prisoners, and was the despair of the Siberian 
authorities. Then the most' prominent amongst their 
teachers were sent to the most far-removed mines; a 
good many of the sectarians too were exiled to the 
Caucasus." They were pillaged by the officials and 
settled in strange lands under conditions incompatible 
with existence. Their fate would indeed have been a 
dreadful one had it not been that the Prince of Mingrelia, 
whose country had to a great extent been depopulated by 
war, knowing the excellent qualities of these people as 
coloniats, offered to settle them in his country under 
very favourable conditions. The Russian Government 
gave its consent. 

.. Thia," writes Taakni in hia account of the 
Russian Sectaries," was thirty or forty years ago. 
In three yeartl time Mingrelia was occupied with a 
mass of sectarian communities which proved most 
serviceable to the country; agriculture did well 
with them, they introduced many trades, establiahed 
active commercial relations, and began to grow rich 
rapidly. • •. At the present time almost all the 
Dukhoburi are to be found in Siberia, the Caucasus, 
and the Eastern provinces of European Rnssia, and 
they are estimated to number about 150,000." 

From the Dnkhoburi sprang another sect, one that i.e 
much more developed than its prototype, viz. that 
known as the Molokani or milk-eaters (their name 
arising from the fact that in spite of the express pro
hibition of the Orthodox Church, they drink milk 
during Lent). In many parts they have engulfed the 
Dukhoburi and entirely taken their place. Some of their 
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ideas and cnstoms are so, interesting that I cannot for
bear quoting from Tsakni's account of the sect. 

" Both in public and private life the Molokani 
avoid all formalism and ceremony. They have no 
churches; the nearest house, an open court, or 
even a field will serve as a place of prayer for 

. the faithful • . . When the leader enters all 
present receive him by bowing their heads. The 
leader seats himself and begins to read aloud. 
After the reading, psalms are sung to tunes adapted 
from the popular folk.songs, then there is discussion 
on what has been read. • . . Every Molokani 
enjoys absolute liberty about religious ceremonies. 
No obligatory dogma or ceremony exists. For 
instance marriage amongst the. Molokani is con
fined to a simple civil formality, a mutual pact 
which may be ended by the mutual consent of the 
two spouses or on the expressed wish of either of 
them. The initiative in marriage belongs to the 
young people. • When parents force their children 
to contract a union against their will' say the 
Molokani • they commit an action contrary to the 
will of God.'" Marrisge" only takes place before 
the whole cOmmune which decides whether those 
to be married are competent properly to establish 
a family both from the moral and material point of 
view, and aatisfy themselves that the marriage is 
entered upon of their own freewill and that there 
is no coercion on either side. n . 

The parents have no ability to oppose the marriage or to 
disinherit their children if their wishes are unobserved. 

" .•• The husband can neither mortgage nor sell 
his goods without the consent of his wife. If the 
husband dies ehildlesa all his property goes to his 
wife; if there are children the wife, the sons, and 

r, 
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the daughters all receive equal parts. The out
come of these customs is that one does not find 
nnhappy households amongst the sectarians, nor 
illegitillll&te children. The Molokani woman is 
accustomed to independence from her earliest 
childhood; and in the family circle she is not a 
slave, but her husband's companion, enjoying the 
same rights as he. . . . Whilst almost all 
Russian peasants are illiterate the Molokani with 
hardly an exception know how to read. . . • 
The Molokani consider war simply brigandage 
and assassination. No severity or coercion on the 
part of the Government avails to compel a Molokani 
to take part in a battle; at the first collision with 
the enemy he throws down his arms." 

The Molokani have been subjected to minute police 
surveillance; they have been forbidden to aasem ble for 
religious service or to meet together in private houses 
at all An assembly of three is illegal. Whole villages 
of them have been exiled to Siberia and the Caucasus, 
where, however, they have developed and improved" 
their npw sUlT'Jundings something in the ssme way that 
the Dukoburi have done. 

There are several other sects with characteristics not 
unlike those we have been speaking about, for instance 
that with which Count Leo Tolstoi's name is now par
ticularly associated, but perhaps it ",oold be out of pro
portion with the scope of this handbook to describe any 
other except that of the Stnndista conr.eming which so 
mq~h interest baa been excited in England. The beat 
.... count of this SPCt and the peneeutJOn8 which they 
have endured appeared in a series of articles in the 
C'lI.rUti",. World, now repu hliahed as a littlP book 
entitkd .. The Stunru..ts: the Story of a great Religioaa 
Revolt. ft Fnr those who prefer to acquire their I<oow-
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ledge of such matters through the medium of a story 
"The Highway of Sorrow" written by Miss Hesba 
Stretton and an anonymous collaborator who writes 
with great authority on the subject, gives accurate anu 
touching pictures of Stundist life. 

The author of the Christian W wZd papers does 
not follow some of the authorities in considering the 
Stundists as one of a gr()'IJ.P of sects in revolt against the 
wooden formalism of the Russian Orthodox Church. 
His view is that thA colonies of Suabian peasants 
planted by the Empress Catherine amongst the imagin
ative and impressionable peasnntry of Little Russia 
have acted as a ferment in a susceptible environment. 
Doubtless German influence has been all important in 
founding the sect and in moulding its idea,\!. Yet if 
olle loses sight altogether of the other relib-ious move
ments amongst the peasantry which preceded it, one 
hardly obtains a complete view of the question, and one 
does not realise that a great part of the religious revolt 
among the South Russian peasantry has been independent 
of the influence exercised by German religious thought. 
Such a revolt was a.pecially likely to arise at the 
time when the people of Russia were exb'8mely excited 
after the emancipation of the serfs. The S~ulldists are 
now beginning to spread northwards, but until quite 
recently they were found entirely in South Russi", and 
for the most part, in the territory of the Little Russians. 
The two principal centres of their activity have been the 
neighbourhood of Kherson (the sect originated in a village 
near this town), and in the country surrounding Kiev . 

.. , Th~ Bible aud the Bible alone is the religion 
of Protestants' is a saying attributed to an Enghsh 
divine of the last century. The i'ltundists are pro
bably more circumscribed still. The New Testa
ment, and the New Testament alone is the religion 
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of the Stundists. Theoretically, they pay the same 
reverence to both Old and New Testaments; prac
tically the New Testament is their only 1 rule of 
faith and conduct" (" The Stundists: the Story of a 
great Religious Revolt," p. 55). The" doctrine of the 
right of every man to interpret Scriptnre for him
self is also tenaciously held by the Stundists. Not 
the Church, not a priest, or a commentator, but 
each individual man has the right and incurs the 
duty to search the Scriptures for himself .••. 

"Those who have not been in Russia can form 
no idea of the prominent place" the superstition of 
icon-worship" occupies in the religious life of the 
people. Every peasant's cottage-the very poorest 
.even-has one or two of these painted representa
tions of Divine beings, the Saviour, the Virgin, God 
the Father, or some of the principal saints. They 
a1'l\ hung up in a1ll'ublic offices, from the ecclesias
tical consistory to the bureau of the petty police 
official; they are before your eyes in banks, 
merchants' offices, shops, railway statioll8, steam
boats, drinking shops. .• To their icons 
peasant and noble do obeisance; before them they 
prostrate themselves in prayer. The people call 
them • God' and bUrn holy oil before them. If 
happiness is a Russian's lot in life bP ascribes it 
all to the icon;' if misfortune follow him, it is 
because he has omitted some duty towards it.
either the oil has not been replenished, or the frame 

I Tbio io becoming Ie. true than it .... : .. edneated people are 
DO .. identifying themaelve8 with the Stlmdist.t, the Old Teot&ment 
io being made more .... ot 

• It mUBt _ of eo ..... be lIIJdentood that lOeb IUpentitioo .. 
thio io univenal alJlODgSt the RII8Ii&no; .. bat io here rep.-nted 
however prenillvery largely. 
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has not been kept bright, or he has sworn, o,r got 
drunk in its presence. Favourite icons in churches 
receive the adoration of thousands, and are prayed 
to in every emergency of life. Icons follow the 
armies on their march, and victory is always sure 
when they are propitious. This is idolatry pure 
and simple, but it is, nevertheless, a vital part of 
the national sentiment. The courage, therefore, 
of the Stundists, isolated and unprotected peasants, 
in rebelling against this, in raising their voices 
against the national degradation, is worthy of the 
highest praise. . . . Another tremendous power 
in Russia, against which'the Stundists have steadily 
set their faces, is sacerdotalism. . . . In general 
it may be stated that Stundista do not hold the 
geuerally received notion, that it is desirable to 
maintain a distinct ministerial office." Refusing 
to pay the dues claimed by the priests, denouncing 
.. the sordid, grasping man who assei1:s spiritual 
authority over him; his own life the sternest re
proof that the priest can have, is it any wonder 
that Stundist and Pope are embittered enemies, 
and that the priest with all power and authority in 
his hands, resorts to those terrible reprisals, that 
policy of persecution which has of late years so 
stained the Russian Church 1" (Ibid., chap. x.). 

, It, is clear that the Stundist seet came into, being at 
a fortunate time. The years from 1858 to 1871 were 
as favoumble for its inception as any that could be 
found, for these were'the very years which covered the 
progressive and reforming period of Alexander II.'s 
reign. During the first years there was no persecution, 
and the new religion spread rapidly and obtained a firm 
grip on many of the people. The first arrest we hear 
of is that of the Ratushni brothers, which appears to 
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have taken place in 1867. In this and the following 
year atta.cks on the idolatry practised towards the 
.. Icons" or holy pictures began. "A number of pro
minent Stundists were arrested in consequence, but 
they only sullered imprisonment for a few weeks." 
Up to 1870 the po.ition of the iStundists in relation to 
the Orthodox Church had been something akin to that 
of the M~thodists in relation to the English Church at 
the beginning ot Wesley's miosion. .But about 18iO 
.. the Stuudists wer., gradually severing themsel yes from 
all connection with the Orthodox Church." 

This appears to have been a good deal attributsble to 
the influence of a minority of the body who had 
adopted the doctrine of adult baptism. They seem to 
have been formed of more sturdy fibre than the rest. 
Their influence "did much to make the ordinary Russian 

Protestant more vertebrate. Until the .Baptist set 
his face sternly against the Orthodox Vhurch, and 
all its corruptions and detilements, the Stnndist 
was satisfied to steer diplomatically between his 
new and his old faith. Afraid of giving offence 
and of consequent trouble, he adopted a line of 
action and a mental attitude,-outward confonnity 
to Orthodoxy and inward contempt for it,-which 
was suicidsl,-destmctive of all tme spiritual pro
gress. The .Baptists rebelled, and it is to their rec:ti· 
tude on this point that the present lofty position of 
Stundisw is due. .•• The Baptist wing of the 
Stnndists is nndoubtedly the best ClJl,l8uised and 
equipped. But if the German Baptists were at filst 
80 friendly and sympathetic, it is a matter of cleep 
regret that latterly, when the storm and stresa of 
persecution has beaten alike upon both sections of 
the RUSHian brethren, the Germans have held 
themselves studiously aloof. Secure in their own 
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rights to worship God in their own way, they have 
proved themselves lacking in sympathy for their 
Russian co-religionists." 

In 18'1'1 or 1878 the Stundists began to feel the real 
weight of persecution. They were raided and deprived 
of their New Testaments and hymn-books; they were 
prevented from meeting for worship in their cottsges, 
and their presbyters and deacons were forbidden to 
leave their localities for the purpose of conlirming the 

, more remote and weaker' churches. But all these 
difficulties the brethren contrived to surmount. 

When however soon after the beginning'of the reign 
of Alexander III the power of Pobiedonoststev became 
sup~eme in all matters relating to religion it is needless 
to say the crusade was carried on with the greatest 
cruelty and barbarity. 

1882 marked the first stage of the new measures 
which as an ecclesiastic expre~sed it, were to succeed 
.. the gentle and paternal pressure of the worldly 
powers" hitherto exercised. The "local commissaries of 
police,-men generally of a common and rough type, 
whose tyrannical methods are proverbial,-were em
powered to levy arbitrary fines on peasants who 
continued to attend Stundist meetings after a warning 
to absent themselves." There followed evictions" and 
eviction sales, and imprisonment in default' of the 
payment of fines. , 

The next step (1884) was to subject the leaders to 
severe penalties: imprisonment for long periorls with 
common criminals, banishment with their families to 
distant provinces which often meant death for numbers 
of them, especially the children, on the terrible foot 
journeys, or arrival at their destiuation only to find 
themselves faeed with economic ruin. 

.. From 1888 onwards the policy of extermination 
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seems to have taken the place of simple repression, 
and wholesale banishment and imprisonment, not 
only of the leaders but of ordinary members of the 
Stundist community, was of constant occurrence." 

Our writer remarks that" The nations of the West 
••• do not seem to realise that they have at their 

. gates a Power more intolerant of religious liberty 
than was Spain in her worst days, and persecutors 
as unscrupulous and narrow-minded as Alva and 
Torquemada. How can they know it 1 Russia 
works in secret; her methods are underground, and 
her victims are voiceless. There is no press in 
Russia, worthy tbe name, to report and denounce 
each case of persecution as it occurs. The triaIa of 
heretics are conducted with closed doors, the public 
being carefully excluded. Rassians themselves do 
not know a tenth of what is being done." •••• 

• Religious intolerance is just as rampant in 
Rassia to-day as it was in England during the 
reign of the Tudors .. (Ibid.). 

When he goes on to say "It is only prevented from 
going to the extremes of personal torture and the public 
stake by the dread of Western opinion: he gives what is 
equivalent to an exhortation to all those engaged in 
studying Rassian questious and enlightening public 
opinion concerning them, to continue in their COI11lle. 

Yet the case does not appear a hopefnl one at the 
moment, for as he remarks, since 1888 the policy of 1IDp
pression has been snpplanted by one of extermination, 
and the new rei,,"Il has as yet bronght uo reliel 

In the persecution to which heretics in Russia are 
snbjected the authorities have been accustomed to 
distingaisb between the -less obnoxious" and the 
• most obnoxious .. -the latter being treated with far 
more harshness than the former. .A circnlar isIIOed bI 
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the Council of Ministers in the autumn of 1894 for the 
first time classified the Stundists amongst the" most 
obnoxious." It was possibly in consequence of this that 
a few months later the Russian news coucerning the 
sect brought further discouragement. 

A telegram printed in the London Daiby Chronicle of 
5th February 1895 says :-' 

.. Our Moscow correspondent learns, from the 
provinces of Kiev and KhersoD, that large bodies 
of Stundists are returning to the Orthodox 'Church, 
worn out with their long strnggle for freedom of 
worship. The Greek Church has a large number 
of Orthodox missionaries at present engaged in 
districts where there is a considerable Stundist 
population, and report has it that nothing in the 
way of scruples hinders the zeul uf these priests. 
There is still no sign of any grace or amnesty being 
extended to Stuudists in gaol or in banishment." 

From the persecution of this quarter of a million of 
sturdy peasants of the South, we must turn to that of 
the five or six millions of Israelites of the Empire ;-

Of the persecution of the ,Tews it is necessary to 
speak distinctively. It is said that there is properly 
speaking no rcligiouR persecution here; that what is 
done is done from political mutives. Now to a certain 
extent it is true to say that all the persecutions of non
orthodox bodies in Russia are undertaken from political 
motives. The higots who wish to harry everybody into 
the Orthodox Church simply because it is the Orthodox 
Church, obtain their main strength and support from 
alliance with the idea that Orthodoxy is one of the most 
potent political unifying forces at work to make all the 
outlying Russian peoples of the same assimilated mass 
as the Great Russians. Hence mainly arises the 
opposition to the Lutheran Church in the Baltic 
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Provinces, and to the Homan Catholic Church in 
Poland. One of the principal reasons that make the 
Stundists and the other reformed sects of Southern 
Russia excite the hatred and alarm of the Government, 
is that these religions tend to separate the peoples who 
profess them from the mass of the Orthodox sllbjects of 
the Tsar, and to create bonds of sympathy between 
them and }'rotestant Germany and England. 

With the Jewish as with the other religions the two 
reasons for persecution exist side by side. N otwith
standing what is said to the contrary a certain amount 
of it seems to he attributable to pure religious bigotry, 
to the old spirit 01 Torquemada which for example 
dwells within the breast 01 the Procurator of the }Iost 
Holy Synod, the notorious Pobiedonoststev. Turning to 
the political motives for persecution these appear to be 
stronger· in the case of the Jews than in that of the 
other religions with which we have to do. llor in the 
first place the Jewish religion like that of the Moham
Illedans is inflexible; conversions from either to Chris
tianity are of very rare occurrence. Then the Jews 
exhibit certain economic qualities which may arouse 
popular enmity, especially the enmity of an ignorant 
populace, so that it is more easy than under most cir
cumstances for the Government to stir up a crusade 
backed by the support of the body of the people. This 
is a phenomenon that has been seen in other countries 
besides Russia. In the year 1290 Edward I. expelled 
ttll the Jews from this country, and it was not till the 
(]omnlOnwealth that the decree of banishment was 
rescinded so that it is very probable-as has been 
pointed out in an interesting essay by Mr George 
Radford-that Shakspeare delineated the character 01 
Shylock without ever having seen a Jew. Even to-day 
in Germany the J"denhetze (Jew - hatred) which 
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possesses a portion of her people is with difficnlty kept 
in cheek. The peouliarity in Russia is that no effort is 
made to keep these popular prejndices in check, but 
that on the contrary the people are hounded on to attack 
and maltreat the unfortunate Jews by the very author
ities who ought to be iustructed enough to wish to 
restrain them. }'or this popular dislike of the Israelites 
a good many writers even amongst our own countrymen 
hold that there is cause. I do not share this opinion. 
I think it is to be admitted that whilst the Jews often 
make admirable mechanics their bent is rather towards 
conunerce, trade, and finance than to laborious physical 
labour, especially such as agricultural labour. Jewish 
writers seek to show that this is merely a conseq uenoo 
of their having been denied access to tile land in so 
many countries for so many centuries, but they hardly 
prove their case. In England for example where nu 
such trammels now exi~t, the proportion of Jews 
amongst u,,"l'iculturai labourers must be quite insigni
ticant whilst the proportion of Jewish pawnbrokers is 
considerable. It is of course difficult to say where 
cause ends and eftecL begins, but it is clear that in 
Russia as in other countl'ies such unpopular functions 
as those of tile moncy·lender are apt to be undertaken 
by the Jews. In a poor countl)' like Russia too where 
the security for debt is frequently very bad, and where 
capital is not plentiful, the rates of interest will become 
so high Wl to be ranked usuriuus. But to hold that 
because they often receive a high rate of interest the 
Jews do a real injury to the country is a view unsup
ported by the facts. In parts of the country from 
which they are expelled native money-lenders take 
their place, but being apt to be less expert busines. men 
than the Jews, and capital and competition amongst 
capitalists being both withdrawn, the current rate of 
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interest rises enormously. AL Errera mentions that 
after the expulsion of the J eW8 from Moscow the rate 
of interest in private pawnshops rose from 25 to 200 per 
cent. per annnm. It is in fact the Jews who keep the 
rate of interest from being even higher than it is; they 
are often too the only expert organise1'8 of businesa in 
the country, and those parts of the Empire which are 
denuded of their presence undoubtedly suffer largely in 
prosperity. To give one example-it was by the Jewl 
that a system of insurance for peasants' cattle was in
trodqced into Russia. The harrying of the .Tews during 
the last reign is at any rate one of the causes of the 
alarming growth in the economic poverty of the people. 

It is further to be noted that though the pe1'8eCutioDS 
were inaugurated under the pretext of protecting 
Russian labour from the H exploitation" of a class of 
droues, ita full weight has not in fact fallen on the 
capitalist class amongst the Jews, hut has been reserved 
for the artisans aud the classes amongst which the 
greatest poverty prevails. 

For many of the other accusations that have been 
tromped up a,,"llinst the Jews in Russia there is no 
foundation. It has been said for example that they 
are ignorant, uncleanly, and unchaste; in all three 
particu1srs they are superior, and in the first and third 
very markedly superior to the avera"ue of the Russisn 
nation. Their desire for education amounts to a passion 
which is kept in check with the utmost difficulty by 
the ingenious devices of the Ministry of H Inetroctiou." 
The accusation that amongst the Jews there is marked 
disaffection towards the Government is unfortunately 
equally untme; their fault is excessive meekness under 
insuIt and injury. 

The most authoritative book on the whole subject is 
Leo Errera's H Lea J nifa Rusaes; Extermination ou 
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Emancipation?" now translated into EngIiRb under the 
title" Tbe RURsian Jews: Extermination or Emancipa
tion 1" It is perhaps less effective as an appeal to tbe 
emotions of borror and indignant disgust whicb the 
cruelties of tbe religious persecutions must produce, 
tban Mr Harold Frederic's" Tbe New Exodus," but it 
gives a better bird's-eye view of tbe whole question. 
. An important authority largely depended upon by 
M. Errera in tbe evidence concerning the facts of the 
case is tbe report addressed in 1892 to the American 
Government, by Messrs Weber and Kempster, the two 
Special Commissioners charged by it with a mission to 
Europe to enquire into tbe causes of the growing 
immigration of penniless aliens into the United States.' It contains notbing but facts personally verified by 
tbese gentlemen during a long journey through Russia 
and Poland. 

The principal features of the persecution of the J ewe 
in Russia during the last tbree years, as given by M. 
Errera, may be summed up as follows: With insignifi
cant exceptions tbey were permitted to settle and live 
only in Old Poland and the so-called" Pale of Settle
ment," forming together a stretch of land along. the 
German, Austrian, Hungarian and Roumanian frontiers, 
not exceeding O'M-eighth of the whole territory of European 
Rus.ia (Finland and the Caucasus included). Thousands 
of tbem succeeded however in settling throughout the 
Empire, and bave been tolerated there smce 1865 .. , In 
1891 tbey were suddenly compelled to break up tbeir 
homes, to give up their business and work, and to go 
to the Pale. The overcrowding of tbe Pale which 

1 Thie ia the report mentioned in the April (1894) Numb •• 
of Fr.. Buuia (p. 30) .. having been plaeed on the RU88ien 
Cenaor'. prohibited lis~ 
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results is appalling and leads to the most horrible 
insanitation, and to the most terrible economic diffi
culties. One statistical note will suffice to illus
trate this. In the Province of Kiev (within the Pale) 
the average num')er of inmates in Jewish houses is 
now almost three times what it is in Christian 
houses. In the town of Berditchev it is about five 
times as great. The position is still more aggravated 
by the fact that .J ews who have for four years lived in 
the smaller towns and villages have, to the number of 
about half a million, been driven into the larger towns. 

Many honourable and lucrative professions have been 
closed to the Jews who are besides excluded from the 
navy and from the higher grades of the army. 

Since 1886, the number of Jews that may be 
admitted to the universities, to the higher schools, .or 
to the gymnasiums,' has been restricted. This is 
with the object of preventing their obtaining diplomas 
which admit them to the" privileged classes" who may 
live outside the Pale. It is an example of the en
forcement of the policy of "nussia for the Russians," 
i.e. for orthodox, imperialistic Great Russians, or those 
who. identify themselves with them and imitate them. 
One has not unfrequently in connectiun with educa
tional questions, come across official pronouncements of 
the Russian Government which would fittingly find a 
place in one or 1\:11' W. S. Gilbert's topsy-turvy plays. 
Here is an example :-In December 1886 the Minister 
of Public Instruction promulgated with the Imperial 
sanctiou a decree which opens thus:-

"'Vhereas many young Jewish people most 
anxious to take advantage of superior classical, 

1 Intermediate schools for classical education. Only the grad,u
ates from these schools are entitled to enter at a university. 
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technical and professional teaching, present them
selves each year for admission to the universities, 
and pass their examinations, and continue their 
studies in the various schools of the Empire, it has 
appeared desirable to put an end to so unsatisfactory 
a state of things." 

Jews are not allowed to enjoy the privileges resultiug 
from public institutions or charities although they 
subscribe to them, and in some cases have actually 
founded them. . They are even excluded Irom tloe 
hospitals. Difficulties are put in the way of the J ewe 
in the exercise of their religion. Jews are continually 
exposed to the violence of subsidiary officials, to the 
extortions of the police, and to vexations of every kind. 
Side by side with this, all foreign ,Tews have been piti
lessly expelled from the Empire, even though they may 
have been born within it, and though they may have 
strenuously endeavoured to secure naturalisation. These 
" foreigners" have for the most part heen nominally 
either Turkish or ROllmanian subjects. The expulsion 
has pressed especially hard on the latter who are uot 
admitted into Roumania, that country also disowuing 
them. 

Takiug a general view of the religious persecution in 
Russia, one is struck by nothing so much as the 
absolute insecurity against the prevalence of such a 
terrible state of things so long as an arbitrary auto
cracy exists. ~For example, M. Errera in speaking of 
the expulsion of the ,Tewish artisans from Moscow, 
remarks that the privileges which were accorded to 
them by Alexander II. were cancelled by a stroke of 
Alexander IlL's peu. Nor is it ouly a difference of 
disposition iu the Tsar himself that~ may make all the 
(lifference between pro.perous living and miserable 
death to millious of his subjects. The caprice of 
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the autocrat's subordinates becomes an all-important 
element in the lives of his down-trodden snbjects. 
Thus the last year of Alexander lI:s reign was marked 
by an ordinance of toleration towards the Jews i88ued 
by Markov, the Minister of the Interior. The first year 
of Alexander III. saw Ignatiev in that position. The 
policy of tolerance was sharply reversed; Jewish riots 
were fomented, and the terrible "May laws" were 
passed in May 1882. But in the following month 
Ignatiev was succeeded by Dmit~ Tolstoi Markov's 
ordinance was reaffirmed, and the" May laws" became 
a dead letter for a time. Bnt it appears that whether 
they remained a dead letter or no depended purely on 
the capricious chances which preside over the attain
ment to the chief offices of state in Russia. The grow-

, iug influence of Pobiedon08tstev was enough to secure 
that by the present decade, withont any re-enactment, 
operatio'ns nnder these terrible" laws" should come 
into full operation. Surely no more striking object
lesson conld be given to illustrate the danget'B of a 
despotic system of government.. 

The (ollowing may be read in amplliioatioD or the contente or 
thia chapter:-

Leroy-Beaulieu, VoL IlL gi .... very ran aeeount or reli
giona, whether Orthodox or non-Orthodos __ eapeeiaJly 
lIook IV_; Wa1Iaee, chape. iv ~ sis., =, &lid uvii.; 
N. Teakni, "L& Ruooie Sectaire·; StepDiak, .. Rnoe:i&a 
P ..... nby .. VoL JL 
C~ tIN Stud"" 04 tIwW Peneevtw.:-" The Shm

disto : the Sto'l' of a great Religions Revolt.· 
~ tIN Penu;vtw. of tIN Jew :-Leo Erren, "The 

R1IIIIian lew.'; EsterminatioD or EJDADdpation ,.; Haold 
Frederic, "The N ... Esoda&· 
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CHAPTER VII. 

DRAMATlS PERSON.4l ON 'fBE POLITIOAL STAGE OF 

MODERN RUSSIA. 

WE have now supplemented the historical sketch given 
in my second and third chapters by a rapid review of 
wha~ has taken place in several of the chief depart
ments of internal political activity during the reigns of 
the last two Alexanders. In every subject that we 
have investigated we have found a very similar sequence 
of events. Whether it has been the economic condi
tion of the peasantry, local government, the administra
tion of the law, the conditions under which the press 
can disseminate instruction, or the state of religious 

. freedom, everything at the beginning of Alexander IL's 
reign seemed. pushing vigorously forward towards the 
light, everything at the close of that same reign ap
peared to be benumbed and blighted. The reign of 
Alexander III. was a long and tedious prolongation of 
this winter of discontent interspersed with many a 
terrible frost. 

The subject I now propose to investigate is the 
scope and power of the principal forces at work OD 

the political stage of modern Russia. 
One cannot help turning at first instinctively to thE 

pe8.santry; they are so overwhelming in numbers thai 
by mere physical preponderance they claim our firsl 
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attention for of the many millions that inhabit Russia 
some eighty to eighty-five out of every hundred persons 
must be counted as peasants. Of this great mass of 
the people we get the most diverse views presented to 
us. On the one side we are given a highly idealised 
picture. In him the early' revolutionists saw the 
nobility of the natural man uncontaminated by the 
artificiality and vices of civilization. The bulk of the 
revolutionists have outgrown their rather naive illusion, 
but it is still presented with picturesqueness enough to 
be interesting, though hardly with force enough to be 
convincing, by the self-rusticated philosopher who is 
probably Russia's greatest living man of letters. On 
the other hand, not a few depict the Russian peasant as 
being the most squalid and debased of the dwellers 
upon earth. For example, this view is presented with 
all its repellent force by the literary firm who write 
under the name of "Lan in." Weare not for the first 
time confronted with the contrast between the idealistic 
and the realistic description of a nationality or a class; 
and when we have nothing before us but a bare 
enumeration of current facts, the realist seems to carry 
things before him. But the position of the idealist 
is not so untenable as might at first sight appear to 
be the case. His conception indeed is actually revealed 
from time to time in brigh t exceptional characters 
which stand forth to measure the height which their 
comrades may some day reach. Insight into the possi
bilities of attainment is of the greatest importance when 
we are looking forward to the future development oC 
a people or a '.llass. Lanio's sordid conception of the 
Russian peasant is likely in the long run to· be at least 
as far removed from the truth as is Leo Tolstoi's glori
fied picture of him to-day. There are inflnences at 
work which. may within a comparatively short period 
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very lIlaterially modify the chamcteristics of the Russian 
poor man; one is education, the woeful incompletenesa 
of which has even under the most reactionary periods 
tended to diminish. If liberal governmental tendenciea 
were for even a short time to remove the hindrancea 
placed in its way great steps would be taken in this 
direction. There is very little doubt that another most 
potent cause of modification will be the growth of large 
towns; the economic movement which transformed the 
face of England a century ago is in Russia ouly just 
beginning, but it has now set in. It may be that fifty 
years hence as many will belong to the poor-man class 
as now, but it is extremely unlikely that there will then 
be anything like eighty-five per cent. of the population 
still engaged in agricultural pursuits. The agglomer~ 
tion of large numbers of the people in towns will 
bring with it far greater opportunitiea of political 
thought, political education, and political action. But 
even taking the problem as it now stsnds, the 
existence of the mass of the peasantry is no such 
absolute bar to great political reforms as is some
tilnea assumed. Let me call to mind two historical 
situations which may be regarded as in some respects 
parallel Might it not before the French Revolution 
have been said of the French peasantry as it is now 
said of the Russian peasantry, that they were utterly 
sordid and debased 1 that they were quite without 
political in telligence, and that therefore free POlitical 
institutions were altogether unsuited to their circum· 
stancea 7 That aspect of the case inight then have 
been put forward with much plausibility, but what
ever view we may take of the sequence of historical 
events in FrlUlce during the last century we should 
hardly now found our conclusions on any such assump
tion. But there is another parallel in contemporary 
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politics which ia in some respects very much closer. 
Between the size and importance of Ruesia and of 
Bulgaria there is of course no sort of comparison, but 
apart from the different scale that must be applied in 
considering the extent of the two countries, Bulgaria 
presents in many respects striking resemblances to 
Russia. Like it, it ia essentially .. a peasant state." 
It ia true the peasants who form the great bnIk of 
the nation have not been subjected to three cen
turies of serfdom, but they have on the other hand 
been for four centuries under the Ottoman yoke. Their 
commnnal institutions and their religion are like those 
of the Rn88ians, and ethnologically they seem to be 
almost identical with the inhabitants of the southern 
parts of the Empire, for they are described as being of 
Slav stock, dashed with an admixture of Tatar blood. 
The general resemblance of their characteristics to 
those of the Russians ia striking. Those who read 
Mr Edward Dicey's extremely interesting book about 
this people (" The Peasant State: an Account of 
Bulgaria in· 1894 "), will find that after the last 
Turkish war the principality was granted a constitution 
which though it ia described as being a mixture of 
absolutism with democratic institutions, has bestowed 
popular political rights which would be accepted by the 
reform party in Russia as a very fair instalment of 
their demands. The powers of the prince are certainly 
extensive, but on the other hand there is nniversal 
manhood suffrage. There is a one-chamber parliament 
(the SohriLnje), to which all citizens not less than thirty 
years old are eligible for election if they can read and 
write. One deputy sits for every 20,000 electors. 
«The members of the Sobranje are guaranteed absolute 
freedom of speech, and are not liable to arrest or trial 
during the sitting of Parliament without the previous 
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consent of the chamber. . . •. 'The Parliament thus 
constituted possesses absolute authority to pass laws, to 
impose taxes, to provide the funds required for the 
administration of the State, either by loans or by taxa
tion, and to discuss and modify the budget." On the 
other hand the prince has the right of veto. . 

What account then does Mr Dicey give of the results 
of bestowing such political institutions as these on 
Slav peasants 7 In the main he says the oonstitution 
is worked fairly; the worst thing the book mentions 
(certainly serious enough), is the tampering with. the 
results of the polls at elections, but the author thinks 
that if the returns were falsified so as to go seriously 
agaiust the wishes of the electors on ally question which 
,they considered vital, the irregularities would not be 
tolerated. It is true that since the publication of his 
book the murder of Stambulov has exhibited in a lurid 
light the dangers which are being brought on their 
country by the conspiracies of the pro-Russian party 
and by the criminal lack of energy of the prince and his 
present Government in administering justice and secur
ing order; yet Mr Dicey's argument is in the main 
unaffected. He points out that amongst the officials 
there is no corruption that can for a moment be 
compared to that which is rampant in Russia, though 
he considers that the standard maintained is not so 
high as in English public life. Commerce and industry 
are· growing with healthy steadiness; the finances of 
the country are not only sound, they are regulated 
with almost excessive caution. The army is efficient; 
.. if the necessity should arrive, Bulgat:ia could at once 
mobilise an army of 100,000 men, well provided with 
arms, ammunition, and means of transport, and ready 
to take the field at very brief notice." U The men are 
well fed, well clothed, and well housed." 
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The Sobranje votes about one-seventh of the whole 
of the nation's expenditure for public education, which 
is gratuitous and compulsory up to twelve years old, 
with a further gratuitous course (if desired by the 
parents), up to eighteen years old. The whole country 
is well provided with primary schools, and some of the 
secondary schools are such that any country might 
regard them with satisfaction. This is what has been 
attained for education under the Bulgarian constitution. 
It will be remembered that under the Russian' auto
cracy those who can read and write, or indeed even 
those who have the chance of going to school at all are 
still quite a small minority. 

With the results before us of this experiment, which 
seems to have been conduCted in the political laboratory 
for our especial benefit and instruction, I think that 
even now there is no cause to say that the Russisn 
peasantry are utterly unfitted to receive any kind of free 
political institutions; they have for example chosen their 
representatives to the district zemstvo assemblies, in a 
very intelligent and capable manner. What is so oCten 
overlooked is that the very endowment with such 
institutions inspires an interest in political affairs which 
may very well have previonsly lain dormant, and that 
this interest itself becomes the best aasurance of ability 
to take part in political life. 

But after all the peasantry though they are so pre
ponderant numerically, are Dot by any means the only 
people we have to consider in connection with this 
problem. Even in countries which poaseaa uuiversal or 
almost universal suffrage, the politica1 in1Inence of one 
active and instructed citizen is of more avail than that 
of a dozen illiterate voters, often of more than 100 or 
so, for he becomes the leader of • group of men. This 
is much _more the case in • country like Russia where 
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for imperial purposes there is no suffrage at -all So 
that it would be quite a mistake to suppose that because 
the "intelligent and instructed classes" in Russia 
number perhaps but some fifteen per cent. of the popula
tion, that their wishes and ideas are insignificant and 
negligible, that they in fact are entirely swamped by 
the mass of the people. To assert the converse of this 
would be grossly incorrect, but of the two assertions it 
would be the one least removed from the truth. 

It is important then to attempt some sort of analysis 
of the political sentiments of educated Russia. 

We know of the Russian army as one of the great 
military hosts of Europe. Side by side with this 
armament for foreign service there is another army 
whose work it is to administer the internal affairs of 
the Empire. Russia is governed by an enormous 
bureaucracy; there are everywhere to be found innumer
able officials, " Tchinovniks" as they are called. So it 
comes about that a very considerable proportion of the 
educated classes in Russia are in Government employ, 
either as officers in the army or. navy, or in the huge 
system of the civil service. There are in fact hardly 
any other openings to eml?loyment for gentlemen's 
sons. For some classes in Russia it is more a matter 
of course to enter the army, or become officials, than 
it is for a certain social grade in England to go to 
Oxford or Cambridge. ·Government employment under 
a bureaucracy is not a good nidus for the inception· 
of free political ideas. The whole of the individual's 
material interests are weighing down the scale opposed 
to that which supports aspirations towards political 
liberty. This is tnle both directly and indirectly: 
directly, because any suspicion of political untrust
worthiness would be enough to deprive an official of 
his position, and his livelihood; indirectly. because 
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there has grown up associated especially with officialdom, 
a system of wellnigh universal corruption out of which 
the great majority of officials thoughout the Empire 
get some sort of a picking or other. Under these cir
cumstances it is not surprising that a great number of 
them, perhaps the bulk of them are officials and nothing 
more. They regard it as their business to maintain 
the autocracy and the power of the hnreaucracy; there 
their political ideas end, and as to political aspirations 
they have none. What is more surprising perhaps is 
that to a great number of those who are in Govern
ment employ, this description does not apply. We 
have seen how as early as 1825 there was a great 
military revolt which was headed by officers of the 
army, who represented the most enlightened political 
views of their time. There is many an officer in the 
army and navy to-day who thinks for himself in 
political matters" who when the oocasion arises, may 
also act for himself. In the civil service, amongst the 
Tchinovniks properly 80 called, independence ,of political 
thonght is probably still more frequent. 

Rut to what can independent minds attach them
selves 1 Is there outside of olficial circles any 
formulated political thought 1 Can one distinguish for 
example in Russia any approach to political parties 1 

Of one party at least in Russia one has certainly 
heard a good deal; I mean the Slavophils. It is in 
fact the only party of which there has been very much 
opportunity to hear, beeause it has been the only one 
that bas been permitted to raise np its head into 
publicity, to pnblish and insist on its own views in the 
newspapers, and during the most influential bnt least 
creditable period of ita existence, to have as its par
ticular organ a newspaper of extraordinary activity, 
influence, and power. Its ideas on the sobjeet of 
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internal poliey are substantially those which Japan has 
recently abandoned, which China too may now be forced 
to abandon. In Russia the party is the modem embodi
ment of that c:onservatism by which Peter the Great 
found himself opposed and against which he hnrled 
himself with all the might of his personality. 

"In the eyes of the Slavophils," says M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu (Vol 1 Book tv. chap. i p. 227 
in English edition, p. 213 in French edition), 
"Russia ·is substantially different from Europe. 
Having received from the past peculiar institutions, 
she is by her origin and bringing up, by the 
elements of her culture, called to entirely different 
fortunes. In the manner in which her land has. 
been peopled, in her conception of family, property, 
and authority, Russia poosesses the principle of a 
novel civilization, and naturally, if local patriotism 
is to be believed, of a better-balance.I civilization, 
more stable and harmonious, more really capable of 
progress without defiuite end, than the senile and 
effete occidental. civilization, tbreatened as the 
latter already is, with decomposition as a result of 
ita internal confticts." 

The foreign policy of the Slavopbils may be described 
generally as being Paoslsvistic; tbat is to say their 
ideal has been to embody with their country the smaller 
Slavic states, especially· those of the Balkan peninsula 
and of the border-lands of the Ao'strian dominions. 
Short of effecting an actual union of these with Rus.,ja 
they would look to establishing a kind of protectorate 
over them. The ideas of the Slavophil-Panslavist party 
appealed to strong if not to very eulightened patriotic 
tendencies in a large section of the Russian people; 
their mouthpiooe was K!Ltkov the editor of the MOIlCOfD 
GazetY, who attained a position of remarkable infIu-
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ence. The whole movement had the strong 8upport of 
the late Tsar when he was heir-apparent, and so far at 
any rate as internal policy was concerned after he was 
monarch, and it was perhaps partly in consequence of 
his powerfnl patronage that the party were "ble to 
obtain the position of independence so remarkable in 
Russia which they enjoyed. In the time of Alexander 
ilL however the apogee of their power had passed. 
They had attained their greatest triumph in 1875-7 
when they aroused the country to enthusiastic support 
of their policy and practically forced the hands of the 
Emperor Alexander IL and his Government compelling 
them to adopt their ideas. 

Mr Charles Lowe says (" Alexander IlL of Rossia," 
chap. ii p. 34): Alexander II. "was much less bellicose 

than the party: of extreme Panslavists, but he 
was hurried along by the national movement and 
in spite of all his autocratic power, he found 
it impossible to stem the current of the popular 
tide, which was setting deep and strong for a war 
with the ' unspeakable' Turks.· 

Although Slavophilism when actively embodied in a 
. line of policy such as the brutal one formulated by 

Katkov, must be described as unenlightened and re
trograde, there ia of course a modified sense in which 
the word ia sometimes uuderstood whicl1 must not 
be overlooked, a sense in which it was adopted by 
some of those who were diagosted with Katkoy'8 later 
policy. If by Slavophilism ia meant that disposition 
of mind which seeks out all that ia worthy of appre
ciation and honour amongst the distinctively Slav 
institutions and characteristics, the strictures are not 
applicsble. The policy which would 8Uppress all good 
coming from without ia quite distinct from that 
instinct which would nouriah all good springing up 
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from within. Understood in this latter sense however 
Slavophilism ceases to be the badge of a particular 
party, for Russians of every party have possessed this 
nationalistic sentiment. It was especially strongly, 
sometimes indeed passionately ,developed amongst 
almost all tbe great men of independent mind in the 
middle of the century and during the reign of 
Alexander II., though very many of these were bitterly 
opposed to the Katkov policy. 

Similarly the word Panslavism may be taken to have 
two significations. In the one it merely means' a 
strongly sympathetic feeling amongst the Slavs for all 
peoples of their race. -In the other it implies the aim 
actually to absorb all minor Slav nationalities in Russia 
and their thorough RU83ificatiml, after they have been 
absorbed. By" Russification'" is understood amongst 
the Panslavists of this hectoring order, complete 
assimilation to the Great Russian or Muscovite type. 
The Polish type, the Ukrainian type, and it is hoped in 
the future the Bulgarian type are to be completely 
superseded, Panslavism indeed when thus interpreted 
becomes PanmuscovisatioD.-

The other great school of political thought amongst 
educated Russians may be called that of th~ Russian 
Liberals though those who compose it have perhaps 
hardly been organised enough at any time to be de
nominated a party. Of- the Russian Liberals one hears 
a good deal less than their importance demands: they 
might almost be called the silent party for they have 
never forced themselveS to the front as the Slavophils. 
have done, nor have they ever been inclined to work 
clandestinely like the revolutionists and thus gain 
notoriety. It is more difficult than in either of these 
other two cases to get authoritative statementa of their 
views, to find out for what they are working. and how 
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they are working. Yet it is not impossible that in the 
political development of the country their importance 
has been greater than that of any other section of the 
people. They like the Slavophils had their militant 
hour. It came 15 years earlier when they surrounded 
the Tsar Alexander IL with their inll uence and through 
his instrumentality instituted that great series of reforms 
of which we have spoken in earlier chapters. Not only 
were the Russian Liberals the inspirers or these reforms 
but to a large extent they were the instruments by 
which . they were carried out. The reversal of their 
fortunes dates from the outbreak of the Polish in
surrection in 1863. Never after that event did 
Alexander II. so completely surrender himself to their 
ideas. It was followed in April '66 by an attempt 011 

his life when he was fired at by Karakasov, and in the 
following year another attempt was made by a Pole 
named Berezovski, while Alexander was on a visit 
to Napoleon IlL at Paris. The influence of these 
events led him to turn his back on his early Liberalism 
and though all the years in the decade of the 'sixties 
may perhaps be counted as his reforming period he 
began after the suppression of the Insurrection and 
still more after the attempt of 1866 to reconsider his 
policy in many directions, and there slowly developed 
in his mind and in his actions the stub~ reactionary 
policy which is the feature of the decade of the 
'seventies. The idea of the Liberals was to work wit", 
the Tsar, not against him; with this change in his 
personal views then their inlluence in the conntry 
seemed entirely to disappear; and the field was left 
clear on the one aide for the Chauvinism of the 
Slavophil party, on the other for the underground 
activity of the revolutionists. The Liberals indeed 
made through the medinm of their Zelll8tvo sittings and 
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on one or two other occasions elsewhere some remarkable 
protests against the abandonment by the Tsar of his 
Liberal policy; but further than this they were not 
prepared to go. If the Tsar were bent On following 
the reactionary path, their course seemed to them to be 
simply gloomy acquiescence and retirement from the 
political arena. So that at this period the ,Liberals did 
really for a time become almost a negligible quantity in 
Russian political life, and -for anything difierent from 
the. blatant and ignorant policy of the Slavophils and 
the looking-backward policy of Alexander II. and his 
ministers, we have to look to the group of extremists, 
who although when compared either with the Slavophils 
or the Liberals were numerically insiguificant, made 
themselves felt by their energy and unbounded devotion 
to their purposes. This group is the one we know under 
the name of the nihilists. But the name" nihilists " 
describes them very badly; it is a name that has as 
little descriptive value as the popular name which 
designates the great Conservative party of England as 
the successors of a wild and lawless clan of Irish. 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu says (VoL L Book III. chap. iv. 
pp. 182-3 in French edition, pp. 197-8 in English 
edition) :-

n As it was first understood 'nihilism' implied 
hardly any connection with politics at all. It 
was little more than a certain way of bearing 

,oneself, thinking and talking,-a mannerism, a 
fashion .. an affectation one might say that came 
into favour among the young people of 1860 to 
1870, among the pupils of the universities and the 
girl-studenta with their cropped hair,living abroad 
or in the provinces. 

.. These were the outward symbols of a spirit 
of revolt against all traditional authorities 
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and antiquated religious or political dogmas, of 
a spirit of negation stamped with an intolerant 
materialism and naIve radicalism, which at bottom 
was nothing more than a violent reaction of the 
soul of the Russian against the governmental 
system and the intellectual yoke under which it 
had long been bent. This was the first and 
properly speaking, the true nihilism, the nihilism 
which has been depicted in immortal strokes by the 
most famous RQ88ian novelists ~ (Tourguenev, etc.). 

"After this theoretical and abstract nihilism, 
often taken up merely in an amateur and dilletaDte 
manner, sometimes made up of nothing but pos
ing and outward show, a nihilism which did not 
attempt to put its maxims into practice except in 
the individual life and in private relations, there 
came about 1871 under the twofold influence of 
the Paris Commune and the International, a 
nihilism of action and agitation, transformed into 
a militant socialism." 

The early nihilism here refened to was in fact most 
important, for it was the outburst of the revolt against 
the iron rule of authority which permeated the family, 
as well as social and political life in Rl188ia. 

What the so-called Nihilists really were in the 
early 'seventies was a body of enthusiastic socialists 
who felt laid upon their shoulders the mission of a pro
paganda of their ideas amongst the common people. 
Accordingly thousanda of ardent young men and young 
women laid aside their culture and in many cases the 
ease of wealthy positions, to go amongst the people, to 
assume their dress and empleyments, and to work with 
them in order to persuade them that they were 
genuinely of their number, the object throughout being 
merely that they might have opportunity of acquailiting 
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themselves with the peasantry and preaching their. 
doctrine to them.! Their teaching was not seized upon 
with any avidity by the peasantry but it was continued' 
both in country and town till about the year 1878; the 
Government then released from the occupation of the 
Turkish war, resolved to put an end to the propaganda 
which it considered a dangerous one. 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu's view is that it was this deter
mination of the Government to interfere with a peaceful 
socialistic propaganda that was the actual determining 
cause of the formation of the terrorist section of the 
party. However that may be, the wropgs which they 
conceived themselves and their country generally to 
suffer did induce a certain part of the old socialist 
party . to detefUline to have recourse to violence, and 
from '78 to '81 they carried out a' terroristic policy 
with extreme firmness and self-devotion. 

The contest between the revolutionists and. the Govern
ment from the year 1878 to 1881 can only be likened 
to a duel; a duel however in which the measures resorted 
to were so terrible that each side appe8led to the public 
opinion of Europe to justify it in the course it took on 
the grounds that the deeds of its adversary had placed 
it outside the pale of civilisation or any ordinary 
reprisals. Mt Noble in .. The Russian Revolt" gives 
the following account of the matter:-

.. The repressivQ measures of the Government 
had been growing in severity. The slightest 
offences against absolutism were met with the most 
disproportionate punishments. For an insignifi
cant disturbance in Kiev one hundred and fifty 
students were dismissed from the University, and 
thirty banished to ,a northern province. The 

1 See Nobl.'s .. Ru .. ian Revolt" pp. 200·1. 
If 
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courts had grown vindictive and partisan. The 
law of trial by jury was daily ignored. Prisoners 
acquitted by the ordinary process were systematic
ally brought under administrative procedure and 
banished or imprisoned afresh without trial The 
epy and denunciation system had become intoler
able. The crusade against the revolt was carried 
on by a secret and unscrupulous organization of 
police, known as the Third Section. Prison life 
was unendurable. Revolts broke out in the Fortress 
of Peter and Paul at St Petersburg and in the 
central prison at Kharkov. So badly were the 
prisoners fed in these places that numbers of them 
refused to partake of nourishment until a more 
humane treatment had been introduced; some 
resolved to die of starvation, others had food 
forced down their throats. Cumulative irritations 
like these worked minds up to a pitch of frenzy. 
On the 2nd (14th) of August 1878, Kavalsky was 
shot at Odessa by order of a military tribunal" 

General Mezentsev, chief of the Third Section had 
been warned that if this sentence was carried out 
he wonld be killed; accordingly, two days after the 
execution, although he was at the other end of the 
Empire, he 

.. was stabbed to death in the Nevsky Prospect 
in full daylight. The reply of the Government 
was to hand over all political crimea of violence to 
a military tribunal, to strengthen the epy and 
repreasive system, and to appeal to society for aid 
and sympathy. . • . • General Orenteln, suc
ceeding Mezentsev, cast nearly two thousand per
SODS into prison in St Petersburg alone. In 
February, 1879, .Prince Krapotkin, Governor of 
Kharkov, was shot by Goldenberg for ill-treating 
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prisoners nnder his care. Two. months later on 
the 2nd (14th) of April, 1879, came Soloviev's 
attempt on the li~e of the emperor. The would-be 
assassin fired five shots at the Tsar, but none of 
them took effect. Absolutism was now fully 
awakened to its danger. The country was divided 
into six divisions, and a general governor, armed 
with extraordinary powers, detailed to each. The 
pass system was enforced with new rigollrs. In 
St Petersburg, General Gurko converted the 
d'VlJ1'1l,i1ci, or house porters, into a body of spies 
charged with regular police duty. 

"The reply of the revolt was characteristic. 
• . • • The terrible 'Executive Committee,' came 
into existence.u 

Alexander II. was sentenced to death if he would not 
consent to introduce a constitutional form of govern
ment. There followed the mine at Moscow, the ex
plosion at the Wiuter Palace at St Petersburg, and 
finally (1881) the emperor's death was compassed by 
the throwing of bombs. 

It was however only a section of the socialist party 
that pursued the course of violence; something like a 
.schism had occurred in the party on the question of 
whether tel'rorism should be resorted to or not. Those 
who could not prevail 'upon themselves to adopt these 
measures continued to act very much as they had done 
before. But two fresh influences very soon made them
selves felt in· connectiol\ with these parties, or fractions 
of a party. The hopelessness of the tadk which the 
peaceful socialists had placed before themselves be
came mOI'6 and more evident, and the party dwindled 
down into insignificance practically into extinction just 
as the liberals had done before. Tbe liberals had bad 
definite and practical aims before them, but they had 
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lacked the boldness and self-reliance to insiat on pur
sning them in the teeth of the Government. The 
aocialista did not lack for boldness or self-reliance but 
the aim which they had set before themselvea, vi%., the 
conversion of a atolid and backward peasantry to the 
idealised theories of an e:l8lted Socialiam waa one that 
was unpractical and unrealisable. Many no doubt aa 
they became convinced of this, drifted into the ranks 
if not of the active terrorists, of those who sympathised 
with them and could be relied npon as allies in the 
background. Incidentally .... e may note that terrorism 
was paaiwy backed by a considerable portion of 
the liberals, and eVeD indilferentiata, 10 intolerable waa 
the reaction of Alexander IL felt to be after the dalrD 
of h1>eralism. 

Meanwhile the terrorist group itaelf .... aa being per
meated with ideas that were entirely new to the 110-

called Dihilist party, and these ideas deserve our very 
careful attention as they are of great importance in the 
political situation of t&day. C P to this time the 
socialista had not meddled with politics proper! y so 
called at all: they had coucerned themselvea only with. 
the condition of the people. To them it was indifferent 
whether they lived under an aulAlcracy or under a COD

stitution, indeed many dreaded .. bo1ll'h-eoia· constitu
tionalism more than anlAlcracy; any considerations of 
political machinery appeared to them to be beneath 
their notice; those were things which they wOllld leave 
to the bourgeoisie. Bot when a pelt of this body of 
socialists descended from ita castle-in-the-air to the 
realities of life .... hich were for it peculiarly grim, it 
began to realise, not yet indeed that ita theori<s of 
social reform were very crude, bot at least that ita 
methods of trying to bring them about were cru~. 

Here is lL Leroy-Beaulieu'. account of the matter:-
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"In the bloody struggle with authority which 
the revolutionists had entered upon. they had not 
only changed their tactics and method of pro
cedure. but their point of view also. Till now so 
disdainful of the 'bourgeois' liberties of Europe. 
which they had regarded with contempt. they dis
covered that political liberty at which they had 
turned up their ·noses. might be of value. if for 
nothing else. as a guarantee a.,aainst the arbitrari
ness of the administrative. and a pathway to lead 
to freedom of propaganda. This conception was a 
new one to 'nihilism' and radically modified its 
character. The struggle against authority had 
glided from the va.,"Ile and misty domain of Utopia 
to the firm ground of practical politics. The aim 
of the revolutioirlsts had now become the destruc
tion of the autocracy. Their terrible campaign 
against the sovereign and the Government had a 
.well-defined end in view: the putting down of 
absolute power. And so it happened that at the 
very time when they were revolting society by the 
terrible nature of their deeds. they were drawing 
near in their point of view to that of the public 
and the liberals. In their manifestoes they de
clared themselves ready to disarm on the condition 
that the sovereign would consent to convoke a 
national assembly.' So by this singular right-about-· 
face it has come about that nihilism has ended 
in constitutionalism. the very thing it had treated 
with most disdain" (" L'Empire des Tsars et des 
Russes,P VoL IL Book VL chap. ii pp. 562-3. 
French edition). 

The importance of this development of U nihilist" 
opinion will be at once seen wh~n we consider that for 
practical immediate political ends the programme of 
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the nihilists and that of the liberals was now to all 
intents and purposes identical. This point was dramati
cally illustrated when ten days after the B8SB8Sination 
of Alexander II. the manifesto of the" Execntive Com
mittee" of the revolutionists was conveyed to his son 
and successor. The chief points in this docnment 
besides a demand for the amnesty of political offenders, 
were the insistence on the necessity for the convocation 
of a National Assembly freely elected on a popnL'lr 
suffrage, and freedom of the press, of speecb, and of 
public meeting. The liberals so far a8 they expressed 
themselves put forward almost identical objects as 
being those which were of most importance for the 
welfare of the country. But was it possible in the 
natnre of things for these two parties to coalesce and 
take common action for common objects 7 There lay 
behind them a long tradition of mutual distrust and 
contempt; besides this the liberaL! might argue: - True, 
the revolutionists now seek as their immediate end, 
political liberty ; but they do so only as an instrument, 
that they may be in the better position to bring about 
their ultimate object of introdncing socialism; with this 
ultimate object of theirs we have no sympathy." The 
revolntionists on the other hand might 88Y-- What 
sort of allies are these who will desert us at the very 
moment when we have gained the preliminary advan
tage which will place us in some sort of a position to 
attain to that which we think really of importance in 
itself, and not merely a means to an end I" Mutual 
distrust of this kind seems in fact to have prevented 
any very cordial co-operation between the two bodies of 
reformers during the whole of the reign of Alexander 
IIL Is there any reason to think that the reign which 
Iu.s just begun opena with a better chance of a rap
prockment between the liberals and the nihilists 1 I 
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think there is. The two great hindrances as we have 
seen have been the tradition of mutual disdain, and the 
insistence by one of the parties on socialism as the 
paramount end, the only end in fact of real importance. 
Now with regard to the first,-mutual distrust and con
tempt,-time has done a great deal to' soften it. The 
other question presents more difficulties, for as far as I 
can judge it is unquestionably true that the bulk of the 
so-called nihilists are still socialists, whilst the vast 
majority of the 'liberals' are not so. But here again 
I think there is some reason for hoping that a still 
further development is going forward in the opinions of 
the nihilists. To their socialist ideal indeed they still 
cling; but their attitude of mind towards political 
liberty is undergoing a further change. Political free
dom is ceasing to be regarded as merely an instrument 
for social reconstruction; its value in itself to the 
dignity, the independence, and the civic happiness of 
the individual is beginning to be appreciated, and by 
some of the nihilists it has even come to be regarded as 
of more importance than social reconstruction. One of 
the little booklets widely distributed in Russia by 
clandestine means is a tract written by Sergius Stepniak 
abont three years ago. It has been translated, and 
forms part of the little volume published in the autumn 
of 1894, called "Nihilism as it is." As an address to 
fellow-revolutionists it ia of peculiar interest and value. 
r will quote· some sentences from it to illustrate my 
point. 

" We believe that political liberty gives all that 
ia needed for the ~lution of the social ques
tion ..••• 

",But while regarding the solution of the labour 
question in Ruasia as a problem that will be 
brought prominently forward in perhaps the near 
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future, we emphatically protest against the habit 
which has ·grown up amongst us of treating 
political liberty exclusively as a means to • the 
solution of the social question.' We feel as an 
insult that we should look upon liberty as a 
mere tool with which· to obtain something else, 
as though the needs and feelings of free men were 
strange to us, as though OUT duties to the people 
have blinded us to our duties to ourselves and 
our human dignity. 

II We think, moreover, that this timid phrase 
may lay. us open to a danger, the possibility of 
which is probably unsuspected by many of the 
wise persons who repeat it. From the constant 
harnessing, as it were on principle, of political 
freedom to the solution of the labour question, 
there is bnt one step to democratic imperialism. 
From the point of view of narrow labour interests, 
it may appear more advantageous to uphold the 
huge power already ·established, once it offers 
immediate economic reforms, than to follow the 
long and difficult path to general freedom. • . . • 
We admit of no oompromiae on thia point, and, in 
case of a conflict between civil liberty and imperial 
socialism, we ahould take our stand on the side 
of • bourgeoia' liberals against the • peasBntist ' 
socialiats, who allowed themselves to be caught in 
such a snare • 

.. We do not believe in the possibility of making 
the people prosperoua by decrees and edicts from 
above. .... 

• It is only by guaranteeing liberty to onr 
opponents that we can secure our own. The 
science of liberty D consists· in developing the 
faculty of tolerating what is unpleasant or eveD 
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injurious, whenever it is the result of the use of 
rights equal to our own. 

"We do not see why all persons of.a progressive 
turn of mind who are our opponents on the 
economic questions should not pay us back in the 
same coin. There i. not in our view a single point 
which could hinder us from working in common 
with them. 

" We acknowledge· without equivocation that, as 
regards the political question, which for us is the 
question of the day, our programme is just that of 
the advanced section of Russian liberals. . . • . 

"The Russian revolutionists, • . • • protested 
for a long time against' politics'; and when at 
last they accepted it, they avoided the beaten 
track and, wishing to find out for themselves some
thing new and original, went by round-about by
paths ..... 

"The liberals on the contrary, went straight 
towards their end without any hair-splitting, and 
thus attained to a simpler, more logical, and more 
practical standpoint in politics." 

The' pamphlet concludes with a strong appeal for 
mutual tolerance in the face of the common enemy 
(pp. 34-38). . 

As if in response to this appeal there is clandestinely 
promulgated in 189-1, the manifesto of the "Popular 
Right". (Narodnoe Pravo). Party, and an excellent 
pamphlet entitled !' The Burning Question." The 
former is translated in the same little volume as Step
niak's appeal (Pl'. 118-121). Clearly, as we shall 
see, this emanates from a section of the socialist party 
but it is also clear how closely they are approximating 
to the political ideal put forth by Stepniak. The mani-
festo sets forth that:- . 
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"In the opinion of the party, popular right 
includes in itself alike the conception of the right 
of the people to political freedom and thu concep
tion of its right to secure its material neede upon 
the basis of national production. The party con
siders the guarantees of this right to be-

"Representative government on the basis of 
universal suffrage . 

.. Freedom of religious belief. 
" Independence of the courts of justice. 
" Freedom of the press. 
" Freedom of meeting and association. 
.. Inviolability of the individual and of his rights 

as a man.." 

.. Thus understanding Popular Right, the party 
sets itself the task of uniting all the oppositional 
elements of the country and of organising an active 
force which should, with all the spiritual and 
material means at its disposal, attain the overthrow 
of autocracy and secure to every one the right of a 
citizen and a man." 

Here we have what I think may at any rate be 
accepted as symptoms of a better prospect that 
the determination and heroic self-sacrifice of the 
nihiliste will at last effect a junction with the sobriety 
of jud,,"Illent and perseverance, as well as with the 
numerical and material importance of the liberals. 
There is nothing that might do SO much for Russian 
freedom as such an alliance as thla. 

Such a consolidated party of reform would attract to 
itself a very lalge proportion of the most educated and 
energetic amongst the Rusaian& Here and there one 
comes across symptoms of public spirit in rather 
unexpected quarters, which seem only to require 
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focussing to make them effective. I recently heard a 
speech hy an escaped Russian exile, Egor Lazarev in 
which he gave a short sketch of his life so far as its 
political aspects were ~ncerned in Russia, which for 
example illustrates the attitude of the legall!rofession. 
Part of his story is told in George Kennan's book 
.. Siberia and the Exile System," V 01. I. p. 268. 

The story of Mr Lazarev as told.by Mr Kennan is an 
admirlibly illustrative instance of the arbitrariness of 
the Russian political police, but to my mind perhaps its 
most interesting part is in the sequel. This concerns 
his relations with the legal profession at Saratov. Mr 
Lazarev after suffering severe persecution from the· 
Government, had studied law and begun the practice of 
his profession; . when he claimed admission to the bar· 
the officials at St Petersburg indicated to the Saratov 
courts that he was a persona ingrata and that his 
application to be admitted should be refused. In the 
Saratov courts however the cause of legal rights found 
sturdy champioI!s; they found no flaw in his legal claim 
to practise as a barrister and .he was duly admitted. 
It was then that he was exiled without trial to Siberia 
by administrative process for three years the first of 
which he spent in imprisonment in Moscow waiting for 
the exile party to be made up. After the expiration of 
the period of three years he again returned to 
Saratov, and in spite of the still stronger representa
tions made to the bar authorities by the St Petersburg 
tchinovnil\s he was again admitted, the court actually 
having the boldness to write to one of the ministers that 
there was no evidence before them to show that Mr 
Lazarev had been otherwise employed than in travelling 
for his own pleasure. Five months later he was again 
put in prison, and spent a year in solitary confine
ment. His crime was bringing a letter from Siberia to 
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a Stundist. His case was reported to the minister, who 
brought it to the notice of the Tsar. The Tsar said, 
.. Send him back for five years to the ,remotest part of 
Siberia." Again he ",as aent from Moscow on foot to 
Siberia. He spent two years in Siberia, and then 
escaped by Japan and America. 

The Ia wyers of America are said to be the most 
conservative and (in the general senae) most un
democratic class in the country; the Rtl88ian lawyers 
do not seem to be open to the same reproach. Indeed 
of the professions generally it may be said that their 
sympathies are for the most part on the liberal side. .An 
exception mnst however be made of the priesthood. 
Where hiatorical facts are in question it is not desirable 
to use tales and works of fiction as authorities; the case 
is sometimes otherwise where general eharacteriatics 
have to be delineated. It would be difficult to give a 
more real impression of the. sordidness, the absence of 
spirituality, the pettiness, a!,ld the narrowness of the 
general run of the Russian priesthood than is given in 
the beautiCullittle tale in Mr Fisher Unwin's Pseudonym 
Library" A Russian Priest." Its tragedy, as that of many 
Russian stories, lies in the gradual disappointmeut and 
disillusionment of an ardent soul who enters a sordid 
walk of liCe under the firm conviction that he can make 
a great and decisive impreasion upon it.. 

It ia neceasary before leaving this sketch of the 
dramatis per&OIl2 on the modem Russian political stage, 
to say something of its great personages, for though 
descriptions of kings and emperors doubtless usually 
take a quite disproportionate plsce in narratives of con
temporary history, in Russia at least, the character, ru.. 
position and attainments of the Tsar and those imme
diately around him have great importance quite apart 
from the snobbish gossipry which revels in such detaila. 
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The character of the monarch who died in 1894 
is now pretty generally understood in well-informed 
circles. 

The 1Iood of exaggerated eulogy which filled our. 
newspapers during the autumn of 1894 will be remem
bered; now that it has subsided it .may be permitted to 
speak with more frankness than was shown at that time 
by our journalists; they were perhaps entrapped in 
what Mr Meredith calls "the pit-fall of sentiment." 
:Probably the mC!st salient characteristic in Alexander 
IlL was the low level of his mental equipment. To 
naturally poor parts was added the disadvantsge of no 
preparation during his earlier life for his post. He was 
educated exclnsively as a soldier. for until the death of . 
his elder brother in his twentieth year he had no 
prospect of ascending the throne. The character sketch 
in Mr Harold Frederic's" New Exodus" (chap. viii. 
p. 136) seems to me to sum up rather well what was 
seen of him by those who had closer opportunities of 
observation than most. 

"Alexander III. is a man of· rather limited 
mental endowments and acquirements. who does 
not easily see more than onc thing at a time. and 
who gets to see that slowly ...• He has no idea 
of system and no executive talent. He would not 
be selected to manage the affairs of a village if he 
were an ordinary citizen. It is the very irony of 
fate that he has been made responsihle for the 
management of half a million of villages. 

.. He has an 'abiding sense of the sacredness of 
this responsibility and he toils assiduously over 
the task as it is given to him to comprehend it. 
Save for brief periods of holiday-making with his 
family, he works till two or three o'clock in the 
morning examining papers. reading suggestions, 
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and signing papers. No man in the Empire is 
busier than he. 

.. The misery of it is that all this irksome labonr 
is of no nse whatever. So far as the real Govern
ment of Rnssia is concerned, he might as well be 
employed in wheeling bricks from one end of a 
yard to the other and then back again. Even 
when one tries to realise what 'Rnssian Govern
ment' is lik&-with its vast bureaucracy es.'!&ying 
the stupendous task of maintaining an absolute 
personal supervision over every individual human 
unit in a mass of a hundred millions, and that 
through the least capable and most uniformly 
corrupt agents to be found in the world-the 
mind cannot grasp the utter hopelessness oC it 
all. ... 

" Alexander ITL simply stmggles on at oue little 
comer of the towering pyramid or routine business 
which his ministers pile up before him. Compared 
with him Sisyphus was a gentleman of leisure. 

"This slow-minded mercilessly-burdened man 
kuows very little either or the events cl.- about 
him or of the broAder currents of contemporaneous 
history outside. •.. He was a man grown before 
his elder brother's death pushed him forward as 
heir to the throne. A belated ellort was then 
made to engraft upon his weak and spindling tree 
or knowledge some or the special fruits of learning 
which a future Emperor should possess. He was 
dOC1le and good. Some of his teaeheJ'll estahliahed 
a powerful personal inlloeuce over him, the efl'ects 
of which were afterwards to be of such terrible 
moment, but they accompliahed little else.D 

POS3ibly this account of the late Tsar is a little too 
tame; it does not quite give the idea or the exceedingly 
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passionate and rather coarse nature that the last 
Alexander possessed. 

Mr Lowe the T-innts. correspondent in his recently 
published book" Alexander III. of Russia" thus sums 
up his conception of the drift of the political ideas of 
Alexander (pp. 183-4): 

"It was known that he was by far the most 
ardent champion in all Russia of the three Sla
vophiJ principles of Autocracy, Eastern Orthodoxy, 
and Nationality-'one king, one faith, one. law'
and it soon became apparent that he had set his 
heart on carrying all these principles into practice 
in the most energetic and uncompromising 
form . 

.. He had three alternatives before him: either to 
maintain the status guo; or to move in the same 
direction as Austria---4.e., towards decentralisation; 
or, finally, to endeavour to nationalise the Empire 
at the expense of the subject races and in favour 
of the most important--the ' Great Russians.' He 
chose the third of these and his watchword became 
, Russia for the Russians.' Whoever stood in the 
way of the fulfilment of'this design, whether Jew, 
German, or Swedish Finlander, must go to the 
wall. To carry out this policy, however, time was 
required, for, should war break out, and an enemy 
gain foot on Russian soil, a revolution might 
possibly ensue, and this would not only endanger 
the process of union, but might e.ven imperil the 
cohesion of the state. It was therefore essential 
to the Tsar's policy that there should be peace, so 
as to afford leisure for the innovations he contem
plated at home; and if Alexander III. gained so 
much credit for keeping the peace of Russia abroad, 
it was only at the cost of the civil strife into wltich 
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he now prepared to plunge a large portion of his 
own people." 

One of the most important personages under Alex
ander III. was Pobiedonoststev then and still the 
Procurator of the Holiest Synod, that is to say a sort 
of Minister of Public, Worship for the State Church. 
He is a "sincerely and fanatically pious man as the 
Greek Church understands piety. • . . His reli~,'ious 
fervonr contemplates without blinking the prospect of 
ten millions of Jews, Lutherans, Catholics, and dissenters 
generally being despoiled, evicted, harried by Cossacks 
and driven like criminals from their homes" (Harold 
Frederic). He was the chief of the advisers who 
inflamed Alexander's Panslavistic tendencies till they 
led to the most terrible results: the harrying of his 
border countries till all their national and religious 
individuality should be assimilated to the Muscovite 
model, the infringement of the Finnish constitution 
which he had promilled to respect, the persecution of 
the Russian Protestanta in the South and oC the Jews 
throughout his Empire, the suppression of education 
and inteIIigence, aud of the freedom of the press, thus 
cutting off from himself the only possible means he had 
of ascertaining what was going on in his country, and 
of combating the enormous abuses that had grown up 
there. 

A still mightier personage whiIst he lived, though 
not in the service of the Tsar, was Michael Katkov; 
although he died in 1887 one has to say a word about 
him when considering the forces at work in the Russian 
political world of to-day just as one still has to say 
something of Alexander IlL, for" tbe evil that men do 
lives after them." Katkov began his political life as an 
ardent member of the most advanced party the comrade 
and friend of Herzen and Bakunin, and (after editing 
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the MOBOOW Gazett. for five years) as one of the editors 
of a literary magazine The Russiam, Messengtr, in which 
8 ppeared for the first time some of the masterpieces of 
Tourguenev, Saltykov, and Leo Tolstoi 

" At that time there was nothing to indicate that 
Katkof was in any way unworthy of the friendship 
and confidence of such men. . . . The change of 
front came like a thunderstorm. . . • One of the 
points in the liberal programme was to effect 
a reconciliation between the Russian and the Polish 
people on the basis of substantial justice and 
mutual concessions. . • . A small fraction of the 
liberals however, were at variance with the 
majority respecting the Polish question. They 
were eager enough to obtain political freedom for 
their own country, but they would not willingly 
see it extended to the Poles. The drift of the 
party was represented by individuals of little 
inJIuence, until Katkof was inspired with the idea 
of putting himself at its head." 

In 1863 Katkov for a second time became editor of the 
M08IXJID Gautte: 

"He devoted his attention wholly to the Polish 
question, doubtless with a grim satisfaction at the 
thought that to frustrate the plans of the Poles 
would be to score an important victory over the 
Russian Liberals.. He denounced the preparations 
that were being made in Poland, foretold a speedy 
insurrection, and stigmatized as traitors all his 
fellow-countrymen who remained unconvinced by 
his arguments and unmoved by his appeals. When 
his predictions were at last fulfilled all the passions 
of his nature broke loose in wild disorder. His 
style of writing resembled that of a Hebrew 
prophet; the measures he advocated were as 

.0 
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cynical 88 any to which ·Marat ever affixed his 
name; and the immediate result he BOught to 
bring about in Poland was such as no man with a 
vestige of humanity would dare to avow to himself. 
Those who are not acquainted with the details of 
the Polish insurrection; with the sickening scenes 
of bloodshed and fiendish cruelty which marked 
every step in the work of repression, and with the 
part that Katkof' played in that horrid drama, 
are not qualified to form an estimate of the 
man's character or of his work." • . • He appealed 
.. to the worst passions of the people, whom he 
at last worked up into such a state of frenzy that 
every deed of violence, every cold-blooded act of 
cruelty perpetrated against the Poles, seemed a 
distinctly meritorious act. And the p888ions he 
then BO successfully inflamed have not yet sub
sided. A Pole is still, in the eyes of millions 
of the common people of Russia, an object of 
loathing, a malignant being of an inferior order 
whom it is an act of great self-denial in the State 
to tolerate." 

After the Polish insurrection Katkov" claimed to be 
considered as the official mouthpiece of the Russian 
people. " No minister was powerful enough to stand 
up against this joUl'llaJist. On one occasion the 
Minister of the Interior ordered the 8U8peUsion of 
the issue of his paper, bnt the command was absolutely 
ignored and the Minister him.'!elf was attacked in the 
paper; he had to acknowledge himself defeated, and 
meekly to submit. 

The immense power Katkov now wielded he used 
exclusively on the reactionary side. Greatly to his 
inlluence was due the suppression of such publications 
as the "GalosH and "The Annals of the Fatherland," 
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the new fetters placed on the education system, the 
whittling away of the privileges of the Zemstvoes, and 
the . curtailment of the popular franchises for local 
government purposes. 

(This account is taken from an articl~ on Michael 
Katkof by" An English Resident in Russia," 001'l0tem
pqrarylle1Mw, Oct. 1887.) 

Of the new Tsar Nicho~as not a great deal is as yet 
known. That a Tsar in his position might do a good 
deal for the liberation of his country there seems to be 
no doubt. for example his personal discountenancing 
of the religious persecution would do much; so too 
would his personal insistence that the press should 
enjoy some liberty. During the first two or three 
months of his reign we observed what symptoms we 
were permitted to hear .about with some degree of 
puzzlement, so ambiguous did they appear. Nicholas, 

. we were told, moved more freely about amongst his 
people and with fewer guards than his predecessors. 

If this was so it was at any rate so much to the good, 
but it was not after all clear whether the gentleman 
who was Been buying gloves in a shop like any ordinary 
mortal was not his cousin the Duke of York: 

It was said on his accession that he had promulgated 
an important amnesty, but it is found on examination 
that those imprisoned or exiled without trial by 
administrative process, are simply left as they were 
before, to the tender mercies of the Minister of the 
Interior. One would have hoped that the victims of 
arbitrary disregard of law would have received relief 
before murderers and thieves. 

"We must further note," says Free Russia, "that 
all reference to an amnesty for those whose offence 
consists in holding religious opinions which are 
not those of the Orthodox State Church is omitted 
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from the manifesto. No ray of hope is held out to 
the Stnndists, the Old Believers, and other dissent.. 
ing bodies. The continuance of persecution upon 
the old lines provea that the manifesto is not 
understood by the R11lIIIian administrators and 
officials to mean any large measure of tolerance. 
The Jews are haraesed now as they were before. 
Political arrests are continued on an extensive 
scale- (hee ll.-ia, Jannary.1895). 

This darkness is but faintly illuminated by the spark 
of grace shown in the edict, which orders thoee who per
sisted in going to their ancestral Roman Catholic church 
at KrOzhe after they had been officially informed that 
they had joined the Eastern Communion and that their 
old church would therefore be closed (such of them at 
least as had escaped being sabred by the Cossa.cka. or 
being drowned in the river when being pursued by 
them), should no longer be imprisoned but should have 
tbeU- sentencea commuted. 

Ymland bas obtained a ratification of her constitution 
(the Finns delaying to take the oath of allegiance till 
this was conceded). 

On the other band no relief bas been given from the 
rigonrs to which the prese is subjected. A Renter's 
telegram dated from St Petersburg, April 20th, 1895, 
saYl':-

• The Tsar bas rejected the petition recently 
presented by seventy representativea of the press 
and 1iterary men, praying for • relaxation of the 
laws governing the prese in Rnsaia; the Com
mission consisting of the Minister of J usticP., the 
Minister of the Interior, and the Chief Procurator 
of the Holy Synod, to which the document was 
referred having adversely reported upon it.-

The 1L!Ie of the R11lIIIian Iangaage is still insisted npon 
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in Poland, and a new crusade has been set on foot 
against the Ukrainian language and literature. 

It is true that Gourko, the embodiment of bru
tality, was removed from the government of Poland, but 
Pobiedonoststev the arch-persecutor remained head of 
~e Synod Srevitia has gone, but Crudelitas remains. 

All this left us mystified enough, till at the end of 
January the young Tsar made a notable declaration 
which removed all do~bt from our minds as to whether 
we were henceforth to regard him as a friend or as an 
enemy of freedom. To this incident I shall have to 
refer at some length in my next chapter. 

The following may be read in amplification of the contents of 
this chapter :-

Leroy.Beaulieu, VoL I. Book III. chap. iv.; Book IV. 
chap. i.; VoL IL Book IV. chap. vii; Book VI. chap. ii. 

Wallace, chapa xxvi. and uviii 
Stepniak, "The RWISian Storm Cloud," part I., and "Nihilisin 

88 it is." 
Ed. Dicey, "The P ....... t State; an Account of -Bulgaria in 

1894." 
Potapenk.o, " A Rueaian Prieet." 

For accounts of such interesting and important personages 
as Schuvalov, the brothOl8 Miliutin, Gortehakov, Ignatiev, 
the A.ks8kov family, Koehelev, and Bilinaki, the reader 
may bs referred to "Distinguished Persona in RWISian 
Society" (published in English in 1873), and Samson
Himmelstierns" .. RUl!8ia under Alexander III. and in the 
preceding Period" (published in English in 1893) both 
translated Crom the German- -
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q HOW LONG THE MANY MUST ENDURE THE 
ONE!» 



CHAPTER VIII.-C01lumS. 

T.... political forces at work and the phenomena oboervabl .. ; 
the bureaucracy eupreme j ita",.1t1n4IeL very numeroul and 
very corrupt; red.tapism. The resulll of being governed 
by Buch a body: "Administrative pro __ "; Rusoian prison. 
and exile system; army contracts and commiMariat; "the 
crusade againet culture." What chan... are there of the 
overthrow of the bureaucracy and the introduction of constitu· 
tionalism t 

Recapitulation of ground already travereed; the racia1 pro
blem; the peasantry numerically overwhelming; why this 
need not be regarded 88 an insurmountable obetacle to pr0-
gress; the new forces that are coming into play in R"""isn 
life. 'l'urning to the historical aspect we lind in the pot the 
id ... of (I) consolidation and (2) Europeanioation; Loth alike 
have striven to cotablish RU8Bia 88 a great maritime power and 
have followed a policy which would willingly fiDd ill COnBumn .. ,· 
tion in the ""'Iuirement of Constantinople. But with the 
Decembriat Revolt of 1825 there becomes no,iceahJ. a new 
political idea and the atrngg1e for political freedom begina It 
ripens during the reign of Nicholaa and hao a wonderful outhurwt 
of activity at the beginning of that of Aleunder II. Bat the 
political privileges then accorded are afterwards largely rescinded. 
How can the Rusoian people fail to read the moral that populu 
liberti .. mnot be founded not on the will of a prin<e, but on the 
will effectually expressed of the people J 

The different eJemenll which make (or progreso in RDIIia now 
drawing dOlor together. Madame Tsebrikova'. letter to the T_. 
General . agreement &8 to n""';ty of I(r&Dting conotitutionaJ 
reforms; some of the difficulties con.oidered. Attitude of Nicholaa 
IL towards the qneation; hie declaration of Jan...,. 29th, 1_ ; 
the Ti.... commentary thereon; the fntility of the pooition 
there put forward. CoIIItitution&lism the only road to good 
government. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

,/ HOW LONG THE MANY MUST ENDURE TUE ONE 1" 

IN our last chapter we have marshalled before us the 
driMnatis perllO'T/,t8 on the political stage of modern 
Russia; our task is now to consider the drama that they 
may be called upon to play. 

We have seen the persons of the play to consist of 
the Tsar himself hedged round by the impervious rankA 
of the corrupt bureaucl"d.CY; of the great mass of 
peasantry (who as yet remain for the most part loyal 
to his person, believing that their misfortunes spring 
not from his action, but from that of the officials); of 
the educated classes, including the army and navy 
officers, and the bureaucracy, and the professional 
people, and the well-to· do amongst the traders; most 
of these (where the interests of Government employ
ment leave their choice unfettered) sympathise either 
with the Old Russian Slavophil ideas, or have liberal ten
dencies; amongst the various sections of the last there 
is now noticeable a predisposition towards consolidation. 
Occasionally there al'ises a notable personality in the 
army or amongst the 'ministers, or on the other hand 
in literature, whose influence is felt in the country. 

These being the political forces at work what are the 
phenomena observable I-Well we must now realise if 
we have not realised it before, that the government in 
Russia lies for the main part in the hands of the 
bureaurcacy. In many directions an enlightened Tsar 
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could doubtless do much, but if he wished his reforws 
to be of real value, ahove all if he wished them to be of 
permanent and reliable value, he would have to set his 
mind to the overthrow of the power of the tchinovlliks, 
and consequently he would necessarily have to call in 
to his aid some governing power extensive enough to 
grapple with it. Such a one could only be found in 
some form of constitutional government. But the 
Tsardoni during the last reign did exactly the contrary 
to this; it delivered itself over bound hand and foot 
into the power of the bureaucracy, for it was on these 
terms alone that the bureaucracy would accept the 
responsibility of guarding its personal pbysical safety. 
What sort of personal safety was actually secured for the 
prisoner of Gatchina it is perhaps more for his son 
Nicholas than for anyone else to judge. Yet as we shall 
see the son announces his determination to follow in 
the path of his father I 

It is an important investigation for us to make, to 
ascertain what sort of a ~ this bureaucracy to 
which the government of Russia is for the time being 
delivered, presents. As we have seen, it is to a large 
extent independent of control from above, both because 
the monarch is afraid to maim his own instrument of 
government, and because he is physically unable to 
grapple with the mass of affairs that every hour briDgs 
to the ministriea of St Petersburg for decision. H 
he takes pains to inform himself as to what is going 
forward in one department, so many of the twenty-four 
hours are occupied; there are not enough hours in the 
day for him to be able to poesess the most superficial 
knowledge of what goes on in all those departments 
over which he is supposed to exercise supreme control 

Neither from below is there any restraining power, 
for not ouly is there no repreeentative government which 
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is allowed to approach however remotely imperial 
affairs, but public opinion itself is choked to death. 
'!'he press is gagged and under the direct control of the 
bureaucracy itself, there is no right of public' meeting, 
even conversation between a knot of friends on political 
matters or on the doings of the officials is dangerous. The 
pe1"8O'TI/nil of the bureaucracy is immensely numerous; 
and monetary corruption is so prevalent amongst them 
as to be almost universal. M. Leroy-Beaulieu attempts 
to dissect the causes of this corruption :-He says that 
it is a service that has . been thrown open to the adven
turers of all nations and that aince the time of Peter 
the Great theft and fraud have been their traditions. 
" Then" he says "one must take account 'of the de
moralising influence that the institution of serfdom had 
on all classes of society, of the ways of an Eastern 
despotism, which survive more or less beneath the 
surface of European reforms." Then there is the extent 
of the Empire and the ignorance of the bulk of its in
habitants, giving a magnificently free field for the 
exercise of abuses. Lastly there is the insufficiency 
of remuneration. "In many branches of the adminis
tration the inadequacy of salary has been so notorious 
that it has practically been accepted as an authorisation 
to have recourse to illicit sources of remuneration." 
These predisposing causes are quite enough to account 
for the growth of abuses where the environment is so 
favourable. One might, perhaps, be disposed to add to 
them that as any manifestation of individuality is per
secuted and submissiveness is regarded as the highest 
virtue -fear, rather than honour and self-respect, 
becomeS the main impulse of conduct.. Hardly any 
body of men would withstand the temptations of being 
vested with the enormous uncontrolled powers of the 
Russian tchinovniks, and it appears that there are reasons 
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that make them little adapted to make any stand 
against them. Whether we examine the army or the 
civil service, the corruption we find is of the most 
appalling and hopeless kind The evidence on this 
point is practically universal. But this great body of 
ofli<:ials so loose in what they actually do, are usually 
apparently strictly regular in their methods of setting 
about work; nowhere is red-tapism carried to such a 
pitch. Minute and multifarious regulations have been 
devised in the vain hope of putting some check on the 
cupidity, incompetence, and tyranny of the officials; but 
they have served. only to shelter them more completely 
than ever from any chance of being efficiently held in 
control The author of .. Revelatious or RI1S8ia," says ro-

.. This system originally devised as a check on 
those employed, by placing on record, in black 
and white, the minutest details of everything con
nected with their duty, bas bad the contrary effect 
of insuring impunity. by burying every transaction 
in such an inextricably voluminous mass of docu
ments, as to prove an effectual shelter for every 
species of fraud, which is protected, not bere and 
there, or occasionally, but by high and low. and 
with a nefarious order and regularity similar to 
that with which, in great capitals. associations of 
thieves are conducted n (VoL L p. 24). 

This is a just description of the instrnment of govern
ment to which the millions of the Ruseian people are 
subject.. H such is the arrangement for conducting the 
business of the nation we can hardly expect it to be 
done well It is in fact done terribly badly. 

Many instances will at once occur to the mind I 
may mention as examples the system by which tJu.e 
snspected of political disaffection are suddenly and 
arbitrarily exiled. or imprisoned for long and indefinite 
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periods of time without any sort of trial on the mere 
fiat of a policeman of superior rank. 

From this point the mind naturally reverts to another 
instance-viz. the terrible state of the Russian prisons, 
and the conditious of transportation of prisoners and 
exiles as revealed by Mr Kennan's investigation. The 
prison structures are very bad and the sanitary arrange
ments unspeakably abominable; overcrowding exists to 
a frightful extent; for the whole Empire, about one.fifth 
as many persons again as therll is officially declared 
room for, are in prison, or were so according to the last 
available information; but the deficiency of room is not 
of course spread evenly throughout the country, so that 
in some localities it is infinitely worse and the number 
of prisoners has mounted up in some provinces to two· 
and-a-half and in one province actually to five times 
the number that there is certified room for. This must 
practically mean a death sentence to very many of the 
prisoners; the sick-rates and the death-rates are 
accordingly very high, and such diseases as typhus and 
scurvy are prevalent. In Tomsk forwarding.prison in 
1886 more than half the prisoners had typhus, and in 
the following year nearly two-thirds suffered from the 
disease (62'6 per cent.) nor is even this the worst case 
given in Mr Kennan's tables. 

The effect of official corruption on the arrangements 
for the army may be· read in Stepniak's " Russian Storm 
Cloud· where an account is given of the terrible suffer
ings of the soldiers in the Russo-Turldsh campaign 
consequent on the bad supplies or absence of supplies 
of food, clothing, and medical appliances. The author 
says that it was to the Russian army contractors and 
commiasariat officers that Russia owed the enormous 
losses of that terrible war, in which it is calculated thai 
there perished not fewer than 100,000 of her children. 
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The same writer in his book .. Under the Tzars" 
gives an account of what he calls the" Crusade against 
Culture." We have already touched on this subject 
when speaking of the restrictive regulations put in force 
against the Jews. But the whole nation and especially 
the great mass of the peasantry suffers from rer,,'ulations 
of the same eort though not carried to such an extreme. 

In the primary schools a maximum, instead (as in 
other countries) a minimum, is prescribed to education • 
.. It is ~trictly forbidden to the little peasant children 
to acquire more than Bn elementary knowledge of the 
catechism Bnd of sacred history, of reading and writing, 
and of the four first rules of arithmetic." It is per
sistently arranged that the number of schools in which 
even this poor education is given shall be ridiculously 
below the demand of the people. As to the secondary 
schools, large numbers of them are actually suppressed, 
and when attempts are made to add to their numbers 
by local effort (by the action of the Zemetvo-Assembly 
for example), such attempts are crushed. The curri
culum is deliberately designed to stupefy the pupils. 
Thus the explanatory appeudix to the regulations says 
that the U less history is studied in the gymnasiums the 
better" : general geography is proscribed by the Minister 
of Instruction on account of its .. dangerous tendencies." 
It may U suggest condicting conclusions and give rise to 
useless reasonings." The Minister of Public Instruction 
in fact U opposes by e\'ery possible means the diffnsion 
of secondary education. When resistance becomes 
impossible he tries to exclude from its bene6ts the 
professional classes (to whom it is a matter of life and 
death) in order to confine it as much as may be to the 
higher nobility and richer eitizens. The privilege once 
granted to these classes, he makes the instruction given 
as sterile as possible, and arranges matters 80 thai; it 
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may be imparted to the fewest numbers."- In the 
universities the same sort of thing goes on with even 
more force. The number of students is thinned by 
wholesale expulsions and by closing important institu
tions; those that are left, and even the professorial bodies, 
are subject to police officials who are introduced amongst 
thelU under the designation of " inspectors" and so forth. 
Amongst students all clubs and unions are forbidden. 

An interesting dispatch dated February 1895, frolU 
the Minister of the Interior Dournovo, addressed to the 
Minister of Public Instruction Delyanov, will serve as 
a recent example of the governmental attitude towards 
the spread of public enlightenment. It was of course 
intended to be private but it leaked out and a trans
lation was published in e:x:tenso in the Daily O/vronicle 
(London) for April 27, 1895. The following passages 
from the docUlUent will show its tenor:- . 

.. Among the social phenolUena which came to 
the front during the last year, the tendency to 
raise the level of popular education by means of 
organising popular lectures, libraries, reading-roolUs 
for, and free distribution of, scientific, moral, and 
literary publications among the factory and rural 
population, which was so strikingly manifested, 
must be specially pointed out." 

.. But while the libraries arid reading rooms are, 
though not under sufficient, yet still under some, 
control, the free distribution of books escapes any 
governmental control Still more must it be 
noticed that the distributors of these books are 
intelligent young people of both sexes, very often 
still pursuing their studies, who penetrate into the 
midst of the people in the capacity of teachers, statis
tical agents, organisers of soup kitchens, and the like. 
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"The failure of the crops in 1891, and the 
cholera in 1892-3, caused an exceptionally large 
in1lux of educated young people into the villages, 
and as a result they have revived the tendencies <If 
Russian young persons to raise the level of the 
people by the initiative of the intelligent classes, 
which had somewhat decayed during the eighties." 

. . . . . . 
• Taking iuto consideration all that has been 

said, it appears probable that the above-mentioned 
movement, which was called into being by the 
popular calamities of the last few years, being led 
by such experienced and clever men will develop 
systematically in a way which will not be in 
accordance with the views of the Government, and 
that in the near future it may lead to very unde
sirable results. 

.. In view of these considerations, and being pre
occupied with the safeguarding of security and 
order, I should think it urgent at once to take 
serious measures to the effect that the help of the 
public to the cause of popu1ar enlightenment, 
always valuable and hononrable in principle, 
should not become, tinder the influence of ill-inten. 
tioned persons, and nuder the condition of uncon· 
trolled interference by private persons and societies 
in this important department of State affairs, the 
source of the perversion of popula\, ideas and of 
the estrangement of the people from historical 
traditions made sacred by past centuries. My 
opinion is that the active help of private persons 
and private societies to the cause of popular 
enlightenment may be useful and permissible only 
on condition that this help is carried on in 
accordance with the system adopted by the 
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Government represented by the Ministry of Public 
Education, and that the work of all such societies 
and persons should be under the watchful control 
of its organs." 

Action in the direction desired by, M. Doumovo 
followed his dispatch with the result that all the 
agencies for popular education' referred to by him are 
now placed under the "wat.chful control" of the reac
tionary Minister of Public Instruction. 

We now come to the great question which is the 
natural objective of any systematic work on Russian. 
politics such as this. The present situation appears 
to be intolerable. Before any alleviation can be 
obtained must we wait several centuries for historical 
development to ripen? 'or may we expect quicker 
relief? Let us very rapidly recapitulate any conclu
sions we may have come to in the cOurse of this book 
bearing upon the point. 

Firstly I think we have concluded that racially there 
i~ no cause for despondeJ;lcy, The e_thnological element 
which has imposed on the others its language, its 
religion, aud its national feeling and sentiment is that 
of the Slavs, that is to say a purely Aryan stock. If it 
has beeu superimposed in the North on an important 
substratum of Finnish races we remarked that those 
races whenever they have been placed in near relations 
with others more advimced than themselves, have shown 
a singular aptitude for assimilating themselves to them, 
whilst the higher types of Finns, such as the Magyars of 
Hungary, compare favourably with any Indo-European 
race. The admixture of blood to the South with Tatar 
or Mongol-Tatar races does not alter the co~ditions 
sufficiently to make us depart from our inference that, 
the ethnological material with which we are concerned 
throws no bar across the path of progress: . 

p 
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On the threshold of our subject we are confronted 
with the problem of the peasantry, overwhelming in 
numbers, and as yet Cor the most part, loyal to the 
person of the Tsar. The importance of mere numbers 
may be overrated but still where the ultimate sanction 
of governmental authority is a huge army, and where 
this can ever be recruited from an unfailing source 
such as a loyal peasantry would supply, we recognise 
that the element in the case is not one which can be 
treated lightly. 

Well, we must remember that the effects of the 
emancipation are being felt; that the peasantry are 
becoming more alive to political, as opposed to merely 
communal, thoughts and ideas, and that the terrible 
weight of imperial taxation under which they are 
crushed, furnishes a constant incentive to them to 
grapple with the problem of the conditions which 
govern their existence, and to make them endeavour 
to make their yoke less hard. Not a little weight is to 
be attsched in this connection to the new aspects that 
Rnssisn life presents, even since the date of the 
Emancipation. . 

We have to note that, many of its conditions are 
entirely new; thet each new year sees the introduction 
of a new stste of things such as has never been extant 
before and of a nature that may very probably bring 
into action new political aspirations and activities. 
For we have found that South Rnssis is practically 
a colony, and one that has been comparatively recently 
settled. During the last half century the Empire has 
something like doubled its population, industrial and 
manufacturing developments have begun though they 
are etill in their infancy; the railway system has a 
great future before it, and large towns are (with the 
exception of half a dozen or so, includihg the two 
capitals) only now beginning to spring up. 
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All these considerations encourage us to hope that 
the time to entrust the Russian peasants with political 
privileges, is not fin distant, and that they may show 
themselves at least as capable of wielding them, as their 
cousins of Bulgaria. 

Turning now to our historical survey, it disclosed to 
us in the first place the inception by the Muscovite 
Princedom in the fourteenth century of the idea of 
consolidation of Empire.' From that time to this, that 
Russia shall be great, that she shall be solidified, and 
that she shall be homogeneous have been accepted as 
governing precepts'. 

In the time of the immediate predecessors of Peter 
the Great, and much more emphatically during the 
reign of that monarch himself, these rudimeutary ideas 
of government began to be supplemented by others of 
not less importance. Peter entered into a combat 
against the laziness, the roughness, and the ignorance 
he found rampant within his realm. It was ordained 
that Russia was to be rescued from her position of 
semi-Asiatic isolation, and that she was to be estab
lished as an important member of the great European 
family. The idea of Europeanisation was added to 
that of Consolidation of Empire, and both alike found 
a great means to their establishment in the founding of 
a great Russian maritime power with a formidable navy. 
Accordingly the aim' to which the fighting and diplo
macy of all Peter's reign les,d up, was the Russianising 
of the Baltic, and the founding on its shores of a 
maritime capital which would be in closer touch with 
Western Europe than Moscow was ever likely to be. 
What Peter did for the Baltic, his successors have 
in great measure done for the Black Sea, and at the 
present moment porta have been constructed on the 
far distant Pacific coast to be connected with the 
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Western capital by a railway 6666 miles long. The 
ideal which Russian statesmen have placed before 
themselves to round 011' and complete this policy of 
maritime growth is the acquisition of Constantinople, 
and the command of the Bosphorus aDd the Dardan
elles. (It is not my intention to discuss here whether 
the realisation of such an ideal will ever meet with 
acquiescence from England.) 

We bad to wait till the present century before the 
growth of a third set of political ideas became notice
able. The struggle for popular political liberty, to the 
idea of which Englishmen are so accustomed that they 
hardly understand how history can be written or 
formulated without it, makes in Russia its first serious 
demonstration in 1825. Even then it was for the most 
part confined to the army, and even to the upper ranks 
of the army. It was crushed with the greatest ease 
and ruthlessly punished. But from this time forward 
we have more numerous and to us far more interesting 
forces at work in the Russian political arena. The 
stem repression of the reign of Nicholas L keeps them 
below the surface for a time, but on his death there 
breaks out under his son the extraordinary liberal 
movement, which was signalised by the emancipation 
of the serfs, the establishment of local government, the 
reform of the law-courts, and the introduction into the 
army of short service, and an educational system. 
There is no doubt that in spite of the absence of any 
outwaid manifestation of the kind great progress was 
made during the reign of Nicholas L in political 
education; and this progress seems to date from the 
revolt of the Decem brists in the first days of his reign. 
Herzen says ("My Exile," VoL IL p.167):-

.. Comparing the Moscow Society before 1812, 
with that which I left in 1847, my heart beats 
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with joy. There is no doubt, we have made an 
(sic) immense progress since that time. Then, a 
society of malcontents existed' likewise, but it 
consisted of the dismissed, the sent-away, of those 
kept quiet by force; now. it is a society of 
independents." 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu says the same thing. He 
emphasizes the important part that public opinion and 
pubjic spirit played in· the reforms of Alexander IIo's 
.reign and shows how the way for all this was paved 
during the reign of Nicholas, not a little by the writings -
of Tourguenev, Gogol, Herzen, etc. Speaking of the 
emancipation of the serfs, he says : . .". 

.. Here wet behold a national movement, com
parable though at a long distance to the movement 
from which the French Revolution issued. This 
phenomenon is a new one in Russian history, and 
is worthy of as much attention as the Emancipation 
itself and the reforms which accompanied it" 
(VoL I. Book VIL chap. i, French edition, pp. 
413-4; English edition, pp. 419-20). 

But if such was the progress that was made under 
Nicholas and those that preceded him, what was it 
compared with the strides forward made in political 
education during the reigns of the two Alexanders who 
succeeded him? For what was iUhat happened during 
these two reigns 1 -An extraordinary series of political 
privileges were accorded, and then they were to a large 
extent taken away again! For a few years the people 
were allowed to accustoin themselves to some of the 
sweets of liberty, and then they were roughly reminded 
that these liberties were not in any real Bense of the 
word theirs at all, and that they could be taken back 
as easily as they had been bestowed. To a sensitive 
nation just beginning to feel the strength and vigour ~f 
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independence infuse the young blood in its veins, what 
series of events could possibly have been devised better 
than this to foster patriotism and the growth of 
enlightened political instincts 1 The moral is 80 

obvious that it may plainly be read by the whole 
people. Popnlar liberties must be founded on popular 
will and popular strength. The Government has 
written in large letters plain for all RD88ians to _ 
U Put not your faith in Princes." 

What then has been the influence at work which has 
prevented a stronger demonstration's being made ere 
this against the reactionary policy of the last twenty 
years 1 

One main cause has undoubtedly been that the 
liberal and enlightened part of the people bas been 
split in twain, the one section following after an 
impracticable socialism, the other section allowing their 
shrinking from that policy to induce them to a policy 
of non-resistance when their political privileges were 
being take .. from them. The traditions of the RD88ian 
liberals are of too fine a character for it to be possible 
to accuse them of obsequiousness to the Government, 
but I think there can be very little doubt that they 
have carried the pohey of conciliation which they 
appear deliberately to have adopted, a great deal too 
far. 

To use the pithy phrase of an Englishman made 
indignant by the meek attitude of some of his fellow
countrymen, we may say of them with equal applic
ability that they have thought" Let ns repeat no tales 
and allow no outcry against this terrible Rnasian 
Government, and by eirJiJity w _y eoa:e it i.1Ito an 
oet:a.IionDl ad 01 humanity." They have even at times 
00en inclined to go 80 far in this direction as to join in 
the hne and cry against the soc:ia1ist-nibilist party who 
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should be their closest and most valued allies. If all 
this has caused much bitterness in the past between 
the difterent sections of- Russian reformers we have seen' 
reason fpr hoping that a common policy may be 
possible for them in the near future. The tribulations 
Qf the late reigns have taught lessons to ,both parties 
alike. We have seen how the socialists are beginning 
to grasp the value of purely political as opposed to 
socialistic privileges, how some of them are even placing 

,the former before the latter. This at once opens the 
door for an alliance. The liberals' too we may hope, 
are shaking off that listless inertia which one is some
times inclined to think has usurped the place of their 
former splendid energy. 

Early in 1890, Madame Tsebrikova, who had always 
been opposed to revolutionary measures, went out of 
Russia for the purpose of sending an open letter to the 
Tsar setting forth some of the grievances under which 
her country-people suffered. The terms of the letter 
were perfectly respectful but also exceedingly frank: 
she sent it not only to the ~mperor himself but to the 
foreign press by which it was published. Some of the 
passages in this letter are very striking especially when 
one remembers that it was written by a quiet literary 
lady of fifty-four years old who was opposed to the 
extreme revolutionary party and had taken not a little 
pains to diasuade yeung people from identifying them
selves with it:-

.. The ZemstvOs:' she said, .. asked for freedom of 
speech, the abolition of administrative exile, public 
justice, personal secnrity, and the right of meeting 
for the discussion of their general needs. If, at 
the present time, the Zemstvos silently submit to 
new measures still further invading their rights, 
that is no guarantee for the slavish submission of 
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future generatiolls, nourished with the suppressed 
discontent of their fathers. Power of resistance 
gathers slowly through generations, and at last 
bursts forth. . • • Blood is horrible to me on 
whichever side it is shed, but when bloodshed 
on one side is rewarded with a decoration, and on 
the other side with a gallows-rope, it is easy to 
understand which bloodshed will have for the 
young the charm of heroism. Besides the punish
ments by sentence of a court, we have' adminis
trative' sentences by means of which the Govern
ment disposes of its enemies when there is not 
evidence enough to try them. But w h?-t is this if 
not arbitrary lawles8nes& 1 Political prisoners are 
the defenceless victims of arbitrary despotism that 
reaches downright brntality. • . . Freedom 
of speech, personal security, freedom of meetings, 
full publicity of justice, education easy of access 
for all talents, suppression of administrative 
despotism, the convoking of a National Assembly 
for which all classes can choose their delegates-in 
these alone is our aalvation." 

In such noble sentences, not unworthy of a place; 
beside some of the utterances of our defenders of 
liberty in the times of the Stuarts, did this woman 
assert not only the rights of her countrymen but the 

-determination of the Rnssisn liberals no longer to play 
the part of passive spectators whilst they were being 
trampled npon • 

.After the issue of her letter she openly retnrned to 
Petersbnrg to face the consequences of her action. She 
was immediately arrested and banished without trial to 
a distant province from which however she has recently 
been permitted to return. 

On the general necessity of granting constitutional 
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forms of government in Russia all moderate people are 
becoming agreed. Let us hear what the judicious M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu has to say. on the subject. In the last 
chapter but one of his second volume he dwells in the 
first place on the mistake as he views it of considering 
the· peasantry alone as the people who have a right to a 
voice in this matter. 

"Can one," he asks, "say that in the peasantry 
consists the whole of Russia? Can one apply to it 
Louis XIV.'s saying' The State-I am the State' ? 
. . . I u whose interests should 'Russia be 
governed? Solely in those of the lowly born, the 
unlettere!i plebs 1 Solely in those of one class? 
and that the most ignorant and the one that makes 
least demands? Yet at bottom this is the advice 
given by those who invite the autocracy to rely on 
the masses of the people alone, and to oppose itself 
to the educated classes." 

This is not the view taken by M. Lemy-Beaulieu who 
regards the instructedness, and the superior political 
intelligence of the educated classes as being entitled to 
a great deal of weight. He goes on to say:-

"Russia without a constitution and without 
political rights, is not yet to be considered a 
modern state; like Turkey it can hardly even be 
considered a European .state. Now is there either 
in the descent or in the character of the Russian 
people, in ita history or in its religion; is there in 
its social organisation, Or in the foundation on 
which as a nation it is based, anything which 
makes it so distinct from other Christian peoples 
as to forbid it from enjoying any part in those 
political liberties which are enjoyed to-day in 
greater or less degree by all other European 
nations 1 . . . Is Rnssia so radically different from 
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the rest of Europe, does it belong so little to our 
contiuent, to our civilisation, that it must be 
destined by nature, or by the fatality of racial 
origin to a type of social governance and a form 
of political government radically dissimilar 1 " 

We have recapitulated enough of M. Leroy-Beaulieu'B 
opinions, and the grounds upon which they are based 
to know that he must answer these questions in the 
negative. He Bays;-

" There must be some outlet to the burning and 
tumultuous hopes which under the inspiration of 
Europe are bubbling over amongst the youth and 
the educated classes, there must be an outlet, and 
8uch an outlet can only be found in political rights 
and privileges, in a charter or a constitution. 
W urds matter little, it does not matter w hat things 
are called; what is wanted in Rusaia is the thing, 
national representation. Officially this country 
has for centuries been mute; it is now necessary 
to give it a voice; if this is not done one knows 
not what catastrophes may follow; on the vast 
stage monopolised till now by the Govel'llment and 
its agents, it i" now tiille to make room for a new 
actor, an enigmatic pet'SOnaga about whom little is 
known, talked about incessantly in some qnarters, 
but as yet neither seen nor heard. 

" Weare told however that amongst enlightened 
people there aro some who though they are liberal 
and even for the East radical. are opposed to allY 
constitutional experiments' being tried in their 
own country for some time to come, or regard any 
prospect of their being introduced with the most 
melancholy apprehensions. 'What are we to 
understand 1 ' say they, 'are you under the pretext 
of cutting short our difficnlties going to precipitate. 
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us into new ones which may perhaps be even more 
serious? What is the good of undertaking a task 
for which we are so ill equipped 1 and for which 
we are without even the materials to work upon? 
It is to claim to be able to complete and crown the 
edifice of reforms, before the lower stories .shall 
have been built. What constitution would work 
with our inexperience and ignorance, with our 
indolence, and cut-and· dried way of going to 
work? What we want is a sourid and honest 
administration, justice given freely and .without 
favour in the suppression of corruption and of the 
arbitrary conduct of the officers of the State. 
Imperial self-government would not become us, 
but local self-government would; what we .. ,-ant 
is the development of our provincial and municipal 
institutions, of our Zemstvos and our doumas; in 
fact the consolidation and completion, or perhaps 
we might better say the sincere carrying out of all 
the reforms of Alexander II. Russia would then 
be happy, peaceful and strong: 

"This unassuming and discreet language has but 
one fault; beneath apparent wisdom and the cloak 
of practical common sense, is really concealed a 
nalve, I will venture to say a childish deception. 
It is certainly true that what is wanted above all 
things else in Russia is a sound administIation and 
justice without favour; the deception is to think 
that such ad vantages can be obtained an.d that one 
can enjoy them in security without anything to 
guarantee them; to argue thus is to be blind to 
the exact thing from which Russia is suffering, 
the thing which deprives of their result the best
conceived reforms, the absence that is to say of 
control and of guarantees, and these can be fonnd 
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in popular rights alone. . . . The Russians who 
profe.s to put their faith in administrative reforms 
(alone) are. to my mind comparable to people 
trying to make a clock go without its pendulum." 

Thus does this writer who is looked up to by all 
Europe as perhaps the greatest authority on Russian 
politics, pronounce unhesitatingly in favour of con
stitutional reform. 

He completes his c~apter by considering some of the 
difficlllties of the situation. What is to be done he 
asks with all the frontier regions where the populations 
are imperfectly assimilated to the homogeneous Great 
Russian people? 

" How find for all these conquests of the Tsar, 
a place in a liberal constitution, and in a Russisn 
Assembly? 

"The objection is a serious one. The dimensions 
of the Empire, its centralistic traditions, the 
variety amongst the populations to be found within 
its borders, these are certainly some of the chief 
obstacles in the way of the establishment of a 
free system of government. 

" With the provinces of the VistuIa-the king
dom of Poland properly so called, the simplest 
course would perhaps be to have reconf8e to the 
same usage as in the case of Finland, to restl,re to 
it its automony and at the same time give it. a 
constitution. For Russia that would be the best 
means of guaranteeing its western frontier, to wean 
its subjects of the West from the revolutionary 
spirit and protect them from the intrigues of 
ambitious neighbours at the same time that they 
secured for themselves a free government. T., 
think as some people blinded with national pre
judices do, that the Russian people could themselves 
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enjoy political emancipation, and at the same time 
keep a broad zone of European provinces in a sort 
of political serfage or helotism is a delusion to 
which events would soon give the lie. On the 
other hand to attempt to apply identical institu
tions to all the peoples of the Empire to compel 
them all to take their places in a constitution 
exactly on one pattern throughout would be dan
gerously to complicate the working of the new 
system of government and at the same time to 
entangle the results beforehand. 

"Wishes for autonomy will probably sooner or 
. later exhibit themselves in the Baltic ProviIices, 
Lithuania, White Russia, Little Russia, and Bess
arabia, and further (on account of the remoteness of 
their situation) such regions as those of the lower 
Volga, the Ural, and Siberia." . 

I may perhaps be allowed to touch on another diffi
culty with which M. Leroy-Beaulieu does not as far as 
I remember grapple. In looking backwards over the 
constitutional history of England one witnesses a 
gradual growth of the widespread political privileges of 
the present time. The democratic suffrage has not 
been the growth of a day, but of centuries; long before 
the working people enjoyed political power, the trading 
classes had obtained a share of it-and long before that 
a curb was put on the power of the monarch by the 
nobles. Is growth on lines somewhat similar to these 
possible in Russia 1 That such will be the course of . 
events there, seems to be exceedingly improbable. The 
grading of Russian society is too abrupt, and it is not 
sufficiently stsble to make one hopeful for such a 
course for the growth of constitutionalism. Are we to 
conclude on the other hand !·hat a sudden proclamation 
of univer$al suffrage with ~ll the equality of political 
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rights enjoyed by American citizens is the only alterna
tive 1 For if that is the case the difficulty of first 
introducing constitutionalism is immensely increased. 
I think another door is open to reform, viz. that of . 
indirect representation with a popular suffrage at its 
base. So far as constitutionalism can be said to be a 
familiar subject at all to the . Russian, this is a device 
perfectly well known to the mind even of the Russian 
peasant. The smaller local Zcmstvo-Assemblies already 
send delegates to the larger ones of the second grade; 
it would .eem a very natural development that the first 
Russian parliament should be made up of representa
tives from these larger district assemblies. 

Now I think that the whole summing up of our 
argument has made it perfectly clear that by far 
the Dlost important question which faced us at the 
beginning of the new reign in Russia, was " Will 
Nicholas do what in him lies to help the introduction , 
into his country of constitutional forms of government 1,, ·1 
Self-abnegation, and II resolve to surrender SODle part at 
all events of the full measure of his autocracy, would 
be the only thing which being of itself of value, would 
bring with it assurance of p<T1ltarwni improvement. 

We had not to wait long for a reply to our queryings 
concerning this matter. On Jan. 29th 1895 the young 
Tsar made a public declaration of the utmost importance. 
I quote from the account that the Times gives of thE 
incident the uext day :-

" Whatever doubts may have been felt OJ 
affected as to tho policy of Nicholas II. were 
yesterday very decisively settled by a particularly 
clear and unequi vocal announcement from his own 
lips. St Petersburg is at present crowded with 
delegates from every part of the Empire charged 
with the duty of congratulating the Tsar upon his 
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rights enjoyed by American citizens is the only alterna
tive 1 For if that is the case the difficulty of first 
introducing constitutionalism is immensely increased. 
I think another door is open to reform, viz. that of·· 
indirect representation with a popular suffrage at its 
base. So far as constitutionalism can be said to be a 
familiar subject at all to the Russian, this is a device 
perfectly well known to the mind even of the Russian 
peasant. The smaller local Zcmstvo-Assemblies already 
send delegates to the larger ones of the second grade; 
it would seem a very natural development that the first 
Russian parliament should be made up of representa
tives from these larger district assemblies. 

Now I think that the whole summing up of our 
argument has made it perfectly clear that by far 
the most important question which faced us at the 
beginning of the new reign in Russia, was "Will 
Nicholas do what in him lies to help the introduction 
into his country of constitutional forms of government 1" . 
Self-abnegation, and a resolve to surrender some part at 
all events of the full meaSllre of his autocracy, would 
be the only thing which being of itself of value, would 
bring with it assurance of permarwnt improvement. 

We had not to wait long for a reply to our queryings 
concerning this matter. On Jan. 29th 1895 the young 
Tsar made a public declaration of the utmost importance. 
I quote from the account that the Time8 giYes of the 
incident the next day:-

"Whatever doubts may have been felt or
affected as to the policy of Nicholas II. were . 
yesterday very decisively settled by a particularly 
clear and unequi vocal announcement from his own . 
lips. St Petersburg is at present· crowded with 
delegates from every part of the Empire charged 
with the duty of congratulating the Tsar upon his 
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marriage. More than six huudDient authority to 
each composed of three or four/suggestions. Alex
sent the nobility, the militaryiossibility of such an 
Zemstvos, or local representative' 'y idea languished 
part of the Tsar's wide dominions. 'liked the idea 
and eighty-two of these deputations w'''re strongly, 
day received by His Majesty, whose spebV methods 
the occasion is a model of vigour and \;'<JJ.e use 
Advancing a few steps the Tsar pronounccd'>ussia, 
strong clear voice, and with a remarkably resoll.'1ro
manner, the following words :- q 

" 'I am pleased to see here the representatives of 
all classes assembled to express their feelings of 
loyalty. I believe iu the sincerity of those senti
ments, which have always been characteristic of 
every Russian. But I am aware that in certain 
meetings of the Zemstvos voices have lately been 
raised by persons carried away by absurd illu
sions about the participation of the Zemstvo repre
sentatives in matters of internal government. 

'" Let all know that, in devoting all my strength 
to the welfare of the people, I intend to protect the 
principle of autocracy as firmly and unswervingly 
as did my late and never-to-be-forgotten father,'" 

Our great English newspaper allows itself to comment 
on this event as follows :--

" This uncompromising assertion of the autocratic 
principle will excite no surprise in Russia" or 
in the miud of men fairly conversant with Russian 
affairs, though it may give a shock to people who 
have indulged in vague expectations of some kind 
of new departure. Our readers have never been led 
to suppose that the change of rulers would bring 
about any change in the principles upon which 
Russia is governed, or that Nicholas II. wonld be 
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found any more willing than his father to delegate 
. to popular assemblies any portion of the centralised 
authority which controls every detail of Russian 
life. Representative institutions in Russia exist in 
a somewhat rudimentary form, their powers are 
limited in theory and yet more restricted in 
fact, and, notwithstanding sporadic claims for a 
larger share in administration, they have, upon the 
whole, little real vitality. When the Zemstvos 
were' established by Alexander 11, for they can 
boast no higher antiquity, a wave of reforming zeal 
was agitating the surface of Rnssian aociety. It 
was a time of rather extensive theorising, in which 
numerous adaptations of Western iustitutions, 
and perhaps yet niore numerous deductions from 
first principles, were brought forward for the 
regeneration of the Russian people. The district 
Zemstvos, representing communes rejoicing in 
emancipation from the power of the great landlords, 
were expected by eager reformers to effect im
possible transformations of RtlSSian life. They 
were to send delegates to provincial Zemstvos 
charged with wider and more general duties of 
local admini.tration, which it was hoped would 
prove nurseries of advanced ideas. They in turn 
were to send representatives to a central assembly 
in Moscow or 8t Petersburg which it was thought 
might properly assume the advisory powers of 
an ancient RtlSSian institution which, before the 
time of Peter the Great, was wont very humbly 
and submissively to lay its opinions at the foot 
of the throne. However hnmble and submissive 
it might be at first, the advocates of reform thought 
it probable that in course of time a popular 
assembly resting on 80 broad a democratic basis 
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would gradua.lly acquire sufficient authority to 
offer something more than timid suggestions. Alex
ander II. disliked the distant possibility of such an -
innovation, and the parliamentary idea languished 
under his rule. His successor disliked the idea 
of representative interference even more strongly, 
and interfered even more decidedly. By methods 
administrative rather' than legislative, the use 
of which is extremely well understood in Russia, 
he greatly cui'tailed the powers even of the pro
vincial councils in local affairs; while dreams 
of 'political activity on the part of a germ of a 
parliament in a central assembly were practica.lly 
annihilated. It is now made perfectly clear 
that they cannot be revived under the rule of 

- the Tsar Nicholss II., who has formulated with 
unsurpassable firmness and decision the most 
absolute theory of autocratic authority. 

" Russian institutions are not to be judged 
from a western standpoint, nor is it much better 
than an impertinence to condemn them for want 
of conformity with ideas springing from widely 
different circumstances and a wholly dissimilar 
history. -Judged by all the ordinary tests of
national prosperity, the absolute rule of the Tsar 
seems to suit Russia very well, and it is not for 
foreigners in any case to presume to affirm that 
something else would suit her better. The mode_ 
of government which the Tsar has just asserted 
his determination to maintain can at least show 
a history of achievement in the building up of 
States which ita rivals cannot pretend to equal 
In Russia, at any rate, it must for the present 
be accepted 88 an ultimate fact." 

Now it is well that we Rhould have the case for 
'Q 
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maintenance of the autocracy clearly put before us B8 

it is in this article, though one would perhaps have 
preferred that its exposition should have been left 
to one of the reactionary compatriots of the Tsar him
self, such BB the ingenious Madame de N ovikoff, than 
that it should have become apparent that a great 
English journal had forgotten those political principles 
which it is the pride of the English Conservative party 
to preserve intact, and the ideal of the English Liberal 
party to carry to still more glorious results tban they 
have already attained. 

But what is the contention 1 That although political 
liberty is essential for our welfare, in Russia it is 8Uper

lIuous; there, the autocracy can be relied upon to carry 
out satisfactorily all the functions of government. But 
the ,whple lesson that we derive from our study of the 
subject leads us to conclusions the direct opposite of 
these. It would be tedious once more to recapitulate 
and insist upon them; we hAve seen by what an irre
sistible chain of logical necessity, autocratic rule 
(because of the limits of one man's time and bodily 
vigour) implies government by means of a bureaucracy ; 
how such a government must in self-defence suppress 
criticism; how therefore it comes about that public 
opinion is annihilated, its means of finding utterance 
by free speech and a free press' not being allowed to 
exist; the environm~nt is then the most favourable 
that can be conceived for the growth of all kinds of 
political evils; the first to come into existence are 
official corruption, tyranny, and selfishness; corruption 
brings in its train the neglect of the interests of the 
nation in every material direction ; money is apportioned 
for the army, but the soldiers are not given adequate 
food and clothing; money is aIIocsted for the re
bniIding of prisons, but the old infamous dens still 
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exist; all sorts of reforms are projected and the money to 
carry them out is wrung from a peasantry that are taxed 
so highlt that unlike every other peasantry in Europe 
their material condition is becoming more and more dec 
pressed in spite of the increasing facilities for matelial 
production; and when the money is thus collectlld at 
the cost of terrible sufferings the projected reforms are 
for the most part not carried out at all; the funds stick 
to the fingers of the official class. These are the evils 
that follow in the train of corruption. But the spirit 
of unbounded tyranny and oppression of the people 
is also without . a bridle; the result here is that no 
Russian can call his personal freedom and happiness 
secure from one day to another. The whole country is 
watched by an immense body of secret political police 
and a whole army of spies in their employ. To do any
thing displeasing to this organisation is to run the risk 
of being thrown into prison or exiled. to a distant part 
of the Empire for an indefinite period, without any 
trial, and therefore wit40ut any opportunity of justifying 
your deeds, or obtaining redress from the grossest injus
tice. Seeking after religious truth is met with ruthless 
persecution; even the exercise of their ancestral religion 
by the Jews has led to a wholesale expulsion from 
certain parts of the country which killed thousands 
and ~ed hundreds of. thousands .during the last. 
reign. All this seeinB to be apparent to anyone whu 
has only a superficial knowledge of the subject yet 
the Timu tells us that-" Judged by all the ·ordinary 
testS of national prosperity, the ·absolute rule of the 
Tsar seems to suit Russia very well, and it is Dot for 
foreigners in any case to presume to affirm· that somE!
thing else would suit her better." If, as the Times in 
its preceding sentence teaches us,·" impertinent" is a 
proper term to apply to one's adversaries in controversy, 
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it is not to the contentions of the Russian reformers 
whether by nationality Russian, English, or American, 
that the adjective would seem most fittingly to apply. 

Further, we may ask, is it really possible for the advo
cates of Autocracy to ignore the great historical lesson 
that was exhibited to us in· Russia only thirty years 
ago ? If the experiment of benevolent autocracy was 
to be tried, what better circumstances could we possibly 
hope for, what fairer and more prosperous surroundings 
could it possibly have, than those that existed in the 
reforming period of Alexander It The Tsar himself 
was working for certain great ameliorations. He was 
enthusiastically backed up by the most intelligent and 
the most unselfish part of his subjects, who carried out 
his designs in an admirable manner. It is true that 
these reforms have left some impress for good even on 
the Russia of to-day, but what a large proportion of 
them have been lost to the country by subsequent 
reaction I Is it not perfectly clear that if reforms are 
to depend on the initiative of au absolute monarch 
they may also be. swept away at his wish 1 If this 
were not evident from the nature of things, does it not 
become so in the light of history? You may laborionsly 
wind up a bucket from a deep well, but if you have no 
stop-catch to put on your windlass the bucket will rush 
down once more to the bottom immediately you release 
the handle. Russian reformers wish not only to effect 
reforms but to 8eCU1'e them. There is no evidence 
before us to show that Nicholas 11 is likely to attempt 
the inauguration of a reforming period of anything like 
the vigour or importance of that of his grandfather; 
but even supposing he were to try to do so, if it should 
happen that .subsequent deatha in the Royal family 
resulted in the accession to the throne of some poor 
creature of marked moral and mental feebleness, what 
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would become of any progress that might have been 
effected 1 Further the question arises (and it is a ques
tion of the utmost moment), as to who is to control the 
arbitrary caprice of the heads of departments? Who is 
to gove~ the rulers 1 for the real rulers they are. If 
under the firm hand of his father one minister could 
relax the persecution of the Jews till the influence of 
the Procurator of the Holy Synod grew strong enougl. 
to intensify it once more, is the hand of Nicholas II. 
'expected to be powerful enough to do away with all 
such inequalities of will or whim amongst his' sub
ordinates? One can hardly ask such questions as these 
seriously. The conditions have grown too immense to 
be controlled even were there called to the throne 
another personage as mighty as the great Peter. It 
is absolutely certain that if they are not prepared to 
show any measure of trust in the people, his pigmy 
descendants will fail in the task. 

The following may be read in amplification of the contents of 
this ehapter :-

Leroy.Beaulieu, VoL II., Book VI., chapa. iii. andiv.; Wana.., 
chap. illi. ; Stepniak, " The Ruaaian Army and its CoJJlIlli&. 
.riat" in "The Ruesian Storm Cloud," and Part IV. of 
Ie Under the Tsan II; Kennan, "Siberia and the Exile 
Syotem" (eopecially perhaps the appendices). 



CHAPTER IX.. 

THE QUESTION OF THE EXTRADITION OF 

PRISONERS TO RUSSIA. 



CIlAPTEB IX.-Contents. 

GBlII1IRAL reasons lor refusing the extradition 01 politital pritonen 
-Beasons particularly applicable to RUMia lor .. fuing extradi
tion at all events for political olren __ We are dealing with. 
po ... er that has been habitually treacberoos and perfidio.., more
over it frequently punishes without trial, and whilot it io known 
that barbarons pURiohments exist, it is impoooible to a.ocertain 
the late of individua1s-There io no stability in any arrangementl 
that may be made, .. the way in which priAonelo are dealt wi,h 
io anbject to complete alterau.,n at the andden irrespouoible will 
of an individnal-Dishonourable methode of procedure of R ........ 
Government-Endeavours, by making faJ.. repreaentationl to 
prUoollOlll to induce them to betray their friend.--Spy oyotem : 
agmU ~ kidnapping, RUMian intrigue in Bulgaria.
The .. Ungeru-StembeJg" .... in Belgium-Imprioonment and 
eriIe without trial following often upon releaae after aequittal 
by the regular tribunaJa-Borbarity of _ of the methode of 
punishment employed-The American emadition keatJ. 



IX. 

THE 9UESTlON 011 THE EXTRADITION OF PRISONERS 

TO RUSSIA. 

ONR ground on which the dictum that political 
prisoners should not be surrendered to a. foreign state 
may be defended is sometimes overlooked; political 
crimes are not necessarily less heinous and less de
serving of punishment than other crimes; but every 
prisoner, however heinous be the offence of which he is 
accused, is entitled to a fair and impartial trial by an 
unprejudiced tribunal, and in political cases it is 
often impossible that this should be available, for 
in giving the political prisoner up to the government 
that demands ,his extradition we deliver him up to 
his accuser with a knowledge that he will be arraigned 
before judges who in some countries have direct 
interest in the result of his trial, and in all coun
tries are in common with their compatriots, subject to 
national and patriotic bias. 

Besides this general reason which with others justifies 
us in maintaining our historic tradition of refusing 
to give up political prisoners to another power, there 
are a number of others which are.at present applicable 
to Russia in a way that they would not be to many of 
the States of Western Europe. In the first place it is 
felt te be impossible to have satisfactory mutual ar
rangements of this sort with a power that is habitually 
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and has been habitually for many reigns, treacherous 
and perfidious. It is felt to be equally impossible to 
surrender priaone1'8 to punishment which may be of 
extreme barbarity and concerning the actual form of 
which it is not possible to obtain accurate informa
tion in particular cases. Nor can we give up meu who 
may be seut to exile or to prison without any trial at 
all Finally the condItions of an agreement should 
be binding on both parties alike; and each party should 
know exactly to what it itself and the other party to 
the agreement are pledged. This cannot be the cue 
with an autocratic power which can and does alter at 
the sudden irresponsible will of a single individual the 
whole conditions which surround the way in which 
prisoners are dealt with. 

The first point I take is that RU88is is a power that 
we cannot trust; we cannot be .sure that she will act in 
a fair and honest way or that she will carry out what 
she has engaged herself to do. The importance to be 
attache4 to this part of the subject is quite clear. 
When a demand is made for the extradition of a 
prisoner it is supported not by direct evidence; practi
cslly it is impossible to transport all the witnesses that 
would be necessary to hold anything like a preliminary 
trial in the foreign country which happens to be the 
venue; all that is sought then is to make out a prima 
faei& case ; and this is done by the production of 
depositions by the government which makes the de
mand; now if that government is not a scrupulous one 
such depositions may easily be forged or tampered 
with, possession of the prisoner may be obtained on 
trumped-up charges, and his penon being ouce secured 
he may eventually be punished for an oft'ence of which 
no mention has been made to the surrendering country, 
and though it is true that it is improbable that such 
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action would be taken immediately, whilst the ease was 
. still liable to supervision, it would be quite possible to 
keep the event1UJl, fate of a surrendered person so secret 
that remonstrance would be impossible. 

We see then the great. importance of the nature of the 
preliminary enquiry in the surrendering country: On 
this point I will quote a sentence from the petition 
presented to their government by the American Society 
for the Abrogation of the Russian Extradition Treaty 
~reprinted in the American edition of Free Ruaia for 
December 1893) :-

"It will be seen that . the prosecutor has two 
great advantages: he need only make out a ease 
of probable guilt; he may use depositions taken 
in Russia; whereas the fugitive may not" [or rather 
probably can not, as he has no opportunity of 
working up his case ill his own country]. "The 
only question before the magistrate, after he has 
decided the identity of the fugitive and that the 
offence is extraditable, is whether the prosecutor 
has made out' a prima facie ease: that is, whether 
there is probable cause to believe the fugitive 
guilty; or, in other words, such a likelihood as 
would justify committing a man for trial here. 
If the magistrate deems the evidence sufficient 
to sustain the charge under the provisions of the 
treaty, he certi1les that fact, together with a copy 
of all the testimony taken before him, to the 
Secretary of State, and commits the fugitive to 
prison to await action by the State Department 
upon a requisition from the Russian Government. 
These proceedings may be reviewed by a Vnited 
States judge under a writ of habeas CO'I'pU8; but 
upon such a review the judge has merely to decide 
matters of law, and ~as no jurisdiction to review 
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the ,ft Russia after having been banished by the 
and we1b' (without trial) to the shores of t', 

But it will p:P.ading some forbidden boolr". making 
rather a strong asser .. ;;: ;; ."1~ ..;.~... l1ussia cannot be 
trusted not to use corrupt testimony in procuring the 
utradition of persons whom it desires to punish. 
Perhaps it is, but we must remember that we are 
talking of a government which has for a great number 
of decades of years been notorious for its unpleasant 
ways in such matters as these, and so far from there 
being evidence of its having abandoned underhaud and 
dishonourable methods of procedure, we are unfor
tunately continually getting pieces of evidence oJ a 
contrary character. All the testimony goes to snow that 
the methods of dealing with political prisoners in RU88ia 
would be as abhorrent to our sense of honour as the 
espionage and tell-taling common in some French 
schools would be disgusting to an English school-boy. 
For example endeavours are made by making false repre
sentations to prisoners to induce them to betray'their 
friends. Herzen in "My Exile" quotes a personally 
experienced instance of this. During one of his jndicial 
examinations Prince Golitsin said to him, " You are 
obstinately silent; you evade answering. You spare 
through a false sense of honour, people of whom we 
know more than you do, and who MU.1U1t bun 10 
di&ereet tU '!I(fU. You will not help them but they will 
min yoa" Now it was of course quite untrue that any 
confession had been made by Herzen's friends implica
ting him; equally of course Herzen was too alert • man 
to be entrapped by such a ruse. This happened some 
half century ago but from that time to this hardly a 
Bingle Russian political prisoner recounts the ex
periences he has undergone without referring to some 

• similar incident which has happened either to himself 
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an abortive plot to kill the present "ilie kind 
.:''land).l 

Th... _. "?l\Ilg8!D:ents of the Russ~ "..,en to a political 
prisoner if broul5 __ " ".::_~v."" .;. "';,,\mal for one of the 
numerous examinations that take place, (nnless indeed 
they are dispensed with altogether, and he is sent to 
captivity or to exile at the dictate of the secret political 
police). No whit more scrupulous arc the methods 
employed for getting possession of the persons of those 
who are regarded by the Government as being inimical. 
The constant employment of an enormous army of spies 
both at home and abroad, arbitrary domiciliary visits 
and searches very often at night, and the employment 
of .. agents provocateurs," that is of people who pretend 
to be themselves engaged in the crimes they are placed 
to check, holding out inducements to others to "enter 
upon them, are some of the means employed. If 
these fail and if occasion is favourable, no scruple is 
made to having resort to positive lawless violence, and 
prisoners have actually been kidnapped from foreign 
Boil where they are supposed to be protected. The 
periodical Fru R"UII8i.a has done very good service in 
keeping a watch on these doings. Five years ago it 
quoted severill of the Roumanian papers to shew the 
state of things in that cou'/-try then. (See Fru R"UII8i.a, 
October 1890, pp. 8, 9.) Not only Bucharest but the 
whole country was swarming with the spies of the 
Russian Government; they employed themselves in 
devising plots and in practising bribery of the local 
officials to the advantage of the Russian Government. 
The names of the generals of this spy-army were given 
by the Roumanian papers. 

Let us give a particular instance of the work of these 
persons :-A Russian named Dobrogeanu had heen 
living as an emigrant in Roumania for fifteen years. 
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He had lef/; ,Russia after having been banished by the 
administration., (without trial) to the shores of the 
White Sea for leading some forbidden boob and ex
pressing disapproval of the Government. H~ now 
sought naturalisation as a Roumanian citizen. The 
idea was exceedingly displeasing to the RUBBian Govern
ment but the bill confening the privilege was carried 
by a large majority in the Roumanian parliament. It 
still however had to be confirmed by the senate. 
Anonymous letters sent to the senators defaming hia 
character seemed not to be effecting their purpose. A 
Russian spy named Motyli6v then offered to a Polish 
resident 10,000 francs and certain other advantages 
if he would conaent to introduce secretly into Dobro
geanu's honae a machine for coining false money. The 
Pole however instead of carrying out the proposal dis
closed the intrigue to Dobrogeanu, who informed the 
official attorney-general. (see Fru BU88ia for January 
1891, pp. 11, 12). 
, It ia delightful to read how often these somewhat 

elaborate plota miss fire throngh the refusal of those 
whom the RUBBian Government seeks to nae 88 ita tools, 
to play such dishonourable parts. 

Several instances are recounted by Mr Edward Dicey 
in his recently published book about another of the 
Balkan States (" The Peasant State: an Account of 
Bulgaria in 1894 H). In Bulgaria indeed Russian in
trigue bas been rank. It bas kidnapped one of her 
princes'; and it is not clear that it must not be held 
responsible for the use of the very engine of under
ground warfare which it ca1Is npon all Europe to 
denounce when levelled against itself; for there is 
evidence to connect it with the assassinations of 
Beltchev (1890), of Vulkovitch (1891), and perhaps 
with that of Stambnlov himself in 1895, and with 
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an abortive plot to kill the present prince (Fer
dinand).1 

The arrangements of the Russian Government for 
confidential police work are not confined to its near 
neighbours, to whom it is supposed to stand in the 
relation of an elder protecting brother. It has estsb
lishments in Paris, and even in London and the United 
Ststes. 

Last September there appeared in F'ree RU88'ia (see 
Free RUBBia, September 1894, p. 73) an account of the 
doings of a man styling himself Baron Ungero Stern
berg. His real name is J agolkovski After adopting 
the passport of another man he received money from 
the Russian Consulate \It Marseilles and again at Nice. 
He installed himself at Li~e in Belgium, where he per
petrated some of the deeds for which he is now charged 
with being an anarchist, but in the same month tra
velled to Berlin and was again supplied with money 
at the Russian Consulate there. He made two more 
visits to Belgium in 1893 and 1894 to take part in 
dynamite exploits. Free RU88'ia remarks :-

.. The combination of such proceedings with the 
receipt of Russian official money is certainly most 
interesting, especially when we take into considem
tion tbat the genuine Baron E. Ungern-Sternberg, 

. whose passport was used, was an official of the 
Russian Consulate."-

A Reuter's telegmm dated from Liege, March 18th, . 
1895, says:-

"The Court of Assizes here to.day pronounced 
sentence upon the anarchist J agolkovsky, the so-

1 See especially cbap. iii. and chap. xvi. of Mr Dicey'. bock, 
and article in "Fortnightly Review» (July 1893) "The Ruuian 
lntrigu .. in South-Eastern Europe» by C. B. Rollance-Kent. 
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called Russian Baron Sternberg, who is now a 
prisoner at St Petersburg. Being found guilty of 
having participated in the robbery of dynamite 
from an explosives factory, he was sentenced to 
penal servitude for life" (Daily Chronicle, March 
19th, 1895). 

A point that transpired at the Liege trial was that 
during his criminal activity the prisoner continually 
wrote to an address where there lived a subordinate 
official of the Russian Consulate, who, although of a 
different name from that used on the letters, we may 
perhaps presume was their actual recipient. 

It is instructive to learn from more recent informa
tion furnished by the "Vorwarts" of Berlin, (Aug.-Sep. 
] 895) that the Russian government (which is at present 
posing as the upholder of the principle of extradition,) 
has itself tried Jagolkovski (although he has committed 
no serious offence in their couutry) and sentenced him 
to life-exile in Siberia. This is an excellent method of 
avoiding handing him over to Belgium; and ,we note 
that the St. Petersburg authorities are not without care . 
for the prisoner's comfort, for he has not been sentenced 
to imprisonment, but on1y to banishment with depriva
tion of civil righta Whether he will in reality suffer 
any imprisonment at all is in fact doubtfuL 

Let us tum to some other aspects of the case against 
delivering over prisoners to Russia. 

Political prisoners if tried there at all, are tried 
by tribunals other than those before which ordinary 
offenders are brought. These exceptional courts are of 
the nature of courts-martial, and none of the ordinary 
safeguards for the prisoners' adequate defence can he 
relied on in them. 

Even more serious is the fact that in a large propor
tion of cases no trial at all is vouchasfed, and those 
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who are regarded with disfavour 8.re, thrown into 
prison or banished for indefini~ periods merely on 
secret police mandates. As the let/res de cachet were 
one of the faggots that burnt most fitlrcely in the con
flagration of the French Revolution, so imprisonment 
and 'exile by administrative process are felt by the 
Russian revolutionary party of to-day to be amongst 
the most bitter injuries inflicted on· their country, 
An IIdmirable article in the New York Evening Post 

• (quoted in the American edition of Free Russia for 
July 1893) puts these points before the reader. It 
says:-

"The administration of justice in Russia is, as 
far as externals go, more orderly, swifter and surer 
than in Oriental countries, but it wants that 
feature of the supremacy of law over every other 
power in the State which is the' great distinction 
between the justiCe of barbarians and the jqstice of 
civilized men. No judicial decision in Russia is 
final No acquittal by judge and jnry secures a 
man his liberty. No accnsation is necessarily 
public. Not only may the verdict of a jury be 
disregarded by the Executive, if the case is held to 
have a political aspect, but the Executive is the 
sole judge of the existence of the political aspect. 
And of what value would acquittal by any court 
be, in the presence of the fact that transportation 
to Siberia, without indictment or trial, on mere 
'administrative order: as necessary for the safety 
of the Stste, is always possible, and that every 
man, woman, and child in the Empire is exposed to 
it. For these reasons it seems to us that IIlthough 
we cannot claim exterritoriality from Russia for 
our own citizens resident in Russia, we ought, for 
the very reasons which cause US to claim it in 

'R 
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other countries, to refuse to surrender any oue to 
Russian justice without exacting some guarantee 
that the defendant at the trial shall enjoy the 
privileges and facilities which he would have in 
countries governed by the civil law, say in Ger
many, and that if licquitted he shall have the right 
to leave the country without liability to arrest and 
detention on any other charge. H 

.. There is no crime so heinous as to deprive the 
criminal of the right to a fair trial. This is pro
bably the only fundamental natural rig~t of every 
human being as a hnman being. We cannot con
ceive of the Almighty himself refusing it. It is 
because neither political nor any other offenders 
are sure of it in Russia, that we are bound to be 
careful about putting any human being. on any 
charge. into the hands of the Russian courts and 
po1ice." 

In the way they are captured, in the way they are 
judged, and in the way they are condemned unheard 
alike we find reasons' against entering into relations for 
the extradition of prisoners with Russia. 

There is a final reason in the treatment of prisoners 
which in some instances makes it as incongruous to 
deliver up victims to the miseries in store for them as 
it would be Cor us to do so to China where torture is 
openly acknowledged as one of the weapons of punish
ment. 

Everyone is acquainted with Mr Kennan's exposure 
of the state of the Russian prison&. Russia is not the 
first country where the state of the prisons has been 
very abOminable; what makes her case peculiarly hope
Ie!!s is the imposs:ibility of reform under a bureaucracy 
which is incurably corrupt. A Howard might arise in 
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Russia. a.s one did in England, but it would be impos
sible for his enthusiasm to be attended by the same 
success there at present. The health-giving breeze 
which may blow a.way the impurities from these places 
can only be fanned into motion by a powerful public 
opinion. Its first whisper in Russia would be ruthlessly 
suppressed. So that till we have political reform we 
sha1l wait in vain for effective prison reform. There 
are certain overt practices which are removed from 

• ,torture by a very fine "line indeed Such are chaining 
to the wheelbarrow for months together. Others differ 
in no way .a.t all from torture. Such are floggings with 
that terrible instrument the plet. I have no wish to 
horrify my readers with rea.listic descriptions of wha.t 
such floggings mean. The plet is a horrible three
thonged whip, and is used in Siberia, and occa.siona.lly 
in European Russia. 

Beatings with the cane are common throughout 
Russia., and are so prolonged as often to be exceedingly 
horrible affairs. 

A curious commentary on the information of those 
who assert toot such horrors are things of tpe past 
is furnished by the following newsp~per telegram 
(Dail1/ Chronicle, April 18th. 1895) . 

.. FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT. 

. " Bt Peter8/ntrg, Monda1/ Night • 
.. Under the new regulations affecting prisoners 

in Russia and Siberia., women who are condemned 
to hard labour or to banishment to Siberia will not 
in future be flogged or chained to wheel-barrows at 
the mines. Convicts of the first class undergoing 
hard labour will be both manacled and fettered, 
but those of the other classes will be fettered·only. 
Women sentenced to hard labour for an indefinite 
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period will still be kept in manacles, but of a 
lighter pattern. Generally speaking it may be 
said that corporal punishment is abolished in the 
case of women, and refractory prisoners will be 
pnnished either by their sentences being prolonged 
or by temporary confinelllent in separate cells on a 
diet of bread and water." 

The" new regulations" show that women have up to 
this time been flogged and chained to wheel-barrows, 
and tbat the alleviation which is to be granted to them 
will not even now be extended to men. 

Other evidence is furnished by Mr de Windt who 
has been travelling in Siberia with the object of in
vestigating the alleged horrors of convict life but with 
the avowed opinion that he shonld find them mnch 
exaggerated. From the island convict station of 
Sal!halien he wrote a letter to the hning Standard 
(dated May 28th, bnt received in England only in time 
to be published in the issue of October 24th, 1894). 
In this he denies the truth of aome of the rumonred 
atrocities but is obliged to ackoowledge that in that 
island at any rate the plet is still in use. He 
writes: 

" Two men (Vassilielr and Kalenik) were brought 
here, tried, and sentenced to ninety la..hes with 
the' plet: a terrible instrumeut, now abolished in 
other parta of Siberia. and only need here in C88e'I 

of mnrder. Vassilielr (whom I saw yesterday) 
was found to be insane, and was therefore spared, 
hut Kalenik was flogged, and died a few days 
afterwarda of blood-poisoning arising from the 
punishment." 

It may be urged that the island of Saghalien is an 
outnlf-the-way place, and that the experience tbere 
should hardly be instanced against Russia generally. 
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To convicts however Saghalien is one of the most 
important places in the Empire. Weare now con
sidering the question of whether there should be given 
up to Russia men who may be sent there. As a matter 
of fact flogging with the plet is practised throughout 
Siberia when" vagabonds" are dealt with, and also for 
certain offences in the cases of prisoners who have been 
sentenced to "deprivation of civil rights." A recent 
instance of flogging with the plet is· reponed from 
European Russia (from Kasan on the Volga). 

The fact of course is that an Autocracy is not hi any 
way bonnd by any pronouncements it may previously 
have made, for it'may at any moment it chooses reverse 
its former action. Besides this consideration we have 
to remember that the Russian Autocracy whatever its 
inclinations may be, is shown to be quite unable to 
control its' own officials in these' matters. 

Yet as newspaper readers will be aware; the 
American Government has recently concluded an 
extradition treaty with Russia which makes Russian 
political refugees in that country feel far less secure 
than they formerly did. I should like to quote a few 
sentences from a very powerful article written by Mr 
George Kennan in the American FO'1'1JIITI, (May 1893) 
concerning this treaty when as yet its ratification was 
not concluded. 

" Suppose," he' says, "that und~r the provisions 
of the pending treaty a Russian revolutionist who 
has sought asylum in the United States is accused 
by the Russian Government of having attempted or 
conspired to assassinate the Tsar. A prima ja.ci", 
case is made out against him on pa per, a~d as the 
treaty declares that an attempt on the life of the 
Tsar shall not be regarded as a political offence, he 
is extradited. The case perhap$ attracts so much 
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attention in Europe and the United States as a 
political case that the Russian Government does 
not dare to try the accused secretly by court
martial, upon the common law charge of murder 
or assault with attempt to kill, and it therefore 
makeS a show of fairness and justice by trying him 
before a specislly appointed court of senators and 
acquitting him on the ground of perjury or insuffi
cient evidence. Does this acquittal ensure the 
safety of the extradited person? By no means. 
Although he succeeded in escaping to the United 
States once, he may be utterly unable to do 80 a 
second time, for the reason that he has not money 
enough to make again 80 long and expensive a 
journey. He is watched constantly by the police, 
and in the course of two or three months from the 
date of his acquittal by the court he is suddenly 
arrested by the order of the Minister of the 
Interior and exiled by administrative process to 
the Siberian territory of Yakutsk upon the ground 
that since his judicial vindication he has become 
'politically untrustworthy.' Can any remedy be 
suggested for such an abuse of the extradition 
treaty as this? It is vain to argue that the 
Russisn Government is an honourable government, 
and would not act in this way. The Russian 
Government is lid an honourable government and 
it luu acted precisely in this way. More than half 
of the 'politicals' acquitted by the court in 'the 
case of the 193' at St Petersburg in January 1878 
were immediately re-arrested and exiled by adminis
trative process. In August of the same year, IIOOD 

after the assassination of General Mezzentsef all 
persons in St Petersburg who had been tried by 
the courts for political offences and had been 
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acquitted were bauished by administrative process 
and put uuder police surveillance in various remote 
parts of the Empire." More recently" In .January 
1891 a Russian subject named Vladimir Lutski 
who was living in Bulgaria and who occupied there 
the position of birector of the Marine Branch of 
the Bulgarian Department of Public Works. was 
decoyed to Constantinople by means of two forged 
telegrams purporting to be from his friend Prince 
N akashidze. and was there kidnapped by a party 
of men under the direction of the dragoman of 
the Russian Embassy. He was put on board the 
Russian steamer 'Nakhimof' taken across the 
Black Sea to Odessa and eventually sent to the 
great prison known as the House of Preliminary 
.Detention in St Petersburg." . 

Mr Kennan finally sums up the case for refusing to 
enter into such extradition arrangements with Russia. 
as follows: 

"The maintenance of a state of siege throughout 
a large part of the Empire for a period of twelve 
years in a period of profound peace; the trial of 
civil and political cases by courts-martial behind 
closed doors; the exile of political suspects by 
administrative process to the wildest and remote.t 
parts of Siberia without trial or hearing; the 
burial alive of· political prisoners in the bomb
proof casemates of Petropavlovsk and Schlusse
burg; the terrible overcrowding and consequent 
mortality in Siberian etapu and forwarding 
prisons; aud the marching of thousands of exiles. 
men. women, and children across the great Siberian 
plains in the rigour of an Arctic winter. are all 
repugnant to the modem sense of justice and 
humanity, and shameful and disgraceful to a 
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Government which caIls itself civilised and 
Christian." 

The following may be read in amplliicaUon of tb. contento of 
this chapter :-

Stepniak, .. Under tbe Tzars,· Parte II. and Ill. For an 
expoaition or the .... against the RUIIO·American Extra
dition Treaty aeo Kennan' ... The RtII8ian Extradition 
Treaty" in The FUI'UfIO of May 1893, and for a reply 
putting the caae from & contrary point or vie.. ... The 
Fur«m, July 1893, article by John lIaoaett Moore. 
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CHAPTER X. 

PLEA. FOR SYMPATHY WITH TIlE CAUSE OF I'HEEDOM 

IN RUSSIA. 

SUCH a volume as this may not unfittingly end with 
an epitome of the reasons which may be given why 
the subject of Russian Politics may be expected to 
make a strong appeal to our interest and sympathy. 
To some these reasons have appeared so cogent, that 
they have consolidated themselves into a Society whose 
object it is to study Russian politics and to aid and 
encourage by every legitimate means those who are 
str~ggling to obtain political and religious freedom for 
Russia. 1 The subject of my last chapter gives a very 
striking instance of how useful, nay how necessary, the 
action of a body of instructed and organised people may 
be in such a concrete case as presenting opposition to 
the unjust extradition of political or quasi-political' 
prisoners. The American branches of the Society I have 
mentioned, together with other societies which sprang 
up by their side, made the most strenuous efforts to pre
vent the conclusion of the extradition tresty with 
Russia. Their protest it is ~rue did no~ avail to prevent 

1 For particulan concerning the Society, see Appendi:z. 
• The American. treaty IlUlctiona the extradition of those who eacape 

from RIIIIIia (M almost aU refuge .. do .... pe) by m ..... of usiDg a 
forged passport; this offence i. Dot in itself deemed by tho treaty 
political it iI merely forgiD,g a Government dooument. 
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its signature, but the hope of getting it abrogated has 
not yet been abandoned, and in any case the nation 
has been so educated by the controversy thns evoked, 
that gross abuses of the powers given to Russia by the 
treaty, will be much less likely to be attempted by that 
power, and if attempted will be far more jealously 
watched by Americans, than would otherwise have been 
the case. Yet with America the treaty now exists, and 
similar treaties exist with almost all the near neigh
bonrs of Russia amongst the continental states. It 
might very well happen at some future time that an 
English Foreign Minister might be induced by the 
blandishments of Rqssian diplomacy to forget the sturdy 
traditions of his offiCe, and that the English people 
might be called upon to safeguard their own country 
from entering into a similar eompact. 

Nor is the actoaI conclnsion of such a treaty the only 
danger to which it is possible that we even in England, 
may be subjected. The existence of the. wild anarchist 
plots of the last few years puts another weapon in the 
hands of an unscropulons Government, soch as the 
Rnssian. It endeavours to cloud the nnderst.anding of 
the politicians of Europe, and to create a confusion in 
their ·minds between the political refugees from a father
land from which it itself has expelled happiness, and the 
wild enemies of society whose hands are against all 
government and all social order. The story of "Baron 
Sternberg" is onIy one amongst many which illustrate 
a deliberate line of policy pursued by the agents of the 
Russian Government abroad, the object of which is if 
possible, to involve their political opponents in com
plicity with criminal anarchists. Such a policy may 
even meet with an occasional instance of soccess 
amongst the youthful revolntionists who have been 
driven out of their sobriety of moral jud"oment by the 
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persecutioM to which they have been subject. The 
instances of such aberration however are but occasional, 

. and for the great bulk of their prey the bait is laid in 
vain; none the less does it often-happen that they are 
victims, for the Russian secret foreil(Dpolice take advan
tage of times of national misfortune and panic (such as 
that which prevailed in France after the assassination 
of President Camot) to secure the alliance and co-opera
tion of their brother police officials in other countries. 
From Paris at the time I refer to there took place at the 
instigation of the Russian political agenta a wholesale 
expulsion of Russian men and women who were as far 
removed from being criminal anarchista as any reader 
of this book can be. Here again we have to keep watch 
and ward over a. very concrete matter. It must never 
be said that the English detective or regular police 
hound down as dangerous anarchists Russian reformers 
who are working only for their country's liberation. 

Apart from these perfectly direct political aims, the 
education of public opinion, and the increase of popular 
knowledge concerning Russian political conditions, cannot 
fnil to have the most important influences on the policy 
adopted by this country towards Russia. For example 
has not the increase of the knowledge of Russian con
ditions made enormous progress since the time of the 
Bulgarian atrocities 1- Then the English liberal party 
quite failp.d to distinguish between the great Russian 
people and the tyrannical Government superimposed on 
it: now most of us have learnt to appreciate the people 
but to regard with the utmost distrust their Government. 
We now see what some of us did not then see, that the 
confidence the English liberals placed in the Russian 
Government was as undeserved as was the rooted 
antipathy and distrust of the English conservatives of 
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that time towards the main body of the Russian people. 
We may safely affirm that both English liberals and 
English conservativeS are now better informed. 

The influence is immense of such an improvement as 
this in the public's acquaintance with the subject. 
Between two great Empires like those of RUSBia and 
Britain, qnestions of conflicting interest are sure from 
time to time to arise, but we feel more confident than 
we did twenty years ago that the two countries will not 
be engaged in war either as the result of some mad 
misconception, or in coosequence of the disillnsion
ment that would be likely to follow crazily-misplaced 
confidence. 

This same growing amonnt of instruction about things 
Rnssisn amongst Western peoples has too the most 
important effects within Russia itself. }'or the first 
time the actions of the Government are challenged by 
an articulate public opinion. Within the Empire as we 
have seen no criticism of the anthorities is tolerated, 
bnt the Government are none the less sensitive to the 
voice of pnblic opinion when it reaches them from the 
foreign press. This is shown by the pains they take to 
preposseSB the opinions of such amongst their visitors as 
they consider likely afterwards to try and inform the 
peoples of Europe and America concerning their Russian 
experiences, no less than by the care with which they 
plant literary defenders in America and western Enrope 
who 1!hall be ever ready to take np the cudgels in their 
defence. It is even possible that some actual reforms 
have been aided, or at any rate that some outrages on 
the w.."Ility of humanity have been averted, in conse
qnence of the publicity gained by other peoples' insisting 
on looking in at their windows. For example if Count 
Lee Tolstoi were arrested, something like a European 
scandal would be created, and so Count Tolstoi in spite 
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of his outspoken utterances, and the unwelcome course 
of conduct he pursues, remains free from arrest and 
even from serious molestation. 
_ Two more reasons remain to be adduced why Russian 

politics should be studied, and why the maintenance of 
such a companionship as the Society of Friends of 
Russian :Freedom is defensible. The one is solely on 
our part. It is the keen interest, the intellectual 
delight, of watching the development of the greatest 
political problem of the day. What Italy was to 
freedom-loving politicians in the days of Mazzini,what 
Greece was to them still earlier in the century, that at 
its close is Russis. It is the battlefield on which the 
cause of liberty is at gange to-day, and the course of the 
struggle there must have a fascination for all friends of 
freedom which will draw their eyes to that distant 
arena in spite of the absorbing nature ,of the pursuit of 
political questions in their own countries. . Unlike 
Italy, and unlike Greece, there is (if we ~xclude the 
Polish question) here, in the main, no foreign domina
tion to be shaken oft' j it is the fight in its naked sim
plicity between autocracy and democracy-never before 
has the struggle occurred on so mighty a scale so that 
the fortunes of 120,000,000 wait upon the' issue. 
Never before has the world seen so great a govern
mental power striving to live after the ideals of an 
Eastern despotism, but using as ita instrumenta the 
railroad, the telegraph, and the appliances generally of 
modem civiliaation. We see worked out before our 
very eyes, reported daily (in some mutilated form) in 
our newspaper on the breakfast table, those problems of 
medimval history whiCh we may have tried dimly to 
realise. The fact that we are having such au historical 
panorama displayed before us, is only slightly veiled by 
the modernness of the means of government which the 
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bureaucratic autocracy adopts, and by the equal modern
ness of sentiment and thought which rules amongst a 
part of those who are rebelling against its authority. 

The other and final article which may be put forward 
in the apology for the existence of a foreign band of 
sympathisers with the cause of freedom in Russia, is of 
more real practical moment. It is said that the fact of 
there ~ing a company of those who feel for their dis
tresses does much to mitigate the griefs of the exiles in 
Siberia who after the lapse of montha hear of their 
doings and even read their publications. At first sight 
this consideration may perhaps be dubbed sentimental, 
and deemed of insufficient importance to inllnence our 
actions. Yet, of how much real. moment it may be to 
them we shall perhaps get a notion if we compare the 
position of the patient on the sick bed, racked with 
pain bnt surrounded by his loved ones, with that of the 
prisoner condemned to the torture-chamber whe sees no 
faces aoout him but those of enemies and tormentors. 
The physical sufferings in each case may be the same, 
but there is an immeasurable difference in the position 
of the two men. Sympathy may well make all the 
difference between hope and blank despair. 

Whether the Russian reformers be exiles in Siberia, 
or whether they are still working in the cause of liberty 
as yet unnoticed. by their Government, the existence of 
an organised band of sympathisers in other countries 
must be an immense enconragement and help. Like 
the sane man immured in error in a mad-house, they 
need some occasional re-assurdllce from outside that it 
is not they who are lunatic. Discouragement, apathy, 
donbt: scepticism as to the actuality of all loft 1 moral, 
social, and political ideas; these are the insidiona 
enemies that are apt to creep npon them; these are the 
enemies whose defeat our alliance can do SO much to 
further. 
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ltbc $ociet~ of frienbs of lRussian 
freeborn. 

(ESTABLISHED NOVEloIBER, 1889.) 

• THE SOCIETY OP FRIENDS OF RUSSIAN FRBlCDOM is B body of 
men and women whose object is to further the cause of 
political Bnd religious liberty in Russia by legal and legiti
mate means. 

The existence of a Society in England concerning itself 
with the internal affairs of another country, although by no 
means without notable precedent, requires a word of explana-
tion. ' 

Russia is said to be an autocracy. But absolutism in 
Russia does not ieally mean government by the will of the 
Tzar. That stupendous task may indeed be undertaken, but 
cannot possibly be accomplished by one man. The acts of 
the Government are determined by officials whose decision 
are enforced by an enormous army of ignorant and often 
brutal snbordinates. 

This bureaucracy is in general excessively corrupt and' 
oppressive. Against large classes of the commnnity its 
members practise cruelties and b~rbariti ... which are an 
outrage on humanity. The people of other countries would 
refuse to passively acquiesce in these if they were properlt 
informed concerning them. 

As instances may be'cited, THE PERSECUTION OF THB, JEWS, 
of the STUNDISTS (a million Protestant peasants of a type 
somewhat resembling the Puritans of, the 17th century 
in England), and of all other RBLIGIOUS DBNOMINATIONS 
differing from the Orthodox Greek Church, and T~ 
DIBOBAOBI'lIL TRBAT14ENT OF PBlSONBB8 AND Exn.Bs, espeOl-
81Iy of political prisoners. . 

Since the reaction which followed the reforms m the 
early part of the reign of Alexander II., t!>e Gove~ment 
haa shown itself not' only corrupt, 0ppre8Slve, and crnel, 
bnt doggedly retrograde. What possihilities have Russian 

·s 
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citizens of struggling in their own country against the 
terrible yoke laid. upon them I There is no freedom of 
speech, of public meeting, or of religion. The presa is 
gagged. The people have no voice in the Government, and 
they have no means of resisting the evil deede of those set 
over them. 

Education is systemat:cally sterilized. Arbitrary arrest 
for political offences is followed by imprisonment and exile, 
often without any form of trial (by what 18 called" adminis
trative pro .... "), and when trial is permitted, it is without a 
jury, and the right of crOBS-examining witoe .... is absolntely 
in the control of the court. , 

The prisoners not infrequently die or go mad in conse
quence of their sufferings. Sometimes they themselvea end 
their miseries by suicide. Those who pass through the 
ordeal survive only with .hattered hcalth. A large propor
tion of the best of the intel1eetnal claeses-professors, 
teachers, doctors, authors, and promising students, both men 
and women-tlro banished. to the wiJds of Siberia, their 
livea ruined, and their talents lost to their impovorished 
country. 

What can the outside world do in so desperate a ease' 
,Nothing' On the contJary, the events of the last few yea,. 
show that it can do a great deal 

The Society of Friends of RU88isn Freedom-
(1) Aims at supplying accurats information as to the 

deede done in R1l88ia, which the strict surveillance 
of the police in that country eucceede so often in 
shielding from observation. 

Every successful attempt at ventilation does 
something to dispel the accumulated foul vapoura' 
in these dark places. Of this a signal instance 
has been afforded in the publication of George 
Kennan's" Siberia and the Exile System." 

(2) Ie aims at encouraging the RU88iao.1iberals and also 
those who are auJlering from religiooa peraeeution, 
by giving them some visible proof that the heart 
of the real; of the civilized world i.e with them. 

(3) Ie aims at keeping pub\ie wstchfuloese alive 1eat 
Europe and America should be induced nnder faIae 
pleas to aid and abet atrocitiea abhorrent to them. 
As an instanee of the need for such .. alchfuloese 
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may be mentioned the danger of the extradition of 
political olfenders under false claim .. 

(4) IJ; aime also at giving such encouragement and aid 
to Ru.sian political exiles in Siberia as may nerve 
them to obtain freedom by flight. 

To carry out these objects the Society-
(I.) .Supplies authentic and recent information concern

iug the cauee of freedom in Russia by publishing 
a monthly paper, Free RU88ia, in EngIsnd, by pub
lishing pamphlets, and by organising lectures and 
meetings. 

(IL):Collects ·money for assisting Russian political 
prisoners and exiles to escape. (Contributors to 

. this fund should signify that they wish their 
donations to be applied to this purpose). 

For all general purpose. SUbscriptions may be sent to the 
Hon. Trea.urer, Dr Spence Watson, Bensham Grove, Gate .. 
head-on-Tyne. 

The publication of the Monthly Paper (which is sent free 
to an members) is in itseU a considerable expense. The 
Society is auxioue to be put in a position to maintain special 
correspondents in Russia, who would add largely to ita 
value. 

Membership of the Society is obtained by a subscription 
of not less thau 6 .. per annum. BUT ... GOOD KANT SUB
SCRIPTIONS 01' .A LARGBR AMOUNT ABB REQUIBBD III' TBB WORK 

01' TBB SOCIBTT 18 TO DB DONa BPFlCIBNTLY. 
There are also seversl Provincial Branche. working in 

close sympathy with the mother Society. 
It will be seen that the objects of the Society are to 

88CUl8 for Russia the freedom which thia country obtained 
centuriea "h"', or perhaps we may more juetly say, h ... always 
in some measure enjoyed. The Society has the support of 
persons of nlJ shad .. of political opinion. Several members 
of both Houees of Parliament-Conservative, Liberal, and 
Irish Nationalist alike--a.e members of the GenersJ Com
mittse or of the Society, and subscriben to the Society's 
funds. In fact, the policy advocated ma~es. a strong appe~ 
to every inhabitant of the.e Is!ands, for ,t .,s tb~ onl.y alter
native to TERBOBI8K-that policy of desp811 which ,t seeks 
to supplant. 
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"Administrative Process" (im
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194, 203·4, 211, 220-1, 232, 
243, 250, 253; 254, 256-7, 
262,263_ 

Adrian (Patriarch), 45. 
Ag"," prtYVOcat..un-" 253, 255-6. 
Agrarian difficulties, [see Land 
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16,181. 
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4-6. 
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Austerlitz (b8ttle 01), 77. 
Austria, 70, 72, 81. 
Autocracy, 36-7, 65, 84, 108-10, 

l!O7, 213, 238-4li, 250, 261, 
271. 

Azov (town), 44, 47, 51. 
Azov (ports. frozen in winter), 

6-6. 

Baikil (lake), 3. 
Bakunin, l!O8. 
Balkash (lake), a 
BaItie, 47, 52, 71, lIl!7. 
Baltic Provin.... 28, 73, 153, 

169,237. 
1IankB, 74. 
Baptista (German), 158-9, 166-7. 
BaJ::!j .(Ru.ooian), [_ Stun· 

Bar :J barrister&, lI03-4.. 
Barbuous punishmenl8, [_ 

Pnnishmenta. ] 
1Iariatiuski, 74. 
Basil, 37, 61. 
Basil Shuiahki, 4L 
Bas:maa0'9', 40, 41. 
Beards (shaving 01), 68. 
Belo-Ruaa, [ ... White RuaoiaD.] 
Beltc:hev, !lM. 
BelI8, [ ... Zo.-.] 
Berditc:hev, 174. 
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Berlin, 2a6. 
Berlin Decree, 77 
:oe-rabia, 237. 
Beo&uzhev, 80. 
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BiIen, 64, 65, 68. 
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8-9, 94, 119 • 
.. Bladring out,· [_ !'reM ODd 

p..,. Cenoorship.] 
Black Sea, 61, 52, 73, D7. 
Bohemia, lI3. 
Boris Godun6Y, 40, 91. 
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Brigandage, 67. 
Buehareet, 253-
Bukovine, 24-
Bulgaria, 181-4, 189, 227, 264-6, 

263. 
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B~~":.""'" ODd Peuantry, 

Baming of H_, 78. 

Calendar ..,rormed Imnf>. Peter 
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Carelia, lill. 
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Catherine I~ 47,51,63. 
Catherine II.," The Great, ~ 61, 

62, 68-74, 75, 83, 169, 163. 
CallC88UO (mounlaino), 3. 
CallCll8tll (resion), 29, 160J 162. 
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Cen.oorahi .] 
Chari .. Xa. of Sweden (war 

with), 47·62. 
Chekha of Bohemia, 17. 
()hernigoY, 36, 42-
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Chrietianity introduced into 
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Climate, U, 6-6, 10. 
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Code of Laws, 34, 38, 47, 73, 
132-3. 

Cold, 5-6, 60, 78. 
Colonisation of South Russia, 

12, 74, 190 ... 226. 
Commercial Treatl! 64. 
Commune., [ ... village Com

munes.] 
Comparison of condition of 

peasantry before and after the 
Emancipation, 120-3. 

Conscription (general) for army, 
138. 

Constantine, 79. 
Constantinople, 228. 
Conetitution proposed, temp. 

Anna, 64-
Conetitution (struggle _ of the 

Deoembristo for), 79. 
Constitution adopted by Poland 

in 1791,71. 
Conetitution of Poland can
- celled in 1832, 80. 
Conetitution of Finland, 77, 

208, 212-
Constitution of Bulgaria, 182-3. 
Constitutionalism in RUMia, 196-

202, 225 232-46. 
_Corporal Punishment, [... Pun

islunento.] 
-Corruptionamongatofficiala, 183, 

186, 221-3, 235, 242-3. 
Corv", 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 98, 

100, 120-l. 
COI!8&Cko, 25-7, 38, 42, 44, 50, 

72, 90, 153, 154, 208, 212. 
Uourland. 27. 28, 73. 
Cracow,72. . 
Crimea (ooutbem eoaot 01). 10. 
Crimea Tatars, 38. 39, 40. 42. 44, 

72. 
Crimean War. 81, 104-5. 
Crown estates and crown 

peoaonts, 91-2. 99-100. Ill. 

Dantzic, 71. 
Dardanelles, 228. 
DecembriBto (tbe revolt of the), 

79-80,86. 186. 228. 

Declaration concerning his 
aulooraey made by N icholaa 
II •• 213. 23~-45. 

Delyanov (Minister of Public 
Instruction), 223. 

Delyanov (diopatcb to, from 
Doumovo quoted). 223'6. 

Demet11u8, ["".Dmitri.] 
Denmark, 67. 
Deaert region of Soutb Ruasis. 

[BU Ural-Caspi.n depreasion.]
Deutch (Leo). 130. 
Dishonourable actions of Russian 

government, 260-8. 262-3. 
District Comma.nders,· [see 

ZemAkii NatcluLlnikl.] 
Diversity of race, language, and 

religion on the Russian 
borders, US. . 

Dmitri (son of Ivan IV'.). 39.40. 
Dmitri : the first "false Demew 

trius,P 40. 
Dmitri: tbe second "false 

Demetrius," 41. 
Dnieper, 23, 73. 
Dobrogeanu 253-4. 
Dolgoruki (princeo. tom". Peter 

. II. and Anna). 63-4. 
Domeotic aerfs, [... Serf. 

(domestic).] 
Domiciliary visita, 253. 
Don (river), 4. 10. 45. 6l. 
IJon Coaaacl<l!. 25. 44. 72. 
Doum .... 128. 131-2. 133. 144. 

235. 
Doumovo (Minister of the 

Interior), 223. 
Doumovo (diopatch of. to DeJy-

anov quoted), 223·5. 
Drunkenn ... (alleged). 119-20, 
Dukhobun, 159-60. 
IJwrnikI (bonae portera), 195. 

E'::lesiaaticaJ lande and property, 
68.70. 

Education. 128. 129-30. 172. 
174-5. 181, 183-4, 1108, lIll. 
222-5.232-

Education in the army, 138. 
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Emigration, 29. 
Emigration of M1IB8nlman 

Tatar&, 21. 
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with), 64. 
England (war with, tn>p. Paul), 

76. 
England (alliance with at beftin

Ding of Alexander 1.'1 ... ign), 
77. 

England (Crimean War with). 
81. 

Espionage, 66. 
Esthonia, 28. 52. 
Ethnological groups, 16-18. 
Ethnological descent of the 

RU8Iians, 16-30, 225. 
Ethnological deoeent of the Bul

garian&, 182-
Endoxia (wife of Peter the 

Great), 47. . 
Euxine, [Ie< B\aek s.a'l 
Executive Committee Nihilist), 

196; (manifeoto of), 198-
Exile to Siberia, 50, 221. 
E:rile by .. Administrative pro;=;:.. ~ '" W Administrative 

Extent of the countty and 
immensity of ito natural 
f_ .... 3-4. 

Extradition, 136, 249-64. 

.. Falee Demetri .... • (tbe), [_ 
Dmitri] 

Family groups, 10L Feodor 1., _, 90_ 

Feodor (lOll of Borio GodnnOv), 
40_ 

Feodor IlL, 4!, 82-
Ferdinand of Bulgaria, 255. 

Fertility of h\aek earth zone, 
8-9_ 

Finland (Gulf 01), 47, 52. 
Finland, and Finns of Finland, 

18,77,82, 153,207,236. 
Finnl (ethnological family), 16, 

16-B, 23, 24, 225. 
Flogging, 164, 269-81. 
Foreot and Iwamp zone, 7-8, 114. 
Forged Jl&III)OrtI, 267. 
Fmnco-RUB8ian . alliance, tn>p. 

Paul,76-7_ 
Freedom (idea of appearo), 83-5. 
Frederick the Great, 66, 67, iO. 
French invaoion of Rtu!8ia, [ ... 

Napoleonic invaoion of 
R1lIIia.] 

Fnnch Revolution, 74, 181, 257. 

Oallieia, 23, 24, 70. 
Gendarme and gendarmerie, [ ... 

Political police.] 
Georgia, 77. 
GermILlll, 28, 2CY7. 
German provin ..... [ ... Baltic 

provinceo. ] 
Godun6v (Boria), [ .... BOn. God

uD6v.] 
Gogo!, 229. 
.. Going amonget the people,· 

192-3, 233-4. 
Golden Horde, 38. 
GoMenberg, 1114. 
Golitoin (Ilaoil), 42, 43, 62-
GoloI (The), 141-1,210_ 
Gordon (general, temp. Peter tbo 

Great), 43, 44, 46, 46. 
Gortehakov, !13. 
Govt'lllOlIIof Provineeo, 117.129, 

136. 
GovernOlll General, 141. 
Great Britain, [..., England.] 
.. Great man' theory of history, 

M-6. 
Great Prinoeohip, 34-
Great R1I8Iia, and Great 

R1I8IianI, 15, H, i3-4, H, 169, 
M. 

Greek Chnrdi, [_ ChUJ'Cb.] 
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Grodno, 27, 72. 
Guilds (merchants'), 46. 
Gurko (Gen.raJ.), 19., 213 

Hanseatic League (towns of), 35, 
38. 

Ht:gemony, 34, 36. 
Heury (brother of Frederick the 

Great),70. 
ilen"u (Alexander), 104, 208, 

229. 
Holstain, 67. 
Hoistein-Gottorp (Duke of), 67. 
Holy Roman Empire of German 

Nations, 70. 
Holy Synod, or Holiest Synod, 

[Be< Synod.] . 
Homo~n,o\ll!n ... (ethnological): 

to what exten t found in ltll88ia, 
11-16,82. 

Hospitals, 40, 52, 175. 
Hungary aJ?d Hungarians, 18, 

81,225. 
"Hunger strikes," 194. 
Husbandry, [B .. Agriculture.] 

I""no, 156, 157, 164-5, 166. 
Identity of v.rogramme of 

nihilists and hherals, 190-202. 
Ignatiev, 176, 213. 
Immen,ity of extant of Batura!· 

features of country, 3-4. 
Imprisonment by 51 administra. 

tlve pl'OCe88," ['"" Adminis
trative Proceea/'] 

I ndirect representation, 238, 240. 
Indo - European races, 1.7, 27, 

225. 
Inequalities of land endowments 

of peasantry, 98-9, 119. 
Ingria, 52. 
Inquisition, [ ... Secret Cbancel-

lerie.] . 
Insurance of eattle, 172. 
Insurrection in Poland, [ ... 

Poland (insurrection in.)] 
Interest (rata of), 171-2. 
InvlUlion of RU88ia by Charles 

XII., 60-1. 
'T 

InvStiion of Russia by Nl:l:poh:on, 
r,u .Napoleonic inv8810n of 
ltussla.l 

Irremova&ility of J ndges, [, .. 
Judges.] 

I'):;:i.k (police officer), ,112, 

Ivan III., .. the Great," 37, 38, 
61. . 

Ivan 1 V. ,. the Terrihle," or" the 
Cruel," 37, 38, 39, 61, 66. 

Ivan (son of Ivan IV.), 39. 
I van V 2 42, 43, 62. 
Ivan VI., 65, 66, 69. 

Jaequerie, 72. 
Jagolkovski, 255-6. 
Japunese, 18. 
Jews, 17, 28, 162, 169-76, 207, 

:~~e!~~l' [It< also Persecution 

John, [881 van.] 
Joseph II., Emperor of Germany, 

70. 
J udg .. (irremovability of), 134. 
Judgeaappointed "on probation," 

134. 
Jury sy.tam, 133, 134, 136-7, 

194,257. 
Juatices of the Peace (elected), 

128, 129, 133, 135. 

Kakbovoki, 80. 
Kalenik. 260. 
Kalmuko, 22. 
Karakasov, 190. 
Katkov (Michael), HI, 187-9, 

208-11. 
Kavalsky, 194-
Keltic races, 17. 
Kharkov (revolt in central 

priaon of), 194. 
Kberson, 163, 169. , 
Kidnapping, 253, ~U3. 
Kiev, 24, 34, 36, 36, 4~,163, 169, 

174,193. 
CI Kolokol" (The), H~rzenJ8 

publication, 104. 
KoociUllZO (Thadens), 71, es. 
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K09helev, 213. 
Koseuth, 81. 
Kovno, 27, 78. 
Kraiev9ky, 141-2. 
Krapotkin (Prince), Governor of 

Kbarkov, 194. 
Kramlin, 38-9. 
Knlzhe 1D&88aere, 163, 212. 
Kuban, 10, 26_ 

Ladialans (King of Poland), 41. 
Ladoga (lake), 3, II, 64_ 
Land purchase, 9-1-100, 120·1. 
Land question, 92-3. 
Law (.uussian), 132-3. 
Lazarev (Egor), 203-4. 
Le Fort, 46. 
Legal reforms, 132-8. 
Lemberg, 70. 
Letters of Marque, [ ... Marque.] 
Letta, 27, 2R. 
Liberals (the Rl189ian), 189-91, 

209, 230, 2.'12, 244. 
Liberalism at beginning of AI.x

ander LIB reign, 80. 
Liberalism at beginning of Alex

ander IL'. reign, 84, 100-6, 
lI44. 

Liberty, [ ... Freedom.] 
Liberum- _ in Poland, 70_ 
Liege, 266-6. 
Literature and the Ewancipation, 

103-4. 
Lithuania, and Lithuanian., 27, 

28, 29,37, 50, 8~, 94, 143,237. 
Little RI1!.'Iia,and little Rua.um." 

16, 22, 24-6, 28, 29, 60, 72, 84, 
101, 143, 163, 189, 213, 237. 

Livonia, 27, 28, 62, 71. 
Loans to poasantry from govern-

ment for land purchase, 96-7. 
Loca1 goverumen., 29, U7-U. 
London, lIa6. 
LOwenhanpt, 60. 
Lntheran leligioo, 29, 163, 169, 

208. 
Lutan (V1adinur), 263. 

lIagy ..... It!, 226. 

Malo-Ru88iana, [... LiLtle Rua-
sians.] 

Maria the....., 70. 
Markov, 176. 
Marque (letters of), iMued by 

England,76. 
Marseill.., 265. 
Mareb, 11, 29. 
U May Law." against tbe Jews, 

176. 
Mazeppa, Hetmanof theCoooacka, 

60. 
" Mediators of Peace," [lee 

Arbitrato... respecting laud 
redemption, kmp. Alexaud .. 
II.] 

Melikov (Loru), 142. 
Mensbikov, 46, 63. 
Mezenstev, 194, 262. 
Michael Romanov, 41. 
Migration of tbe Kalmuka, 22. 
.Mjgration, 29, 90. 
Milan Decree, 77. 
Military coloni.., 79. 
Miliutill (Dmitri), 138, 213. 
Miliatin {Nicholae), 83, 86, 95, 

99,213. 
Mingrel;'" 180. 
~finak, 26, 71, 72. 
Mif', [ ... Village Comm11De8.j 
Mixal marriag.., Ii;!. 
Mohammedan., 20-1. 
Mobile .. , 27, 71. 
Molokani, 1M, 160-2. 
Money-lenden and money-leud-
iD~ 119,121. 

Mong"", 18, 21-2} 2l1a. 
Moraviov-Apoetol, SO. 
1I08CO,.., 24, 36, 31, 39, 62, 66, 

131, 132, 1;6, 203, 227, 228. 
ll_ (com"""",ve density 

of population in ngWn of), 
14. 

M"""" .. (burning of, '-p. I ~an 
IV.>. 39; (and '-p. Alex
ander L), 78. 

ll""""", (retreat from), 78. 
}1"""" .. (mine at), 196. 
M,."IIJ Gardle,141, 187, 209. 
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Mo • ."", T.legraph, 142. 
Motyli6v, 254. 
Muu,iik, ['"l'easantry.l 
Mountains, (remarkable absence 

of except on outskhta of the 
country), 4-5, 11. 

Mouraviev of the Amour, 109. 
. MUnich (General), 64, 65,66,68. 
Municipal Corporations, [ ... 

Dounnatl.] 
Muscovite nation, 16. 
Muscovite ascendancy estab. 

lished,37. 
Muscovite domination as a 

unifying force, 16. 
MUBSalmans [."Mohammed..,..l 
Mysticism, flU Sects mystic and 

fantsstic.1 

Napoleon, 75·7. 
N;'7~~onic invasion of Russia, 

NMOdnoe Promo Party (manifesto 
of),201.2. 

Narva (battle of), 48. 
Narva (retaking of), 49. 
NatchBlev (Sorgios), 136. 
NatchMnik., [see Z"",,,," 

Natchalnw.] 
National Asoembly demanded, 

198, 202, 232, 233·6. 
Naval construction under Peter 

the Great, 45. 
Navorski (Ste;then), 45. 
Netherlands (1'eter the Great's 

visit to), 44. 
Neustadt (Peace of), 52. 
Neva, 48. . 
Newspapers, [ ... P ..... ] 
Nice, 255. 
Nicholas I., 79·81, 83, 103, 109, 

111, 123, 132, 139, 159, 228, 
229. 

Nichol .. II., 211.13, 218, 238-45. 
" Nihilism," and " Ni.hiliata," 86, 

191.202, 230. 
Nikon (Patriarch), 42, 46, 66, 

167. 
Nobility uf birth, 46. 

Nobility of service, 48. 
Nobles ( .... mbly of), 94-5, 117, 

127. 
N amad P01ulatione, 9. 
Notoberg, ... Schliiseelburg.] 
"Notes 0 a Sportaman," by 

Torguenev, 103 • 
N ovgorod the Great, 20, 33, 34, 

35,36,37. 

Obrok;91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 98, 100, 
116. 

Obo/u;h.est.o, [... Village Oom· 
munes.] 

Od ..... 73, 131, 132, 194. 
Officialdom, [ ... Tchin.] 
Oka (battle on the), 3S. 
Old' Believers, 42, 166·8, 212. 
Oligarchical Supreme Council, 

64. . 
Onega (Lake), 3, 11. 
Orente1n (General), 194. 
Orlov (Alexis), 74-
Orlov (Gregory), 73. 
Ostermann, 64, 66. 
Orthodox Church,['" Church.] 
Ottoman, ( ... Turk.) 
Overcrowding in Jewish pale of 

settlement, 173-4. 
overcrowding of prisons, 221, 

263. 

Pacific C088I, 22-7. 
Pale of Settlement (for Jews), 28, 

173-4. 
PaDslavists, and Paualaviam,187-

9,203. 
Paper Manufactorice, 48. 
Paris, 255, 269. 
Partitioninge of Poland, [ ... 

Poland, (partitioninga of).] 
Patri&rehal family governwent, 

101. 
Patriarchate, 45-6. 
Paul (Emperor), 68,69,74-7,110, 

169. 
Paul (Emperor), and Napoleon, 

76-7. 
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Paving of stree"', 52. 
P .... ntry, 15, 88·123, 179.84, 

226. 
Peasantry (poverty of), [ ... 

Poverty.] 
Peasantry in France before tb. 

Revulution 181. 
Peasantry in Bulgaria, 18H. 
Peasants' InsurrectioD, 72. 
P .... nt proyrietary, [... Land 

Purchase.J 
Permia, ~, 37, 90. 
Persecution of Jews, 169~76J 208, 

212, 242, 245. 
Persecution of Lutherans, 153, 

208. 
Pe"""",tion of Raskolniks or 

Old Believers, 157·8,212. 
Persecuti(ID of Roman Catholics, 

153,208. 
Persecution of StundiHts, etc., 

[... Stundis... anol. Sec... of 
:SOuth R1lS8ia.J 

PeraecutioD of niats, Iv3-5. 
Persia (Peter the Oreat's ex!"'i;. 

tion against), 53. 
Persia (Elizabeth's expedition 

against), 69. 
Persia hn ....... Georgia, 77. 
Pestel,80. 
Peter I., " The Great,· 42-57. 61, 

62, 8i1, 105, 107, 157,187,227, 
246. 

Peter II., 63, 110. 
Peter III., 67-9, 74. 
Petersburgh [ ... St P.tersburgb.] 
Petition of literary men to 

N icLoIas II., 212. 
Pbilaret, 45. 
Pietism (formal), 86. 
Piaar, 113-5, 119. 
Pkt (flogging with), 259-61. 
Plot to........matA! Paul, 71. 
Pobiedon_v, 152-3, 167, 170, 

176,206, lI08, 213, 245. 
Poland, and Poleo, 17, 23, 28, 29, 

37, 4()..1, 4!, 48, 78, 79, SO, 82, 
95-6, 143. 153, 1711, 173, 189, 
213, 236, 271. 

Poland (comparative density ot 
popUlation in), 13. 

Poland (partitioning" 01),69,70-2. 
Poland (insurrection in), 80, 

95-6, 102, 107, 190, 209-10. 
Potice, 52, 269. 
Political police, 107, 134, 194, 

203, 263, 255, 269. 
Political offences, 134, 136. 
PoHLical prhKJnera, 136, 232, 

256'8,261-4. 
Poltava (battle of), 50, 63. 
PoniatowlJki, King of Poland, 70. 
Popular ..... mbti ... 35. 
Popular right party,[ru Ntvrod_ 

Pravo Party.] 
Population, 4, 29. 
PopUlation (distributi"" of), 12, 

14. . 
Population (rapid increase of), 

13,66,226. 
PopUlation of ",/ow, 112-
Potemkin, 73. 
Poverty, 119·23, 172. 
Praga {8uburb of Warsaw}, ':1. 
Prairie (the RUMBian), [ ... 

Steppe&.] 
PrehiJItoric inland ocean, 9. 
Presfll, and pre81 eeosouhip, 2.S, 

139-45,173,208,212. 
1' .... (provincial), 143-4. 
Prie8tilood, 204. 
Priaons, 194, 221, 242-3, 258-9. 
Pripet (river), 29. 
Privileged cl ...... 174. 
Procurator of the Holy Synod, 

[ue Pro",-, ToLotoi (Dmitri), 
and Pobiodonoot.tev.] 

Prof"";OIl8 (political attitude of), 
204-

Pro"'-, 153. 
Prot<otantism (in1luenee of 

Gt:rman), 158-9. 
Pnuooia, 71, 72. 
Prnssia (war with, temp. Eliza.. 

beth),66. 
Prussia (peace witb, temp. Peter 

111.), 67. 
Froth (bettie on the), 61. 
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Pokov, 35, 37. 
Public opinion, 144, 229, 259. 
Public opinion and the eman-

. CipatiOD, 105. 
Public opinion of Western 

Europe, 168, 269, 270·1. 
Pngachev, 69, 72. 
Pnniohments (horbarouo), 138, 

258·61. 

Racial descent of the Russians, 
(m Ethnologicol descent.l. 

R8ilway .. 226, 228. 
Rainfall (amall), 6. 
11I1IpprochtRMnt between "nihil. 

ism II and Ruasian llbel'8.lism, 
197'202, 231. 

Raok6l (the) and the Raok6lnik .. 
[Bel Old Believers.] 

Rationalistic sects, [see Sects of 
South Russia.] 

Ratuohni brothers, 165. 
Reaction in the latter part of 

Alexander 1I.'s reign, 84, 102, 
107, 126.44, 152, 179, 190, 
196,229'30, 241. 

Red Russia, 24, 70. 
Redistributiou of lando, 101·2. 
Red tape, 114, 220. 
Redemption by the peasants of 

laudo held by them, [ ... Land 
Purchase.] 

Reformed secls, [Bel Sects of 
South Russia.] 

Religious persecution, [/JU Per. 
secution.] 

Rent, 97, l2()"2. . 
Representative Commi88i.on, 73. 
Retreat from Moscow, 78. 
Revision of Scriptures and 

Church Service books, 42. 
Revolt of the Decembriste, [,ee 

Decembriota] . 
Revolt of Pugachev, [ ... 

Pugachev.] 
Revolutionary porty, [ ... "Nihi· 

liots"] 
Riazan 38. 
Riga (Gulf of), 47, 62. 

Riga (town), 47. 
Rileyev, SO. 
River oyatem, 10-11. 
Roman Catholic religion, 29, 80, 

163, 165, 170, 208, 212. 
Rom.nov family, 41. 
Rotation of crops; three years' 

system practised, 9. 
Rouble (value of), 97. 
Roumania, 253·4. 
Rumantzev, 73. 
Rurik,33. 
Russia as & sea ~wer, 47. 
.. Russification, 27.30, 189,207, 

208. 
" Ruuian Musenger," 209 . 
. RutheDiana, [ ... Little Russian •. ] 

Sacerdota1iom, 165. 
Sagbalien, 260·1. 
St George (feast of), 90·1. 
St Gothard Pa.. (cro.aed hy 

... Suv6rov), 76. . 
St Peteraburgh, 52, 64, 131, 

132, 149. 
St Peteraburgh (building of), 49, 

227. 
St Petersburgh (comparotive 

density of populatlon in neigh. 
bourhood of), 14. 

St Peter and St Paul (fortr ... 
of), 194-

Saline Steppe .. 10. 
Saloni.., 265. 
Samarin (George), 95, 99. 
Sanitation, 128·9. 
SanLtov, 203-4-
Scandinavians, 18, 33. 
Schism of seventeenth century in 

Orthodox Church, 42. 
ScbliiBselburg, 48,66. 
Schools (intermediate), 66. 
Schuvalov (Ivan), 66, 213. 
Seclusion of women broken 

through, temp. Peter the Great, 
45. _ 

Secret Chancellerie, 66, 68. 
Secls, 156-69. 
Sects myotic and fantastic, 168. 
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Seet of the" Ohmt'!." 16S, 169. 
Sect of the Unial8, L'" Unial8.] 
Seel8 of South Ru .. ia, 160, 162, 

168.69, 208, 212-
Semetie group. of l'""plea, 17. 
Separation 01 judicial from ad· 

miniatrative power, 133, 134-
. Serf. partially emancipated in 

Polaiul in 1791, 71. 
Serf. in RU88ia, 89-92-
Serf. in RUBBia emancipated, 92-

100,103-7. 
Serf. (domestic), emancipated, 96. 
Settlement of Sonth RU88ia, 12-
Servia, 17. 
Short service in army, 13B. 
SMiahki, [IU Basil Shtlishki] 
Siberia,and Siberians, 16, 29,38, 

90,100. 162,203-4,237,z69.61. 
272-

Slaves, 89. 
Slave, 16, 17,22.7, !26. 
SlavophiJiam and Slavophils, 44, 

186-9,207. 
Smolenak, 34. 36, 38, 42. 
Soeialiam and Socialists, 192-201, 

230. 
Society (American) for a~ 

tion of RU88ian Extraditwn 
Treaty, r .... Treaty.] 

Society 0( Friends Of RDMian 
Freedom, 267·8; Appendix, 
273-6. 

Solonev attempl8 _ination 
of .Alexander 11., 196. 

Solty1<o .. , 142,.209. 
Sophia of AnhaJt..Zerbst, [_ 

Catherine IL] 
Sophia (half-1lister of Peter the 

Great), 42-3, 63. 
Spellmg of RDB8:ian nam.., Pr&-

face, vii 
Spies, 263 
Stambulov, 163, 265. 
~ 111, 112, 117-8.. 
8tanIoina, 112-3, 117~ 119. 
Stepp.., 9, 9"-
Sternberg(Buon Ungem),266-6, 

268. 

Bl!reltai, 43, 44, 46, 90. 
Strogonov, 37. 
SWmdw, 28, 160, 162·9, 170, 

203,212. 
Suabian p .... nl8 (colonies of in 

South RUBBia), 16a. 
Succession to throne settled on 

hereditary principles, 76. 
SUIcide (wholt:8&le suicide by Old 

Believers), 168. 
Superficiality of changes intro

duced by Peter the Great, 67. 
Supp .... sion of Ukrainian liter· 

ature, 26, 143. 
Suv6ro1', 71, 73, 75, 76. 
Suzdal, 36. 
Suzerainty of the Totarsi' 38. 
Bwxl, [ ... Code of LaWs. 
Swamp,l1. 
Sweden and Swed.., 18, 47.62, 

69,73,77,207. 
Switzerland (Su1'6rov in), 76. 
Synod, 46, 150. 

Taganrog, 61, 62. 
Tatar&, 16, 16, 19.21, 22, 36-37, 

38, 90, 226. [See &110 Crimean 
Tatars.] . 

Taxation, 90, 121, 128-9, 226, 
i43. 

Tcherkaski (Prince), 95, 99. 
Tcherm0zi6m zone, [... Black 

Eanh,] 
Td.... and TekiMf1iJu, 46, 107· 

19, 130, 186-6,203,206, t17-
26, !42-5, 261. 

Terrorism, 11/3-6 
Teutonic raeea, 17, !8. 
Third eeetion of Po1iee, [ ... 

Political police.] 
Three yean' system of rotation of 

crops. [See Rotation, etc.] . 
Tilsit (Peace oJ), 77. 
Toleration (governmental ..... 

eeption oJ), 149-62-
ToJ.toi (Count Dnritri), ItS, 153, 

176-
ToJ.toi (Count Leo), 162, 180, 

_,!7O-L 
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Tomsk forwarding prison, 221. 
Torture, 66, 164. 
Tourguenev, 103, 192, 209, 229. 
Town. (growth of large), 181,226. 
Trade, 36. 
Transcauca.aia, 10, 82. 
Treaty (lt1l8So-ADIeriean for ex-

tradition), !l611 261-4, 267-8. 
Trepov (General), 137. 
Tsebrikova (Madame), 231-2. 
Turanian group. of peoples, 17. 
Turanum races, 16. 
Turkestan, 19. 
'Turks, 19,20,44. ' 
Turk. (Peter tbe Great'. war 

with), 61-2. 
Turka(Elizabeth'. war with), 69. 
Turka (Catherine II!. war with), 

71,72. 
Turka (Alexander III!. war 

with), 188, 193,221. 
Tver, 37. 
Tyranny of old lords, 123. 
Tyranny of local officials, 115-6, , 

243-

Ukllzea, 100, 13;' 134, 135, 140. 
Ukraine, and IJkrainiana, ( ... 

Little Rusai&na.] 
U ngem-Stemberg, (_ Stern-

berg.] 
Umats, 80-1, 163-5. 
United States, 266. 
University of MOBCt>w, 66. 
Ural monntains, 6, 18. 
Ural (region of), 237. 
UnIl river, 10. 
UnIl Cooaacks, 26. . 
U ral-C""l'ian depression, 9-10. 
U ro-Altalc group of Turanian 

peoples, 18. 
U.ury, (_ Intereat.] 

Valdai hills, .ource of the prin
cipal rivers, 10-11. 

V &aaili~, 260. 

Veto (right of), 118. 
Viatk&, 36, 37. 
Vienna (Congress of), 79. 
Village Communes, 16, 101-2, 

118, 127'8, 130. 
Vilna, 27, 72. 
Vistul&, 23. 
Viteb,k. 27, 71. 
Vladimir (Prince), 34. 
Vladimir (town), 36. 
Volga (river), 4, 10. 
Volga (region of), 237. 
V olhynia, 72. 
Volost, 111-2, 113, 117, 118, 128. 
Vulkovitch, 264. 
Vyburg, 62. 

Warsaw, 71, 72, 79. 
Wheelbarrow (chaining prisoners 

to), 259-60. 
White RUBBis, and White Rus-

aillllJ!, 15) 22, 27, 28, 29, 237. 
Winter Pal.ce(expl~on at),196. 
Wool, 48. 
W'yburg, (ue Vyburg.] 

Yaroslav (Prince), 34. 
Yaroslav (town), 37. 
Yerm8.k, conqueror of Siberia, 

38. 

Z .. 1I1itch (Vera), 136-8. 
Zemskii Na.lchalflilu, 117-8, 134. 
ZtmISloo, and Z-. Aooemblies, 

118, 127-32, 133, 136, 144, 
184, 190, 211, 222, 231, 236, 
238, 239, 240. 

Zemstoo (.essions of), 130. 
Zem.tw (permanent committee 

of),130-1. 
Z....t.. (franchise for election 

of),131. 
Zones (Arctic or barren) 7; 

(Forest and swamp), 7.8; 
(Black earth or Tchermoli6m), 
8-9'; (Steppe),9. 
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presented by the economic world of the preteDt day. Thi.f purpoee 
18 carried DOt in four chapten and an introduction, having. dote 
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U The book has the merits of clear ana1r.1ria, logical argument and 
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. The Theol'1 or Wages and its application to the EigM 
Hours' Question and other Labour problems. 38.6d. 

~~Ii~is .:'l/':o~f\: ~;;..~ == ::' J~:~:'";:':~:: U!. 
guides '" teachers of .. orlring meu ill resanI to this urgent qaeotiDD." 
-Brallftml 0_ . 

.. Tho book mwot he read, and read carerully; it d...a Dot hear 
much eom~reaiDg; we may, however. call .~ attention to Chapter 
I V., ill whu:h Mr Thom.,.... attaeko a poBltioo adoptod by pror_ 
Ilanhall, amongst othefIJ, that' rent doe. not enter into die ~ 
01 productiOlL' The author ta ... np his ground with eautioo a.d 
dererence to the peat liring muter 01 econolOQ, and he eertainly 
leaves the imprt!9810n tbat he bu the weight oIart",,'lunent on h .. side. 
•.•. UudoabteJly, the most. interesting chapter .. the lMt. in whteh 

!!!~~mJ:~ba~r;~·-:r:':c!:.tt:,oge 'd.~: ~;t·~:~ 
Question, the inereue oC .agee, and profit ... harinfC,. The ordinary 
politiciaa who glibly dilcoaea tb., thing. u in Deed of • more 
..... tiJieatandpoillt fromwbich to de1ine his Yie ... "-TM W ........... 
lIeoietD. 
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